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Preface

his booklet on Croatian music – an overview of all genres, history, and significant
interpreters and composers who are currently
active on the scene – was created as a part of
EU’s MINSTREL project. MINSTREL is a project
encompassing 11 European music information
centers that includes a range of activities with
an objective to create a common data base
with information about the music life and artists from all nations, help them perform in the
participating countries and to preserve the musical heritage (digitalize classical music composers’ autographs and other artifacts as well
as collect the documentation related to that
type of music).

T

This is the first time in history that comprehensive information about Croatian music
scene is collected and made available in English to the broadest public. The entire endeavor
was very demanding: that is why we enlisted
the help of experts in each field.
One of the major problems was to choose
the criteria for inclusion in this booklet. We,
of course, tried to include the most important
representatives of each genre, everyone who

D M
Music Information Center Manager
Zagreb Concert Management

made a mark or confirmed their status in the
local, and especially the international music
scene with quality or media presence. We are
well aware that there are many artists who are
not represented – primarily due to space limitations. These are mostly young musicians who
are bound to find their place in one of the future publications of this type. This large project
was implemented with the help of the European Union and set a strong foundation and a
sort of platform for the aﬃrmation of Croatian
music and Croatian artists in the world. That is
why we consider this booklet on Croatian music
as a start to a number of similar publications
that would also include other important names
that have been excluded from this one.
The Zagreb Concert Management’s Music Information Center would like to thank everyone
who helped us collect the abundant visual material and the information, and thus contributed
to the realization of this project.
We wish to oﬀer an insight into Croatian music and as much information about it to anyone
who is interested around the world – and truly
hope that our wish will come true.

Zagreb, July 30, 2015

1 . Classical Music

Croatian National Theatre in Zagreb

1 . 1 . Introduction
A V

here is little information about music during
the ancient times in the region that is now
Croatia; the information that does exist must
be interpreted with one thing in mind, and that
is that Croats, who settled in the region in the
6th and 7th centuries, adopted ancient Mediterranean culture and in the 9th century blended into the Western European Christian cultural and political world. The Middle Ages were
marked with duality: on the one side was the
development of music in local languages spread
by Croatian Glagolitic priests through so-called
Glagolitic singing, and on the other, music in
Latin recorded in medieval liturgical codices
mostly created in the scriptoriums of Benedictine monasteries in the independent southern
Croatia aﬅer the 11th century. Manuscripts of
liturgical music from continental Croatia show
a connection with religious centers on the Adriatic, Hungarian influences and incorporation to
central European tradition. At the same time,
the clergy’s eﬀorts in education resulted in improvement of music education. Sources about
secular music of that time are very scarce, but
there are some indications that troubadours
had some influence on it. The appearances of
simple sacral and secular polyphony and systematic music theory, as well as education of
Croatian intellectuals in the University of Paris
show that ars nova was present in Croatia in the
14th century.

T

Ars nova paved a road for new ideas in music,
which were in line with humanism and renaissance movements that first developed on the
Adriatic coast under Italian influences, but it is
also known that there were many humanists
from Croatia working on the Viennese court of

the Croatian-Hungarian king. Music started becoming professional, and the first music-related professions appeared – primarily organists
and organ builders, but very scarce sources of
written music from the 15th and 16th centuries
tell us that it was mostly confined to church.
With new possibilities, new musical forms influenced the creativity of composers, and thus the
mid-16th century became a point when polyphony in Croatia started its rapid development.
The invention of printing technologies opened
new possibilities in the early 16th century for
frottola and lute music composers Filippo de
Lurano and Franciscus Bossinensis. The earliest printed polyphonic compositions date from
the mid-16th century; the author was Andrija
Patricij. Julije Skjavetić and Lambert Courtoys
also emerged as excellent polyphonists and followers of current trends (especially French and
Flemish). Like Patricij, they too worked in coastal Croatia, since the Ottoman invasion largely
hindered developments in music in the north.
Skillful composers and the activities of academies and theoreticians, especially in Dubrovnik,
oriented the music of coastal Croatia towards
baroque at the beginning of the 17th century.
Due to diﬃcult political situation and the division of the country between the Habsburgs,
Venice, and the Ottomans, the safest oﬃce
for musicians was within religious institutions.
The three most important orders for the development of 17th century Croatian music were
the Jesuits, the Franciscans, and the Paulines.
Urban circles and the nobility were not able
to finance vocal and instrumental ensembles
and events (except for the free city republic of
Dubrovnik). Tomaso Cecchini and Gabriello Pu-
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liti were the most important musicians when it
came to introducing the novelties of baroque to
the region. They were followed by Ivan Lukačić,
whose great legacy shows that he adapted contemporary European trends to local needs. At
the same time, many musicians leﬅ the country and earned reputation elsewhere (in Zabern,
Venice, London, Turin). These were, for example,
Vinko Jelić, Francesco Sponga Usper, his nephew Gabriel Sponga Usper, Damjan Nembrij, and
Ivan Šibenčanin.
Although there had been some indications of
music for the stage being written in the 16th
century, echoed from Italy, music at that time
remained in the background and a less important part of staged performances. In the 18th
century theatre it was pushed even deeper into
the background. The first half of the 18th century was also a period when music life in Croatia (which was still separated between several
rulers) came to a standstill. In that situation,
the Church remained the main center for musical life, but it was only intended to fulfill the
basic liturgical needs. A shiﬅ happened in the
middle of the century when musically developed cities in the south (Dubrovnik, Split, Hvar,
Šibenik, Zadar) were joined by Zagreb, as well
as Varaždin, Osijek, Valpovo, Našice and Ðakovo in the north. Nobility and the upper class
soon joined in and started supporting organized
music playing, establishing ensembles, hiring
professional musicians and bringing in European musical repertoires. The talented composers
who introduced Central European, pre-classical
and classical style to Croatia included Jan Køtitel Vanhal, Ivan Werner, Leopold Ebner in the
north, Luka and Antun Sorkočević, Julije Bajamonti, Ante Alberti, Ivan Jeličić, Josip Raﬀaelli
and Jerolim Alesani in the south. Ivan Jarnović,
Stjepan Spadina, Amando Ivančić and Josip Mihovil Stratico became famous working abroad.
In any case, music as an art form, sacral and
secular music in the north belonged to the Central European circle, and in the south to the Italian and Mediterranean circles. Organ building
reached its peak at that time. Theatre, too, was
enriched with music by the end of the century,
and Italian opera troupes started frequenting
Croatia. The concert life was also enriched by
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visiting foreign artists who brought contemporary repertoires with them.
The 18th-century spirit lasted long into the
19th century, at which time music education
was improved, institutions for music training
were established, as well as societies of music
lovers, and music was generally professionalized. Music institutes and music schools opened.
By the middle of the century, the Croatian enlightenment movement had a strong influence
on cultural life in the north in general (the south
would follow somewhat later). In music, composers were mostly focused on patriotic songs
that became very popular due to the general
circumstances of establishing Croatian identity
and resisting the Magyarization within the Austrian Empire. Juraj Carlo Wisner von Morgenstern was notable for his professionalism, and
greatly influenced Vatroslav Lisinski, the most
talented composer of the period and the author of the first Croatian opera Love and Malice.
Many performing artists gained international
fame at the time, including sopranos Irma Murska and especially Milka Trnina, as well as violinist Franjo Krežma.
Aﬅer the development calmed down during
Bach’s absolutism, establishment of singing societies gained momentum again in the 1860s,
when the main protagonists of Croatian music of the latter 19th century appeared on the
scene – Ivan Zajc as composer, conductor, director of the Opera in Zagreb and teacher in
the Music Institute’s school; and Franjo Kuhač
as musicologist, ethno-musicologist and music
writer. They helped put Zagreb in the center of
Croatian musical life. Late in the century, composers of so-called transition music, who were
educated abroad and were very well aware of
all the contemporary trends in European music, matured on the scene. The news that they
brought are seen, for example, in Josip Hatze’s
verism, the organ oeuvre of Franjo Dugan Senior, the piano and chamber music compositions
of the first female composer in Croatia Dora Pejačević, and primarily in the complexity of intertwined styles of Blagoje Bersa, the most prominent musical individual of Croatian Modernism.
Their innovative approaches were especially

recognized in international circles, just like Josip
Štolcer Slavenski’s distinct works, while the socalled national orientation was more dominant
in the country. This was inspired by folklore,
and resulted in some of the most recognizable
works of the local repertoire: ballet Gingerbread
Heart by Krešimir Baranović, opera Ero the Joker and Symphonic Kolo by Jakov Gotovac, ballet
The Devil in the Village by Fran Lhotka (to this
day the most oﬅen performed Croatian ballet)
to name but a few.
Their work and the work of the composers of
transition music indebted the generation that
followed with the power of synthesizing various influences. The diversity of approach is the
most evident in the comprehensiveness and the
ease with which Boris Papandopulo composed
and in Stjepan Šulek’s adherence to tradition.
They remained true to their choices even aﬅer
1961, when the first contemporary music festival – Music Biennale Zagreb – was held, the
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festival that was the greatest contributor to the
penetration of novelties through which the diversity of Croatian music caught up with all the
trends of the international scene.
Improved management of concerts and reform of music education in the 20th century
created conditions that made the Music Academy in Zagreb possible, as well as the Zagreb
Philharmonics, opera houses (in Zagreb, Osijek,
Rijeka and Split), the establishment of the Radio Orchestra in 1929 (now the Croatian Radio
Television Symphony Orchestra) and the first
professional choir (now the Croatian Radio Television Choir), the establishment of the Croatian
Composer’s Society in 1945 and a number of
other societies and associations. These conditions also encouraged numerous chamber ensembles and helped set up festivals, as well as
the appearance of excellent performing artists
and soloists, thus creating a stable image of
Croatian music life that we have today.

1 . 2 . Artists
A V

NIKŠA BAREZA (Split, 1936) was trained at
the Zagreb Music Academy, The Mozarteum
in Salzburg and under Herbert von Karajan,
achieving international renown as an opera
conductor. He started his career at the Croatian National Theatre in Zagreb and continued
as permanent conductor to the operas in Zürich,
St. Petersburg and Graz (where he also served
as the chief-conductor of the Philharmonics). He
was also a longstanding chief conductor of the
Croatian Radio Television Symphony Orchestra
(1992 – 2011). As a guest conductor, Bareza
led the Rotterdam Philharmonic Orchestra, the
Mozerteum Orchestra Salzburg, and the Arturo
Toscanini Symphony Orchestra. At the Robert
Schumann Philharmonic Orchestra Chemnitz
he held the position of Music Director. Concert
performances have led Bareza to Festspielhaus
Salzburg, Konzerthaus in Vienna, Geisteig Munich, Alte Oper Frankfurt, and opera productions
to the Hamburg Opera, Norwegian National Opera in Oslo, Teatro Comunale in Florence, Teatro
Regio Parma, Théâtre du Capitole Toulouse,
Bavarian State Opera in Munich, German National Opera in Berlin, La Scala in Milan, Palacio de Bellas Artes in Mexico City... Hi repertoire
includes Parsifal, Tannhäuser, The Ring of the

Nibelung, The Flying Dutchman, Fidelio, Tosca,
Aida, Manon Lescaut, The Troubadour, Andrea
Chenier, Madame Butterfly, to name but a few.
He has won a number of national awards as
well as the Austrian Johann Joseph Fux Award
for his contribution to Austrian culture and the
City of Graz Award. In 2014 he became the director of the Croatian National Theatre Opera
in Zagreb.

Bass LUCIANO BATINIĆ (Split, 1977) graduated from the University of Zagreb’s School
of Dental Medicine in 2004. He received vocal
training in Croatia and in the opera studio of La
Scala under Leyla Gencer, Luciana Serra, Luis
Alva and Leo Nucci. He has attended Christa

Ludwig and Bonaldo Giaiotti’s master classes.
In 2002 he had his debut performance with the
Croatian National Theatre Opera in Zagreb as
Pimen in Boris Godunov and became a permanent member of the ensemble in the same year.
In 2009 he was elevated to the status of pri-
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mo uomo. He has interpreted
numerous roles for his voice,
including Claudius in Hamlet
by Ambroise Thomas, Gurnemanz in Richard Wagner’s
Parsifal, Ramfiz in Giuseppe
Verdi’s Aida and Daland in
The Flying Dutchman. He also
sings with other operas: Ivan
Zajc Croatian National Theatre in Rijeka, Croatian National Theatre in Split, Croatian
National Theatre in Osijek,
Komische Oper Berlin, Teatro
Gaetano Donizetti in Bergamo, SNG Maribor, SNG Ljubljana, Opera Graz.

TONČI BILIĆ (Split, 1969) graduated from the
conducting class of Pavle Dešpalj at the Music
Academy in Zagreb. He debuted in the Croatian
National Theatre in Zagreb while still a student.
He was the conductor of the Ivan Zajc Croatian
National Theatre in Rijeka and has performed

IVANA BILIĆ (Zagreb, 1970) is a versatile percussion artist and a marimba virtuoso of international reputation. She graduated from Igor
Lešnik’s percussion class at the Music Academy
in Zagreb, where she now teaches. She attracted the attention of audiences with her performances of some of the key works for percussion
instruments. Nowadays she performs as a soloist with various European orchestras (Croatian
Radio Television Symphony Orchestra, Danish
Radio Orchestra, the Pannon Philharmonics, the
Danubia Symphony Orchestra, the Slovenian
Philharmonic Orchestra, the Lutos³awski Philharmonics Wroc³aw, Dohnányi Orchestra Budapest, etc.) and in percussion festivals, especially
those dedicated to marimba. She is a member
of several chamber ensembles, delivers numerous seminars and workshops, records for radio,
television, theatre, and film productions, sits on
the board of judges in competitions, premieres,
arranges, and edits sheet music publications for
percussion instruments. She has also found the
time to record her own album Follow Me and to
design her own mallets for MarimbaOne. Since
1996 she has been the first timpanist of the
Croatian Radio Television Symphony Orchestra.

JAVOR BRAČIĆ (Zagreb, 1985) is a young Croatian pianist with a rising career. Aﬅer appearing
in Carnegie Hall in 2013, New York Concert Review emphasized his “deep, genuine musicianship and an outstanding technique.” He studied piano at the Mozarteum in Salzburg under
Karl-Heinz Kämmerling, graduating in 2009. He
received his Master’s Degree at Mannes College
in New York, where he studied with Pavlina Dokovska and in 2013 started to pursue a Doctoral Degree at City University of New York under
Richard Goode and Ursula Oppens. He has won
a number of first prizes in international competitions, appeared in the prestigious stages of
New York (Steinway Hall, Metropolitan Museum of Art and Ana Tzarev Gallery), as well as
in Norway, France, Germany, Hungary, Austria,
Italy, Russia, China, and South Africa. He is a
dedicated promoter of Croatian music around
the world, leads his own series of educational concerts in New York and performs for the
charity project that started in Austria sponsored
by Yehudi Menuhin Live Music Now, which he
continued independently in New York.

http://www.ivanabilic.com/

http://www.javorbracic.com/
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with all major Croatian orchestras as well as
with many international ones (the Croatian Radio Television Symphony Orchestra, the Zagreb
Philharmonics, the Wiener Concert-Verein Orchestra, The Pannon Philharmonics, Les Sacqueboutiers de Toulouse, the Witold Lutos³awski
Philharmonic Orchestra) and regularly records
for radio, television, and film productions. From
2000 to 2009, he was the producer, art director and general manager of the Vatroslav Lisinski Concert Hall, designing its programs. In
1997 he became the resident and in 2005 the
chief-conductor of the Croatian Radio Television
Choir which he has helped elevate to a highly
prominent ensemble. He is the artistic director
of the Croatian Radio Television Choir’s Sfumato
series. Bilić has received several Porin awards
for discography; most recently for the album
Croatian Music at Riva dei Schiavoni (2013).
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Conductor and organizer SAŠA BRITVIĆ (Zagreb, 1965) took on the leadership of one of
Croatian major choirs – Ivan Goran Kovačić Academic Choir – as soon as he graduated from
the conducting class of Igor Gjadrov at the Music Academy in Zagreb. He further studied under maestro Pierre Dervaux in France and with

Guitarist SRĐAN BULAT (Split, 1986) was
trained at the Split Academy of Arts under
Goran Listeš and at the Music Academy in Zagreb under Darko Petrinjak. He graduated from
the latter in 2010 and started pursuing graduate specialization studies. He has won prizes in
almost all major international competitions of
classical guitarists, including the Francisco Tárrega Competition in Spain, where he won the
first prize in 2011 and an opportunity to record
a solo album for Naxos. With the help of ABRSM
scholarship oﬀered annually by the Royal Academy of Music to one candidate only, in 2014
he graduated from the prestigious school as
well, where he studied under Michael Lewin. He
has appeared as a soloist with the Zagreb Philharmonic Orchestra, Split Chamber Orchestra,
Dubrovnik Symphony Orchestra, Cantus Ensemble, Vivaldi Orchestra Alessandria, and the
Valencia Opera Orchestra. He has also held numerous recitals around the world (Italy, Spain,
Switzerland, Norway, Egypt, US, Canada, Chile,
France, Ireland, Denmark).
http://www.srdjanbulat.com/
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the Moscow State Philharmonic Orchestra during the 1989/1990 season. At the international conducting competition in Saumur, France
he won the first prize and became a laureate
of the Yehudi Menuhin Foundation. Britvić has
conducted all major Croatian orchestras and
ensembles, as well as the Slovenian Philharmonic Orchestra, St. Petersburg State Symphony Orchestra, Orchestra sinfonica dell’ Emilia
Romagna, Orchestra sinfonica della Provincia di
Bari, The European Union Youth Orchestra, Yehudi Menuhin Foundation Orchestra, Alpe Adria
Orchestra, etc. He participated in the establishment of the Cantus Ensemble for contemporary music and the Croatian Baroque Ensemble,
where he still holds the position of the director.
A special chapter in his career is dedicated to
conducting operas, a field in which he has collaborated with some of the world’s top vocalists. He teaches conducting at the Music Academy in Zagreb.
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Clarinetist RADOVAN CAVALLIN (Zagreb, 1969) became
the youngest student of the Music Academy in Zagreb at
the age of 13. He graduated in 1986 under Josip Nochta. In
that same year, he passed the entrance exam to the Conservatoire Nacional Superieur de Musique de Paris in front
of 76 other candidates and graduated from the school in
1989 at the top of his class. He then moved to the Canaries to become the solo clarinetist of the Gran Canarie
Philharmonic Orchestra. Between 2002 and 2010 he was
a clarinet professor at Conservatorio de Musica de Canarias
located in Las Palmas. He has performed around the world
and worked with conductors such as Gianandrea Noseda,
Vladimir Jurowski, Rafael Frühbeck de Burgos. As a soloist,
he has played with orchestras such as the Zagreb Philharmonics, Croatian Radio Television Symphony Orchestra, Belgrade Symphony Orchestra, Warsaw Symphony Orchestra,
Gran Canarie Philharmonic Orchestra, etc. He has won numerous awards, regularly sits on the board of judges for international clarinet competitions, and holds master classes
in Croatia and abroad. He has recorded a number of albums
for prestigious labels (AgrupArte, ASV, Jugoton, Croatia Records, Arte Nova, BMG, Crystal Records and Maguelone). He
is also dedicated to playing chamber music and has established several ensembles.

MAX EMANUEL CENCIĆ (Zagreb, 1976) earned
an international reputation as a member of the
Vienna Boys Choir. His solo career started in 1992,
first as a soprano, and then as counter-tenor in
2001. He is now a leader of a whole generation
of counter-tenors, and the critics consider him
one of the top baroque singers of our day. He
has performed in major opera houses (Viennese
and Bavarian State Operas, German Opera Berlin, Théâtre des Champs-Elysées, La Monnaie),
prestigious concert halls (Laeiszhalle Hamburg,
Carnegie Hall, Barbican, Concertgebouw, Musikverein in Vienna, Tchaikovsky Hall in Moscow) and
in renowned festivals (Ludwigsburg, Potsdam,
Halle, Spoleto, Ambronay, Dubrovnik...). He has
worked with conductors such as William Christie, René Jacobs, Ottavio Dantone, Diego Fasolis,
Riccardo Muti. As the artistic director of Parnassus Arts Productions, he is in charge of major
Italian baroque opera productions. Leonardo
Vinci’s opera Artaserse, for example, earned him

numerous praises and recognitions, including
Echo Klassik award and two Grammy nominations for the CD and DVD releases. His rich discography and albums released under EMI, Virgin Classics, Decca have won other awards, too,
including Diapason découverte, Diapason d’ Or,
Preis der Deutschen Schallplattenkritik, Porin...
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DALIBOR CIKOJEVIĆ (Split 1965) studied piano and obtained his Master’s Degree under
Alexander Jenner at the High School of Music.
He further studied with Oleg Maisenberg and
Carmen Graf Adnet. He started appearing in
concert stages at a very early age, including
national and international festivals, such as the
Split and Zagreb Summer Festivals, Dubrovnik
Summer Festival, Music Evenings in St. Donat,
Osor Music Evenings, George Enescu Festival,
Raba Musikfestival and Wiener Festwochen. He
has given excellent performances with the Zagreb Philharmonics, the Croatian Radio Television Symphony Orchestra, the Croatian National Theatre Split Orchestra, Dubrovnik Symphony
Orchestra and the Wiener Ensemble des 20. Jhr.
conducted by Pavle Dešpalj, Nikša Bareza, Peter
Burwik, George Schmöhe and Ive Lipanović. In
chamber music, he has worked with the Zagreb
Soloists, the Sebastian String Quartet, and a
number of other renowned artists from Zagreb
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and Vienna. Dalibor Cikojević has a broad repertoire, but his performances of Boris Papandopulo’s piano compositions have been attracting the most attention in the recent years. He
has won numerous awards in the country and
abroad. He is also a writer, a professor at the
piano department and the dean of the Music
Academy in Zagreb.

Award winning guitarist PETRIT ÇEKU (Prizren, 1985) started his musical training in his
home town, and then moved to Zagreb in 2002
to continue his education. He graduated from
the Music Academy in Zagreb in 2008 under
Darko Petrinjak. He further studied with Manuel
Barrueco at the Peabody Conservatory in Baltimore, USA. He has won nine first prizes in international guitar competitions, including Anna
Amalia in Weimar, Andrés Segovia in Velbert,
Schadt in Allentown, Michele Pittaluga in Alessandria, Christopher Parkening in Malibu, as well
as in the Ferdo Livadić Competition (2005) held
under the Samobor Musical Autumn festival.
His first studio album was released in September 2008 for the American Naxos label. He has
performed around Europe and North America in
solo recitals, chamber ensembles or as a soloist
with orchestras such as the Allentown Symphony Orchestra, Baltimore Symphony Orchestra,
The Czech Philharmonics Chamber Orchestra,
St. Petersburg State Hermitage Orchestra, Zagreb Philharmonics, Croatian Radio Television
Symphony Orchestra, Albanian Radio Television
Symphony Orchestra, Kosovo Philharmonics…
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Aﬅer completing the program of the Music Academy
in Zagreb, violinist BOJAN ČIČIĆ (Zagreb, 1979) continued his studies at the Paris Conservatory and The
Guildhall School of Music & Drama under François
Fernandez and Rachel Podger. His training and various influences helped him make a career as a versatile chamber musician and leader dedicated primarily to early music. Thus in 2012, he became the first
violinist of the Academy of Ancient Music ensemble,
and has also played with ensembles such as the Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment, Florilegium and
La Nuova Musica. He performed with the famous European Brandenburg Ensemble conducted by Trevor
Pinnock as a soloist during the ensemble’s European
and East Asian tours in 2006. The recording of Bach’s
Brandenburg Concertos that he made with the ensemble won the 2008 Gramophone award. His more recent
projects include recordings with La Nuova Musica and
David Bates for Harmonia Mundi USA and a critically
acclaimed tour around Belgium and Netherlands with
his own ensemble called Suonar Cantando.

Bass IVICA ČIKEŠ (Split, 1964) got noticed
in international singing competitions Città di
Roma in Rome, Bellini and Donizetti and Vercelli and Hans Gabor Belvedere in Vienna, aﬅer
which he was engaged by the Chamber Opera
Vienna. He was the champion of the Split Opera
for a number of years, and then in 2002 became the Opera’s first soloist and the National Champion of Croatian Opera. He interpreted
main bass roles in national opera houses and
has performed in opera stages around Europe.
He has worked with conductors and other singers including José Cura, Eliahu Inbal, Paata
Burchuladze, Christian Johannson, Julia Gertseva, Francisco Araiza and others. His repertoire
is mostly based on Italian bel canto composers,
primarily G. Verdi, V. Bellini, G. Donizetti and G.
Rossini. He has also interpreted the main bass
roles in Croatian composers’ operas, but his
repertoire includes concert pieces as well. His
recent achievements include the performance
of Verdi’s Requiem in Carnegie Hall and New
York conducted by John Rutter.
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Academician PAVLE DEŠPALJ (Blato, Korčula,
1934) is active in diﬀerent fields, including conducting, composing, teaching and event management. He built his long and fruitful career
in three countries across three diﬀerent continents: in his homeland, where he graduated
from the composition program of the Music
Academy in Zagreb, established and/or managed several festivals, taught conducting, conducted probably all symphony and chamber orchestras in the country (in the role of chief conductor and honorary chief conductor to some of
them); in Orlando, Florida, US where he worked
as the conductor and music director of the Florida Symphony Orchestra and Opera for many
years; and in Tokyo Japan, where he conducted
the Tokyo Geidai Philharmonic Orchestra and
taught at the Tokyo National University. Apart
from leading Croatian orchestras on tours
around Europe, in the US and the Far East, he
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has also guest conducted orchestras such as
the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra London, Russian State Symphony Orchestra, Novosibirsk
Philharmonic Orchestra, Pittsburg Symphony
Orchestra, Grant Park Orchestra Chicago and
others. He has recorded numerous albums and
received a number of awards, including a lifetime achievement award in Croatian culture.

VALTER DEŠPALJ (Zadar, 1947) is an esteemed
teacher and professor at the Music Academies
in Zagreb and Liechtenstein. He studied at the
Juilliard School of Music and received further
training under Pablo Casals, Pierre Fournier
and André Navarra; he pursued his Master’s
Degree at the Moscow Conservatory. He has
performed around the world, in Carnegie Hall
New York, Royal Festival Hall in London, Sydney
Opera House, Concertgebouw in Amsterdam, to
name a few. As a soloist, he played with the
philharmonic orchestras of Berlin, Dresden,
Warsaw, and Rotterdam, the Sydney Symphony Orchestra, Dutch Radio Orchestra and with
conductors such as Sergiu Comissiona, James
Conlon and David Zinman. In chamber music
his partners have been Gidon Kremer, Yo-Yo Ma,
Heinrich Schiﬀ, Yuri Bashmet, Tabea Zimmermann, Irena Grafenauer. As a teacher, he has
trained some of the most prominent cellists of
our day. As a visiting professor, he teaches at
conservatories in The Hague, Amsterdam, Copenhagen, and Graz and he also edits sheet
music publications for several publishing houses (International Music Company, Universal Edition, Sikorski).
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Pianist DANIJEL DETONI (Zagreb, 1983) started his musical training in Zagreb, and then continued at the Liszt Ferenc University of Music
in Budapest and the Paris Conservatory. He received further training while working with renowned artists, such as Pnina Salzman, Emanuel Krasovsky, Hamsa Al-Wadi, Pál Éder, Felix Gottlieb and Dénes Várjon. As a soloist and
chamber musician, he has performed in prestigious festivals around Europe and collaborated
with artists and ensembles such as Boris Brovtsyn, Itamar Golan, Gábor Boldoczki, Irvin Venyš,
Boris Andrianov, and the Zagreb Saxophone
Quartet, Budapest Strings, UMZE Chamber Orchestra, Dušan Skovran Chamber Orchestra,
etc. As a dedicated chamber musician, he and
violinist Márta Deák won the Leó Weiner National Competition in Budapest in April 2003, and in
August 2006, he received the award from the
Israeli Isman Foundation for his exceptional interpretation of Ligeti’s music. In 2008, he was
named the young musician of the year by Jeunesses Musicales Croatia. He has been teaching
at the Music Academy in Zagreb since 2009.

ZORAN DUKIĆ (Zagreb, 1969) graduated from
the Music Academy in Zagreb under Darko
Petrinjak and further studied with Hubert Käppel at the High School of Music in Cologne. He
has won a number of important awards: he is
the only guitarist to win both Andrés Segovia
international competitions (in Granada and in
Palma de Mallorca). He also won in Fernando

Sor, Manuel Ponce, Manuel de Falla and Francisco Tárrega competitions.
He won the first prize and the special award
for interpreting Spanish music in Madrid at the
largest guitar competition in Spain, sponsored
by the royal family. He has performed in all continents, either in solo recitals or accompanied
by orchestras. He is particularly dedicated to
playing contemporary music and his concerts
oﬅen include compositions written by modern
authors, many of whom have dedicated their
works to him. He oﬅen goes on tours and holds
long recitals playing J. S. Bach’s music, but he
also leans towards Spanish, or Latin American
musical expressions. He has recorded for German, Spanish, Belgian and Canadian record
labels. As an excellent teacher, he has raised
many generations of classical guitarists at the
Royal Conservatory in The Hague, Hochschule
für Musik in Aachen and the High School of Music in Barcelona.
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As an active conductor, composer, arranger,
but also a dedicated teacher at the conducting program of the Music Academy in Zagreb,
TOMISLAV FAČINI (Zagreb, 1975) holds his
own both in front of demanding audiences
eager to hear classical music repertoires and
in front of cameras for TV shows Last Choir
Standing and Maestro. He is a proven interpreter of both early and contemporary vocal
repertoire, which he confirmed by leading the
increasingly recognized Antiphonus vocal ensemble, participating in the ensemble’s work
both as a singer and the choir master. Aﬅer
his studies at the Music Academy in Zagreb
under Igor Gjadrov and further training at the
Hans Swarowsky Academy with Julius Kalmar in Milan and the High School of Music
in Karlsruhe under Andreas Weiss, he has
been performing extensively with orchestras,
choirs, chamber ensembles, conducting opera
premieres, appearing in renowned festivals,
promoting contemporary music, and earning
critical acclaim both in Croatia and abroad.

KAJA FARSZKY (Zagreb, 1988) is a
versatile percussionist who performs as
a solo artist and with various chamber
ensembles, orchestras, musicians and
theatre artists. Contemporary compositions make a large portion of her repertoire, including numerous pieces that
are rarely performed in Croatia as well
as many premieres. She was trained
at the Music Academy in Zagreb and
in the Catalonian High School of Music
in Barcelona (ESMuC). Kaja is active in
the classical, contemporary, improvisational, and stage music scenes and
performs around the world. Her performances contain strong extra-musical,
theatric concepts, as well as visual and
stage elements. She has also authored
some works and projects and has won
numerous awards.
© Zvonimir Ferina
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GORAN FILIPEC (Rijeka, 1981) started his musical training in his home town, winning awards
from national competitions. He received piano
training at the Ino Mirković Academy in Lovran
under Marina Ambokadze and further studied in Germany, France, Croatia, and Italy with
Arbo Valdma, Eugen Indjic, Evgeny Zarafiantes
and Oxana Yablonskaya. He pursued his Master’s Degree at the Tchaikovsky Conservatory in
Moscow under Natalie Trull, the Royal Conservatory in The Hague under Naum Grubert and at
the Sorbonne in France. He has received awards
in several international piano competitions, including the Franz Liszt – premio Mario Zanfi in
Parma 2011 and Gabala u Azerbaijan in 2009,
where he won the first prize. He is invited to
perform in prestigious concert halls (Philharmonie de Paris, Carnegie Hall, Auditorium di Milano, Dublin National Concert Hall, Théâtre du
Chatelet in Paris, Béla Bartók Hall in Budapest,
Mariinsky Theatre in St. Petersburg) and has
played as a soloist with the symphony orches-

tras of Moscow and Berlin, the Orchestra del
Teatro Regio from Parma, Kodály Philharmonic
Orchestra and several Croatian orchestras. His
discography includes an album dedicated to Ivo
Maček’s entire piano oeuvre, released under
Naxos in 2014.

MARTINA FILJAK (Zagreb 1978), one of Croatia’s most successful pianists, is described by
international critics as an “artist of galvanizing strength” and “magnetic stage presence”.
Although she has won a number of awards in
international piano competitions, she attracted

international attention in 2009 by winning the
Gold Medal and a number of special awards at
an international competition in Cleveland and
her debuts that she had soon aﬅer in Konzerthaus Berlin, Musikverein Vienna and the Zankel
Hall Carnegie Hall. She was trained at the Music
Academy in Zagreb, the Vienna Conservatory
and finally in the exclusive soloist class in Hannover. She has also attended master classes at
the Piano Academy on the Como Lake in Italy.
She has shared the stage with leading international orchestras, and with famous conductors
such as Heinrich Schiﬀ, Theodor Guschlbauer,
Sebastian Lang-Lessing, Christian Zacharias,
Michael Schønwandt, Christoph Poppen and
Stefan Sanderling. She has performed in Concertgebouw Amsterdam, Palais des Congres in
Strasbourg, L’Auditori and Palau de la Musica
in Barcelona, Konzerthaus Berlin, Oriental Art
Center Shanghai, Severance Hall Cleveland.
Her broad repertoire includes works ranging
from Bach to Berio and more than thirty piano
concertos.
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Pianist IDA GAMULIN (Split 1957) graduated
from the Music Academy in Zagreb, where she
studied under Jurica Murai. She further studied
in Weimar with Rudolf Kehrer and in London with
Alfred Brendel, Annie Fischer, John Lill, and Stephen Kovachevich. Aﬅer winning the prestigious
Myra Hess award in 1983, she held her debut
performance in London in the Queen Elizabeth
Hall, as well as in many other European centers,
in Russia, and in the US. Aﬅer a London concert
with Martha Argerich and Stephen Kovacevich,
the number of her collaboration projects with
other well-known European artists increased.
She has recorded for CBS, BBC, France Musique,
Bayerischer Rundfunk, EMI record company,
and national record companies. Apart from the
classical program, her repertoire also includes
numerous contemporary Croatian pieces written specifically for her, while the works written
by Dora Pejačević have a prominent role in her
repertoire. She sits on the board of judges at
international piano competitions, holds the po-
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Pianist and teacher PAVICA GVOZDIĆ (Srijemska Mitrovica, 1937) attended the Music
Academy in Zagreb and studied under Svetislav
Stančić. She received her Bachelor’s Degree in
1960 and her Master’s Degree in 1969. As one
of the most promising artists of her generation,
she further studied in Paris with pianist Magda
Tagliaferro. She had pursued an active concert

career and soon gained international renown,
winning important awards and performing
around the country and in all European musical
centers. She performed in several tours around
Canada, Cuba, Asia Minor, and Japan. In 1975
she started teaching at the Music Academy in
Zagreb, from which she retired in 2007, gaining
the honorary title of professor emeritus in 2008.
She taught some of the most distinguished Croatian pianists, and held master piano classes
and lectures abroad in Canada (Université de
Montreal and McGill University) and in Japan
(The Sapporo Conservatory) as well. She has recorded numerous albums containing the works
of Bach, Beethoven, Chopin, Liszt, Brahms,
Bartók, Boris Papandopulo and Dora Pejačević.
She has been very dedicated to promoting Croatian music for the piano, and many Croatian
composers dedicated their works to her. She
has received a number of awards and high national decorations.

Mezzosoprano DIANA HALLER (Rijeka, 1986)
was trained at the Giuseppe Tartini Conservatory in Trieste, first under Gloria Scalchi, and
then under Cinzia de Mola. She further studied at the Royal Academy of Music in London
with Anne Howells and the High School of Music and Performing Arts in Stuttgart, where she
enrolled in the graduate program under Dunja
Vejzović. She also attended the Summer Lied
Academy in Heidelberg, and continued her studies in the field in numerous master classes. In
2009 she became a member of the Opera Studio under Stuttgart State Opera and became
the Studio’s youngest soloist at the start of her
second season. She has held successful performances on other stages as well, including the
London Händel Festival, the Rossini Festival in
Bad Wilbad, Dubrovnik Summer Festival, in Italy
and France where she was invited by maestro
Philippe Herreweghe, during the West German
Radio Symphony Orchestra season in Cologne,
in Semperoper Dresden, State Opera in Cologne,
Metropolitan Opera New York (as the only substitute for Joyce DiDonato in Rossini’s Cinderel-

la), Salzburg Festival, Summer Lied Festival in
Kirchheim… Her debut in Croatia was in 2013
with a recital Ghosts and Kings, and in February
she played Rosina in the Croatian National Theatre in Zagreb.

sition of a professor at the Music Academy in
Zagreb, and the president of the European Piano Teachers’ Association Croatia. Ms. Gamulin
has won a number of national awards and the
Special Award of the Freiburg Festival.

KEMAL GEKIĆ (Split, 1962) is a globally recognized pianist whose reputation is primarily
based on his subtle interpretations of Händel,
Mozart, Chopin, Skryabin, Liszt. From native
Split, he moved to Zagreb, Novi Sad, and finally
to the US. Since 1999 he has been teaching piano as a professor at the Florida International
University and the Music Academy in Tokyo. His
controversial and bold approach to sound, his
agogics and form have labeled him as a musical non-conformist, a characteristic he himself
reveals: the strength of his musical approach
lies in the fact that he provokes and intrigues.
The controversy that has been surrounding him
for decades started at the 1985 Chopin Competition in Warsaw. He has performed around
Europe, the Middle East, Canada, Japan and in
the former USSR. During the early 1990s he
withdrew from public performances and dedicated his time to further studies and recording. One of the results is his fiﬅh CD with all of
Liszt’s Transcendental Etudes, which many critics see as his return among the leading pianists
of his generation.
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ALEKSANDAR IVIĆ (Zagreb) received his first violin lessons at the age of six and started performing as a soloist
and chamber musician when he was sixteen. Aﬅer graduating from Kristijan Petrović’s class, he continued his education in Cologne under Igor Ozim and the Amadeus Quartet,
as well as in Düsseldorf under Rosa Fain. In 1988 he began
his career as an orchestral musician by becoming the first
violinist of the Cologne Radio Symphony Orchestra. In 1996
he transferred to the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra where
he has remained to this day. He has also worked with a
number of ensembles as a chamber musician: Scharoun
Ensemble (1997 – 2002), Berlin Baroque Soloists (1999
– 2003) and the Philharmonic Stradivari Soloists (2000 –
2006). He holds private lessons in Berlin and master classes in Croatia and France.

JAN JANKOVIĆ (Zagreb, 1984) started playing the
horn when he was six years old. He started winning awards and achieving success at a very young
age and was not yet twelve when he was accepted to the High School of Music and Performance
Arts in Vienna, where he studied under Friedrich
Gabler and Willibald Janezic. He has also attended master classes held by numerous renowned
teachers, including Radovan Vlatković. In 2000,
Janković received a scholarship from the Herbert
von Karajan Foundation in Vienna. He graduated
in 2003, when he became a member of the Lower
Austrian Tonkünstler Orchestra. Aﬅer four years, he
transferred to the Zagreb Philharmonics as the orchestra’s first hornist. In 2008, he joined the Vienna
State Opera Orchestra, and in 2011 started playing
with the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra as well. He
has worked with the Verbier Festival Orchestra in
Switzerland, the Vienna Symphony Orchestra, the
Gustav Mahler Chamber Orchestra, the International Youth Orchestra Vienna, the Vienna-Berlin Chamber Orchestra and more. As a chamber musician,
Janković collaborates regularly with the Mozart
Academy Vienna, Viennese Virtuosos and the Vienna Wind Octet. He has appeared as a soloist with
a number of Croatian orchestras (the Zagreb Philharmonics, Zagreb Chamber Orchestra, Dubrovnik
Symphony Orchestra Split Chamber Orchestra).

Bass ANTE JERKUNICA (Split, 1978) graduated from the singing program of the Music Academy in Lovran in 2004. In 2005 he won the
National Competition in Zagreb, aﬅer which he
held a number of performances in the Croatian
National Theatres of Zagreb and Split. In 2007
he was a finalist of the BBC Cardiﬀ Singer of
the World competition. His German debut was

Bass GORAN JURIĆ (Karlovac, 1983) studied
singing with Vlatka Oršanić at the Music Academy in Zagreb, and was further trained under Romulado Savastano. During the summer
of 2011 he participated in the Young Singers
Project of the Salzburg Festival and became a
member of the soloist ensemble of the Bavarian State Opera Munich in 2011/2012 season.
With the ensemble he performed numerous
parts for the bass voice and collaborated with
conductors such as Zubin Mehta and Kent Nagano. He is an active opera, oratorio and concert singer and has been performing regularly
in Croatia since 2008. He debuted in the Croatian National Theatre as Plutone in Monteverdi’s
L’Orfeo. The debut was followed by numerous
other roles, as well as performances in Teatro
dell’ opera di Roma (High Priest in Verdi’s Nabucco conducted by Riccardo Mutti) and La Fenice Theatre in Venice (Komtur in Mozart’s Don
Giovanni, Colline in Puccini’s La Boheme). As a
concert singer, he has performed in Hamburg, in
Alte Oper Frankfurt, The Vatroslav Lisinski Concert Hall in Zagreb, etc.
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in 2006 at the State Opera in Hannover when
he interpreted Sarastro in Mozart’s The Magic Flute. The debut was followed by a number
of engagements with the German Opera Berlin, where he sang a number of roles (in operas
Aida, Elektra, Rigoletto, The Barber of Seville,
Don Giovanni, Rienzi, Samson and Delilah, Falstaﬀ, Walküre, Tristan and Isolde, Tannhäuser,
Siegfried, Rheingold, Don Carlos…). Apart from
visiting performances in numerous European
opera houses and festivals (Hamburg, Lyon,
Salzburg, Bilbao, Brussels, Paris, Munich, Barcelona, Cologne), he has also appeared in the Berlin Philharmonic Hall in Germany with the German Symphony Orchestra conducted by Ingo
Metzmacher, in Berlin State Opera, Konzerthaus
Vienna, in Shanghai, the Bavarian State Opera
Munich, with the Berlin Philharmonic, etc.
http://www.antejerkunica.com/
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ALJOŠA JURINIĆ (Zagreb, 1989) is currently
attending the posst-graduate piano program for
the highest concert degree at the Hochschule
für Musik Franz Liszt in Weimar, studying under
Grigory Gruzman. He graduated from the Music
Academy in Zagreb under Ruben Dalibaltayan,
spent two years studying at the Universität für
Musik und darstellende Kunst in Vienna under
Noel Flores, and then studied for three more
years at the Scuola di Musica di Fiesole in Italy with pianist Eliso Virsaladze. He has received
multiple awards in national and international
competitions, his greatest success being the
first prize at the 2012 Robert Schumann Piano
Competition in Zwickau. He performs in solo recitals and with orchestras in his home country
and around Europe in concert halls and festi-

vals. His Carnegie Hall debut was in February
2015, which was followed by performances in
Verona organized by the Steinway Society and
for the Serate musicali series in Milan.

EDIN KARAMAZOV (Zenica, 1965) has been established as one of the most charismatic guitarists
and lute players of our day. He is well versed in
a repertoire ranging from the 16th century to contemporary music and performs around the world.
He attracted international attention in 1998, when
he stepped in for Julian Bream and debuted as a
soloist on a lute. Since then he has been playing
with a number of musicians specializing in early
music, most oﬅen with Andreas Scholl with whom
he recorded two albums: A Musicall Banquet (Decca, 2000) and Wayfaring Stranger with the Orpheus Chamber Orchestra (Decca, 2007). He has
performed in Concertgebouw Amsterdam, Philharmonie Berlin, Konzerthaus Vienna, Sydney Opera, Wigmore Hall in London and in the National
Center for Performing Arts in Beijing. His collaboration with Sting in a number of concerts and the
CD Songs from the Labyrinth with John Dowland’s
music (Deutsche Grammophon, 2008.) launched
him to the very top of the world’s musical scene. By
transcending the boundaries of musical genres he
gladly accepts invitations to work with musicians of
diﬀerent orientations; he recorded the album The
Lute is a Song with Renée Fleming, Kaliopi, Andreas
Scholl and Sting for Decca in 2009, and in Croatia
he oﬅen plays with the Antiphonus vocal ensemble.
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ALEKSANDAR KALAJDŽIĆ (Zagreb, 1961) studied conducting at the Hochschule für Musik und
Darstellende Kunst (under Karl Österreicher) in
Vienna and graduated in 1983. He simultaneously studied piano with Frieda Richter-Valenzi, viola
with Reinhard Schwartz, and piano accompaniment. While still a student he conducted the Zagreb Philharmonics and the Croatian Radio Television Symphony Orchestra and was appointed the
chief conductor of the Music Youth Symphony and
Chamber Orchestra in Zagreb in 1983. Two years
later he started building a career on German stages, first in Vereinigten Städtischen Bühnen (United
City Stages) Krefeld and Mönchengladbach, followed by the Bavarian State Opera Munich, as the
first conductor of the State Orchestra and Opera in
Weimar and the National Theater in Mannheim. He
has performed around Europe, in the US, Mexico
and South Africa, where he serves as a permanent
guest conductor to the Cape Town Philharmonics.
He has also taught at the Music Academy in Zagreb. Since the 2010/2011 season he has been the
general music director of Theater-Bielefeld and
the Bielefeld Philharmonics in Germany.

Organist and composer ANTE KNEŠAUREK (Zagreb, 1978) graduated from the organ program of the Music Academy in Zagreb,
where he studied under Mario Penzar. He was also trained at the
Händel-Akademie in Karlsruhe, Germany under Ludger Lohmann and
in Paris with Daniel Roth. He obtained his Master’s Degree in 2003
in Zagreb, but he also attended Norbert Duchterl’s graduate class in
organ and improvisation in Detmold. He won an award for polyphonic
improvisation at the 1999 Gunther Ramin International Improvisation Competition at the Hochschule für Musik in Leipzig. Back in Croatia, he studied improvisation with academician Anđelko Klobučar and
composition with Marko Ruždjak, under whom he graduated from
the composition and orchestration program in 2005. He is the main
organist of the Basilica of the Heart of Jesus in Zagreb, plays with
ensembles and soloists, records for the Croatian Radio Television and
has recorded several albums. He has performed in Croatia, Germany, Austria, Italy, and France and worked with organist Pavao Mašić
on acclaimed projects dedicated to J. S. Bach (concerts and album
called 100% Bach), César Franck, and others. He teaches as a professor at the Music Academy in Zagreb and the University in Osijek.
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Soprano KRISTINA KOLAR (Peć, 1976) started the solo voice program of the Music Academy in Zagreb under Ljiljana Molnar-Talajić,
and graduated under Zdenka Žabčić-Hesky. She
further studied in Italy at the Accademia Lirica
del Rotary Internacional Milan under conductor
Giuseppe Montanari (the artistic director of Teatro alla Scala at the time), where she held a
number of successful recitals accompanied on
piano by Paolo Spadar and Robert Negri, as well
as in Trieste under Alessandro Svab. She has
been employed by the Ivan Zajc Croatian National Theatre in Rijeka since 1996. As a soloist,
she has interpreted roles in a number of operas,
including Carmen, La Gioconda, Così fan tutte,
Nabucco, Die Fledermaus, Cavalleria rusticana, Adrianna Lecouvrieur, La forza del destino...
More recently, she sang the eponymous role in
Giuseppe Verdi’s Aida. She has appeared as a
soloist and in numerous concerts conducted by
Pavle Dešpalj, Ivan Repušić, Tonči Bilić, Tomislav
Fačini, Nada Matošević and others.

GORAN KONČAR (Zagreb 1954) completed the violin program of the Music Academy in Zagreb, and
aﬅerwards continued his studies in Bern and Geneva. He obtained his Master’s Degree at the Tchaikovsky Conservatory in 1978, where he studied under Leonid Kogan. He has appeared as a soloist in
concerts around Europe, in the US, China, Canada,
and in Japan. He recorded for the Croatian Radio
Television, BBC, France Musique and other radio and
TV networks. His first album was released by EMI in
London. Goran Končar held the position of concert
master of the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra London,
the Croatian Radio Television Symphony Orchestra
and the Zagreb Philharmonics. Between 1987 and
2012 he was the artistic leader and the first violinist
of the Zagreb Quartet. He is also a professor at the
Music Academy in Zagreb, a visiting professor at the
Music Academy in Tokyo, and in 2011 established
the String Instruments Department at the Academy in Mostar. He holds master seminars around
the world, he co-founded the LAUS Academy in
Dubrovnik and started the Young Musicians of Matrix Croatica series. He has won numerous awards.

Violinist MARIO KORUNIĆ (Zagreb, 1964) held his first
public performance at the age of eight and subsequently enrolled in the Music Academy in Zagreb in 1981. Two
years later he received a scholarship for the prestigious
Music Conservatory in Kiev. At that time he participated in

Aﬅer completing the program of the Music
Academy in Zagreb, soprano LANA KOS
(Varaždin, 1984) continued her vocal training with Lyudmila Ivanova and other distinguished teachers. She debuted at the age of
seventeen in the Croatian National Theatre
in Zagreb as the Queen of the Night in Mozart’s The Magic Flute. Her talent was noticed by famous Mstislav Rostropovich, who
hired her for the role of Natasha Rostova
for the opera production of War and Peace
in Bolshoi Theatre in Moscow. In 2006 she
became the youngest soloist of the Bavarian State Opera Munich, where she spent
four years interpreting a number of soprano roles conducted by Kent Nagano, Marco
Armiliato, Nicola Luisotti, Fabio Luisi, Danielle Gatti and others. This was followed by
performances in the Israeli Opera in Tel Aviv,
at the Wexford Festival in Ireland, the Slovenian National Theatre in Maribor (where she
debuted as Violetta in Verdi’s La Traviata).
The debut resulted in her being hired as the
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the 3rd International Violinist Competition Vaclav Huml in Zagreb and became the first Croatian finalist in the
history of the competition. He further
studied under violin teachers such as
Henryk Szeryng and Yfrah Neaman.
Aﬅer working as the concertmaster
of Zagreb’s and Maribor’s opera orchestras, he leﬅ for Munich in 1990
to take on the role of the second violins leader in the Munich Chamber
Orchestra. In 1991 he won the Rodolfo Lipizer International Violin Competition in Italy.
He performs both as a soloist in recitals and with orchestras, and plays
with the Wanderer String Quartet. He
established the Gitanes Blondes, performs with the ensemble in numerous world music festivals around the
world and has recorded several highly acclaimed CDs.

leading soloist of the Ivan Zajc Croatian National
Theatre in Rijeka and her first performance in the
Verona Arena (2011) and Teatro Massimo in Palermo (2012) as Verdi’s Violetta. Further engagements
took her to the Masada Opera Festival Israel, Nurnberg, Munich, Macerata, Athens, Beijing, São Paulo,
Dubrovnik...
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VLADIMIR KRANJČEVIĆ (Zagreb, 1936) graduated from the piano program of the Music
Academy in Zagreb. Aﬅer studying conducting
in Zagreb and Monte Carlo, he subsequently obtained his Master’s Degree in Belgrade in 1980.
He has performed around the world both as a
pianist and as a conductor, either in solo recitals
or with ensembles. There is virtually no Croa-

Pianist KATARINA KRPAN (Zagreb 1972)
graduated from the Music Academy in Zagreb,
where she studied with Vladimir Krpan, and
then continued to pursue the Master’s Degree
at the Conservatoire de Musique (Lausanne)
with Jean-François Antonioli. She has been a
member of the International Piano Teachers
Association since 1989 and one of the initiators
of the EPTA International Piano Competitions in
Zagreb and Osijek. She performs accompanied
by symphony and chamber orchestras and in
holds very successful recitals and chamber music concerts. She oﬅen plays duets with her father Vladimir. Not only does she include a lot of
20th century music into her repertoire, but she
is also a great promoter, both as a teacher and
a performing artist, of Croatian contemporary
music around the world, and many authors have
dedicated their works to her. In 2010, she started the very successful HR PROJEKT gathering
music school and music academy students to
work on the compositions written by Croatian
authors. She is an Associate Professor at the
Music Academy in Zagreb and a visiting professor at the Steinway Academy in Verona, Italy.
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tian ensemble that he has not conducted, and
he also served as the chief conductor to many
of them (Vatroslav Lisinski Chamber Ensemble,
Croatian Radio Television Choir and Symphony
Orchestra, Ivan Goran Kovačić Choir…). Some of
the ensembles he frequently works with include
the Madlenianum Theatre and Opera from Belgrade and the Slovenian Chamber Choir (with
which he recorded 10 albums containing anthological works of Croatian music for choirs). Altogether, he recorded more than 4000 minutes
for broadcasting companies, released about
20 LPs and 17 CDs. He led numerous performances of Croatian music, international opera
and oratorio productions, as well as a number
of premieres of Croatian composers’ works. He
also spent three decades teaching at the Music Academy in Zagreb, won numerous awards,
recognitions and decorations in Croatia (more
recently the Porin discography award for lifetime achievement in 2013).

VLADIMIR KRPAN (Sveti Ivan Zelina, 1938)
graduated from the Zagreb Music Academy in
1960 under Svetislav Stančić and obtained his
Master’s Degree at the Santa Cecilia Academy
in Rome under Carlo Zecchi. He studied chamber music and piano with Guido Agosti in Rome
and Sienna, musicology with Luigi Ronga at the
University of Rome, and was further trained by
Renzo Silvestri at the Santa Cecilia Conservatory in Rome and subsequently for many years by
Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli. As a performing
artist, he has circled the globe. He has also won
a number of awards – apart from the medal
he received for his contribution to Croatian culture, he was also decorated by the President
of Italy for high achievements in international
cultural collaboration. He is equally attentive to
Croatian composers as to piano standards, and
has premiered many pieces that have also been
recorded in numerous albums and broadcasts.
He has collaborated with excellent conductors,
such as Lovro pl. Matačić, János Ferencsik, Josef Daniel, Mariss Jansons, Leif Segerstam, Václav Smetáček, Horia Andreescu, Arnold Katz,
Jean-François Antonioli, Armin Jordan, Milan
Horvat, Pavao Dešpalj, Nikša Bareza, Vladimir
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Kranjčević, Oskar Danon, Anton Nanut, Uroš Lajovic, etc. He established the piano department
at the High School of Music in Skopje and has
trained several generations of young pianists
during his professorship at the Music Academy
in Zagreb.

Cellist MONIKA LESKOVAR (Kreutztal, 1981) won the 1995 Tchaikovsky International Competition in Japan, becoming the youngest winner in the history of the competition. She first attended the Elly Bašić
Music School in Zagreb and then studied under Valter Dešpalj. At the
Hanns Eisler High School of Music, she completed the undergraduate
and graduate programs with David Geringas and remained working
there as an instructor. Between 2010 and 2011, she was a member
of the Munich Philharmonic Orchestra with the role of solo cellist, and
in 2013 started teaching at the Conservatorio della Svizzera italiana
in Lugano. She was the winner of a number of international competitions, including ARD in Munich, Mstislav Rostropovich in Paris, Roberto
Caruana in Milan and the Adams Cello Competition in New Zealand.
Other distinguished artists that she has worked with include Giovanni
Sollima, Valery Gergiyev, Thomas Hengelbrock, Ivana Švarc Grenda,
Boris Berezovsky, Krzysztof Penderecki, Sofia Gubaidulina, Jury Bashmet, Julian Rachlin, Stefan Milenković, Mischa Maisky, Gidon Kremer, Mario Brunello, Patti Smith, Janine Jansen, as well as numerous
chamber ensembles and orchestras from Croatia and abroad.
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IGOR LEŠNIK (Zagreb, 1956) graduated from the percussion class
of Emil Klan at the Music Academy in Skopje and then received a
scholarship from Bulgaria to pursue his Master’s Degree at the Sofia
Conservatory under Dobri Paliev. He further studied under Siegfried
Fink in Würzburg. He is an active performing artist, appearing as a
soloist with chamber ensembles and orchestras. Croatian authors
have dedicated numerous works to him and was the first in Croatia
to perform more than thirty of the most important pieces written
for percussions. He helped establish several contemporary and jazz
music chamber ensembles: the Zagreb Percussion Ensemble, the
Supercussion, the Jazzbina and the biNg bang. He is also an active
orchestral player and had spent years leading the percussion section
of the Croatian Radio Television Symphony Orchestra. As a professor at the Music Academy in Zagreb, he established the percussion
program in 1989 and organized percussion classes in several music
schools around Croatia. He has won a number of awards and was
made an Oﬃcer of the French Order of Arts and Letters in 2003. The
recording of Lešnik’s compositions performed by the biNg bang was
the winner of the 2004 Percussive Arts Society PASIC in Nashville,
the largest percussion festival in the US and the world.

IVO LIPANOVIĆ (Dubrovnik, 1958) is one of
the most active Croatian opera conductors. He
was trained at the Music Academy in Zagreb
under Igor Gjadrov and with Lovro Matačić. In
1986, aﬅer winning the competition of young
conductors in Zagreb, he was engaged by the
Croatian National Theatre Opera in Split. He

subsequently became the Opera’s director and
has conducted numerous concerts, ballets, and
opera premieres. Apart from appearing as a
guest conductor in other operas in Croatia and
conducting Croatian symphony orchestras and
chamber orchestras, he started an active international career in 1995. He conducted the premiere of Verdi’s Don Carlos in Seoul, performed
the cantata Carmina Burana and operas Andrea
Chénier, Carmen and Faust in Ankara, Faust in
Cagliari, Cavalleria rusticana in Sassari, Italy
and Eugene Onegin in the Opera in Nice. In 1996
he and pianist Aldo Ciccolini gave an integral
performance of Saint-Saëns’s piano concertos
and Felix Mendelssohn’s symphonies. He has
also served as an assistant professor and the
permanent guest conductor at the Teatro Lirico
Sperimentale in Spoleto, as well as the general
music director of the Ankara State Opera and
the Aspendos Festival. He has collaborated with
opera stars such as Barbara Hendricks, Denyce
Graves, José Carreras, Inva Mula and Elena
Moşuc, with whom he also recorded a CD called
Donizetti Heroines that was released in 2013
under Sony Classical.
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GORAN LISTEŠ (Split, 1961) completed his studies under
Darko Petrinjak at the Music Academy in Zagreb and under Marga Bäuml-Klasinc at the Hochschule für Musik und
darstellende Kunst in Graz. He has won numerous important
international competitions, including Jeunesses Musicales
(Belgrade, 1985), Fernando Sor (Rome, 1989) and Mauro Giuliani (Bari, 1989). His success at Printemps de la Guitare
competition (Walcourt, Belgium, 1990) is especially notable,
since he won several awards. This was followed by numerous
performances in international festivals and concert stages
around Europe, including Wigmore Hall, Radio France Auditorium and the Tchaikovsky Hall in Moscow. He plays with several guitar ensembles: the Zagreb Guitar Trio, Italian Guitar
Duo (with Agostin Valente) and the Leonardo Quartet. He is
also a successful composer: Italian publishing house Guitar
Editions released the sheet music and CD of his compositions
for one and two guitars. He is the full professor of guitar at
the Split Academy of Arts, visiting professor at the Monopoli
Conservatory in Italy, and holds master classes in Austria,
Italy, Germany and Croatia.

Singer and musicologist KATARINA LIVLJANIĆ
(Zadar, 1966) is an internationally recognized expert performer of Gregorian chants and mediaeval
liturgical music. Aﬅer obtaining her Master’s Degree
from the Music Academy in Zagreb, she went on to
pursue her doctoral degree from the Ecole Pratique
des Hautes Etudes in Paris. She has been teaching
medieval music at the Sorbonne University since
2000. She regularly works at the Harvard University
in the US, as well as other universities of Europe,
the US, and Canada (Schola Cantorum Basiliensis,
Fondazione Cini, Boston University, Yale...) as a visiting lecturer or in-house artist. She has released papers on medieval performing practices in specialized
journals around the world and has written the Antiphonary of Monte Cassino, released in 2014 in the
prestigious collection Paléographie Musicale. She is
the artistic leader of the Dialogos ensemble, which
she founded in 1996 and with which she has so far
realized a number of original staged and discography projects based on medieval singing and liturgy
theatre of the Glagolitic tradition. In 2002 she was
awarded for her work by the President of Croatia.
As a solo artist, Katarina Livljanić also performs a
contemporary repertoire with pianist Danijel Detoni.
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Aﬅer completing his education in Zagreb, BORIVOJ
MARTINIĆJERČIĆ (Zagreb, 1960) went to the Interlochen Music Camp in 1977, where he won full scholarship for the University of Michigan School of Music.
He graduated from Paul Makanowitzky’s violin class in
1982. He stayed at the same University as assistant
to famous Ruggier Ricci, under whom he pursued his
Master’s Degree, which he obtained in 1984. During his
studies, he won the prestigious Yehudi Menuhin and Earl
V. Moore awards. His solo and chamber performances
took him across the US, to Canada, Asia and Europe. He
has worked with numerous orchestras and distinguished
conductors, including Leonard Bernstein, Eduardo Mata,
Kurt Masur, Leonard Slatkin, Stanis³aw Skrowaczewski,
James DePriest. He was a member of the Detroit Contemporary Chamber Ensemble and the famous Orpheus
Chamber Orchestra, the concert master of the Mantovani
Orchestra from New York, Phoenix Symphony Orchestra,
the Santa Fe Opera Orchestra and the concert master
and artistic director of the Zagreb Soloists. As a teacher,
he worked at the Arizona State University and the Music
Academy in Zagreb. He now teaches violin at the Iowa
State University and plays with the Amara Piano Quartet.

Harpsichordist and organist PAVAO MAŠIĆ
(Šibenik, 1980) graduated from the harpsichord, organ, and music theory programs of the
Music Academy in Zagreb. He completed the
graduate program for solo organists at the High
School of Music in Lausanne, and the graduate
program for harpsichord and similar keyboard
instruments at the High School of Music in Freiburg im Breisgau. He has worked with the most
distinguished harpsichordists of our time, including Pierre Hantaї, Christophe Rousset and
Skip Sempé, and has further studied in numerous international master classes. Aﬅer receiving a scholarship from the French Academy in
Rome, he went on a study visit to Villa Meddica
in October 2013, where he studied the interpretation of French harpsichord music. His rich and
varied repertoire includes J. S. Bach’s works, as
well as compositions written by French and Croatian composers. Simultaneously with an active
concert career, he has been the main organist
of the Church of St. Mark in Zagreb since 1999
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and an assistant professor at the Music Academy in Zagreb. The numerous awards that he has
received abroad and in Croatia make him one
of the most recognized musicians of his generation. The awards also include those for discography: for his album 1685. containing works
by J. S. Bach, G. F. Händel and D. Scarlatti for
harpsichord and for 100% Bach, recorded with
organist Ante Knešaurek, with whom he realized a number of very successful joint projects.

Harpsichordist VIŠNJA MAŽURAN (Varaždin,
1941) was trained at the Music Academy in Zagreb under Ivo Maček as well as in Germany and
Austria, where she studied both piano and harpsichord. She joined the Zagreb Soloists in 1971
and has performed in more than 2000 concerts
around the world during three decades, playing
solo piano and continuo harpsichord. Her partners for triple Bach concerts were, for example, Henryk Szeryng, Felix Ayo, Pavel Vernikov,
James Galway and Irena Grafenauer, and the
halls she performed in included Salle Pleyel in
Paris, Kennedy Center in Washington, Mozarteum in Salzburg and Teatro Real in Madrid. She
also performs as a chamber musician with her
own ensembles Musica da Camera and Musica Viva. She has developed a rich solo career
and has given numerous style-themed recitals with French music, Scarlatti’s sonatas and
Bach’s works (these included performances and
recordings of Scarlatti’s sonatas and Bach’s
Goldberg Variations, The Art of Fugue and Das

Bass-baritone MARKO MIMICA (Split, 1987)
studied singing at the Music Academy in Zagreb and graduated in 2010. He further studied with Gerhard Zeller (Lied and oratorio) as
well as with Dunja Vejzović and Vitomir Marof.
He participated in the Young Singers program
of the Salzburg Summer Festival in 2011 and
has won several awards from singing competitions. In June 2013 he was one of the finalists
of the BBC Cardiﬀ Singer of the World competition. His Croatian opera debut was in 2008 in
the Croatian National Theatre in Zagreb and
the Ivan Zajc Croatian National Theatre in Rijeka. The debut was soon followed by other opera
engagements. During the 2011/2012 season,
he received the Franz Josef Weisweiler scholarship and became a member of the Deutsche
Oper Berlin soloist ensemble. Since then, he has
given a number of well received interpretations
of roles such as Figaro (The Marriage of Figaro), Masetto (Don Giovanni), Raimond (Lucia di
Lammermoor), Colline (La Boheme), Don Basilio
(The Barber of Seville), High Priest of Baal (Nabucco), Pistola (Falstaﬀ ), Angelotti (Tosca), Celio
(The Love for Three Oranges)…
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wohltemperierte Clavier I and II). She has played
more than twenty diﬀerent concertos with many
Croatian and international orchestras, including
all of the great concertos from the 20th century.
In 1995 she established the Harpsichord Department at the Music Academy in Zagreb and
has since trained a number of very successful
harpsichordists. Among the many awards she
has received is the 2007 national medal for her
contribution to Croatian music.
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Tenor TOMISLAV MUŽEK (Seigen, 1976) studied singing at the University of Music and Performing Arts in Vienna: he studied Lied and oratorio under Robert Holl, and then with Marianne
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Spiecker-Henke. He has been performing regularly in concert and opera stages around the
world since 1995. In 1999, he won the first prize
at the Ferruccio Tagliavini International Singing
Competition in Austria. Aﬅer singing with the
State Opera Vienna, Teatro Comunale Bologna,
Bremen City Theatre, Croatian National Theatre
Zagreb and other ensembles, he became the
opera champion of the Croatian National Theatre Split between 2003 and 2010. During that
time, as the leading lyric tenor interpreting a
number of well-received roles, he performed in
the State Operas in Bavaria, Berlin, and Hamburg, the Semperoper in Dresden, in Bayreuth,
Teatro alla Scala, Opera Bastille, Théâtre du
Capitole de Toulouse, Grand Théâtre de Genčve,
and in theatres Maggio Musicale Fiorentino,
Real Madrid, Regio di Torino, San Carlo Napoli.
He has also had a lot of success with concert
repertoires, e.g. with the Berlin Philharmonics
conducted by Bernard Haitink and in Concertgbouw Amsterdam, conducted by Hartmut Haenchen. In recent years, he has frequently been
holding Lied recitals.

Soprano EVELIN NOVAK (Čakovec, 1985) started her training in solo voice as the youngest student of the Universität
für Musik und darstellende Kunst Graz, and continued at the
Hochschule für Musik und darstellende Kunst Stuttgart, from
which she graduated in 2008 under Dunja Vejzović. She further studied in the International Opera Studio of the German
State Opera Berlin. Aﬅer successful debuts in prestigious opera houses in Europe, she passed the audition for maestro
Daniel Barenboim and became a soloist of the German State
Opera in Berlin in 2010. Her debut was in the role of Eurydice
in Orpheus in the Underworld by Jacques Oﬀenbach. Apart
from a number of eponymous roles she interpreted in her
home opera house, she also performed in events such as the
Mörbisch Summer Festival, Austria as Sáﬃ in operetta The
Gypsy Baron by Johann Strauss Jr., the Sankt Margarethen
Opera Festival as Micaëla in Bizet’s Carmen, in Graz as Mimi
in Puccini’s La Boheme and Carlotte in operetta Gasparone
by Carl Millöcker, etc. As an increasingly sought for concert
singer, she has performed in Germany, Austria, the Czech Republic, Poland, Italy, Liechtenstein, and China, as well as in her
home country Croatia (in Zagreb, Dubrovnik, Varaždin…).

LJERKA OČIĆ (Zagreb, 1960) studied in Ljubljana under Huber Bergant, and then went on
to study under excellent musicians and teachers, such as Gaston Litaize in France, Michael
Schneider in Germany, and Luigi Celeghin in Italy. She has performed in more than 1300 concerts around Europe, the US, Australia, and Asia,
sharing the stage with famous conductors, orchestras and soloists. She is a professor at the
Music Academy in Zagreb, sits on the board of
judges for numerous international organ competitions, holds master classes in interpretation
in the country and abroad and very actively
promotes Croatian organ music heritage. Her
work as a performing and recording artist and
as a teacher has earned her a number of international and national recognitions, including the
award by the American Biographical Institute
for her contribution to the art of music. She has
authored a number of TV and radio shows, and
written several books dedicated to organ music.

MARIJA PAVLOVIĆ (Dubrovnik, 1975) graduated from the clarinet program of the Music
Academy in Zagreb, and then further studied at
the Mozarteum in Salzburg under Alois Brandhofer. During her stay in Salzburg, she earned
the Würdigenpreiz awarded by the Austrian Ministry of Science and Culture in Vienna. She has
received numerous awards and won in a number of international competitions. As a soloist,
she has worked with renowned Croatian and international orchestras and chamber ensembles,
such as the Dubrovnik Symphony Orchestra,
Croatian Chamber Orchestra, Zagreb Soloists,
Croatian Radio Television Symphony Orchestra,
Haydn Orchestra di Bolzano e Trento, Montreal Chamber Orchestra, Gli Archi Scaligeri... As a
chamber music enthusiast, she oﬅen plays with
bassoonist Pieter Nuytten, pianist Martina Filjak
(with whom she recorded a CD named Music...
friendship), flutist Edith Van Dyck (with whom
she established the Focus chamber ensemble).
As an orchestral musician, she has worked with
orchestras from Austria, France, the Netherlands, Belgium, and more recently with the Orchestre Royal de Chambre de Wallonie.
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MARIO PENZAR (Slavonski Brod, 1961) graduated from the Music Academy in Zagreb, and
then continued his training at the High School
of Music in Vienna under A. Mitterhofer and in
master classes in Austria, Belgium, Denmark,
and Croatia (J. Ferrad, Ch. Dubois, L. Rogg, K.
d’Hooghe, etc.). In 1989, he won the first prize
at the Flor Baron Peeters International Competition in Belgium, which was followed by a number of other awards in his home country and
abroad. He has played around Europe, as well
as in Kuwait and in the US, performing as a soloist, with symphony orchestras and in chamber ensembles. He regularly performs in numerous festivals, such as the Zagreb Cathedral
Organ, Dubrovnik Summer Festival, Osor Music
Evenings, Music Evenings in St. Donat, Wiener
Orgelkonzerte, Orgeltage in Rheda/Hannover...
He is one of the founders of the Croatian Baroque Ensemble. For many years he was the
artistic director of the Organum Histriae Fes-
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tival. He records extensively for radio and television broadcasts, including a series on organ
interpretation. He is the named organist of the
Vatroslav Lisinski Concert Hall and organ professor at the Music Academy in Zagreb.

DARKO PETRINJAK (Zagreb, 1954) graduated from
the double bass program of the Music Academy in
Zagreb and the guitar and lute programs of the Royal
Academy of Music in London, where he further studied under Julian Bream. As a double bassist, he performed in solo recitals and with various chamber ensembles, and for a while as a member of the Zagreb
Philharmonic Orchestra. As a lute player, he played
in solo recitals, with singers, and with The Elizabethan Consort. He is, however, the most active as a
guitar player. He performs in solo recitals in Croatia
and abroad, and in 1984 founded the Zagreb Guitar
Trio with his former students István Römer and Goran
Listeš, with whom he has made a number of recordings, performed around Europe and inspired a number of new compositions that Croatian composers
dedicated to him. He has edited about twenty publications of guitar sheet music and sits on the board
of judges for international guitar competitions. Apart
from holding master classes, he also taught at the
Birmingham School of Music, and has been teaching at the Music Academy in Zagreb since 1982. The
Royal Academy of Music in London appointed him an
associate member.

Probably the most controversial moment in the history of the Chopin International Competition in Warsaw
in 1980 attracted the attention of
international music circles to IVO
POGORELIĆ (Belgrade, 1958): elimination in the third round and Martha
Argerich’s protest launched him to
the very top of the world’s musical
scene, where he has remained to this
day. The very next year, he debuted
in Carnegie Hall in New York and then
continued performing in the most
prestigious concert halls around the
world, amazing the audiences wherever he appeared. Both critics and
the public admired the originality of
his talent and approach. In 1982,
he signed an exclusive contract with
Deutsche Grammophon and recorded
a number of extraordinary interpretations of compositions written by
Beethoven, Schumann, Chopin, Tchai-
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kovsky, Prokofiev, Ravel, Liszt, Skryabin, Haydn, Scarlatti, Brahms, Mozart, Bach, Mussorgsky. He received
his first lessons in piano when he was
seven. As a twenty-year-old, he was
accepted to the Central School of
Music in Moscow, and then went on
to study in the piano program of the
Tchaikovsky Conservatory in 1975.
The following year he started working with renowned pianist and teacher Aliza Kezeradze. Their relationship
turned into close collaboration and
eventually marriage (1980). Aﬅer her
death in 1996, he completely withdrew from public for several years.
When he returned to the world’s concert stages, his interpretations continued to provoke sensation and controversy. Besides his career in music,
he is a great advocate for providing
education and help to the disabled,
poor and socially excluded.

LOVRO POGORELIĆ (Belgrade, 1970) started
working with Russian piano teacher Konstantin
Bogin at the age of twelve. He held his first recital the very next year. He has been performing
regularly since 1987 around Croatia in solo performances and with all major orchestras in the
country. In 1993 he moved to Paris to further
study under a grant from the French National
Credit Foundation. During that time, he held a
number of concerts and recorded a CD containing Modest Petrovich Mussorgsky’s music. Apart
from France (Salle Gaveu in Paris, Palais de Festivals in Cannes) and his home country, he has
also appeared on stages around the world: in
Switzerland (Kongresshaus in Zurich, Le Sion
Festival), Great Britain (Queen Elizabeth Hall,
Purcell Room – Southbank Centre in London),
Austria, The Czech Republic, The Netherlands,
Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Sweden, Norway,
Bulgaria, Canada, Japan, Russia, the US, Slovenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Ser-

bia, and Macedonia. Among the most notable
are the series of recitals he held in Japan (Osaka, Nagoya,Tokyo) and his tour with the Hungarian Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by
Zoltán Kocsis. For the Intrada record label from
Paris he released critically acclaimed albums.
He teaches piano at the Music Academy in Zagreb. He is also the founder and artistic director
of the PagArtFestival.
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ISTVÁN RÖMER (Zagreb, 1962) studied guitar with Marge Bäuml-Klasinc
at the Hochschule für Musik und darstellende Kunst in Graz, from which he
graduated in 1984. He also graduated from the Music Academy in Zagreb in 1983, where he studied under
Darko Petrinjak. Hi career started with
a number of awards received from
international competitions such as
those in Mettmann, Germany; Segovia
in Palma de Mallorca; Viña del Mar,
Chile; Maria Callas in Athens... He has
performed in hundreds of concerts
around Europe, South America, and
Asia. Apart from solo recitals and performances with distinguished national and international orchestras, he is
also an active chamber musician: he
has played in numerous concerts in
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RENATA POKUPIĆ (Virovitica, 1972) became
one of the most sought for Croatian musicians
in the world thanks to her performances of
baroque, classical and other repertoire for the
coloratura mezzo-soprano. She has given crit-

ically acclaimed performances in Teatro Real
in Madrid, Covent Garden in London, Washington National Opera and the opera houses of
Los Angeles, Chicago, and Lyon. She is equally
sought for when it comes to concert stages, and
has performed with the Gabrieli Consort, in performances conducted by Kurt Masur, with the
London Philharmonic Orchestra, and the French
National Orchestra. Apart from her collaboration with world-renowned ensembles, including
the Musikkollegium Winterthur, Les Talens Lyriques, Akademie für Alte Musik Berlin and Academy of Ancient Music, she regularly works with
conductors such as John Eliot Gardiner, Paul
McCreesh, Emmanuelle Haïm, Douglas Boyd,
Laurence Cummings and Christian Curnyn. With
pianist Roger Vignoles she performed at the
Delﬅ Chamber Music Festival, Petworth Festival, for the BBC in the Downpatrick Great Hall,
at Dubrovnik Summer Festival, Bath Mozartfest
and in Wigmore Hall. The album containing Igor
Stravinsky’s works, for which she sang Pulcinella with the Monte Carlo Philharmonic Orchestra
and conductor Yakov Kreizberg, was named the
Disc of the Month by Gramophone in July 2011.

a duo with cellist Valter Dešpalj and clarinetist Milko Pravdić, and in even more concerts in
the Zagreb Guitar Trio with Darko Petrinjak and
Goran Listeš. He has recorded around ten albums, and teaches guitar at the Music Academy
in Zagreb.
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Double bassist BOŽO PARADŽIK (Zagreb, 1969) was trained by Tihomir Vidović in Sarajevo and by Jiøí Hudec at the Music Academy
in Prague. He started his career as an orchestral musician, playing
the leading positions in Residentie Orkest in The Hague and the
Radio Symphony Orchestra in Stuttgart. He also worked extensively with the Concertgebouw Royal Orchestra in Amsterdam playing
the first double bass, as well as with the Bavarian Radio Symphony
Orchestra in Munich and with conductors such as Georges Prêtre,
Sir Neville Marriner, Giuseppe Sinopoli, Carlo Maria Giulini. He was
invited by Claudio Abbado to participate in a series of programs
given by the Mozart Orchestra and the Mahler Chamber Orchestra.
His first solo CD (with pianist Ulrich Rademacher) was released by
EMI / Virgin Classics in 2000 and attracted the public attention to
his solo and chamber performances. Nowadays he is more focused
on his solo career and still performs in prestigious concert halls
around Europe. He is also very successful in performing compositions that were originally written for other instruments (in 2012
he recorded Beethoven’s cello sonatas for an album called Double
Bass Goes Beethoven). He is equally devoted to teaching: he taught
at the Jan Sweelinck Conservatory in Amsterdam, High School of
Music in Detmold and in Freiburg, the HEMU Conservatory in Sion.
He has been teaching at the High School in Luzern since 2010.

Aﬅer completing the program of the Music Academy in
Zagreb under Vlatka Oršanić, further studies with Vitomir Marof and winning numerous awards, baritone
LJUBOMIR PUŠKARIĆ (Zagreb, 1981) graduated from
the Indiana University in Bloomington, where he studied
under Rober Harrison. His debut was with the Cleveland
Orchestra in the cantata Carmina Burana by Carl Orﬀ.
He performed at the May Festival in Cincinnati, conducted by James Conlon, and participated in the summer
season of the local opera. Apart from winning awards
from several singing competitions (Indiana Matinee Musical, local and regional competitions of the Metropolitan Opera, Ondina Otta in Maribor), he has also performed with the Croatian National Theatres in Zagreb,
Rijeka, Osijek, and Split, as well as in the Seattle Opera
in the production of Lucia di Lammermoor, and the Lyric Opera in Chicago in the production of Boris Godunov
conducted by Sir Andrew Davis, and the gala concert
Stars of Lyric Opera of Chicago with Renée Fleming,
Matthew Polenzani and James Morris, conducted by
Emmanuel Villaume. Among the awards he has received
is the 2011 Young Musician of the Year, awarded by the
Zagreb Philharmonics.
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IVAN REPUŠIĆ (Imotski, 1978) studied conducting at the Music Academy in Zagreb, and
further studied under Jorma Panula and Gianluigi Gelmetti, as well as an assistant to Kazushi
Ono (Badisches Staatstheater Karlsruhe) and
Donald Runnicles (Deutsche Oper Berlin). His
successful career in the home country, where he
was the director of the Croatian National Theatre Opera in Split and of the Split Summer and
Dubrovnik Summer Festivals, continued abroad,
primarily in Germany. He was the first Kapellmeister of the Hannover State Opera between
2010 and 2013, where he conducted a number
of opera productions, and will take on the position of general music director for the 2016/17
season. In 2011, he debuted with the German
State Opera in Berlin, where he performed a
number of operas as the Kapellmeister during
the 2012/2013 season. He also successfully
debuted with and continued to conduct other
significant German operas, such as the Hamburg State Opera, Semperoper Dresden and the
Komische Oper Berlin. Apart from conducting
activities, he is also a dedicated teacher at the
University of Split Academy of Arts.

Bass-baritone KREŠIMIR STRAŽANAC (Osijek,
1983) received his Bachelor’s and Master’s Degrees from the Hochschule für Musik und darstellende Kunst in Stuttgart, where he studied
under Dunja Vejzović and Cornelis Witthoeﬀt
(Lied). He further studied in master classes held
by Elisabeth Schwarzkopf and Thomas Hampson, and at the Bach Academy in Stuttgart. He
was the laureate of a number of singing competitions, and the winner of La Voce competition of the Bavarian Radio (2006), Cantilena
(2007) and Hugo Wolf competitions. As a concert singer, he successfully interpreted the solo
parts in the works of J. S. Bach, G. Ph. Telemann,
W. A. Mozart, F. Schubert, J. Brahms, and others.
He is also a committed Lied performer, and has
held concerts in Venice, Bayreuth, Linz, Zagreb,
Dubrovnik, Osor... From 2007 to 2014, he was
a member of the Zurich Opera ensemble of soloists and interpreted a number of opera roles

conducted by Bernard Haitink, Nello Santi, Massimo Zanetti, Franz Welser-Möst, Vladimir Fedosejev and others. His performances have been
recorded in albums released by Decca and BBC
Opus Arte. As an independent artist, he has collaborated with La Scintilla Orchestra, the WSR
Symphony Orchestra, Bavarian Symphony Orchestra, the Concerto Köln, and many others.
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Aﬅer receiving training in his home town, graduating
from the Music Academy in Ljubljana and the C. Pollini
Conservatory in Padua, and further training at Centro
di perfezionamento per cantanti lirici of Teatro alla
Scala in Milan and the High School of Music in Lovran,
bass GIORGIO SURIAN (Rijeka, 1954) became one of
the top opera singers. He has sung in performances
conducted by some of the greatest conductors of our
time (Claudio Abbado, Carlos Kleiber, Riccardo Muti,
Herbert von Karajan, Seiji Ozawa, Lovro von Matačić,
Lorin Maazel, etc.) and collaborated with other opera
stars such as Placido Domingo, José Carreras, Luciano
Pavarotti, Nikolaj Giaurov, Mirella Freni, Joan Sutherland, Piero Cappucilli, Montserrat Caballé... During his
active career, he has sung more than a hundred bass
and bass-baritone roles, performing in opera stages
around the world: Teatro alla Scala in Milan, La Fenice
in Venice, Teatro del Opera in Rome, Covent Garden in
London, Viennese State Opera, Verona Arena, Paris
Opera, El Liceu in Barcelona, Bolshoi Theatre in Moscow, Metropolitan in New York, to name but a few. He
also regularly appears in national theatres, earning
numerous awards. He has recorded around fiﬅeen
albums for many record labels (Decca, His Master’s
Voice...) and a number of video operas.

Mezzo-soprano DUBRAVKA ŠEPAROVIĆ MUŠOVIĆ (Dubrovnik,
1970) holds the diploma from the Faculty of Architecture (1993)
and the Music Academy (1998) of the University of Zagreb. She
received the Master’s Degree from the latter in 2000, and further
studied with Ruža Pospiš-Baldani and Eva Blahova. Her interpretations attracted public attention while she was still a student.
She debuted in 2000 at the Paris State Opera as Bizet’s Carmen,
and interpreted Amneris in Verdi’s Aida two years later in the National Theatre in Brno. In the meantime, she became a member
of the Croatian National Theatre’s Opera in Zagreb, and the Opera’s champion in 2007. She has simultaneously been maintaining a presence on the international opera scene (in Brno, Prague,
Saarbrücken, Wuppertal, Trier, Luxembourg, Sankt Gallen, Graz,
Vienna, Munich…), interpreting major roles from the Italian, German, French and Slavic repertoire (Dalilah, Carmen, Judith, Eboli, Baba Yaga, Amneris, Herodias, Fricka...). She has worked with
distinguished conductors and directors, as well as fellow singers,
including Paata Burchuladze, José Cura and Jonas Kaufmann. She
is also an active concert performer, especially dedicated to Gustav
Mahler’s oeuvre.
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Composer and saxophonist GORDAN TUDOR
(Split, 1982) graduated from the saxophone
program of the Music Academy in Zagreb, where
he studied under Dragan Sremec. He continued
his studies at the Amsterdam Conservatory under Arno Bornkamp, and then at the Salzburg
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Mozarteum under Eugene Rousseau and the
Conservatory in Paris with Claude Delangle. He
won numerous national and international saxophone competitions, and has continued receiving awards both for his performances and
compositions. He spent the summer of 2011 in
the residence of Bang on a Can Summer Festival – Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary
Art (North Adams, MA). He has performed in
Europe and North America with various chamber ensembles as well as a soloist with numerous orchestras. As a promoter of contemporary
music, he regularly premieres compositions of
Croatian and international artists and organizes the Days of New Music in Split once a year,
hosting eminent musicians from all over the
world. He works as a saxophone teacher at the
Josip Hatze Music School in Split, as well as an
assistant professor at the Academy of Arts in
Split and a visiting professor at the Music Academy in Novi Sad.

LAURA VADJON (Zagreb, 1971) is the first Croatian baroque violin artist, as well as the artistic
director and the concert master of the Croatian
Baroque Ensemble, with which she has been successfully performing in Croatia and abroad since
1999. She regularly works with the world’s distinguished baroque music artists (Catherine Mackintosh, Hervé Niquet, Richard Egarr, Werner Ehrhardt,
Laurence Cummings, Philipp Pickett, Stefano Montanari) and plays with ensembles such as the New
London Consort, Le Concert Spirituel, London Handel Orchestra, L’arte del Mondo, Florilegium and
Canzona. She has been the concert master of the
Balkan Baroque Band since 2010. As a solo and
chamber artist, she has participated in numerous
successful concert and recording projects, and
is especially recognized as an authority in early
Italian baroque and the works of Handel and Mozart. She has played in concerts in about twenty
countries around Europe, in Russia, Japan, South
America, and Cuba. She is a professor at the Music
Academy in Zagreb, teaching 17th- and 18th-century chamber music, with an emphasis on historically and stylistically informed interpretation.
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DUNJA VEJZOVIĆ (Zagreb, 1943) graduated from the graphics department of the Visual Arts Academy (1966) and the
singing department of the Music Academy (1969) in her home
town. She further studied Lied in Stuttgart at the Hochschule
für Musik und darstellende Kunst. Aﬅer her debut in Zagreb’s
Opera, she was hired by the Nurnberg opera in 1971. Her debut at the Bayreuth Festival was in 1978, which was followed
by two triumphant seasons in Parsifal. She went on to work
with Herbert von Karajan, with whom she recorded three major
Wagner roles (Kundry, Ortruf and Senta), perform in festivals
in Salzburg, the Metropolitan, La Scala, Viennese State Opera,
Paris Opera, Stuttgart Opera… She has become a world famous
prima-donna and an authority on Wagner, simultaneously working on a concert repertoire (Gounod, Massenet, Berlioz, Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninov, Schubert, Schumann, Brahms, Wolf, Berg,
R. Strauss). She has worked with Claudio Abbado, Carlos Kleiber,
Lorin Maazel, Lovro von Matačić and recorded for EMI, Deutsche
Grammophon, Virgin Classics... She has also been teaching since
1995 at the Hochschule für Musik und darstellende Kunst in
Stuttgart and other schools, and systematically worked on promoting young singers. She has won numerous awards, including the German Federal Cross of Merit (Bundesverdienstkreuz),
which she received for extraordinary contribution in numerous
humanitarian, social, and cultural projects (2010).

ANA VIDOVIĆ (Karlovac, 1980) started playing the guitar
when she was five, joining her brother Viktor. She gave several performances in her home country and abroad before
enrolling to the Music Academy in Zagreb to study under
István Römer at the age of thirteen. Invited by the Peabody
Conservatory in Baltimore, she went on to study under Manuel Barrueco and graduated in 2003. The list of awards she
has received from prestigious guitar competitions (Albert
Augustine in Bath, Fernando Sor in Rome, Francisco Tárrega
in Spain, Eurovision Young Musicians, Mauro Giuliani in Italy,
Young Concert Artists International Auditions in New York...)
is as impressive as the number of concerts she has given
around the world. She is booked up to two years in advance,
and the bookings include those in the National Gallery of Art
in Washington, Concertgebouw in Amsterdam, the Cordoba
Guitar Festival and Lake Tahoe SummerFest. Her first album was released in 1994, and she has been recording for
Croatia Records, Naxos, BGS Records, Mel Bay Productions
Inc. ever since. Her performances were also released on DVD
Guitar Artistry in Concert (2009), and director Petar Krelja
made three TV documentaries about her.
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VIKTOR VIDOVIĆ (Karlovac, 1973) gave his first solo concert at the age of twelve, and enrolled to the Geneva Conservatory when he was fourteen. He studied under guitarist
Maria Livia São Marcos, who led him to a number of first prizes from renowned competitions. At sixteen, aﬅer graduating
from the Conservatory in Geneva, he went on to study at the
Mozarteum in Salzburg, obtaining his Master’s Degree under
Matthias Seidel and receiving the Franz Kossak award and
the Austrian Ministry of Culture Award. Apart from winning
numerous awards, he has also attended master classes by
Leo Brouwer, Eliot Fisk, David Tannenbaum and performed
in prestigious concert halls. He has performed as a soloist
with orchestras such as the Zagreb Soloists, Zagreb Philharmonics, the Orchestre de la Suisse Romande, Stuttgart
Philharmonic Orchestra. He has released about ten albums
and a DVD for REM (France), Musica Helvetica (Switzerland),
Croatia Records and Aquarius Records (Croatia). Many of the
recordings and numerous performances have been realized
in cooperation with his sister Ana Vidović. He has also written
a number of compositions for guitar.

BRUNO VLAHEK (Zagreb, 1986) graduated
from the piano class of Vladimir Krpan as one
of the youngest students of the Music Academy
in Zagreb. He completed his graduate studies
with Jean-François Antonioli at the Lausanne
Conservatory as well as with Vasily Lobanov
at the Hochschule für Musik in Cologne, where
he simultaneously studied improvisation and
composition as well. Aﬅer receiving a scholarship from the Spanish foundation Albéniz,
he further studied at the Queen Sofia College
of Music in Madrid, mentored by Dmitri Bashkirov. Apart from the awards he has received
from piano competitions, he was also awarded
by the Yamaha Music Foundation of Europe in
Madrid and received an honorary diploma presented to him by Queen Sofia of Spain in 2011.
He plays in recitals and shares the stage with
distinguished orchestras, performing in concert
halls around the world, including Palau de la
Música in Barcelona, Liszt Ferenc Academy in
Budapest, Auditorio Nacional in Madrid, Gasteig
in Munich, Mozarteum in Salzburg… He has
also performed in numerous festivals, and in
2012 was selected to participate in the Verbier

© Jetta Deplazes

Festival Academy. He has recorded for national broadcasting companies in many European
countries. He also plays organ in concerts. His
composing oeuvre contains more than forty
pieces of various genres, which have been performed in European musical hubs.

RADOVAN VLATKOVIĆ (Zagreb, 1962)
is one of the world’s most prominent artists and a true master of his instrument.
He started playing horn at the age of six,
and graduated from the Music Academy
in Zagreb in 1980, where he studied under
Prerad Detiček. He further studied with
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Michaela Höltzel in Detmold. Aﬅer receiving numerous national and international awards, his greatest recognition
came in 1983 when he won the first
prize at the prestigious ARD competition
in Munich that had not been awarded to
a hornist for fourteen years. During his
international career, he has worked with
some of the top orchestras, conductors
and soloists. He was the solo hornist of
the Berlin Radio Symphony Orchestra
between 1982 and 1990, aﬅer which
he focused on a career as a solo performer, chamber musician, and teacher:
he is the head of the horn department
at the Mozarteum Conservatory in
Salzburg and Reina Sofia Conservatory in Madrid, full professor at the High
School of Music in Zurich and a visiting professor at the Royal Academy of
Music in London. He has premiered numerous works written by contemporary
composers. Among the recordings he
has made, the most notable are those
of all horn concertos written by W. A.
Mozart and R. Strauss, which he recorded with the English Chamber Orchestra
and conductor Jeﬀrey Tate. In 2014, he
was appointed honorary member of the
Royal Academy of Music.

1 . 3. Ensembles
A V

Young cellists Stjepan Hauser and Luka
Šulić, known as 2CELLOS, have achieved
tremendous success and raised the cello to a new level by erasing boundaries
between diﬀerent music genres. Their
unique version of Michael Jackson’s hit
song Smooth Criminal became an instant
hit worldwide: their YouTube video went
viral in the first week, which ensured the
duo a record contract with Sony Masterworks and an invitation to play with
Elton John on his world tour. Since then,
the duo has appeared in numerous hit
TV shows, worked with renowned artists
and performed around the world. Their
first album was included in the Billboard
top 100 album chart. It was followed by
two more albums: IN2ITION (2013) and
CELLOVERSE (2015).

ACEZANTEZ (The Zagreb New Tendencies
Ensemble) was formed by versatile Croatian
composer and instrumentalist Dubravko
Detoni and a few other multimedia-oriented artists as the first ensemble specializing
in contemporary music in the region. Their
first concert was in 1971 at the Yugoslav
Music Festival in Opatija. While exploring
new ways in which to blend various music and stage elements, the Ensemble has
worked with artists from all over the world,
and several generations of creative musicians have passed through the Ensemble
during the decades.
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THE ACCORDION ORCHESTRA STANKO MIHOVILIĆ
was formed in 1959 by Stanko Mihovilić, who was
its leader until 1983, when the orchestra changed its
name and took on the name of its founder and longtime leader. From 1989 to 2009, the Orchestra was
led by Damir Bužleta. He was succeeded in 2010 by
Tatjana Lajić. This is an amateur orchestra formed by
musicians of various ages and education – from high
school and university students to clerks, teachers,
economists, engineers and many others. The Orchestra
has received numerous awards, recognitions and approvals from judges and audiences in many performances, concert tours and competitions, thus promoting the city of Pula, Istria and Croatia around Europe
and America.
Their aim is to strengthen the city’s and Croatian cultural identity, promote it around the world, as well as to
promote the accordion as a musical instrument. There

AD GLORIAM BRASS is an ensemble of six
brass winds, members of the Croatian National
Theatre Opera Orchestra, Croatian Radio Television Symphony Orchestra, and the Zagreb
Philharmonics. The ensemble was formed in
1993. They perform a broad repertoire ranging from European and Croatian renaissance
and baroque masters to contemporary Croatian composers, some of which have dedicated
their works to the ensemble. Their appearances
in a number of festivals in Croatia (Osor Music Evenings, Varaždin Baroque Evenings, Music
Evenings in St. Donat’s), concerts held abroad,
collaborations with artists such as Mario Penzar, Igor Lešnik, the Zagreb Saxophone Quartet

are currently 28 active members in the
Orchestra with ten more permanent
associates.
Their repertoire encompasses various
periods of music, as well as works written by contemporary Croatian and foreign composers. Their quality has been
confirmed by numerous awards, cups,
and plaques won from international
competitions. As the oldest and probably the best orchestra of this type in
Croatia, the Stanko Mihovilić orchestra
has raised many generations of musicians who now work around Istria,
Croatia and elsewhere. They rehearse
twice a week, with intensified rehearsal before competitions and concerts.
They consider the social and business
contacts established and maintained
within the orchestra as their greatest success. They have given concerts
around Croatia, Italy, Germany, the
Czech Republic, as well as in the US
and Canada. They have also collaborated with numerous renowned guest
conductors and soloists from Croatia,
Slovenia, Austria, Italy, the US, Russia
and Ukraine. The Orchestra oﬅen participates in radio and TV broadcasts
and has also recorded two CDs.

and recordings for Croatian Radio
Television’s broadcasts make them
one of the most prominent chamber
ensembles on the very top of Croatian scene.

IVAN GORAN KOVAČIĆ ACADEMIC ACCORDION ORCHESTRA
was formed in 1977 under the Slovenski dom cultural society in
Zagreb. In 1991 the Orchestra became a section of the Ivan Goran
Kovačić cultural society. The orchestra’s founder and conductor
Zvonko Šiljac had led the orchestra until 2003. He was succeeded
by Gordana Šustić, Anamarija Nerad, Damir Bužleta, and Gordana

THE ACADEMIC ACCORDION ORCHESTRA
OF THE JURAJ DOBRILA UNIVERSITY OF
PULA was established in 1995. Since the
1996/1997 season, the Orchestra has been
led by Denis Modrušan. Some of their main
objectives are to establish the reputation of
the accordion as an academic instrument
and to popularize works written for the instrument. The Orchestra has a very diverse
repertoire that mostly includes works written
by Croatian composers (some of which the
Orchestra has premiered) and compositions
written for accordion. They perform in the
country and abroad, in festivals such as the
Pula Music Festival, International Contemporary Music Festival in Priština, Music Festival
in Novi Sad, Accordion Days in Smederevo.
They also appeared in the opening ceremony
for the 63rd World Accordion Championship in
2010 in Varaždin. The Orchestra has had excellent results in international competitions,
winning several first prizes.
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Šustić again since 2011. As
one of the most successful
amateur music ensembles
in Zagreb and one of the top
ensembles of Europe by the
number of awards won from
festivals and appearances
in the country and abroad,
the Orchestra oﬀers a diﬀerent image of the accordion
to their audiences. They are
the laureates of international competitions in Belgium,
France, Switzerland, Italy,
the Czech Republic and Portugal. They have established
a very successful collaboration with the Croatian Composers’ Society and work on
promoting Croatian contemporary music.
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THE PALMA ACADEMIC CHOIR OF THE
BASILICA OF THE HEART OF JESUS
IN ZAGREB was formed near the end of
World War II for liturgy purposes of the
Basilica, which has remained the Choir’s
main purpose to this day. The Choir’s rich
repertoire contains sacral music ranging
from Gregorian chants to contemporary
composers’ works, with an emphasis on
Croatian music heritage. The eighty members of the Choir are current students
and the alumni of the Zagreb University
from all over Croatia. The choir has given
a number of well received performances and feature concerts in concert halls
around the country and abroad. They
have also won numerous awards from
national and international competitions,
including the Golden Lion award at the
International Choir Festival in Lavov, first
place in the G. P. da Palestrina competi-
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tion in Rome in 1998, finale of the Cathedrals Festival
in Saint-Quentin, Canada in 2006, Gold Medal at the
Choir Festival in Ohrid in 2009. They have collaborated with all major orchestras and ensembles in Croatia, as well as with renowned soloists. Since 2013, the
Palma Academic Choir has been led by young conductor Alan Kljaić.

Formed in 1948, the IVAN GORAN KOVAČIĆ ACADEMIC
CHOIR is Croatia’s largest and oldest mixed amateur choir.
In the past, the Choir was led by renowned Croatian musicians, such as Mladen Jagušt, Duško Prašelj, Lovro Županović, Adalbert Marković, Dinko Fio, Vladimir Kranjčević
and Saša Britvić. Luka Vukšić has been the Choir’s artistic
leader since 2003. They have been conducted by major Croatian and international conductors, including Lovro Matačić,
Milan Horvat, Pavle Dešpalj, Nikša Bareza, Vjekoslav Šutej,
Ivo Lipanović, Zubin Mehta, Sir Yehudi Menuhin, Krzysztof
Penderecki, Lorin Maazel, Uroš Lajovic, Gerd Albrecht, Kazushi Ono, Alun Francis, Patrick Fournillier, Hans Graf, Kurt
Masur, Pinchas Steinberg, Gustav Kuhn, Dmitri Kitayenko,
Yakov Kreizberg, Valery Gergiyev and Sir Neville Marriner.

The Choir has performed around
the world, including in international
festivals such as Maggio Musicale
Fiorentino, Settembre musica in
Turin, Flaneries musicales in Reims,
Wiener Festwochen, as well as in
all major Croatian festivals. They
have worked together with orchestras such as the Vienna Symphony
Orchestra, Moscow State Philharmonics, City Theatre Orchestra of
Florence, National Opera Orchestra
of Monte Carlo, Lithuanian National Symphony Orchestra, Slovenian
Philharmonic Orchestra and the
Sarajevo Philharmonic Orchestra.
The Choir collaborates on regular
basis with the Zagreb Philharmonics, the Croatian Radio Television
Symphony Orchestra, and the Croatian Baroque Ensemble. The high
level of their interpretation has
been awarded through numerous
prizes and recognitions.
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AMADEUS TRIO ZAGREB was formed
in 2008 by renowned professors of the
Music Academy in Zagreb – violinist
Leonid Sorokow, pianist Ruben Dalibaltayan and cellist Krešimir Lazar – with
an aim of enriching the music scene
of Zagreb and Croatia with works written for piano trios. The ensemble is especially dedicated to performing and
promoting Croatian music, which has
led them to numerous festivals, such
as the Osor Music Evenings and the
Croatian Music Festival in Vienna. The
Trio has given concerts around Croatia,
in Bosnia and Herzegovina, as well as
in Slovenia and Austria.

THE CANTUS ENSEMBLE was formed in
2001 for the Zagreb Music Biennale. The Ensemble continued its development to a high
quality contemporary music ensemble and
became a leader and the most active participant of the Croatian, regional, and even international contemporary music scene. Apart
from their own concert series named Cantus&Lisinski (organized since 2006/2007), the
Ensemble also holds workshops, participates
in various projects and collaborates with oth-

er artists and organizations: with
the Dutch Gaudeamus foundation, the Gaudeamus Musik Week
festival and the Croatian Music
Youth by holding workshops for
young conductors and composers at the International Culture
Center in Grožnjan; they have
also participated in projects Re:
New Music and New Music: New
Audience in collaboration with
students of the Animated Film
and New Media Department of
the Croatian Visual Arts Academy and the Music Salon of the
Student Center. In 2008 the Cantus was the oﬃcial ensemble of
the International Society for Contemporary Music (ISCM). They
have performed in numerous
festivals (BEMUS in Belgrade,
Sounds New in Canterbury, NCPA
May Music Festival, Ensemblia in
Mönchengladbach) and on prestigious stages (Dôme des Invalides in Paris, Tonhalle Düsseldorf,
Paul Klee Center in Bern). They
held concerts in Sweden, Switzerland, Slovenia, Canada, etc.
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Third Marimba Competition in Belgium as the oﬃcial ensemble. They have also won the EMJ 2009 competition
and festival. biNg bang has performed around the world,
as well as in percussion festivals such as the Perkumania in Paris, Crossdrumming in Warsaw, Percussion Night
in Graz, Percussion Days in Valencia, Patagonian Percussion Festival in Argentina, TIPC in Taipei, the International
Percussion Festival in Puerto Rico, etc. Their debut album
biNg bang Plays Lešnik was released under Equilibrium.

CAMERATA GARESTIN gathers leading
Croatian vocal and instrumental interpreters of 17th and 18th-century music. The
ensemble was formed in 2008 by cellist
Krešimir Lazar from Varaždin and by Ivana
Lazar (soprano), Dani Bošnjak (end-blown
and side-blown flutes) and Krešimir Has
(harpsichord and organ). They play on replicas of authentic instruments and have become a major factor on the Croatian music
scene through careful consideration of aesthetic and interpretative norms of the time
in which the music they interpret was created. The ensemble has given a number of
concerts in Varaždin, Osijek, Rovinj, Šibenik,
Sisak and Slavonski Brod. They have also
appeared in Austria, Germany, Slovakia,
Slovenia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. The
ensemble is closely related to Varaždin and
Croatia’s largest baroque music festival –
The Varaždin Baroque Evenings – where
they appear every year.

© Goran Saletto

The percussion ensemble biNg bang
was formed in 1999 with Igor Lešnik
as its artistic leader. Ensemble members are top Croatian percussion students and winners of numerous competitions for percussionists. Apart
from playing the standard repertoire
for percussion ensembles, the biNg
bang also oﬅen premieres works written by Croatian composers. The list
of visiting soloists that have played
with the ensemble include Ney Rosauro, Jean Geoﬀroy, John Beck, Michael
Udow, Payton MacDonald, Fernando
Hashimoto, Angel Frette, Ludwig Albert, Arthur Lipner and others. biNg
bang has won numerous awards and
recognitions, including the first prize in
the 2004 Percussion Ensemble Competition organized by the Percussion
Art Society, invitations to perform in
PASIC Nashville as the best university
percussion ensemble, as well as in the
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ZVJEZDICE GIRLS’ CHOIR was formed in
1985 under the Youth Music Center and is one
of the most recognizable ensembles from Zagreb. From the very beginning, the choir has
been led by maestro Zdravko Šljivac, who has
led them to a double victory at the International Choir Festival in Llangollen, North Wales, the
Outstanding Award at international festivals in
Sligo, Ireland and Stavanger, Norway, as well as
the award for best performance of a contemporary piece at the International Youth Choir Festival in Celje. During almost three decades, the
Choir has developed close collaboration with
some of the top Croatian ensembles, soloists,
and conductors. Among their numerous tours,
the most notable ones are the three tours of
North America in 2003, 2004 and 2010, as well
as the Australian tour in 2006 and a tour of
Malaysia. Their more recent international successes include a 2010 concert in Ney York’s Lincoln Center, a concert held on Europe Day in the
Milan Cathedral, the choir’s participation in the
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D&B DUO was formed in 2006 by pianists Dubravka Vukalović and Bruno
Vlahek under the chamber music department of the Lausanne Conservatory mentored by Swedish pianist and
teacher Dag Achatz. Their very first
concert in Lausanne, in which they performed Rachmaninov and Bernstein,
drew the attention of Swiss audiences, critics and concert organizers, and
the duo was soon aﬅerwards invited
to perform in Germany, Great Britain,
Spain, Croatia, China, and elsewhere.
They were the first Croatian artists to
perform Olivier Messiaen’s monumental cycle Visions de l’Amen, which they
played for the 50th anniversary of the
Zagreb Music Biennale in 2011. Their
repertoire includes original works for
two pianos as well as arrangements of
compositions from diﬀerent genres that
were originally written for other instrumental ensembles.

Croatian and Slovenian joint project of the Symphony of a Thousand by Gustav Mahler in 2011,
a concert in St. Petersburg in 2012 and their
participation in the production of the War Requiem in 2013. The European Parliament’s Federation of Choirs of the Union in Brussels has
appointed the Zvjezdice choir and their maestro
Zdravko Šljivac cultural ambassadors.
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THE PORIN STRING QUARTET was established in 1998 within Prof. Mladen Sedak’s
chamber music class at the Music Academy in
Zagreb. Apart from their work at the Academy,
the Quartet has also actively participated in
master classes held by Valter Dešpalj and by
string quartets such as Amadeus, Alban Berg,
Bartók, Janáček, Smetana and the Prague
Quartet. They soon started achieving success
in concerts held around Croatia, as well as in
olinists David Ojstrah, Yehudi Menuhin, Henryk Szeryng, Uto
Ughi, Stefan Milenković, Julian Rachlin; violist Yuri Bashmet;
cellists Mstislav Rostropovich, Monika Leskovar, Mischa Maisky,
pianists Svjatoslav Richter, Ivo Pogorelić, Dubravka Tomšič,
Pavica Gvozdić, hornist Radovan Vlatković; singers: Dunja Vejzović, Ruža Pospiš Baldani, Inva Mula...). The Dubrovnik Symphony Orchestra has performed around Croatia, around Europe, in the US and in Indonesia. They won the Milka Trnina
award for extraordinary achievement in music.

THE BRODOSPLIT MALE CHOIR was formed in 1972. Their
work, program concept, interpretation and characteristic sound
have made them one of the top choirs in Croatia. They have a
diverse repertoire ranging from renaissance masters to contemporary composers, with an emphasis on their local tradition
– folk and concert songs of Dalmatia harmonized and arranged
by Croatian composers. The choir has been conducted by renowned teachers and conductors: Daniel Šeparović and Josip
Veršić, and since 1988 by composer and conductor Vlado Sunko, full professor at the Academy of Arts in Split. Brodosplit has
earned valuable national awards and recognitions, as well as
first prizes from international festivals and competitions (first
prize in Budapest in 1991 and in Prague in 2002, gold med© Zlatko Sunko

al at the World Choir Games in
Xiamen, China in 2006, Olympic championship at the Choir
Olympics in Linz in 2000 and
the champions of World Choir
Games in Graz in 2008, two gold
medals and absolute winners of
the Canta al mar competition in
Spain in 2012, two gold plaques
and the special award from the
Robert Schumann competition
in Zwickau in 2014). In the Leevi
Madetoja International Competition for Male Choirs in Finland
in 2010 Brodosplit won the third
place as the first non-Baltic
choir in the competition history. The choir has been awarded
by the Republic of Croatia for
its extraordinary contribution
to culture. They have recorded
about ten albums.

© Miro Martinić

THE DUBROVNIK SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA was established
in 1924 initially under the name
the Dubrovnik Orchestra. Aﬅer
several name changes, the orchestra became the Dubrovnik
Symphony Orchestra in 1992. As
an important factor in the music
life of Dubrovnik, the Orchestra
plays its broad repertoire in the
Rector’s Palace, the churches
and squares of Dubrovnik. Their
role in the Dubrovnik Summer
Festival is particularly important.
In the Festival, the Orchestra has
worked with top Croatian and
foreign conductors and soloists
(Lovro Matačić, Antonio Janigro,
Zubin Mehta, Ernst Marzendorfer, Milan Horvat, Pavle Dešpalj,
Anton Nanut, Vjekoslav Šutej, vi-
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THE SEBASTIAN STRING
QUARTET was established
in 1982 as the Music Youth
Zagreb Quartet. They took on
their current name in 1990.
Quartet members have been
trained in chamber music
courses in Grožnjan (Croatia), Rogaška Slatina (Slovenia), Pécs (Hungary) and
Saumur (France). The Quartet became a member of the
International Yehudi Menuhin Foundation in Paris in
1988. Apart from frequently
performing in Croatia, they
have also given concerts in
Slovenia, France, North Korea, Italy, Austria, and Hun-
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Germany, Austria, Slovenia, Italy,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Canada, and Argentina. The Quartet
represented Croatian music at
the Expo 2000 in Hannover and
were invited the same year by
the Austrian Contemporary Music
Society to participate in a concert
of young Austrian composers in
Vienna, when they appeared in
the Salzburg Mozarteum. Apart
from performing in festivals
such as the Zagreb Music Biennale and the Dubrovnik Summer
Games, the Quartet has also
been organizing its own concert
series since 2006 in which they
collaborate with numerous Croatian musicians. They have won
numerous national awards. The
Quartet members are: violinists
Ivan Novinc and Tamara Petir,
violist Lucija Brnadić and cellist
Neva Begović.

gary. Their repertoire spans over classical works to contemporary
music with an emphasis on Croatian composers and premiering
contemporary works. The Quartet has worked with renowned Croatian and international artists, such as Milan Turković, Paul Meyer,
Pierluigi Camicia, Aleksandar Serdar, etc. They have been holding
their own concert series in the Vatroslav Lisinski Small Concert Hall
in Zagreb since 2002. The members of the quartet are violinists
Anđelko Krpan and Korana Rucner, violist Nebojša Floreani and cellist Zlatko Rucner.
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THE RUCNER STRING QUARTET
was formed in 1998 by husband and
wife Snježana (cellist) and Dragan
(violist) Rucner, who were both members of the Klima String Quartet.
Currently, the other two members
are violinists Ivana Penić Defar and
Ana Paula Knapić Franković. Apart
from developing a classical and contemporary repertoire and performing works written by contemporary
Croatian authors, the Rucner String
Quartet crosses the limits to other
music genres as well, through their
long collaboration with American
bandoneon player Peter Soave, for
example. Their concert series called
The Four Seasons, consisting of four
concerts throughout the year in the
Croatian Music Institute, hosts renowned musicians and features
premieres of Croatian and interna-
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tional composers’ music. The
Quartet presents its concert
programs around Croatia
and abroad. They have won
several national awards and
recognitions.

THE PAPANDOPULO QUARTET is formed
by four Croatian saxophonists, alumni of
Dragan Sremec’s class at the Music Academy in Zagreb: Nikola Fabijanić, Gordan
Tudor, Goran Jurković and Tomislav Žužak.
They have further studied in conservatories
of Paris, Amsterdam, and Vienna, as well
as in seminars held by world-renowned
saxophonists. They also do pedagogical
work. The Quartet has appeared in festivals and events such as the Music Evenings
in St. Donat’s, Rijeka Summer Nights, the
Zagreb Music Biennale, Opatija Music Festival, Split Summer, New Music Days in Split,
Echoraum, and Days of Croatian Music in
Vienna, as well as in concerts in Budapest,
Paris, Zagreb and elsewhere. The Papandopulo Quartet is dedicated to promoting
new music, particularly music written by
young Croatian and foreign artists. Their
first album (released by Croatia Records)
was one of the best-selling classical music
albums in Croatia in recent years.

THE CROATIAN BAROQUE ENSEMBLE is Croatia’s leading ensemble for historically informed
performance of instrumental and vocal-instrumental music of the baroque and related periods on original instruments or replicas. The Ensemble was established in 1999. Its members
are renowned musicians of the younger generation – instrumentalists and singers who are
already well-established baroque music performers. They have a permanent concert series
in the Croatian Music Institute in Zagreb with
thematically clearly developed programs consisting of Croatian and international baroque
repertoire. They also appear around Europe and
in South America, as well as in festivals such
as the Varaždin Baroque Evenings, Dubrovnik
Summer Festival, Split Summer, Korkyra Baroque Festival, Osor Music Evenings, Evenings
in St. Donat’s, Histria Festival, Passion Heritage,
Organum Histriae, Festival SEVIQC Brežice, Croatian Music Festival in Vienna, Esteban Salas
Festival in Havana, the International Baroque
Festival Melk, Misiones de Chiquitos Festival in
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Bolivia, Central European Sacral Music Festival
in Rome, Tesori musicali Festival in Pisa, etc.
They oﬅen host excellent soloists and conductors, including Enrico Onofri, Adrian Butterfield,
Laurence Cummings, Richard Egarr, Hervé Niquet, Stefano Montanari, Philip Pickett, Catherine Mackintosh, Werner Ehrhardt, Ryo Terakado, Aapo Häkkinnen, Richard Egarr, Peter Lönnerberg, Mimi Mitchell, David Staﬀ and others.
The Ensemble’s artistic director is violinist Laura Vadjon, while Saša Britvić is their president.

THE CROATIAN CHAMBER ORCHESTRA was formed
in 1988 at an incentive of the Croatian Association of
Croatian Association of Orchestral and Chamber Artists. Their founder Anđelko Ramušćak wanted to initiate performances of orchestral literature for chamber
ensembles to oﬀer young artists opportunities to per-

form live and gain experience in a
premium chamber ensemble. In 1989
Kazushi Ono, who was the conductor of the Zagreb Philharmonics at
the time, became the head of the orchestra. During the 1995/96 season,
maestro Pavle Dešpalj took over as
the artistic director. With the standard classical repertoire, the Croatian
Chamber Orchestra is also dedicated
to promoting Croatian musical heritage and encouraging contemporary
musicians to write new works. So far,
the Orchestra has performed in Italy,
Austria, Switzerland, and Luxembourg.
They have been holding a regular cycle of concerts in the Croatian Music
Institute since 1991. The Orchestra
has been conducted by Milan Horvat,
Berislav Klobučar, Uroš Lajovic, Milan
Turković, Nikolai Alekseiev and others.
They have released several records.
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The young members of the CROATIAN STRING QUARTET
– violinists Marco Graziani and Alina Gubajdullina, violist
Aleksandar Jakopanec, and cellist Smiljan Mrčela – played
together in various ensembles while they were still students
of the Music Academy in Zagreb. The four of them formed

CROATIAN RADIO TELEVISION
JAZZ ORCHESTRA exists without interruptions for almost seven
decades, which is a rare occurrence in the history of big bands
in the world. Radio Zagreb’s Dance
Orchestra, the predecessor of
the current Jazz Orchestra, was
formed during the 1946/47 season under Zlatko Černjul’s leadership from top musicians from
several diﬀerent ensembles. Afterwards, the Orchestra had been
led by several diﬀerent conductors, the most notable of which
was Miljenko Prohaska, who spent
more than three decades at the
head of the Orchestra. Aﬅer him,
the Orchestra was conducted by
Silvije Glojnarić, Saša Nestorović,
and, since the 2015/2016, season Andreas Marinello. Their first
international concert was in 1955
in Cologne. The concert was followed by tours around Bulgaria,
Poland, former USSR, as well as
performances in jazz festivals of
Frankfurt, Nagykanisza, and in

a string quartet in 2011. As the
Quartet, they have studied with
renowned teachers in Germany as
well as with the Vogler and Alban
Berg quartets. All of them are also
members of renowned orchestras
and ensembles, but as the Croatian
String Quartet have performed in a
number of concerts around Croatia, including those in the Croatian
Music Institute in Zagreb, the MaG
Chamber Music Festival in Split, the
Zagreb Summer Evenings, the Music Evenings in St. Donat’s, and the
Zagreb Music Biennale. The Quartet
won in the 47th Darko Lukić Young
Musicians Festival in 2014.

Munich during the 1972 Olympic Games. The Orchestra’s
first performance in the 1962 Bled Jazz Festival marked the
beginning of their new phase in which they leaned towards
their own repertoire and built a specific style. The idea behind this concept came from Miljenko Prohaska. There have
been many world-renowned artists that appeared as soloists with the Orchestra in Zagreb: trumpeters Art Farmer,
Clark Terry, Ted Curson, Charles Tolliver and Rex Richardson,
saxophonists Johnny Griﬃn, Sal Nistico, Ernie Wilkins, trombonists Kai Winding and Ernie Watts, pianist John Lewis,
drummer Art Taylor, double bassist Christian McBride and
others. The Croatian Radio Television’s Jazz Orchestra holds
regular season concerts in Zagreb, while their abundant discography includes collaboration projects with some of the
most prominent protagonists of Croatian and international
music scenes.
© Domagoj Kunić

IVAN FILIPOVIĆ CHAMBER CHOIR was formed in 1998
and has since become one of the most successful amateur
a cappella ensembles in Croatia. Although this is not a professional vocal ensemble, they have won numerous awards
in Croatian and prestigious international choir competitions
which stand as proof to their quality and the high level of
artistic interpretation achieved under the guidance of their
founder Goran Jerković. The choir has a broad repertoire
that spans over multiple styles – from Dutch polyphonics
to more recent a capella compositions. Apart from triumphant performances in competitions such as the 2007 Musica Sacra a Roma, 2004 Choir Olympics in Germany, 2006

THE 4SYRINX FLUTE QUARTET was formed in 2001 by
four female musicians (Karolina Šantl Zupan, Marina Novak,
Darija Zokić, Špela Benčina) who were all professionally engaged in various orchestras and schools. The two Croatian
and two Slovenian flutists chose this type of quartet based
on their experience and the exchange of cultural, pedagogical and cultural activities between Croatia and Slovenia. The
Quartet includes various instruments from the flute family
and interprets compositions written for flute quartet, thus
introducing the audiences to the original repertoire and
the works of contemporary composers. They keep expanding their repertoire with pieces dedicated to the 4SYRINX
by contemporary authors. The quartet has so far released
three records: Monochromia (2006) and Soba za štiri (2010)
containing the works of Croatian and Slovenian composers,
and Decade with recordings from their live performance in
the Vatroslav Lisinski Small Hall (2013). With the themed
concerts of their current series the four artists have managed to maintain the high quality of this unusual ensemble
that frequently appears in Croatian and international stages.
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World Choir Games in China, etc.,
the Choir has also given concerts
around Croatia and abroad, the
most notable of which were their
concerts in Israel in 2004, Taiwan
in 2006 and in New York in 2015
(in the UN General Assembly Hall
during the Rhythms of the World
Festival, the NYU Eiser & Lubin
Auditorium, and in Lincoln Center).
They collaborate with the Croatian
Baroque Ensemble, the Varaždin
Chamber Orchestra, Croatian Radio
Television Choir and with renowned
soloists. Apart from regular participation in seminars for choirs, the
members are also trained through
the Choir’s collaboration with singer and teacher Mitchell Sandler.
Their records include a CD release
A cappella and a CD/DVD release
Dietrich Buxtehude: Membra Jesu
nostri as well as a CD/DVD release
Praizvedbe u HAZU dedicated to
Croatian composers.
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THE RESPONSORIUM ENSEMBLE specializes in performing vocal and instrumental
forms from the renaissance and early baroque periods with special emphasis on early Croatian music heritage. They follow the
current principles of historically informed
interpretation of early music, using replicas
of authentic instruments and honoring the
scientifically proven style guidelines. In their
constant search of authentic sounds and
experiences, the Responsorium has realized
a number of successful projects and contemporary premieres (e.g. Gabriello Puliti’s
Ghirlanda odorifera and Tomas Cecchini’s
Amorosi concetti collections), gaining respect
from both the audiences and the critics. In
collaboration with the Zagreb Archeological
Museum, they started the Baroque Extravagance – Early Music in the Archeological
Museum series of concerts in 2010 with a
repertoire consisting of 17th-century music.
The ensemble oﬅen performs in Croatian
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festivals (Varždin Baroque Evenings, Dubrovnik
Early Music Festival; BaRoMus – Rovinj Baroque
Festival, Dvigrad Festival, Music Evenings in St.
Donat’s; Concerts in Euphrasius Basilica) as well
as abroad (in Austria, Germany, Denmark, Slovenia, The Czech Republic, Slovakia).

THE SIMPLY BRASS Quintet was established
in 2006 and has since given a number of well
received concerts in Croatia and abroad. The
ensemble consists of Nikola Zver on horn, Tomica Rukljić and Rudolf Homen on trumpets,
Alan Bošnjak on trombone and Joe Kaplowitz
on tuba. Their 2009 performance of Eric Ewazen’s composition Shadowcatcher for brass
quintet and a large wind orchestra in the Vatroslav Lisinski Concert Hall with the Croatian
Army Orchestra was a great success. The ensemble has a varied repertoire spanning from
baroque, classical and romantic music through
gospel and jazz to popular tunes. The Ministry
of Education has chosen Simply Brass to promote brass wind instruments among Croatian
youth by giving concerts in schools. Their first
album Camminate was released in 2010.

THE XL TUBA QUARTET was the first
chamber ensemble of this kind to be
established in the region. The quartet was formed in 2002 by Krunoslav
Babić who still plays with the ensemble, together with Aleksandar Benčić,
Viktor Kirčenkov and Jurica Rukljić.
The quartet members are also professionally engaged in soloist positions of
leading Croatian orchestras. The quartet’s objective is to present the tuba
not only as an orchestral, but as a soloist instrument as well. They perform
a repertoire that covers old masters
(Palestrina, Bach, Händel...), classical
and romantic periods, as well as jazz
and works written by contemporary
composers that include numerous
Croatian artists who have dedicated their works to the quartet. Apart
from works written originally for tuba
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quartet, they also perform standard baroque
and classical pieces arranged by leading wind
instrumentalists of the latter 20th century. The
ensemble has given numerous concerts in the
country and abroad (in Germany, Italy, Slovenia,
the US, Malaysia, Thailand, Australia, etc.). They
have so far released three records.

THE RIJEKA CHAMBER ORCHESTRA was established by a group of music enthusiasts in 1976.
The core of the ensemble is made of string instruments that are joined by wind instruments
when needed. All members of the Orchestra are
formally trained musicians, many of whom also
play in other chamber ensembles, teach or perform as soloists. Initially, the Orchestra’s artistic and music director was Peter Škrjanec, who
was succeeded by cellist David Stefanutti in
1991. Their repertoire contains works from all
periods, ranging from baroque to contemporary
authors, with an emphasis on contemporary
Croatian composers. The Rijeka Chamber Orchestra has given a number of successful concerts in Croatia, Slovenia, and Italy, as well as
in numerous festivals. They have worked with
top soloists, including Josip Klima, Stanko Arnold, Anton Grčar, Valter Dešpalj, Roberto Haller,
Dušan Prašelj, Tea Grubišić, Mauro Šestan, Ida
Cavaliere, Fabrizio Maschio, Valentin Sklyarenko, Ingrid Jambriško, Kristina Kolar, Saša Britvić,
Stjepan Hauser and others.
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© Domagoj Kunić

CROATIAN RADIO TELEVISION SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA has gradually developed from the
first radio orchestra established in 1929, only
three years aﬅer Radio Zagreb (as it was then
called) started broadcasting and only six years
aﬅer the first radio orchestra was established
in Europe. The Orchestra has been led by numerous renowned conductors (Pavle Dešpalj,
Krešimir Šipuš, Josef Daniel, Oskar Danon, Milan Horvat, Uroš Lajovic, Vladimir Kranjčević,
Nikša Bareza), and has collaborated with a
number of world-renowned conductors and soloists (Lovro von Matačić, Igor Markevič, Claudio
Abbado, Lorin Maazel, Zubin Mehta, Krzysztof

CROATIAN ARMY SYMPHONY WIND
ORCHESTRA is Croatia’s presentational orchestra that was founded in 1991.
Their main tasks include protocols and
ceremonies, but they also oﬅen perform
in concerts. The majority of their repertoire consists of works originally written
for wind orchestras, major international
works, pieces written by contemporary
composers and premieres of Croatian
composers’ works. There are also a number of chamber ensembles working within
the Orchestra. Along with the Orchestra’s
first chief conductor Mladen Tarbuk, his
successor Tomislav Fačini and permanent
visiting conductors Dragan Sremec and
Tomislav Uhlik, the Orchestra has also
been conducted by many renowned artists: Uroš Lajovic, Miljenko Prohaska, Pavle Dešpalj, Nikša Bareza, Vjekoslav Šutej,
Krešimir Šipuš, Walter Hilgers... They are
currently led by commander and conductor Miroslav Vukovojac-Dugan. The Or-

Penderecki, Antonio Janigro, Henryk Szeryng,
Aldo Ciccolini, Ruža Pospiš-Baldani, Dunja Vejzović, Dubravka Tomšič-Srebotnjak, Mstislav
Rostropovič, Maksim Fedotov, Edita Gruberova,
José Carreras, Ruggero Raimondi, Barbara Hendricks, Luciano Pavarotti, Ivo Pogorelić, Håkan
Hardenberger, Martina Filjak…). Enrico Dindo
has been the Orchestra’s chief conductor since
the 2015/2016 season. Apart from regular
concerts in Zagreb, primarily during their own
Master Cycle and the Canzoniere series with
the Croatian Radio Television Choir and their
obligation to participate in radio and television broadcasts, the Orchestra has also given
performances around the country and abroad.
Those appearances have made the Orchestra a
true promoter of Croatian culture in the world.
With a repertoire that consists of classical and
contemporary pieces, recordings for Croatian
Radio and Television and record companies, the
Orchestra is also dedicated to promoting Croatian musical heritage and Croatian contemporary composers.

TRIO ORLANDO is one of the most prominent
Croatian chamber ensembles. Their first concert
was in 1985 at the Dubrovnik Summer Festival.
The Trio was then composed of pianist Vladimir
Krpan, violinist Tonko Ninić and cellist Ksenija
Janković. Ksenija Janković was soon replaced
by cellist Andrej Petrač. Suggested by academician Igor Kuljerić, who was the director of the
Dubrovnik Summer Festival, the three musicians named their trio aﬅer the award given to
the most successful performers at the festival.
Trio Orlando have expanded their performances to other festivals in the country and abroad.
They have appeared around Croatia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Slovenia, Macedonia, Montenegro,
as well as in Austria, Italy, Hungary, Spain, Belgium, Portugal, and the United Kingdom. The
Trio has also recorded for numerous radio and
television broadcasts. Their repertoire consists
of standard pieces of chamber music, but Trio
Orlando also systematically promotes Croatian
musical tradition and encourages contemporary Croatian composers to write new pieces.

THE VARAŽDIN CHAMBER ORCHESTRA was founded in
1995. The Orchestra mainly plays in a series of concerts
held in the Croatian National Theatre Hall in Varaždin as
well as during the Varaždin Baroque Evenings festival. They
also play around Croatia, and have visited Slovenia, Germany, and Bosnia and Herzegovina. The Varaždin Chamber Orchestra has recorded three CDs with maestro Pavle Dešpalj,
who is their honorary member. Although they oﬅen appear
without a conductor, the Orchestra has worked with numerous renowned conductors, including Pavle Dešpalj, Milan
Horvat, Kazushi Ono, Marko Letonja, Vjekoslav Šutej, Uroš
Lajovic, Vladimir Kranjčević, Mladen Tarbuk, Ivo Lipanović,
chestra performs regularly in festivals around Croatia, as well as in concerts abroad (Budapest in 1997,
Moscow in 1997, Vienna in 2008 and 2010). They
have also appeared with a lot of success in international military orchestra festivals (Cologne, Berlin,
Albertville, Neuchatel, Stuttgart, Salzburg, Hannover,
Karlsruhe, Debrecen, Saumur…). They have recorded
extensively for the Croatian Radio Television, as well
as several albums. The Orchestra has also won a
number of awards.
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Zoran Juranić, Ivan Repušić. They
also collaborate with acclaimed instrumentalists and singers, including: Ruža Pospiš-Baldani, Dubravka
Tomšič-Srebotnjak, Dunja Vejzović,
Višnja Mažuran, Monika Leskovar,
Karmen Pečar, Renata Pokupić, Radovan Vlatković, David Geringas,
Valter Dešpalj, Dora Schwarzberg,
Branimir Slokar, Peter Soave, Stanko
Arnold, Ištvan Römer, Lovro Pogorelić, Božo Paradžik, Inva Mula... Even
the concert master position in the
Orchestra is oﬅen filled by excellent visiting violinists: Leon Spierer,
Catherine Mackintosh, Taras Pečeny,
Tamara Smirnova, Aleksandar Ivić,
Boro Martinić, Mario Korunić, Latica Honda-Rosenberg, and Stefan
Milenković. The Varaždin Chamber
Orchestra has won a number of national awards.
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Aﬅer singing in various ensembles,
members of the ANTIPHONUS VO
CAL ENSEMBLE came together under Tomislav Fačini in 2006 as artists of diﬀerent profiles. Their delicate repertoire has been built from
the earliest European works to the
most recent pieces written by Croatian and foreign composers. They
are very dedicated to promoting
Croatian music, premiering pieces by
the most prominent Croatian composers and giving first contemporary performances of newly discovered works from the archives. They
have appeared in all major Croatian
festivals (Dubrovnik Summer Festival, Zagreb Music Biennale, Varaždin Baroque Evenings, Osor Music
Evenings…). They also performed in
the celebration of Croatia’s EU accession. The Antiphonus Ensemble
was a guest of the SEVIQC Festival
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in Slovenia, as well as of the Croatian culture festival in
France called Croatie, le voici in 2012. They regularly record for the Croatian Radio Television. They are currently
preparing an album dedicated to Croatian renaissance and
baroque music that will feature Dmitry Sinkovsky, Krešimir
Špicer and Edin Karamazov. In 2014 the Antiphonus started their own concert series Triads in the Museum of Arts
and Craﬅ s in Zagreb. The series is dedicated to Italian madrigals, premieres of new works and oratorios.

THE ZADAR CHAMBER ORCHESTRA was
formed in 1960 by Pavle Dešpalj, who is now
their honorary conductor, but the Orchestra
was not oﬃcially constituted before 1985. At
that time violinist and teacher Petar Vrbančić
took over the leadership of the ensemble. Vrbančić was succeeded by Drago Novak. In his
time, the Zadar Chamber Orchestra played
around Croatia, as well as in France and
Spain. Since the Orchestra was formed at the
same time as Zadar’s oldest classical music

festival, it became the resident ensemble of the Music Evenings in St.
Donat’s, although unoﬃcially. The
war interrupted the Orchestra’s
activities, but with the support
from the city of Zadar Ivan Repušić
was appointed as the new chief
conductor and artistic director in
2004. Since then, the Orchestra
has had its own concert series in
which they have hosted a number
of renowned conductors (Mladen
Tarbuk, Tomislav Fačini, Berislav
Šipuš, Tonči Bilić, Chikara Iwamura
etc.) and acclaimed soloists (Martina Filjak, Pavica Gvozdić, Marin
Zokić, Valentina Fijačko, Martina
Gojčeta Silić, Boris Martinović, Stefan Milenković…). They have also
appeared in festivals such as the
Dubrovnik Summer Festival, Split
Summer, Pag Summer.
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The orchestra that started playing professionally in Zagreb in 1871 and in 1920 earned the
name of the ZAGREB PHILHARMONICS has
developed into one of the most prominent cultural institutions in Croatia. The orchestra’s
abundant activities include numerous performances and concert cycles in Croatia, international tours and appearances around the world,
with chief conductors Friedrich Zaun, Milan
Horvat, Lovro von Matačić, Mladen Bašić, Pavle
Dešpalj, Pavel Kogan, Kazushi Ono, Alexander
Rahbari and Vjekoslav Šutej, as well as with
a number of great visiting maestros, such as
Lorin Maazel, Leopold Hager, Zubin Mehta, Rafael Frühbeck De Bourgos, Ivor Bolton, Dmitri
Kitayenko, Uroš Lajovic, Valery Gergiev, Sir Neville Marriner, and Peter Maxwell-Davis. The Orchestra’s rich history also includes performances by famous instrumental and vocal soloists,
such as Aldo Ciccolini, Igor Oistrach, Henryk Szeryng, Mstislav Rostropovich, Yehudi Menuhin,
Emil Gilels, Luciano Pavarotti, Montserrat Caballé, Barbara Hendricks, Ruža Pospiš-Baldani,
Dunja Vejzović, Ivo Pogorelić, Mischa Maisky,
Simon Trpcheski, etc. The Orchestra works on
driving creativity among Croatian composers,

supports young artists (through the Young Artist of the Year award, among other things) and
has been attracting broader audiences by expanding their repertoire to crossover and multimedia projects. Their abundant discography has
received numerous awards and includes releases under prestigious Croatian and international
labels. More recently, the Orchestra has developed a close collaboration with maestro Dmitri Kitayenko as well as with Leopold Hager as
their first visiting conductor.

THE ZAGREB FLUTE ENSEMBLE  ZAF was
established in 2012 at an initiative of friends
and colleagues Renata Penezić and Tamara
Coha Mandić, both flutists. Their first public
performance was in 2008 at the International
Flute Festival in Larissa, Greece as the Zagreb
Music Academy Flute Ensemble. They were led

by Renata Penezić, now the artistic director
of the Zagreb Flute Ensemble. By promoting
various instruments from the flute family and
exploring their limits, the Ensemble performs
works written by Croatian composers, thus encouraging the creation of new pieces. They also
play classical repertoire adapted for the ensemble and works written in the 20th and 21st
centuries. The core of the ensemble is made
of four flutes, but the number of instruments
increases depending on the program. The ensemble is a blend of experienced performers,
young artists and flute students, thus oﬀering
young interpreters opportunities to gain valuable experience in concert performances. In line
with modern tendencies of synergy and mutual
dependencies of various art forms, the ensemble aims to develop collaboration with artists of
various profiles.

© Hrvoje Serdar
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THE ZAGREB CHAMBER ORCHESTRA is
formed by music enthusiasts who organize the
international Musica Maxima festival, numerous concerts and tours with fellow musicians
from around the world in an aim of further promoting classical music. Violinists Mladen Dervenkar and Marko Mađarić from Zagreb brought

THE ZAGREB QUARTET, formed in 1919, was
the first permanent and professional ensemble
of this type in Croatia. Its initial members – all
professors at the Conservatory in Zagreb – immediately set high standards for the Quartet,
which have remained in place and have been
honored by all its future members, and these included some of the most prominent string players of the region. The Quartet’s current members – violinists Marin Maras and Davor Philips,
violist Hrvoje Philips, and cellist Martin Jordan
– continue the concept that covers a program
ranging from classics and the so-called “iron
repertoire” to contemporary works with a special emphasis on works written by Croatian authors. Their activities also include regular tours
around the country and abroad, as well as their
own concert cycle. The Quartet gained an international reputation before World War II, which
has later on been confirmed with their performances in places such as Concertgebouw, Rudolfinum and St. John’s Smith Square, as well
as in the United Nations building, the Guangyu-

THE ZAGREB SAXOPHONE QUARTET was
formed by alumni of the Music Academy in Zagreb from Josip Nochta’s class. The Quartet has
been working with its current members – Dragan Sremec (soprano saxophone), Goran Merčep
(alto saxophone), Saša Nestorović (tenor saxophone), Matjaž Dervenšek (baritone saxophone)
– since 1989. Their repertoire includes most
of the classical works written for this type of
ensemble, arrangements of compositions from
various musical styles, as well as premieres of
new works written by Croatian, Slovenian and
other composers. They have played in numerous European countries, as well as in South
America, Canada and the US, appearing in prestigious halls that include the Emerson Concert
Hall in Atlanta, Porgy & Bess Club in Vienna, Hôtel de Ville in Brussels, Ny Carlsberg Glyptothek
in Copenhagen, Rector’s Palace in Dubrovnik,
Cankarjev dom and the Slovenian Philharmonic
Hall in Ljubljana, Círculo de Bellas Artes in Madrid, Tchaikovsky Hall in Moscow, Weill Recital
Hall – Carnegie Hall in New York, Grand Palais in
Paris, Palau de la Música in Valencia, Palais des

together fiﬅeen young string players
from the Music Academy in Zagreb
in 2004 and once again formed
the Zagreb Chamber Orchestra that
was initially established in 1937 by
Rudolf Matz. The quality of the Zagreb Chamber Orchestra is reflected
through their collaboration with soloists such as Maxim Fedotov, Monika Leskovar, Galina Petrova, François
Weigel, and others. The Orchestra’s
leaders have also contributed to its
reputation, and these include Diane Pascal, Tonko Ninić and Orest
Shourgot. The Orchestra has also
developed a close and continuous
collaboration with Russian virtuoso
artist Maxim Fedotov, who has been
the honorary leader of the Orchestra
from the very start and became the
artistic director of the international
Musica Maxima festival in 2009.

Nations in Geneva.... They have also appeared
as soloists with all major Croatian orchestras
and a number of international ones, conducted by François Boulanger, Pavle Dešpalj, Alun
Francis, Hans Graf, David Itkin, Marko Letonja,
Kazushi Ono, Yuri Simonov, Vjekoslav Šutej and
others. Their concerts and recordings oﬅen feature renowned ensembles and soloists, such as
the Slovenian Trumpet Quintet, Quartetto Academia, tenor Tomislav Mužek, composer Miljenko Prohaska and saxophonists Vincent David,
Claude Delangle, Eugene Rousseau, Arn Bornkamp. The Quartet has appeared in festivals
around Europe, made a number of award-winning records and received numerous national
awards.

THE ZAGREB SOLOISTS were formed in 1953 under the Zagreb Radio Television, led by cellist Antonio Janigro. During their
six decades, the Soloists have been led by concert masters such
as Tonko Ninić, Dragutin Hrdjok, Anđelko Krpan, Borivoj Martinić-Jerčić. In 2011 cellist Marc Coppey took over the leadership
along wtih violinist Sreten Krstić, who is the concert master. All
the members are characterized by virtuosity, discipline and pronounced enthusiasm for chamber music. The Soloists’ quality
has been confirmed through more than 3,500 concerts all over

an Concert Hall, and by performances of capital works, such as Bach’s The Art of Fugue and
Beethoven’s final string quartets. The Quartet’s
rich discography includes releases for Jugoton,
PGP RTB, Melodicom, Sastruphon, Nuova Era
Records, RCA, Da Camera Magna, Croatia Records, Cantus/HDS and more. The Zagreb Quartet has received all major national awards and
recognitions.
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© Romano Grozdić

the world and in all of the top
concert halls (Musikverein in
Vienna, Concertgebouw in Amsterdam, Royal Festival Hall in
London, the Berlin Philharmonic Hall, the Tchaikovsky Hall in
Moscow, Santa Cecilia Academy
in Rome, Carnegie Hall in New
York, the Opera House in Sydney…), numerous national and
international awards, including
the UNESCO award, discography releases for Vanguard, EMI,
ASV, Eurodisc, Melodia, Hispa
Vox, Pickwick, Croatia Records
and Naxos.
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THE ZAGREB GUITAR TRIO was formed in
1984. The members have not changed since,
and include: Darko Petrinjak, István Römer and
Goran Listeš. The Trio has performed all over
the country and Europe. They have recorded
several albums as well as in regular broadcasts
for Croatian Radio Television. The ensemble’s
broad repertoire encompasses works spanning
from renaissance to contemporary music, including pieces originally written for three guitars in the 19th century, attractive transcripts
and new works written for the Trio by numerous
Croatian and foreign artists. Especially notable is their collaboration with British composer
John William Duarte, who wrote three compositions for the Trio, including the Little Suite No.
4, which he wrote for their first concert in May
1984 held in the Croatian Music Institute. Later
on, the Trio recorded a CD with Duarte’s music.
They also had a successful collaboration with
Russian guitarist and composer Nikita Arnoldo-

© Alan Matuka
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vich Koshinko, who has also written some pieces for the Trio. One of the peculiarities of the
Trio is that they use the double bass (played
by Darko Petrinjak) in their performances. The
Zagreb Guitar Trio has won several national
awards.

New members of THE ZAGREB WIND TRIO – Dario
Golčić (oboe), Domagoj Pavlović (clarinet) and Žarko
Perišić (bassoon) – continue the tradition of the ensemble formed in 1969 by promoting music written
for wind instruments, with an emphasis on works
written by Croatian authors. The Trio gained and international reputation while composed of Anđelko
Ramušćak on clarinet, Zvonimir Stanislav on bassoon and first Ivan Kos, and then Branko Mihanović
on oboe, becoming one of the top Croatian ensembles and a true promoter of Croatian music culture.
With the help and support from older colleagues, the
current members, encouraged by Žarko Perišič, came
together to reform and revive the name and activities
of the Zagreb Wind Trio. Their first concert was held in
2011. The ensemble’s broad repertoire consists of all
styles and periods of music, with a special propensity
towards contemporary music. They have encouraged
the creation of numerous new compositions, written
especially for the Trio by numerous Croatian composers. The ensemble holds concerts around Croatia,
have their own concert cycle in the Croatian Composers’ Society in Zagreb, and have appeared in a number of festivals, as well as in Austria and Canada.
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THE ZAGREB WIND ENSEMBLE was formed
in 1991. The Ensemble is composed of established musicians, trained in various high schools
of music and in seminars in the country and
abroad. The members are Dani Bošnjak on flute,
Branko Mihanović on oboe, Danijel Martinović on
clarinet, Bánk Harkay on horn, and Žarko Perišić
on bassoon. The Ensemble’s interpretations are
characterized by their overall harmony, as well
as the personalities and quality of each member
as a soloist. They appear regularly in numerous
festivals in the country, work with prominent
musicians, hold regular concerts in Croatia and
abroad and have recorded three albums.

CROATIAN RADIO TELEVISION
CHOIR was founded in the 1940s.
In time, it grew into the first professional choir in Croatia. During the past seventeen years, the
Choir’s artistic identity has been
shaped by a number of renowned
artists. The legacy of chief conductors Vladimir Kranjčević and Igor
Kuljerić is now continued by Tonči
Bilić. The Choir has gained a reputation through regular appearances around Croatia as well as in
concerts held abroad (Rome, Moscow, Salzburg, Milan, Paris, Venice, and Berlin). They have worked
with a number of renowned Croatian conductors (Lovro Matačić,
Milan Horvat, Pavle Dešpalj, Nikša
Bareza), as well as with many visiting foreign artists (Claudio Abbado, Lorin Maazel, Igor Markevič,
Valery Polyansky) and with a number of world-renowned soloists.
They perform a broad a capella
repertoire as well as vocal and
instrumental pieces ranging from
renaissance to the latest musical
achievements. Some of the Choir’s
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capital projects include Monteverdi’s Madrigali Guerreri et
Amorosi and Vespro della beata Vergine, Bach’s St. Mathew’s
Passion and St. John’s Passion, Haydn’s The Creation, Händel’s Messiah, Igor Stravinsky’s The Wedding, Rautavaarin’s
Vigilia, Sergei Rachmaninov’s All-Night Vigil and many more.
Some of their performances of Croatian composers’ works
went into history as anthological achievements. The Choir
has received numerous awards and recognitions. At their
chief-conductor Tonči Bilić’s incentive, the Choir started holding its own cycle of concerts called Sfumato in 1998. They
regularly collaborate with the Croatian Radio Television Symphony Orchestra.
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Ante Čagalj, still the ensemble’s artistic
director, gathered his students in 1990 to
form THE ZAGREB GUITAR QUARTET. The
current ensemble consists of Tomislav Vasilj,
Krunoslav Pehar, Melita Ivković and Frane
Verbanac. They perform extensively around
Croatia and Europe, in Canada, India, Russia,
South Africa, the United Arab Emirates, and
elsewhere. They have appeared in concert
stages such as the Austrian Parliament in
Vienna, Pontificio instituto di musica sacra
in Rome, Les Invalides in Paris, Palazzo Pitti
in Florence, Kamani Auditorium in New Delhi, Amici del Loggione del Teatro alla Scala
in Milan and the Tchaikovsky Hall in Moscow.
The ensemble has won awards in several prestigious competitions, such as Trofeo
Kawai in Tortona in 1996, Simone Salmaso in Viareggio in 1998, Ghitaralia Festival
Competition in Przemyśl in 1998. They have
a broad repertoire that ranges from renaissance and baroque to contemporary pieces,
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but also includes other genres,
such as jazz and Croatian traditional music. They are also dedicated to premiering new pieces
written by Croatian authors. In
2005 the Quartet released a CD
called Fuga a milonga, which was
also played on BBC Radio 3 and
Radio Vatican.

BIANCA BAN (Zagreb, 1986). She received training in composition in Zagreb with Sanda Majurec at the Elly Bašić Music School,
where she completed the music theory program. She then continued to study composition in the Music Academy in Zagreb, initially
under Marko Ruždjak, and then (from 2006) under Zlatko Tanodi.
She completed the program in 2010 as the first graduate of applied music composition. The Zagreb Philharmonics premiered her
Two Movements for Symphony Orchestra in 2011. When it comes
to concerto music, her publically performed pieces include Animato
for string quartet, Pressura for piano, Event Horizon for flute, clarinet, violin, cello and piano (which represented Croatia at the 61st
International Rostrum of Composers in Helsinki in 2014), and Iberia
– variations to Mur Bur for guitar orchestra (2015). Her other concerto compositions include Ripples for piano, Bug for brass quintet,
Giocoso for wind quintet and Return Ticket for big band. She is also
a prominent composer of applied music. She wrote music for animated films (Satan’s Son, Murky Waters) and documentaries (The
Children of Transition), educational TV shows (Notica), TV commercials (Zagrebačka banka, Jana, Tele 2, Max TV) and video games
(The Red Solstice), as well as for games for iPhone and iPad (Smart
Way, Col - The Colorful Cat, The Shine, Epic Wizards). Her web site:
www.biancaban.com

MIRO BELAMARIĆ (Šibenik, 1935). He studied conducting under Milan Horvat at the Music Academy in Zagreb. He graduated in 1962
under Igor Gjadrov. In 1975 he also graduated
from the composition class of Stjepan Šulek. He
further studied conducting under Lovro Matačić
in Salzburg in 1957 (Mozarteum Summer Academy) and Sergiu Celibidache 1962/63 in Siena
(Accademia musicale Chigiana). He served as
Herbert von Karajan’s assistant in Salzburg
Festspiele 1965 – 67 and as Karl Böhm’s assistant in Paris, Salzburg, Vienna and London 1975
– 1977. He was employed as the conductor of

the Croatian National Theatre Opera in Zagreb
from 1964 to 1990 (from 1978 onwards as the
chief conductor). He was also the music director
of the Dubrovnik Summer Festival in 1990 and
1991. He moved to Vienna in 1990 (with dual
Austrian and Croatian citizenship since 1995).
At the same time, he appeared as a conductor in many theatre and concerts halls around
Europe and in the US, Japan, and in Mexico.
His compositions reflect his developed sense
of stage form, and the most notable are his
three operas: The Love of don Perlimplin, which
he wrote to his own libretto based on F. G. Lor-
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ca’s work (premiered in Zagreb in 1975,
performed in Prague in 1976 and in Kassel in 1983), Don Juan – The Rebel for All
Time based on de Molina’s work (1983; the
first prize of the Viennese State Opera) and
Tales from the Vienna Woods to his own libretto based on O. von Horvath’s work (premiered in Karlsruhe in 1993, performed in
Zagreb in 1997). His symphonic poem Croatia (1994) and the Croatian Marches for
symphony orchestra (1998) were inspired
by the national idiom, while his other notable works include variations for piano
and orchestra How to Kill Mozart (1968),
orchestral waltzes “in colors” (yellow, blue,
brown, black, white, green, red) Spectrum
(1996) and the Ceremonial Euro-Overture
(1999) for orchestra, dedicated to the idea
of united Europe. He has also written music
for feature and documentary films. He has
received several national awards.

PETAR BERGAMO (Muć Donji near Split, 1930).
As a composer, Bergamo is a “subtle Mediterranean colorist” (Stanislav Tuksar), which is mostly
related to the fact that he has deep roots in the
Mediterranean (he is a descended of old families
from Split, Dubrovnik and Northern Italy). He received his first training in composing in private
lessons with Josip Hatze and Ivo Parać in Split. In
1960 he obtained his bachelor’s and in 1964 his
master’s degree under Stanojlo Rajičić at the Music Academy in Belgrade, where he subsequently
taught composition and instrumentation. From
1972 he was the music editor of the famous
Universal Edition publishing house in Vienna.
He worked in Zagreb from 1983 as a freelance
artist, from 1994 as a visiting professor at the
Music Academy (teaching the phenomena of music structure), and then at the Music Academy in
Split (elementary composition). He gradually built
a contemporary idiom marked with dynamic expressiveness and rich sound colors. He has composed orchestral and concerto pieces, chamber
music, stage music and vocal-instrumental compositions, as well as film music. Some of his most
notable works include the symphonic poem Navigare necesse est (1960, second version in 2007),
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which was influenced by late romantic period,
Symphony No. 1 (1961), classic in form, but neoclassic in expression, Symphony No. 2 (1967),
a postmodern work reflecting his historical, as
well as his poetic position stretched between
the eternal questions of “before, now and after” (Gregor Pompe). His other important works
include Variazioni sul tema interrotto for piano
(1957), String Quartet (1958), Concerto abbreviato for solo clarinet (1966), piano trio Espres-

sioni notturne (1967), Archo per archi for strings
(1985), Concerto for Saxophone and Orchestra
(1995), Spiriti eccellenti for girls’ choir and obbligato instruments (1993 – 1996). Apart from
the Biennale des jeunes artistes award that he
received in Paris in 1965, he has also won several awards in Croatia. He is the editor-in-chief
on the project to publish the sheet music of
Blagoje Bersa’s collected works that the Croatian Music Institute started in 2008.

DAVOR BOBIĆ (Varaždin, 1968). He graduated from the composition program (under G. I.
Liashenko), music theory and classic accordion programs (under D. I. Yashkevich) at the P. I.
Tchaikovsky State Conservatory in Kiev. Aﬅerwards he opened and headed the composition
department at the Music School in Varaždin (the
only one in Croatia to oﬀer the program on elementary and secondary music education levels).
In 2003 he started teaching at the Academy of
Arts in Osijek and became the head of the Music
Art Department in 2005. He has been the director of the Varaždin Baroque Evenings festival
since 2006 and the artistic director of the Music
Wednesdays in Museums series of concerts in
Osijek since 2012. He has composed more than
120 works of all types, ranging from piano miniatures to concert, orchestral, vocal-instrumental and stage music. As he works both in Varaždin and Osijek, thus his compositions reflect his
thematic inclinations towards the cultures of
both regions. His works The Images of Zagorje
(a suite for wind symphony orchestra), Varaždin
1776 (a poem for symphony orchestra), Veronika Desinićka (a vocal ballet), Concerto for harpsichord and strings (the second composition of
this type in Croatian music literature) dedicated
to harpsichordist Višnja Mažuran are connected
to the region of his origins. On the other hand,
as he works in Osijek, he dedicated the Vukovar
Requiem and the whimsical Wine Symphony Enjingi for a tamburitza philharmonic orchestra to
the historic heritage of Slavonia. Many of his
works are also related to religion (Menorah for
clarinet, violin, cello, and piano, cantata Jericho,
his chamber symphony for cello and orchestra

Gideon and his oratorio Isaiah, premiered in
2009 in Pecs, which was the cultural capital of
Europe that year). He has also written significant compositions for choirs, while his works for
accordion have enriched both Croatian and European corpus of literature for the instrument
(Eshaton for bayan and orchestra). Some of his
works are included in the curriculum of music
schools of London, Helsinki, Kiev, Minsk, Zagreb,
Osijek. His works have been performed by renowned Croatian and international soloists, ensembles, and orchestras. He has won several
awards in Croatia, as well as an award from the
Ukrainian Ministry of Education. His web site:
www.davorbobic.com
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SREĆKO BRADIĆ (Samobor, 1963). He initially completed the Music Education program of
the Music Academy in Zagreb, and then studied
composition and graduated from Stanko Horvat’s class in 1998. He started working in the
Music Production Department of the Croatian
National Television as a musician in 1986, and
in 2000 started teaching music theory at the
Department of Composition and Music Theory
at the Music Academy in Zagreb. In 2011 he
became full professor of composition. He has
been the artistic director of the Samobor Music Autumn festival since 2011. His early works
are dominated by chamber compositions (Six
Bagatelles for piano, 1992; Trio for violin, viola, and cello, 1993; Lost Music for wind quartet, 1994; For Strings for 12 solo strings or a
string orchestra, 1994). Later on, his aﬃnity for
larger forms surfaced and he started composing for large ensembles (“the orchestra is my
muse, the source of everything, and it oﬀers
billions of orchestral combinations”). Thus, his
second phase is dominated by orchestral works.
These include Penetration for piano and string
orchestra (1993), Credo for soloists, mixed choir
and orchestra (1994), Venery for symphony
orchestra (1996), La femme for soprano and
orchestra (1997), Concerto for viola, cello, and
orchestra (2002), Concerto for piano and orchestra (2003) and Concerto for flute and orchestra (2010). The pinnacle of his composing
career was his opera Crux Dissimulata written
to Ivan Vidić’s libretto, which was premiered at
the opening of the 2009 Zagreb Music Biennale.

His works have been performed by renowned
national and international ensembles (The Klima Quartet, Volga Sinfonietta, the Croatian Radio Television Symphony Orchestra and Choir,
the Zagreb Philharmonics). They have also been
performed abroad (his Concerto for orchestra
and Hommo erectus/Salutes to Europa for orchestra were performed in Germany). He has
won several awards in Croatia. In one interview, the composer had this to say about his
work: “My greatest satisfaction is when I hear
someone say that they felt my sincerity in the
composition.”

MASSIMO BRAJKOVIĆ (Rovinj, 1955). He
graduated from the composition class of Dane
Škerl at the Academy of Music in Ljubljana in
1977 and from the piano class of Marjan Lipovšek in 1978. He became a teacher and headmaster of the Music School in Rovinj in 1979,
and then worked in Pula, teaching music theory
at the Teaching Academy from 1982. In 2004
he became a full professor at the Department
of Music of the Juraj Dobrila University. His
oeuvre contains symphonic, concert, chamber,
and stage works. He is primarily drawn to instrumental music, with an emphasis on the ex-

ploration of electronic sound (Pridi šlovek muoi
for two female voices and electronics, 1995).
Some of his compositions reflect his inspiration
by Istrian themes. Some of his most important
works include ballet Mosaico Istriano (1996,
premiered in 1998 in the Istrian National Theatre in Pula), Suita mediterranea (1975), Concerto overture (1991), Rondo capriccioso (1992),
Mutationes extremae noctis (1993) and Elegia
sinfonica (1996) for symphony orchestra, Ballad for horn and piano (1978), Aparte for bassoon and accordion (1994), Contrasts for piano
(1996), Quartetto in sette for accordion quar-
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tet (1998) and Mangolest, a concerto for flute, bassoon, and string orchestra (2001). His works have been
performed all around Croatia (Pula,
Rovinj, Zagreb, Osijek, Poreč, Rijeka,
Pazin) and abroad (Venice, Ljubljana,
Portorož). They have also been played
in several concert evenings dedicated
to his works. One of them was in Rovinj
in 1997, organized as a celebration of
the 20th anniversary of his work, when
his compositions were performed by
the Croatian Radio Television Symphony Orchestra. He has won multiple
awards and recognitions in Croatia.

ŽELJKO BRKANOVIĆ (Zagreb, 1937). He graduated from Svetislav Stančić’s piano class at
the Music Academy in Zagreb in 1962. He was
first trained in composition by his father, composer Ivan Brkanović, and then continued training under Toma Prošev at the Faculty of Music
in Skopje, where he graduated in 1979. He further studied in conducting classes of Hermann
Scherchen and Bruno Rigacci in 1965 in Siena
(Accademia musicale Chigiana) and then specialized in composition in 1987/88 under Erhard
Karkoschka in Stuttgart. He worked as opera
conductor in Split (1964 – 1966) and Zagreb
(1966 – 1969), as well as the music editor and
producer at the Zagreb Radio Television (1969
– 1980). He taught composition at the Music

Academy in Titograd (Podgorica) (1980 – 88)
and at the Music Academy in Zagreb, where he
taught music theory from 1984 and composition from 1997 (as a regular professor with
tenure between 2000 – 2007, and then as an
external associate). He has been composing
regularly from the early 1970s and created almost 200 works of all types. His works have
been performed in the country and abroad by
renowned local and foreign soloists and ensembles, such as pianist Vladimir Krpan (Tonal
Sonata, Prelude), guitarist Istvan Römer (Suita
mediterana), ACEZANTEZ ensemble for contemporary music (Six Lessons, Equfer), the Zagreb
Guitar Trio (Sonata a tre), The Orlando Trio (Piano Trio), The Skopje Radio Television Orchestra
(Suite for Strings), the Croatian Radio Television
Symphony Orchestra (II. simfonija), the David
Quartet of Milan (String Quartet No. I), Silesian
String Quartet from Poland (String Quartet No.
II). His most significant concerto works (Violin
Concerto, Piano Concerto, Concerto for violin,
cello and orchestra, Rondo Concertante for piano and wind orchestra) “complete and enrich
Croatian concert performing art by uniting good
role models with original personality” (Jagoda
Martinčević). His compositions are based on
classical forms that he transforms through contemporary techniques. “In a search for a new
sense of sound, he brings the expressiveness
of new romanticism in his music” (Ivona Ajanović-Malinar). He has won multiple awards and
recognitions in Croatia.
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DALIBOR BUKVIĆ (Sinj, 1968). He graduated
from Stanko Horvat’s composition class at the
Music Academy in Zagreb in 1995. He further
studied in summer courses in Darmstadt under Karlheinz Stockhausen and Lucio Lombardi
in 1996, in Paris in 1996/97 at the Conservatoire National Supérieure de Musique (the Department of electro acoustics under Laurent
Cuniot) in 1997 at the IRCAM Summer Academy, and from 1996 to 1998 at the Conservatoire National de Région de Boulogne-Billancourt under Michel Zbar. He also worked with
composer Gérard Grisey. He lived and worked
in France until 2008 as a professor of piano,
music theory and improvisation in conservatories of Paris (“Frédéric Chopin” and “Nadia et Lili
Boulanger”) as well as of cities of Ivry sur Seine
and Fontenay aux Roses. He has been teaching
music theory as an assistant professor at the
Department of Composition and Music Theory
of the Music Academy in Zagreb since 2009. Hi
oeuvre includes about seventy works for solo
instruments, chamber ensembles, choir and
orchestra music, as well as theatre, film, TV,
and contemporary dance music. He has worked
with Croatian theatres and dance troupes (Zagreb Youth Theatre, Croatian National Theatre
in Osijek, Gesta Dance Troupe), as well as with
the Griﬅheater Troupe from Amsterdam (on a
mime Metaphors, which is a fusion project consisting of music, dance, movements, and act-

ing), the Alchimistes from Paris and the Dance
Mission from San Francisco. His works Ostinato
and Rondo for string orchestra (1990), Propheties for piano (1991), Psalm for mixed choir and
orchestra (1994) and Recits de l’autre monde
(Stories from the Other World) for a big ensemble (2006) have received awards in Croatia.
Several of his compositions were premiered at
the Zagreb Music Biennale (Eine kurze Pause for
septet, 2013; Domine for six voices and guitar,
2015). His compositions have been performed
by renowned Croatian and foreign soloists and
ensembles both in Croatia and abroad (France,
Denmark, Germany, the US).

VIKTORIJA ČOP (Zagreb, 1979). She graduated from the composition class of Željko Brkanović at the Music Academy in Zagreb in 2003.
She obtained her Master’s Degree in composition under Hen Alkema at the Faculty of Music
in Utrecht in 2005. She worked in Zagreb as
a freelance artist from 2006, as an assistant
at the Academy of Arts in Osijek for a while,
and became an assistant professor at the
Albe Vidaković Institute of Church Music of the
Catholic Faculty of Theology in Zagreb in 2010.
She primarily writes chamber compositions for
non-standard formations dominated by wind
instruments, as well as compositions for orchestras. From 2001 onwards her works also
contain electronic music. She has worked on

several theatre productions (the Gamma Rays
project with the Penso + theatre). Her recognizable style is reflected through her characteristic use of repetitive tones, rhythms, and ostinatos. Some of her compositions have received
awards in Croatia and abroad (Metamorphoses
for piano, 1997; Sette charatteristische figure
for piano, 1998; Out of mind for flute, 2001;
Per quatro mani for bass-clarinet and piano,
2001; Shadows of Sunken Colors for symphony
orchestra, 2002). Her most notable works also
include The Three Pictures for brass wind quintet (2002), Butterfly for viola, alto end-blown
flute, harpsichord and tape (2004, performed
in Utrecht), Pulsations for chamber orchestra
(2005), Three Miniatures for bassoon and sax-
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ophones (2008.) and Gravitations for bass
clarinet and string quartet (2009). She has
participated in international contemporary
music festivals De Suite Muziek Week in Amsterdam (Mosaic for oboe and piano, 2004)
and the Zagreb Music Biennale (Imagine for
flute orchestra and piano, 2005; Adieu for
symphony orchestra, 2007). Her compositions have been performed in Croatia and
abroad (Austria, France, Netherlands), and a
concert of her music was organized in Zagreb in 2008. She is married to composer
Vjekoslav Nježić.

SRĐAN DEDIĆ (Zagreb, 1965). He graduated from Stanko Horvat’s composition class at the Music Academy in Zagreb in 1989. He specialized in electronic music at the University of Strasbourg
under François-Bernard Mâche, and afterwards at the Sweelink Conservatory
in Amsterdam under Geert van Keulen.
He further studied under Joji Yuasa in
Tokyo in 1998/99, when he was also
trained in traditional Japanese instruments with the members of the Pro
Musica Nipponia ensemble. He has been
teaching music theory at the Department of Composition and Music Theory

of the Music Academy in Zagreb since 2005 (as an
assistant professor from 2007 and an associate professor since 2012). His oeuvre consists of about forty works, primarily of orchestral and chamber music
for various ensembles and solo instruments. Some
of his most notable compositions include The Snake
Charmer for solo bass clarinet (1986), Concerto grosso for strings (1986), Beat On for orchestra (1988),
At the Party for percussion quartet (1991), Concerto
for cello and chamber orchestra (1994), Cantus fractalus for saxophone quartet (1998) and Symphonic
Movement (premiered by the Zagreb Philharmonics
in 2011). He has been developing theories and programs for computer-assisted algorithmic composition since 1991 (Time Scales – Pitch Scales, algorithmic composition for synthesizers with a graphic
score, 2014). He has participated in the Zagreb Music
Biennale (All that Blues for piano, 2011; Wind Quintet
2015). His works have been performed by renowned
Croatian and international soloists, ensembles and
orchestras, such as the Louisville Symphony Orchestra, the Prague Symphony Orchestra, the Korean Chamber Orchestra, the Croatian Radio Television
Symphony Orchestra, the Brussels Symphony Orchestra, the Penderecki String Quartet, Aurelia Saxophone Quartet, The Zagreb Soloists and the Cantus
Ensemble. He has received multiple awards in Croatia and abroad (first prize at the UNESCO International Rostrum of Composers, Paris, 1988; first prize
at the 29th Indiana Contemporary Music Festival in
1995). His intriguing composing style is characterized by “playful sounds that create music, but also
keep ultimate control of everything done with the
sound” (Nikša Gligo).
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PAVLE DEŠPALJ (Blato on the island of Korčula, 1934). He graduated from Stjepan Šulek’s composition class at the Music Academy
in Zagreb in 1960. He was an excellent violinist
and pianist. Aﬅer graduation, he and also built
a successful and internationally recognized
conducting career. He was the chief-conductor of the Croatian Radio Television Symphony
Orchestra from 1962 to 1967. He then moved
to the US, where he served as the chief conductor to the Florida Symphony Orchestra and
the Orlando Opera, as well as the guest-conductor of the Grant Park Festival in Chicago.
Upon his return to Zagreb, he served as the
chief conductor of the Zagreb Philharmonics
(1980 to 1985 and honorary chief conductor
since 2914). He was also the chief conductor
of the Croatian Radio Television Symphony Orchestra (1985 to 1992) and a full professor
of conducting at the Music Academy (1991 to
1994). From 19995 to 1998 he was in Japan,

DUBRAVKO DETONI (Križevci, 1937). He
studied at the Music Academy in Zagreb and
graduated from Svetislav Stančić’s piano class
in 1960 as well as from Stjepan Šulek’s composition class in 1965. He further studied piano in Siena (Guido Agosti, Alfred Cortot) and
composition in Warsaw (Witold Lutosławski,
Graźyna Bacewicz, Polish Radio Experimental
Studio), Darmstadt (György Ligeti, Karlheinz
Stockhausen) and Paris (John Cage). From 1964
to 2002 he was the editor and producer of the
Croatian Radio Television Music Production Department. In 1970 he formed the ACEZANTEZ
(Zagreb New Tendencies Ensemble), in which
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where he served as the conductor to the Tokyo Geidai Philharmonic Orchestra and taught
at the Tokyo National University of Fine Arts
and Music, where he earned the status of professor emeritus. From 1998 to 2012 he was
the chief conductor of the Croatian Chamber
Orchestra. He has performed in many music
centers of the world as the visiting conductor to the world’s top ensembles. His oeuvre
contains only about twenty pieces of orchestral, concert, and chamber music. He composed some of his notable works while still
a student (as one of Šulek’s best students).
These include the “masterly polyphony and
expressively strong Passacagliu and Fugue
for piano and strings (1956), his characteristic neo-romantic, dramatic and lyric Variations
for Orchestra (1957) and the symphonizing
Concerto for violin and orchestra (1959), performed in wide movements. He aﬅerwards
complemented his oeuvre (although he took
pen to paper less frequently) with the glamorously enlightened Concerto for alto-saxophone and strings (1963) and in 2000 with
the meditative and playful Concerto for cello
and strings” (Dubravko Detoni). His Concerto
for alto- saxophone was included in the curriculum of American conservatories. He has won
numerous awards in Croatia, as well as the
1978 award of the Council of Arts and Sciences of Central Florida. He became a permanent
member of the Croatian Academy of Arts and
Sciences in 1992.

he served as the artistic director, author, and
pianist. The ensemble played a major role in
the aﬃrmation of contemporary music in Croatia. His oeuvre includes around 170 works of
orchestral, chamber, solo, vocal, and electronic
music. He has also authored a number of multimedia projects and experiments, eleven books
with poetry, prose, essays, journals and travel
logs, multiple shows for radio and television as
well as numerous comments on concerts and
discography releases. His artistic development
went through phases in which he used the legacy of classical heritage, dodecaphony and serial
technique, as well as the elements of the so-
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called Polish Schools. He gradually created his own musical world
founded on pure sound and musical idea. In an eﬀort of enriching
his sound, he oﬅen combines classical instruments with electronic
music. His most performed work is the Forgotten Music for string
quartet (1981), while his other notable pieces include The Wonderful Monster of Time for orchestra (1983), 47 Questions for orchestra
(1985), Black Music for voices, chamber ensemble and electronics
(1988), Musica Danieliana for piano and orchestra (1998), Banalia
for voice, chamber ensemble and electronics (1998) and Dolce furioso for chamber ensemble (2002). His works have been performed
in all continents, in some of the most prestigious festivals of the
world (oﬅen in the Zagreb Music Biennale), printed in Croatia and
abroad, and released on more than fiﬅ y records. He has won several
awards in Croatia and abroad (Grand Prix of the VIth Biennale de
Paris in 1969; La tribune Internationale des Compositeurs – UNESCO, Paris, 1972; Premio Italia, Venice 1973; “Bedřich Smetana”
award in Prague 1976).

SANJA DRAKULIĆ (Zagreb, 1963). She
graduated in 1986 from the piano class
of Pavica Gvozdić at the Music Academy
in Zagreb, and further studied in Nice,
Weimar, Paris and Moscow (under Rudolf
Kehrer). She studied composition at the
École Normale de Musique Alfred Cortot
in Paris, Hochschule für Musik und Darstellende Kunst in Vienna and at the Music
Academy in Zagreb (with Stanko Horvat).
In 1987 she enrolled in the P. I. Tchaikovsky State Conservatory in Moscow (under Professors Alexander Pirumov and
Yuri Butsko), from which she obtained
her master’s degree in 1992 and doctoral
degree 1994. She simultaneously studied
musicology and organ (Oleg Janchanko).
Aﬅer obtaining the degrees, she remained

in the Conservatory for two years as an assistant
at the Composition Department. She taught at the
Ino Mirković High School of Music Art in Lovran from
1995 to 1997 and has been teaching music theory
at the Department of Music Art in the Academy of
Arts in Osijek since 2000 (as a full professor since
2011). Her composing oeuvre contains about a hundred compositions of all types, but is dominated by
chamber and vocal-instrumental pieces. Her notable
works include: Five Intermezzos for solo piano (1993),
The Apple of Discord, concerto for harp and chamber orchestra (2001), Oasis for piano and orchestra
(2001), Interlace for piano (2005), Noli tangere for
accordion orchestra (2006), Ne budite ljubav moju for
mixed choir a cappella (2007), Seventh Heaven for
organ (2009), United We Stand, Divided We Fall for
two pianos (2012), Idyll for soprano and tamburitza
orchestra (2013), Feathers Fly for septet (2013) and
Stop Atlanta for symphony orchestra (2014). Her opera Kings and Grooms, written to Miro Gavran’s libretto, is a politically engaged tragic comedy, premiered
at the 2011 Zagreb Music Biennale. Her works have
been performed by famous Croatian and foreign soloists and ensembles, while she performs her piano
pieces herself. A feature concert of her works was
held in Zagreb in 2013. She has won multiple awards
for her compositions in Croatia, as well as the first
prize of the All-Russian Competition for Young Composers held in Moscow in 1993. She is a member of
the Russian Federation of Composers and the British
Academy of Songwriters, Composers and Authors.
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FRANO ĐUROVIĆ (Dubrovnik, 1971). He
started studying composition in Sarajevo
under Josip Magdić, and then continued at
the Music Academy in Zagreb under Frano
Parać, where he graduated in 2002. He further studied that year in courses in Szombathely, Hungary (Michael Jarrell, Johannes
Kretz) and in Reichenau, Austria (Jan Jirásek).
He also participated in the International Rostrum of Electroacoustic Music (IREM) in Copenhagen (where his compositions Electronic
Study No. 1 and Granu were performed). He
became an assistant at the Department of
Composition and Music Theory in 2004. He
started teaching music theory in 2007 as an
assistant professor and in 2012 as an associate professor. He has authored almost
300 works. “He is a composer with various
interests. The musical, extra-musical, other
arts, tradition and novelty – all of that can be
found in his oeuvre that is oﬅen characterized by strong expressiveness, playfulness,
humor and (hidden or obvious) irony” (Marija
Saraga). His orchestral, chamber, electronic
and electroacoustic works are the most notable parts of his oeuvre. These include especially well received String Quintet (1999),
Ritmi contrari for chamber orchestra (1999),
Symphonic Movement for orchestra (2000),
Eine kleine Pivotmusik for cello and percussion (2002), Delta for symphony orchestra
(2004), Quartet for the End of Working Hours
for saxophone quartet (2009), electronic
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compositions RPR49 (2009), Loop Variations (from
the Trumpet Treatment series, 2000), Techno Etude
(from the Electro(s)hocks series, 2003) and Lullaby (from the Ma Ke series, 2007). Electronic music
also forms the foundation of his psychological ballet about tensions, fears, aggression and violence
My Name is Nobody, which was premiered in the
2011 Zagreb Music Biennale festival (dramaturgy:
Irena Čurik, choreographer: Massimiliano Volpini).
He has also authored a number of installations
and multimedia projects that successfully combine music and various forms of visual arts (e.g.
the Consummation of Culture visual installation
at the 2003 Zagreb Music Biennale). His compositions have been performed by renowned Croatian
and foreign soloists and ensembles in many European countries and in China. He has won several
awards for his work.

SILVIO FORETIĆ (Split, 1940). “He is an
avant-gardist aﬅer the avant-garde” (Eva Sedak). He graduated from the composition department of the Music Academy in Zagreb in
1965, where he studied under Milko Kelemen.
In 1965 he attended the Summer Course
of New Music in Darmstadt (Pierre Boulez),
and from 1966 to 1974 further studied at
the Hochschule für Musik in Cologne (composition under Bernd Alois Zimmermann and
electronic music under Herbert Eimert). In
1968 he also attended courses by Karlheinz
Stockhausen. Aﬅer that, he lived in Cologne
from 1970 to 1975, where he acted as Mau-

ricio Kagel’s associate and assistant, external
associate to the Westdeutscher Rundfunk and
a music associate to Theater Der Keller. From
1974 to 2006 he taught at the Folkwang Hochschule in Essen and Duisburg, where he established the Ensemble fin de siècle - fin de
millénaire in 1982 and led it until 1994. He has
authored a rich oeuvre that includes orchestral, chamber, vocal-instrumental, electronic,
and stage music, as well as works for music
theatre. He has become one of the leading advocates of new phenomena in contemporary
Croatian music and remained consistent in his
work. He applies many diﬀerent musical means
and techniques – from traditional to contemporary – which he combines as needed in specific
compositions. He is a creator of a complex artistic physiognomy, a versatile performer (singer,
pianist, actor, conductor) of his own works, as
well as a lyrics writer. His music has an air of
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joy and humor and “engagingly mocks the bitter reality”, which is “perhaps the best definition
of Foretić’s human, artistic, and composing engagements that permeate his entire oeuvre and
crystalize around his specific creative poetics”
(Nikša Gligo). Some of his most notable works
include the chamber poem Melusine (1966),
Liebestraum, a cantata for tenor and chamber
orchestra (1969), Fabularium animale, concerto
chamber musical for 5 – 6 singers and chamber orchestra (1972), Valse macabre for tenor
and saloon orchestra (1978), Semi-mono-opera
for tenor and tape (1979), opera Marshal (to
his own libretto based on the screenplay for Ivo
and Vinko Beršan’s 2011 movie). He oﬅen participates in the Zagreb Music Biennale. He has
been the artistic director of the Music Festival
in Opatija since 2013. He has also been a member of the New Music Society of Cologne since
its beginning in 1981.

BOGDAN GAGIĆ (Karlovac, 1931). He studied piano at the
Music Academy in Zagreb under Jurica Muraj and graduated in
composition in 1957 under Milko Kelemen. He further studied
composition (Vito Frazzi, 1957 – 1960) and film music (Angelo Francesco Lavagnino, 1960 – 1963) at the Accademia
musicale Chigiana in Siena. At the same time, he also studied film music in Rome (in studios Fono Roma in 1961 and
RCA Italiana in 1963). He further specialized in composition
in 1965/66 in Summer Courses of New Music in Darmstadt.
He started teaching film and theatre music at the Academy
of Dramatic Arts in Zagreb in 1963 (as a full professor from
1985). His few compositions are based on piano and chamber
works, the most notable of which are his nine piano sonatas
(1960 – 2004), L’ été de nuit, a series of songs for alto and
seven instruments (1975), Symphony (1976), Cello Concerto
(1987), two piano concertos (1962, 1970) and most importantly, Piano Concerto No. 3 (1980), which was composed for
the leﬅ hand, which is a rare example in Croatian music literature. “By creating music as an intellectual emanation of the
human spirit, he builds the formal aspect of his work through
total serialization of all parameters, tone durations, dynamics,
articulation, and register” (Erika Krpan). The composer calls
his authentic ideas “a search for his own rules”. His compositions have been performed in festivals around Croatia and
abroad (Italy, Germany, Switzerland, the Netherlands, Japan).
He has also authored music for films and numerous TV and
radio dramas and wrote stage music for more than 30 plays.
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PERO GOTOVAC (Zagreb, 1927). He graduated from the music theory and folklore
program of the Music Academy in Zagreb in
1955. From 1956 – 73 he was an editor and
music producer for the Jugoton record company, and from 1973 to 1996 the conductor
of the Komedija theatre. He has been work-
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ing as a composer and arranger since the early 1960s, contributing to the creation of an authentic national music style on the popular music
scene. His numerous schlagers and chansons (Celuloidni pajac, Još uvijek ne znam neke važne stvari, Mačka), for which he chose excellent verses,
reflect his formal education in classical music and
oﬅen draw inspiration from folklore. He is one of
the pioneers of the Zagreb School of Chansons.
His rich repertoire of stage music, which he has
been actively writing since the 1970s, reflects
his profound sense for the written word and situations on stage (musical The Tale of a Stranger,
1977; Trenk or the Wild Baron, a folk play with
singing, 1984). He has also written music for TV
dramas and shows (Naše malo misto, 1979; Velo
misto, 1980), as well as for choirs (a series for
female choir called Z mojih bregov), music for
children (Miniatures for piano, 1951), music for
tamburitza ensembles and church music (Misa
Delmata for male choir or klapa, 2001; Ave Maria
for girls’ choir; Bože, ti što znadeš for mixed choir,
1996; Molitva za smirenje for male choir, 1998).
His work has received numerous awards in Croatia, and he was awarded a Porin for lifetime’s
achievement in 2000. He was the president of the
Croatian Composers’ Society from 2000 to 2004.

ANĐELKO IGREC (Heidelberg, 1968). He graduated in composition (Klaus-Peter Sattler), sacral
composition (Wolfgang Sauseng) as well as in organ and improvisation (Hans Haselböck) from the
Universität für Musik darstellende Kunst in Vienna.
He has been living and working in Varaždin since
1999. He is the organist and the choirmaster of
the Cathedral (founded the Chorus Angelicus), as
well as the head of the Oﬃce of Church Music in
the Varaždin Diocese. He is a lecturer at the Albe
Vidaković Institute of Church Music of the Catholic Faculty of Theology in Zagreb, as well as the
choirmaster and the improvisation and Gregorian chants courses leader in the Summer School
of Organ in Šibenik. He also works as the music
editor for the Sveta Cecilija sacral music magazine. His oeuvre consists of about seventy pieces,
mostly of vocal-instrumental and vocal music,
but he also writes orchestral, chamber, and stage
music. He finds most of his inspiration for com-

posing in the Holy Scripture and biblical motifs.
Some of his notable works were created while
he was still a student in Vienna. These include
the folk mass with organ Arno-Patscheider
(awarded in 1994 in Austria), Viennese Mass for
soprano, choir and orchestra (1994), Kyrie Litanies for soprano, choir, percussion and organ
(1995) and Royal Psalms for three soloists and
a chamber orchestra (1997). During his work in
Croatia, he has received awards for Adoro Te for
female vocal quartet (1999), Three Movements
for the Mass for cantor, choir, folk, and organ
(2003), Passion Images for choir and sym-

MIRELA IVIČEVIĆ (Split, 1980). She graduated from the composition program of the
Music Academy in Zagreb in 2004, and then
obtained her master’s degree in media composition and applied music from the Universität für Musik und darstellende Kunst in Vienna (Klaus-Peter Sattler). She further studied in a composition course in Reichenau,
Austria (Jan Jirásek and Gyula Fekete). She
has authored around fiﬅ y titles of acoustic, electroacoustic, and inter-media works,
sound installations, music for film and theatre, as well as two operas (The Three Fair
Lady, 2007 Zagreb Music Biennale Zagreb;
Karussell, ISCM/WienModern 2013). Her primary concern is the role of sound within the
social and political context. She oﬅen uses
the audible side eﬀects of the contemporary society in her works, which are mostly
conceptual and interdisciplinary. In her own
words: “I am interested in the reflexive and
subversive potential of sound, whether it is
the core or a complementary part of the
concept... I do not see the sound as a means
for escape, but rather as a means for struggle. Therefore, I prefer contemporary music,
and art in general, that radically fights for
the right to both physical and mental freedom, variety and life without dogmatic pollutions.” Her award-winning works include Flux
for clarinet in B and marimba (2002), Phantom No. 3 for symphony orchestra (2004),
Ace of diamonds for symphony orchestra
(The Theodor Körner Award in 2010), music
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phony orchestra (2003) and Passover Images,
an oratorio for soloists, children’s choir, mixed
choir and symphony orchestra (premiered in
the 2007 Varaždin Baroque Evenings festival).
His compositions have an air of spiritual, hymnal playfulness. “His works contain elements of
Gregorian chants, folk rhythmic patterns, pastoral and lyrical atmospheres, solemn hymnal
ecstasies”, while their core is in “spirituality,
positive orientation and joy, despite the cross
and suﬀering” (Marijan Steiner). He also performs intensively as an organist in Croatia and
in the neighboring countries.

theatre for 16 female singers and
sound (Gender) Bender 9,99 (ISCM
Award in 2011) and the stage suite
(modeled aﬅer Mauricio Kagel’s instrumental theatre) for an ensemble and (self)reflection Planet 8 aka
Operation Neptune (2013). She also
explores Dalmatian klapa singing
and its interaction with other music phenomena and movements.
Her works have been performed in
Europe, North America and South
America. She and Goran Tudor have
been organizing the international festival of contemporary music
called Days of New Music in Split
since 2010.
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OLJA JELASKA (Split, 1967). She
graduated from the music theory
program of the Music Academy in Zagreb in 1992 and from the composition class of Marko Ruždjak in 1994.
She further studied in composition
courses in Białystok, Poland (1995)
and in Darmstadt (1996). She has
been teaching in the department of
music theory and composition at the
Academy of Arts in Split since 1997,
and as a full professor from 2014.
Her oeuvre contains about forty
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pieces, mostly of chamber music. Her inclination towards
chamber music surfaced as early as her final project in
the University, which was a mini opera Chamber Trio for
soprano, mezzo-soprano, baritone, strings, woodwinds a
2, piano, and percussion (1994). Her works that received
awards in Croatia include Acquerello for mezzo-soprano,
string quintet and harp (1992), Butterflies, three movements for 7 instruments (2005), Rose of Sharon (2008)
and Light Breeze for soprano, clarinet, and piano (2010),
The Fragrance of Cedar of Lebanon for clarinet and piano
(2011) and Meštrović’s Dream, a suite for bass flute (soprano flute) and piano (2012). Some of her notable works
include At the Bottom of the Sea for flute and percussion
ensemble (1996), Duo for flute, vibraphone and triangle
(1998), Pina’s Dress for guitar trio (1999), Tamarix for
flute and string quartet (2000), Three Images for guitar
(2000), Three Meditations on Truth for soprano, clarinet,
string quartet and percussionist (2001) and Kaleidoscope
for flute, clarinet, and string quartet (2003). Her works
have been performed by renowned Croatian and foreign
soloists and ensembles in Croatia and abroad (Slovenia,
Portugal, Italy, Sweden, the US). In the author’s opinion:
“to composers, writing music is the only way of diving into
their inner selves, exploring the internal universe in which
there is no time and which is not subject to the laws of
the physical world”. She has also summarized her work in
one sentence: “Nothing is static, everything changes and
we journey through every moment, living new images, impressions and experiences, however familiar and common
they might seem.” Her web site: www.oljajelaska.com.

chestra (1999), Passo sempio for piano four hands
(2003) and Musicam psalite for instrumental ensemble (2003). In his own words, he has “more affinity towards the traditional approach to music,
building new sound through the form of a classical
concerto”. His works have an air of joy of music
and playfulness of art. His compositions have been
performed in many European countries, as well as
in the US and Japan. He was the secretary general
of the Croatian Composers’ Society from 1987 to
2000 and the director of the international contemporary music Zagreb Music Biennale festival from
1991 to 2007. In 2005 he was the director of ISCM
World Music Days. He is also committed to the protection of copyright and its organization in Croatia.

© Damir Kalogjera

IVO JOSIPOVIĆ (Zagreb, 1957). He graduated
from the Faculty of Law in Zagreb in 1980 and
obtained his doctoral degree in 1994. He also
graduated from Stanko Horvat’s composition
class at the Music Academy in Zagreb in 1983.
He simultaneously built a career in law and music. In 1985 he started teaching at the Faculty
of Law in Zagreb and became full professor in
204. He also taught as in other Croatian and
foreign universities as a visiting professor. He
served as the president of Croatia from 2010
to 2015. His oeuvre consists of around fiﬅ y
orchestral, concert, vocal, vocal-instrumental,
and chamber works. His award-winning compositions include Passacaglia and Fugue for string
orchestra (1979), Variations for piano (1980),
Samba da camera for 13 strings or a string

orchestra (1984; European Radio Union award
and the first prize at the 1985 International Music Youth Competition), Drmeš for Penderecki for
tamburitza orchestra (1986), A Thousand Lotus
Flowers for mixed choir and instrumental ensemble written to old Indian poetry (1987) and
Tuba ludens for tube and orchestra (2001). His
other notable works include Meetings in Drams,
a series of songs for mezzo-soprano and string
orchestra written to old Japanese lyrics (1979),
Quartetto rusticano for string quartet (1982),
Epicurus Garden for symphony orchestra (1984),
The Glass Bead Game for piano (1986), Czardas
for wind quintet (1988), Dernek for two harpsichords or pianos, percussion and strings (1988),
Mournful Song for violin and piano (1994), Pater
Perotinus Millenium Celebrat for symphony or-
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ZORAN JURANIĆ (Rijeka, 1947).
He graduated from Igor Gjadrov’s
conducting class at the Music
Academy in Zagreb in 1972 and
completed all the subjects of Stjepan Šulek’s composition class.
He became the choirmaster of
the Croatian National Theatre in
Zagreb from 1972 and had his
debut as a conductor in 1977. He
became the permanent conductor
in 1986 and served as the Opera
Director between 2002 and 2005.
He was also the artistic director
of the Ivan Zajc Croatian Nation-

al Theatre Opera in Rijeka (1988 – 1989) and the Croatian
National Theatre Opera in Osijek (1992 – 1995 and 1999
– 2002). He was a freelance lecturer at the Music Academy
from 1975 to 1980 and in 1987 in the Conducting Department, as well as an associate professor (from 2005) and
full professor (from 2009) in the Singing Department (opera roles studies). He is a permanent guest conductor of the
Serbian National Theatre Opera in Novi Sad and the chief
conductor of the Croatian Music Institute Social Orchestra.
His oeuvre includes about fiﬅ y orchestral, concert, chamber,
vocal-instrumental and stage music pieces. He has written
a series of notable operas that have been performed in the
Zagreb Music Biennale festival: opera farce Tell me about Augusta (1999), soap opera Penguins (2007; also performed in
Hamburg), one-act opera fantasy The Final Summer Flower (2013; also performed in the Armel International Festival
in Szeged, Hungary) and Soap Opera, Episode 3 (2015). His
other notable works also include Introversioni for violin and
guitar (1978), Canti all’ antica for cello and strings (1983 –
1985), symphonic torso Inter arma narrant Musae (1994),
Sonata for guitar (1999), Buona sera for piano (2003) and
Concerto for viola and string orchestra (2011). His style is
close to neo-expressionism, while his development moved
“mostly along a mild and uninterrupted arch curve. Thus expressed, his view can also be interpreted as the composer’s
authentic post-modern reflex” (Stanislav Tuskar). He is also
committed to reviving the forgotten Croatian musical heritage and performs his own revisions of Julije Bajamonti, Luka
and Antun Sorkočević, Antonio Smareglia, Blagoje Bersa, and
especially the opera works of Ivan Zajc. He has won several
awards in Croatia. He has been the president of the Croatian
Composers’ Society since 2012 and a regular member of the
Croatian Academy of Arts and Sciences since 2014.
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MILKO KELEMEN (Slatina, 1924). He is one of the
founders of Croatian contemporary music. He graduated
from the composition department of the Music Academy
in Zagreb in 1951, where he studied under Stjepan Šulek. He further studied at the Conservatory in Paris from
1954 – 1955 (Olivier Messiaen, Tony Aubin) and the Accademia Chigiana in Siena (Vito Frazzi), in multiple New
Music Courses in Darmstadt from 1955, the Hochschule
für Musik in Freiburg 1958 – 1959 (Wolfgang Fortner)
and in the Siemens Electronic Music Studio in Munich
from 1966 to 1968. He taught composition at the Music Academy in Zagreb as an assistant professor from
1953 to 1967. He moved to Germany in 1966, where he
worked as a composition professor at the Robert Schumann Conservatory in Düsseldorf (1970 – 1972) and at
the Staatliche Hochschule für Musik in Stuttgart (1973
– 1990). He also taught as a visiting professor in numerous prestigious universities around the world. “The entire
history of music of the second half of the previous century could be told through examples from the rich oeuvre
that accepted, reacted to, even anticipated all the important phenomena of the exciting and unpredictable musical adventure through history” (Ivana Kocelj). His rich
oeuvre consists of about 150 titles of all types, the most
notable of which are his works for stage “which convincingly and in large gestures crystalized his absorption of
the key ideas of the century with synthesizing and metamorphosising strength” (Seadeta Midžić). These include
the music scene New Tenant (based on Eugène Ionescu,
1963), one of the first examples of musical theatre of
the absurd in Croatia, his opera State of Siege (based on
Albert Camus, 1968 – 1969) and the multimedia project Apocalyptica/Opéra bestial (text: Fernando Arrabal,

DAVORIN KEMPF (Virje, 1947). He graduated
in piano (Stjepan Radić, 1971), conducting (Igor
Gjadrov, 1972) and composition (Stjepan Šulek, 1973) from the Music Academy in Zagreb.
He further studied at Staatliche Hochschule
für Musik in Stuttgart (Milko Kelemen, Erhardt
Karkoschka) and Hochschule für Musik in Cologne (Mauricio Kagel, Joachim Blume, Hans
Ulrich Humpert). He earned his Master of Arts
degree from University of Iowa in the US in
1990 (Donald Martin Jenni, Kenneth Gaburo),
spent some time studying and researching in
1994 and 1997 at Technische Universität Berlin, Elektronisches Studio (Folkmar Hein), and

1963 – 1979), based on the idea of
complete theatre. Almost all of his
works have been printed by renowned
publishers (Universal Edition, Henry
Littof’s Verlag, Edition Peters, Schott
Music). He has won multiple awards
and recognitions in Croatia (honorary
doctorate of the University in Zagreb
in 2014) and abroad (Grosses Bundesverdienstkreutz for culture in 1973
in Germany; Chevalier des Arts et des
Lettres in France in 1980). He established the Zagreb Music Biennale contemporary music festival in 1961. He
was the festival’s first president, and
became its lifetime honorary president
in 1981.

earned his doctoral degree in 2006 from Freie
Universität Berlin under Albrecht Reithmüller
(his dissertation paper Symmetrie und Variation als kompositorische Prinzipen was printed
in 2010, Books on Demand, Noderstedt). He has
been teaching in the Composition Department
of the Music Academy in Zagreb since 1977 as
an assistant professor, since 1988 as an associate professor, since 1995 as full professor
and since 2000 as full professor with tenure.
“Composer’s every eﬀort to find a solution, or
better form (because form is what makes a
composition), is actually an eﬀort to harmonize
the organization of sound through time with his
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vision. My music poetics is composed from an aspiration
for beauty. Beauty, of course, has many faces and cannot
be defined unambiguously, but I cannot imagine music as
an art without it” (Davorin Kempf). His oeuvre consists
of about eighty titles that include orchestral, electronic, chamber, piano, vocal, and vocal-instrumental music.
Some of the most notable ones are Music for piano and
electronics (1978), Reminiscences for wind trio (1982), A
Melody/Hommage a Bartók for piano (1983), Contrapunctus primus for string quartet (1986), Five haiku songs
for mezzo-soprano and piano (1988), Pater noster for
mixed choir (1992), Fiat lux, an electroacoustic composition (1994), Concerto Corale for piano and orchestra and
Symphonic Movement for organ and orchestra (2013). His
works have been performed in many European countries,
as well as in the US and Japan. He has won multiple local
and international awards. He was also the in-house composer of the Zagreb Philharmonics (2012 – 2014).

IVANA KIŠ (Zagreb, 1979). She graduated in composition from the Music
Academy in Zagreb in 2002 under
Marko Ruždjak and earned her master’s degree in 2006 from the Royal
Conservatory in The Hague (Louis Andriessen, Gilius van Bergeijk and Diderik Wagenaar). She works as an artist
both in Croatia and the Netherlands,

and currently lives in Israel, where she teaches music at
the Art School in Tel Aviv and the Music Conservatory
in Kiryat On. Her oeuvre consists of about forty pieces,
mostly of chamber music (in which she oﬅen experiments
with the combination of instruments and the ensemble),
but also orchestral and electronic works. Her works are
oﬅen based on melodies (early music influence). She has
also written music for several music theatre productions,
while her most recent works connect music with plays
and/or visual elements. Some of her most notable compositions include Temporary E! of amplified harpsichord
(2004), Unreparable 7 minute study about the possibility of not getting to the right place in the right time for
chamber ensemble (2005), Sell Yourself in the Marketplace for mezzo-soprano and chamber orchestra (2006),
Lament for Joe D. Busker for chamber ensemble (2013)
and a single-act ballet Selfish Gene Machine (premiered
in the 2015 Zagreb Music Biennale). Her works have been
performed in Croatia and around Europe, interpreted by
renowned ensembles (Maarten Altena Ensemble, Asko
Ensemble, Zeitfluss Ensemble, Nederlands Blazers Ensemble, Cantus Ensemble) and orchestras (The Zagreb
Philharmonics, the Croatian Radio Television Symphony
Orchestra). She has worked on various projects that aim
to raise awareness among the general public about contemporary music (through street concerts and concerts
in shopping centers). She is a member of the Israeli Women Composers Forum.
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ANĐELKO KLOBUČAR (Zagreb, 1931). He studied organ at the Music Academy in Zagreb from
1949 to 1953 under Franjo Lučić, composition
from 1950 to 1954 under Milo Cipra and graduated from the Music History and Theory Program
in 1955. He further studied organ in 1959/60 in
Salzburg (Anton Nowakowski) and composition in
1965/66 in Paris (André Jolivet). Back in Zagreb,
he worked as a high school teacher from 1956 –
1958, music associate of Dubrava Film from 1963
– 1968, teacher of music theory at the Blagoje
Bersa Music School, as well as at the Music Academy in Zagreb from 1968 – 2006 (as an associate professor from 1973 and full professor from
1983). At the same time, he taught at the Albe
Vidaković Institute of Church Music of the Catholic Faculty of Theology from 1963 to 2000 and in

ANTE KNEŠAUREK (Zagreb, 1978). He obtained his bachelor’s (in 2000) and master’s
degree (in 2003) in organ from the Music Academy in Zagreb, where he studied under Mario
Penzar. He also graduated from Marko Ruždjak’s composition class in 2005. He further
studied organ in Karlsruhe (Ludger Lohmann,
Händel-Akademie), Paris (Daniel Roth) and
Detmold (Norbert Düchtel, 2003 – 2005), and
composition under Amadeus Webersinke and
Thierry Escaich. He is the main organist of the
Basilica of the Heart of Jesus in Zagreb and an
associate professor (of music theory) in the Department of Composition and Music Theory of
the Music Academy. He has performed as an
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the Summer School of Organ in Šibenik from
1995 to 2001. He has built a successful career as an organist in Croatia – where he was
the first to promote Olivier Messiaen’s organ
works – as well as abroad. He also spent
more than 50 years as the organist of the
Zagreb Cathedral. His rich oeuvre consists of
more than 300 works of symphonic, concert,
organ, chamber, vocal and vocal-instrumental, as well as film and church music. “His
extraordinary complexity and diﬀerentiation
make him a unique character in Croatian and
global music of the second half of the 20th
century”. If we had to define his style as a
composer, “we could deduce that his music
plays with neo-classicism as a hazy style
feature, but never merges with it” (Nikša Gligo). Some of his most notable works include
the Sonatina for piano four hands (1979),
Sonata for alto-saxophone and piano (1982),
Concertino for two double basses and a
string orchestra (1983), Music for organ and
symphony orchestra (1987), String Quartet
No. 3 (1989), Three Spiritual Verses for two
sopranos and a piano trio (1991), Papal Mass
(for the 900th anniversary of the Zagreb Diocese) for mixed choir, baritone, folk, and organ (1994). He has won numerous awards
in Croatia and two lifetime achievement
awards. He became a permanent member of
the Croatian Academy of Arts and Sciences
in 1992.

organist in Croatia, Germany, Austria, Italy, and
France. The most notable are his performances of organ compositions written by Anđelko
Klobučar (who taught him improvisation) and
of Johann Sebastian Bach’s collective works for
the organ, which he played in concerts in Zagreb with organist Pavle Mašić from 2010 to
2012. He has written about forty titles, mostly of chamber music that oﬅen includes organ
(Pièce en Mosaïque for viola and organ, 2010)
or harpsichord, thus complementing the corpus
of Croatian music for the instrument (Prelude
and Fugue for harpsichord, 2004; Suite No. 1
for harpsichord, 2007; Kukulkan for harpsichord and string orchestra, 2013). His Concerto

BRANKO LAZARIN (Blaškovec near
Sveti Ivan Zelina, 1940). He graduated from the composition department
of the Music Academy in Zagreb in
1971, where he studied under Stjepan
Šulek. He further studied with Milko
Kelemen in 1970 in a master class
held at the Hochschule für Musik in
Cologne. Lazarin taught music theory
at the Pavao Markovac Music School
during the 1971/80 school year, and
was subsequently hired by the Music Academy (assistant professor
from 1981, associate professor from
1995 and full professor from 1999
until his retirement in 2010) first in
the department of Music Education
(as the head of the department for a
while), and from 2002 onwards in the
Composition and Music Theory Department. He has composed around
thirty pieces that include orchestral
works, compositions for chamber
ensembles, organ and piano, vocal pieces (voice and piano, mixed
choirs, and children’s choirs) and sacral music. He has received awards
for his compositions Sunce naše,
roža zlata for mixed choir (1973),
Noć and Jutro for children’s choir
and piano (1985), Symphony (1986),
From my Diary for saxophone quar-
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for trombone and chamber ensemble (2009)
is also a rear example of this type of music
in Croatia. His works have been performed in
Croatian cities, as well as in Ljubljana, Vienna,
Berlin, Detmold, Trieste and Udine. Some of the
pieces were premiered in the Zagreb Music Biennale festival (Four Croquis for baroque ensemble, 2011; Solace for vocal ensemble, dedicated to Marko Ruždjak, 2013; Innig bewegt
for viola, 2015). He has won multiple awards
in Croatia, as well as the 1999 Günther Ramin
Award for polyphonic improvisation at the International Improvisation Competition of the
Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy Hochschule für
Musik und Theater in Leipzig.

tet (1992), Divici Mariji for mixed choir
(1995; performed by the New London
Chamber Choir), Three Croquis for Four/
Five Players for clarinet or alto-saxophone, tenor-trombone, cello and piano
(1997) and Seven Preludes for organ
(2000), while his other notable compositions include Passacaglia for strings
and bells (1969), Three Movements
for Saxophone (1980), Magnificat for
mixed choir and organ (1995), Three
Essays for wind orchestra (1996), Ten
Bagatelles for piano (1999) and String
Quartet (2006). He has also authored
text books Solfeggio, 1-2 (1992) for elementary music schools.
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DANIJEL LEGIN (Zagreb, 1984). He started studying
composition with Sanda Majurec at the Elly Bašić Music School, and subsequently graduated from the Music
Academy in Zagreb under Frane Parać in 2010. In 2010
he worked as a music associate in the culture desk of
Croatian Radio Television, and in 2011 became an assistant (for music theory courses) at the Music Academy
Department of Composition and Music Theory. He has
so far written about fiﬅeen pieces for solo instruments,
chamber ensembles and choirs, as well as for symphony orchestra. His composition Cantus/3 was dedicated to
the Cantus Ensemble, which premiered it in Amsterdam
in 2008. The composition received the 2009 Stjepan
Šulek Foundation award. His compositions Spielen for
chamber ensemble (2011) and Nebula for symphony orchestra (2013, Zagreb Philharmonics) were premiered at
the Zagreb Music Biennale. He also composes film music
and started a project for the preservation of Croatian
film music with musicologist Irena Paulus. He has also
been active in the field of music engraving since 2005
and has worked on dozens of sheet music editions for
domestic and international publishers.

SINIŠA LEOPOLD (Grubišno Polje, 1957). He graduated from the Music Education Department of the Music
Academy in Zagreb in 1983. He has been teaching the
course on tamburitzas in the department as a senior
freelance lecturer. He became the chief-conductor of
the Croatian Radio Television tamburitza Orchestra in
1985. He also teaches in the School of Croatian Folklore and in numerous international seminars. He is committed to the study of folklore music and tamburitza
orchestras. His work promotes orchestral tamburitza
music and its scientific valorization. His oeuvre of about
400 titles mostly consists of original light music compositions or adaptations of folk melodies and arrangements for tamburitza ensembles and orchestras which
have become standards in any tamburitza ensemble’s
repertoire. He wrote a book Tamburitza among Croats
(Zagreb 1995.). He has also written film music (Long
Dark Night, in collaboration with Igor Kuljerić, the Golden Arena Award for film music in 2004), stage music
and has authored the first folk tamburitza musical Janica and Jean. The musical, which is a mix of chansons
and traditional music with elements of pop and rap,
was premiered in 2004 in the Komedija theatre. He has
won a number of awards in Croatia for his compositions
and his overall work in the field of music.
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JOSIP MAGDIĆ (Ogulin, 1937). He studied
composition at the Academy of Music in Ljubljana under Lucijan Marija Škerjanc (he graduated
in 1963 and obtained his master’s degree in
1966). He also studied conducting under Danilo
Švara (graduated in 1965) and at the same time
took private lessons in organ with Pavel Rančigaj (from 1960 to 1963). He was a teacher and
the headmaster of the Music School in Bjelovar
from 1967 – 1970, and then taught theory and
composition at the Music Academy in Sarajevo
from 1970 to 1995 (as a full professor from
1985). There he founded and led ensembles for
contemporary music MOMUS (1972; performed
in the Georges Pompidou Center in Paris in
1982) and Masmantra (1977), which worked
in close collaboration with the electroacoustic
workshop. He was a full professor at the Music
Teaching Department of the Music Academy in
Zagreb from 1996 to 2007. His rich oeuvre contains about 250 pieces of orchestral, chamber,
choir, vocal-instrumental, and electronic music,
as well as installations and film music. He uses
diverse sound colors in his style (from classical
instruments to electroacoustic sources). Some
of his most notable works include Strettamente
for six instrumentalists, Op. 27 (1966), Constellation for symphony orchestra, Op. 56 (1968),
Dhyana for soprano and chamber ensemble,
Op. 61 (1973), Vignettes for bass-clarinet and
piano, Op. 72 (1976), Concerto for Orchestra
NGC 5128 Op. 83 (1980), Music for clarinet,

saz and electronics, Op. 87 (1980; award at the
9th International Electroacoustic Music Competition, Bourges 1981), Nocturne for soprano,
baritone and orchestra, Op. 104 (1983), Otče
naš glagoljski for mixed choir, Op. 216 (2008)
and Sacral Trilogy (Christmas triptych “All’antica” for string quartet, Op. 196, 2003; The Seven
Last Words of Christ on the Cross, a cantata for
soprano, baritone, and string quartet, Op. 208,
2007; Easter Variations for string quartet, Op.
163b, 1994). His works have been performed
around Europe, as well as in the US, Australia,
New Zealand, and Japan. He oﬅen appeared as
a soloist, especially in international tours, when
he performed his own compositions on organ.
He has won multiple awards and recognitions in
Croatia and abroad.

SANDA MAJUREC (Mali Lošinj, 1971). She
graduated from the Music Academy in Zagreb –
from the composition class of Stanko Horvat in
1997 and the harpsichord class of Višnja Mažuran in 1999. She further studied composition in
1995 in Semmering (Erich Urbanner) and Szombately (Michael Jarrell), in 1996 in the Summer
School of New Music in Darmstadt as well as in
2006 in the Composers Center in Visby, Sweden. As a harpsichordist, she further studied in
the Aestas Musica International Baroque Music
and Dance School in Varaždin (Laurence Cummings). She is a professor at the Academy of
Arts in Osijek and an associate in the Elly Bašić
Music School in Zagreb, where she works on de-

veloping music creativity in children through a
course called Composition Exercises. She has
authored about fiﬅ y pieces of orchestral, choir,
electronic, stage, and mostly chamber music
that oﬅen includes harpsichord, thus complementing the corpus of Croatian music for the
instrument. Some of her most notable compositions include Sonata for solo violin (2001), Four
Songs for Nothing for two sopranos and chamber ensemble (2006), Contrattempo for chamber ensemble (2014) and her works premiered
at the Zagreb Music Biennale – chamber ballet
Nychthemeron (2013) and Notturno senza luna
for accordion (written for Klemen Leben, 2015).
She and electronic music composer Roberto Za-
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nata worked together on Cablogramma for
cello and tape (1999) and Cifre per quartetto d’archi for string quartet and electronics
(2003). Her compositions have been performed in concerts and international festivals, interpreted by renowned Croatian and
international soloists and ensembles. As a
harpsichordist, she has performed in Croatia and abroad, collaborated with esteemed
artists and ensembles and oﬅen performed
her own works (Paragusas for soprano and
harpsichord, 2004; Alter Ego for electric
guitar and harpsichord, 2008; El Dorado for
two harpsichords, 2012). She has received
several awards for her work. In 2003 she
co-founded the Small Harpsichord Festival
and in 2010 the Croatian Association of
Harpsichordists – Continuo.

MATEJ MEŠTROVIĆ (Zagreb, 1969). He studied piano at the Music Academy in Novi Sad
under Arbo Valdma and at the Music Academy in Zagreb under Pavica Gvozdić (completed all courses in 2000). He has authored a
diverse and characteristic oeuvre. He started
a career in film music by writing and playing live music for a series of Buster Keaton
movies screened in Zagreb in 1988. Since
then, he has written a notable collection of
music for documentaries, tourism films (One
Day on the Croatian Coast by Vinko Brešan
screened at the EXPO in Lisbon in 1998) and
feature films. As a composer and pianist, he
has worked on numerous concerts and original projects (Freedom of Water 1993; New
Age for Every Age, 1994). In Amsterdam he
wrote an opera Gypsy Girl (1994), his composition Twenty Fingers for two pianos was
printed in Zagreb (2010), while the CD Zvuci
Velebita with his music was distributed with
the National Geographic Magazine. In 2009
he founded the Orient Express ensemble
consisting of two pianos and percussion. He
started working with the Sudar Percussion
ensemble in 2012, both as a pianist and as
music writer (they released an album Eat
Suite with original music in 2013). As he creates outside of the traditional classical mu-

sic box, he stated: “Classical music
is passé, and that is why I created a
new musical style… the guys from
the Sudar Percussion call this new
style Matejism.” His compositions
have received multiple awards, and
he has won several international awards as music writer and director of documentary, travel, and
tourism films.

IVO MALEC (Zagreb, 1925). He is one of
the most significant Croatian composers of
the second half of the 20th century. He built
a career in Paris, where he has been living
since 1959. He studied conducting at the
Music Academy in Zagreb under Friedrich
Zaun and Milan Sachs, as well as composition under Milo Cipra (graduated in 1954).
The most important moment in the career
of this sound-fascinated composer was his
meeting with musique concrète and Pierre
Schaeﬀer during his first visit to Paris in
1955. Since then, he has taken a new approach to the phenomena of listening and
watching or understanding music and soon
formed his own artistic credo and turned
towards “sound art”, a term wider than music. In 1960 in Paris he joined the Groupe de
Recherches Musicales, where he later organized the Cycle Acousmatique. As a professor
of composition at Conservatoire National Superior de Musique 1972 – 1990, he raised
a number of new composers that make up
the new generation of French music. In his
compositions, he constantly journeys from
electroacoustic to instrumental music with
frequent stops on mixed works in which
both sources complement each other and
merge into a single organism. He once stated: “The composer’s temperament is what
has always urged me towards the limits and
borderline situations. It seems to me that
composing means that we always walk on
the edge.” Some of his anthological works
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include ballet Models (1956), Sigma for orchestra
(1963), Miniatures pour Lewis Caroll for flute, violin, harp, and percussion (1964), Cantate pour elle
for soprano, harp, and recording tape (1966), Oral
for actor and large orchestra (1967), Lied for 39
strings and 18 voices (1969), Dodecameron for
12 solo voices (1970), Vox, vocis, feminium for
three female voices and nine instruments (1979)
and Arco–I for cello (1987). His works have been
printed by famous publishing houses (Breitkopf &
Härtel, Salabert, BMG Ricordi and Billaudot) and
performed by the world’s renowned ensembles
and orchestras, which he oﬅen conducted himself.
He has won some of the highest culture awards in
France, and in 2001 received the Chevalier de l’Ordre National du Mérite ribbon from French president Jacques Chirac.

MIROSLAV MILETIĆ (Sisak, 1925). He graduated from the violin program of the Music Academy in Zagreb in 1953, where he studied under
Ivan Pinkava. He further studied viola (Ladislav
Czerný) and composition (Pavel Bořkovec) in
Prague. He took private composition lessons
in Zagreb, Salzburg, Hilversum and Darmstadt.
As a violinist, he was a member of the Zagreb
Radio Television Symphony Orchestra and the
Zagreb Philharmonics from 1946, and taught
viola in the Pavao Markovac Music School in
Zagreb from 1959 – 1982. As a musician, he
was best known for chamber performances.

In 1960 he formed the Pro Arte String Quartet, which he led for almost 40 years through
numerous concert appearances in Croatia and
abroad, promoting contemporary Croatian music. That is why chamber music makes up the
largest portion of his oeuvre that consists of
around 200 works, which also include orchestral, concert, vocal, and vocal-instrumental as
well as stage and film music. Some of his most
notable works are the Passacaglia and Fugue
for piano/organ or accordion (1953), Dance for
solo mandolin (1957), Diptych for cello and piano and Suita in modo antico for flute and piano
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(1967), Croatian Suite for solo guitar (1974), Sonatina for mandolin and guitar (1981), Sonatina for piano (1983), Concerto for piano and string orchestra
Style Exercises (1987), Centone, a duo for flute and
guitar (1998), Suita rustica for mandolin and piano
(2000) and Tre pezzi for flute and guitar (2000). He
is also credited for enriching Croatian repertoire for
viola (Concerto for viola and strings, 1958; Concerto
for two violas and orchestra, 1993; Concerto grosso for viola and strings, 2006). He has authored a
Concerto for guitar and symphony orchestra (1977)
and a Concerto for harpsichord and strings (1992),
as well, which are the first compositions of that form
in Croatian music literature. “In his technically polished works, Miletić brings in elements of folk music
and applies some more modern means of expression, thus creating interesting pieces of neo-romantic sound. In instrumental music, he uses the legacy
of the avant-garde, but is not shy to experiment with
electronic music” (Krešimir Kovačević). He has won
many local and international awards.

VJEKOSLAV NJEŽIĆ (Brežice, 1973). He graduated from Stanko Horvat’s composition class
at the Music Academy in Zagreb in 1999. He obtained his master’s degree in composition and
music technology (multimedia, film, and dance
projects) from the Hilversum University of Arts,
Utrecht in 2005. He further studied in summer
composition seminars in Semmering (1996),
Radziejowice (1997) and Darmstadt (1998),
as well as in a choir music seminar in Luxembourg (1997) and electronic music seminars in
Szombathely (1999) and Grožnjan (2000). From
2001 – 2005 he taught at the Academy of Arts
in Osijek. In 2005 he started teaching at the
Music Academy in Zagreb as an assistant professor and in 2010 became an associate professor of music theory and music information
sciences in the Department of Composition
and Music Theory. He is also an editor of sheet
music publications (for Ars Croatica) and music
producer (records released by Cantus and the
Croatian Radio Television Symphony Orchestra’s
recordings). He has authored around thirty pieces of orchestral, chamber, vocal, electroacoustic, stage, and film music. His award-winning
compositions include Springtime for violin and

cello (Semmering, 1996), Voce me for female
choir (Amiens, 1997), Suoi piccoli piedi di neve
for harpsichord and wind ensemble (1998) and
Illuminations for orchestra (2000). Other notable works include Traces the Oblivion of Sleep
for orchestra and tape (2001), First Notes for
chamber ensemble (2014), as well as those
premiered at the Zagreb Music Biennale festival (Septet for flute, clarinet, trombone, piano, viola, double bass and percussion, 2013;

Mur bur for five voices and viola, 2015). “While
working on electronic music, I got interested
in electroacoustic explorations of the listening
perception and the course of time. I tried to
use the experience from these explorations in
most of my recent works and wanted to create works that would show that listening is not

NIKŠA NJIRIĆ (Dubrovnik, 1927). He graduated from Krsto Odak’s composition class
at the Music Academy in Zagreb in 1951.
In 1955 he started working in Zagreb as a
high school teacher and then from 1978 –
1992 taught as a professor in the Teaching
Academy. He has created a rich oeuvre that
consists of about 300 pieces of orchestral,
concert, chamber and stage music, but the
most numerous are his works of vocal and
vocal-instrumental music. One of the most
significant parts of his oeuvre are his works
for children, in which he reached a high artistic level (Pjesma za svu djecu svijeta for
children’s choir with piano, 1969; children’s
ballet Little Ida’s Flowers, 1960; Seagull
and a Girl, 1961; Dance Dress of the Yellow
Dandelion, 1964.). “His music moves within
tonal boundaries. In his vocal pieces, pieces for choirs and solo songs he oﬅen leans
on the elements of folk melodies, while his
chamber compositions occasionally contain
more modern musical expressions” (Krešimir
Kovačević). Some of his most notable works
include Japanese Miniatures for baritone and
piano (1958), Dialogues for clarinet and piano
(1962), Studies for clarinet, horn, and string
quartet (1970), Variations to an Old Croatian Chant “Rumena prelepa zorja” for organ
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simply an experience on a linear timeline, but
that it is in fact full of jumps within the listener’s consciousness. These are the thoughts that
drive me to use electronically created sounds
and blend them together with live acoustic instruments” (Vjekoslav Nježić). He is married to
composer Viktorija Čop.

(1971; a song from the 1701 collection Cithara Octochorda), Piano Trio (1973.), Little Baroque Suite
for clarinet, cello and piano (1973), String Quartet No. 3 (1974), Concertino for 12 strings (1978),
Hommage à Sorkočević for guitar (1978, adapted
for a guitar trio in 1999), Istrian Trefoil for mixed
choir (2003), Petrophonia for guitar (2008), Istrian
Scherzo for tamburitza orchestra (2008). He has
written a number of music text books and methodology handbooks for music education. He has
won numerous awards and recognitions for his
works in Croatia.

BRANKO OKMACA (Pula, 1963). He graduated
from the teaching and music theory program of
the Composition and Music Theory Department
at the Music Academy in Zagreb in 1989. During
his studies, he also attended Stanko Horvat’s
composition course and Vladimir Kranjčević’s
conducting course. He started teaching music
theory and leading the girls’ choir of the Ivan

Matetić Ronjgov Music School in Pula in 1989.
From 1992 to 1995 he was the conductor of
the Matko Brajša Rašan Folklore Group’s mixed
choir and the city Wind Orchestra. From 1995
to 1997 he conducted the Istrian National Theatre orchestra and in 2002 became the organist and the choirmaster of the Laudate Dominum cathedral mixed choir. He is currently a
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professor in the Department of Music Education of the Faculty of Philosophy. His compositions have largely been influenced by his
teaching, as well as by his active conducting career. His oeuvre consists of about 80
titles, in which choirs take up a large portion, but he has also written music for solo
instruments, chamber, and orchestral music. His award-winning compositions include
Tri venca for female choir (1993), Boru moj
zeleni for mixed choir (1993), Letuća beseda
for mixed choir (1994), Uspavanka for children’s choir (1994), Pastirica, four pastorals
for female choir (1996), Bože koj’ sjaj svoj
daješ zvijezdama for soprano, alto, mixed
choir and piano/organ (1998), Olimfos for
wind orchestra (2000) and Tanac II for wind
orchestra (2001). His other notable works include Suonar for solo viola (1998), Impromptu for piano (2002) and Inventio for symphony orchestra (2006).

TOMISLAV OLIVER (Zagreb, 1987). He graduated
from the musicology program of the Music Academy
in Zagreb in 2009 and from the composition class of
Marko Ruždjak in 2011. He further studied in the Internationale Sommerakademie Prague-Vienna-Budapest workshops (Nigel Osborne, Michael Wendeberg),
from which he received an award for his composition
III: Dancers to a Discordant System (2010), as well as
in the International Week composing seminar in Ljubljana (Klaus Ager, Gyula Fekete). In 2011 he became
a teaching assistant in the Department of Composition and Music Theory of the Music Academy in Zagreb. He has authored around fiﬅeen compositions for
solo instruments, chamber ensembles, instruments
and electronics, as well as for symphony orchestra.
His study for chamber orchestra Obsidienne was premiered by the Cantus Ensemble in 2010 (and received
an award in 2011). His composition Noctural mosaic
for piano trio (2011) was premiered in the Julian Rachlin & Friends festival, while his works Vacana for
voice and symphony orchestra (2013, based on texts
written by poet saints of the Hindu bhakti tradition
in the 10th and 11th centuries) and single-act ballet
Complex Poetry (2015, inspired by an essay on aesthetics written by Japanese author Jun’ichiro Tanizaki)
were premiered in the Zagreb Music Biennale festival.

DUBRAVKO PALANOVIĆ (Zagreb, 1977). He
graduated from Josip Novosel’s double bass
class at the Music Academy in Zagreb in 1999
as well as from Željko Brkanović’s composition
class in 2008. He is engaged as a double bassist of the Zagreb Philharmonics. For a while
he was a member of the international Gustav
Mahler Youth Orchestra (conducted by Caludio
Abbado), and he is currently a member of “L’Elephant” double bass quartet and a member (and
a founder) of the “Acoustic Project” chamber ensemble of the Zagreb Philharmonics. He started
composing for double bass while still studying
the instrument in the Academy, and has dedicated many of his forty or so compositions to
the instrument, thus significantly enriching Croatian repertoire for the double bass (Poem for
double bass and piano, 1997; Concerto for double bass and piano, 1999; Two Movements for
double bass quartet, 2000; Trio for viola, double bass and piano, 2001; Suite for cello and
double bass, 2012). His oeuvre is dominated by
chamber music for various ensembles, but he
has also written works for symphony orchestra
(Ex profundo exitus, 2008; In medio ignis, 2014)
as well as concerto works. His award-winning
compositions include Music for marimba and
strings (Reinl-Stiﬅung, Vienna 2004), Emphates
for strings (2005) and Concerto overture for
symphony orchestra (2007). In his own words,
“the experience of playing music in an orchestra
is very important for the quality of composers’ work, especially for the way in which they
approach the issue of orchestration.” When it
comes to the relationship between tradition and

FRANO PARAĆ (Split, 1948). He graduated
from the music theory department of the Music
Academy in Zagreb in 1972, and from the composition department in 1975, where he studied
under Stanko Horvat. He further studied electronic music in 1977/78 under Marino Zuccheri
at the Studio di fonologia musicale della RAI
in Milan. He taught at the Blagoje Bersa Music School between 1972 and 1978. In 1978 he
started teaching at the department of composition and music theory of the Music Academy
in Zagreb. He became full professor in 1995,
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the avant-garde, he believes that “everything
that could be called avant-garde is already
passé, and people are getting tired of the new
aspirations. There is nothing wrong with exploring new sounds, but in doing so, one should
make peace with history.” His works have been
performed in festivals (Zagreb Music Biennale,
Moscow Autumns) and in concerts, interpreted
by renowned ensembles (The Zagreb Soloists,
Zagreb Philharmonics, Croatian Radio Television Symphony Orchestra, Zagreb Wind Ensemble, Varaždin Chamber Orchestra, Salzburg
Chamber Philharmonics, Moscow Symphony
Orchestra).

got tenure in 2000 and served two terms as the
Academy’s dean. His oeuvre consists of about
eighty compositions of orchestral, concert,
chamber, vocal, vocal-instrumental and stage
music. His primary interest is the sound – its
quality and color, range and expressive power.
His compositions contain a dominant vocal tendency and predisposition for string instruments.
His characteristic oeuvre keeps reminding us
that “our time is the time of general merging
of sources and styles. On the one hand, classical sources are mixed with electronic ones
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and the symbiosis creates a third sound. On
the other hand, studies of pseudo-impressionist color coatings are interchanged with
paraphrases of baroque motoric, while the
seemingly classical closed forms of one moment cause almost improvised openings in
the next“ (Dubravko Detoni). His award winning works include Ed é subito sera for three
groups of singers and a large symphony orchestra (1975), Collegium vocale for six singers a cappella (1979), Missa Maruliana for
soprano, baritone, mixed choir and orchestra
(1993), Pacem for mixed choir and strings
(1994) and his opera Judita (seven awards
in 2000 and 2001). Other notable works include Music for Strings (1980), Sarabanda
for symphony orchestra (1982), Music for
Strings and Harpsichord (1983), ballet Carmina Krležiana (1985), String Quartet (1990),
Sonata for Violin and Piano (1992), Dona nobis pacem for mixed choir, Symphony (1993),
Gloria for mixed choir, baritone and orches-
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tra (1994), Concerto for Violin, Viola, and Strings
(2008) and Memorie for voice and chamber ensemble (2010). He has won numerous awards and
recognitions in Croatia.
During the 2014/15 season he was the resident
composer of Croatian Radio Television’s ensembles. He became a permanent member of the Croatian Academy of Arts and Science in 2008.

RUBEN RADICA (Split, 1931). He studied at the
Music Academy in Zagreb, graduating from the
conducting department under Slavko Zlatič in
1957 and from the composition department under
Milko Kelemen in 1958. During 1958 and 1959 he
further studied composition at the Accademia musicale Chigiana in Siena (under Vito Frazzi), during
1960 and 1961 in Paris (under René Leibowitz,
Olivier Messiaen) and during 1962 and 1963 in
the Summer Courses of New Music in Darmstadt

(under György Ligeti, Pierre Boulez, Henri
Pousseur). From 1959 to 1963 he was an
assistant professor at the Music Academy
in Sarajevo, and from 1963 to 2001 taught
music theory at the Music Academy in Zagreb. He became full professor in 1978 and
served as the Academy’s dean from 1981
to 1985. His oeuvre contains about forty
pieces of orchestral, concert, chamber, vocal, vocal-instrumental and stage music. He
is a renowned representative of Croatian
avant-garde music, leaning towards the musical trends of his age. His works reflect a
keen sense of sound color, while structural
concepts take the most prominent role in
his compositions. Some of his most notable works include Concerto abbreviato for
orchestra and obbligato cello (1960), Lyric
Variations for strings (premiered at the ISCM
festival in London in 1962), 19 & 10, Interferences for a narrator, choir, and orchestra
(1965), Exstensio for orchestra and piano
(1973), Per se II for string quintet and tape
(1975), K a for two instrumental groups and
a synthesizer (1977), Passion for baritone
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and three instrumental groups (1981), XIII. hour
(Two Sonnets by A. G. Matoš) for three choirs
and orchestra (1994), Three Sonnet Bagatelles
for (narrator and) instrumental sextet (1997),
Devine Heart Openings for orchestra and obbligato instruments (1999) and Four Studies
of Perseverance for saxophone quartet (2000).
His opera Prazor (premiered at the opening of
the 1991 Zagreb Music Biennale) represents a

sort of synthesis and sublimation of the composer’s expression. This is a monumental and
multi-layered work that expresses the author’s
continuing obsession with sacrifice and human
suﬀering. He has won several awards in Croatia
for his compositions and his work in general, including the 2011 life time’s achievement award.
He became a permanent member of the Croatian Academy of Arts and Sciences in 2000.

KREŠIMIR SELETKOVIĆ (Slavonski Brod,
1974). He graduated from the composition
department of the Music Academy in Zagreb in
2001, where he studied under Davorin Kempf.
He further studied in summer composition
seminars in Semmering and Radziejowice
in 1997, in Darmstadt in 1998 as well as in
electronic music seminars in Szombathely and
Grožnjan in 1999. He became an assistant
professor at the Music Academy in Zagreb in
2003, and an associate professor (of music
theory) at the Department of Composition and
Music Theory in 2009. He edited sheet music
publications and produced CDs released by the
Croatian Composers’ Society and Cantus (2003
– 2012). He also worked as sound producer
at the Croatian Radio Television. His oeuvre
contains about fiﬅy compositions. With concert,
vocal, vocal-instrumental and electronic music,
his music also contains orchestral and chamber
pieces, as well as stage music for children’s
plays (he wrote award-winning music for the
2004 puppet show The Tree Was Happy, Too). His
award-winning compositions include Portraits
for alto-saxophone (1996), Introduction,
passacaglia and fugue for piano and string
orchestra (1996), Simfonietta for chamber
orchestra (1998), Danse macabre for 14 brass
winds (1999), Animo for symphony orchestra
(2003) and Concerto for cello, piano, and string
orchestra (2008). His other notable works
include Neurosis for piano (1995), Minimo for
symphony string orchestra (1997), disORDER
for chamber orchestra (2004), No music for
chamber ensemble (2009), 4(four) for symphony
orchestra (2010), Third Zagreb Concerto for
chamber orchestra (2011), Monochromatic
Etudes for piano (2013) and Concerto for Violin

and Chamber Orchestra (2013).
One of his most notable works,
however, is the ballet Air (2011
Zagreb Music Biennale; Croatian
Association of Dramatic Artists
Award), which represents a
characteristic blend of electronic
and chamber-orchestral music.
His works have been performed by
renowned local and international
ensembles (the Cantus Ensemble,
Zagreb Soloists, Leipzig Quartet,
Klangforum Wien) in several
European countries, as well as
in China and Canada. He has
participated in festivals in Croatia
and abroad (2000 ISCM World
Music Days Luxembourg, Košice
in 2013, Musikprotokoll, Graz
2010). He has been the artistic
director of the Zagreb Music
Biennale since 2013.
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IVAN JOSIP SKENDER (Varaždin, 1981). He started studying composition at the Music School in
Varaždin with Davor Bobić. In 2003 he graduated
from the Music Academy in Zagreb under Željko
Brkanović, and in 2008 obtained a degree in conducting under Vjekoslav Šutej. He further studied in
conducting seminars (Klaus Arp, Bertrand de Billy,
Zubin Mehta) as well as in composition seminars:
in Reichenau in 1999 (Michael Jarrell, József Soproni), and in Ohrid in 2000 (Goce Kolarovski). He
attended a graduate program in conducting from
2010 to 2012 under Uroš Lajovic in Vienna. He was
employed by the Croatian National Theatre Zagreb
in 2006, initially as the choirmaster. His debut as
the opera conductor was in 2012 and he served as
the acting director of the Opera during the 2013/14
season. In 2010 he became Uroš Lajovic’s assistant in the Department of Conducting, Harp, and
Percussion at the Music Academy in Zagreb. He has
conducted numerous Croatian and international
orchestras and choirs (the Austrian Broadcasting
Company’s Symphony Orchestra, Croatian Baroque
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Ensemble, Varaždin Chamber Orchestra, Zagreb Philharmonics). The most notable is his
work with the “Palma” Academic Choir of the
Basilica of the Heart of Jesus (he has been
their chief-conductor since 2004). Under
him, the choir has won numerous awards in
national and international choir competitions
(Ohrid in 2009, Prague in 2011). His collaboration with the Cantus Ensemble (to which he
has served as the permanent conductor since
2012) is also notable, and they have been
promoting the compositions of contemporary Croatian composers. His oeuvre contains
about forty compositions of orchestral music
(mostly for wind ensembles), choir and piano
music, and particularly chamber music. Apart
from award-winning compositions (Suite for
piano and cello in 1999 and Heads and Tails
for string orchestra and percussion in 2001),
his other notable works include three compositions written in 2003 (Capriccio elettrico
for bass-clarinet, String Quartet No. 1 and
Prelude for an instrumental ensemble) and
works that have been performed in the Zagreb Music Biennale: opera “for children and
adults” Stribor’s Forest, his largest and most
prominent work (2011), White line fever for a
percussion ensemble (2013, part of the MusMa/Music Masters on Air project) and Poema
for milanolo (2015). His works have been
performed around Europe, as well as in the
US, Canada, and in Mexico.

SANJA STOJANOVIĆ STIPANOV (Zadar, 1975). She graduated from the composition program of the Music Academy
in Zagreb in 2010, where she studied under Frano Parać. In
2013 she became the editor-in-chief for the Ars Croatica
sheet music edition of the Croatian Composers’ Society. She
has also worked on the Croatian Music Institute’s project of
publishing Blagoje Bersa’s collective works. She has written
around ten compositions for orchestra and chamber ensembles, most notable of which is her composition iMpURE, three
episodes for clarinet and chamber ensemble (premiered by
the Cantus Ensemble in 2012). According to her own words,
the composition is “a sort of reaction to the saturation of the
world we live in – saturation with information, images, colors, and words – as well as to the trivialization of emotions
and everything primeval, everything that is pure”.

VLADO SUNKO (Split, 1954). He graduated
from the music theory and teaching department
of the Music Academy in Zagreb in 1979. He
taught music theory at the Josip Hatze Music
School in Split from 1982 to 1992, where he
also led the girls’ choir and founded the boys’
choir. In 1992 he started teaching at the Music Culture Department (renamed in 1997 to
the Music Art Department) of the Academy of
Arts in Split. He became the associate professor in 2002, full professor in 2007, and also
conducted the Academy’s mixed choir. In 1988
he started conducting the Brodosplit City Male
Choir, which has won numerous awards from
national and international competitions (gold
medal at the 2000 World Choir Games in Linz).
His oeuvre contains about 90 compositions, but
the most numerous are those for choirs and
vocal-instrumental compositions. He has also
written orchestral and chamber works, most of
which are dedicated to mandolin. These include
Passage for mandolin quartet (2000), Concerto for Mandolin and Mandolin Orchestra (2001)
and his award-winning pieces for mandolin orchestra Capriccio cromatico (1997) and Intrada
and dance (1999). Many of these works have
also been performed in international festivals
of mandolin music. His other notable works include Zlato Gospine milosti, a cantata for soloists, male choir and an instrumental ensemble
(1996; with a short version called Gospe sinjska for soloists and male choir a cappella from
2006), In memoriam, symphonic poem for large

TIBOR SZIROVICZA (Zagreb, 1981).
He graduated from the Music Academy
in Zagreb in 2009, where he studied
composition and music theory under
Željko Brkanović. He further studied in
seminars in Szombathely, Hungary and
under Johannes Schöllhorn (Hannover).
His oeuvre encompasses compositions
for solo instruments, chamber ensembles, orchestral and electronic music.
His works have been performed by the
Cantus Ensemble (K-Cycle for chamber
orchestra, 2010; In between for oboe,
chamber ensemble and electronics,
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orchestra (1998), Rapsodia rustica for chamber
ensemble (2008) and Missa (Classic-Pop-Folk)
for soloists, male choir and orchestra (2012).
His award-winning compositions include works
for male choir (Dona nobis pacem, Our Father,
1994-95) and mixed choir (Cum invocarem, Beatus vir, Tvoja i moja tajna, Solinskim mučenicima, Dirnutost, Majka, 1997 – 2010) and Dalmacija forever for wind orchestra (2006).
He has received numerous awards and recognitions both as composer and conductor
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2014), Zagreb Philharmonics (Shaula for large
symphony orchestra, 2011) and the Tajj Quartet (In Circles for string quartet, 2014). Some of
his compositions were premiered in renowned
international festivals, such as Ascoli Piceno in
Italy (Birdsong for flute and electronics, 2012)
and the Zagreb Music Biennale (Project a 2 for
violist, dancer and electronics, 2015). He has
worked as a composer in multimedia projects
(installations Preslojavanje/Consuctio and Glazbala/Transphonia, realized in 2010 and 2011
in collaboration with sculptor Stipan Kujundžić

ANTUN TOMISLAV ŠABAN (Zagreb, 1971).
He started studying composition in the Music
Academy in Zagreb (under Davorin Kempf),
and continued in Vienna at the Universität für
Musik und darstellende Kunst (under Iván Erőd,
Karl Heinz Füssl), where he graduated in 1998
(obtaining a degree in composition and applied
music under Klaus-Peter Sattler). In 1994 and
1995 he studied jazz composition (under John
van der Slice, Ron Miller) and arrangement (Gary
Lindsay, Larry Lapin) at the University of Miami.
In 2001 he became the general secretary of
the Croatian Composers’ Society in Zagreb,
under which he served as the artistic director of
jazz projects from 2000 to 2013 (International
Jazz Days, Spring Jazz Review, Jazz Series). He
has written about 60 compositions, mostly for
orchestras, chamber, and vocal-instrumental
ensembles, spanning diﬀerent music genres
but with common inspiration and materials. His
most notable compositions include Praeludium
I-II for piano (1991), Tre Studi for two pianos
(1994), Ostinato ostentato for guitar trio
(1998), Vokalmusik for mixed choir (1998) and
On the Origin of Species for symphony orchestra
(2001). His strong sense of the written word is
reflected in his 2010 series of ten compositions
written to the texts by Croatian poets for voice
and Big Band. The series sits on the crossroads
between classical and pop music, jazz and
chansons (Za jednom kapi čistoga života). This
sensibility is also reflected in his first oeuvre of
sacral music, a passion image for mixed choir
and organ Calvary, written to Silvije Strahimir
Kranjčević’s text (2012). He has also written one
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and presented both in Croatia and abroad), as
well as on film, dance, and theatre projects in
collaboration with various organizations (Dance
Soloists association, Association of Professional
Dance Artists “Puls”, Multimedia Cabin art organization, Zagreb Dance Center). He has also
worked with publishers (Cantus, Music Information Center) on publications of sheet music of
contemporary Croatian composers. In 2014 he
started an international biannual Contemporary Choir Music Festival in which he serves as
the artistic director and producer.

of the largest Croatian collections of music for
jazz orchestra, which includes Blues For Thad,
No Name Feature and Swing Analysis (the „Big
Band Süd“ award, Leibnitz 1996). Šaban has
also written a number of arrangements and
adaptations (his transcript of The Four Seasons
for two pianos was recorded on the album Vivaldi
Reflections released by EMI Classics, 2001).
His works have been performed by renowned
Croatian and international soloists, ensembles,
and orchestras. He has won many local and
international awards. He became a member
of the International Council Of Music Authors
(CIAM) under the International Confederation
of Societies of Authors and Composers (CISAC)
in 2009, in 2013 the vice president of the
European Composer and Songwriter Alliance
(ECSA) and the chairman of the ECSA’s board of
serious music.
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BERISLAV ŠIPUŠ (Zagreb, 1958). He graduated from the composition class of Stanko Horvat
at the Music Academy in Zagreb in 1987 and
further studied in 1986 in Udine (Gilberto Bòsco)
and 1987 in Paris (Iannis Xenakis, François-Bernard Mâche). He studied conducting under Vladimir Kranjčević, Željko Brkanović, Krešimir Šipuš
and Milan Horvat. Šipuš was employed as an
accompanist at the Croatian National Theatre
Ballet in Zagreb (1979 – 1987), taught at the
Elly Bašić Music School (1987 – 1989), worked
as an accompanist of the Bermuda Civic Ballet
(1988 – 1989), producer of the Vatroslav Lisinski Concert Hall (1989), accompanist (1989
– 1999) and conductor (1997 – 1999) of the
Ballet and the assistant conductor of the Opera (1999 – 2001) at Teatro alla Scala in Milan,
director of the Zagreb Philharmonics (2001 –
2005), assistant professor (from 1998), associate professor (from 2005) and full professor
(from 2010) of music theory at the Composition and Music Theory Department of the Music
Academy in Zagreb. In 2011 he became the assistant minister and in 2015 minister of culture
in Croatian Government. His oeuvre consists of
about sixty compositions of orchestral, concert,
chamber, vocal, vocal-instrumental and stage
music. His award-winning compositions include
Adieu for mixed choir and Mobil for strings
(1985 International Music Youth Competition),
Spatial for orchestra (1986), Deseo for mixed
choir, organ, and orchestra (1987), Rahbodea
for piano and orchestra (l995), …e sarai sola sul
lago for orchestra (2002), Proces ballet (2009)
and Ad Te..., concertino for cello and strings
(2010). For his cycle of seven piano preludes

Les Nuits (1989 – 1999, released in 2013 in a
music-poetry-graphics collection), the composer wrote: “I like to play with the listeners, take
them by the hand and lead them where I want
them to go… for me, music is a rite for someone,
something, about something or someone…”. He
was the artistic director of the Zagreb Music
Biennale festival (1997 – 2011) and the Osor
Music Evenings (2009 – 2011). As the artistic
director and conductor of the Cantus Ensemble,
which he formed in 2001, he has been promoting Croatian contemporary music in the country
and abroad. He was awarded the Order of Arts
and Letters by the French Ministry of Culture in
2004. He became an associate member of the
Croatian Academy of Arts and Sciences in 2012.

ZLATKO TANODI (Zagreb, 1953). He graduated from the composition department of the
Music Academy in Zagreb in 1978, where he
studied under Milo Cipra. He started working as
the editor/producer of the Zagreb Radio Television Radio Television in 1981. In 1996 he started teaching electronic and applied composition
at the Music Academy (as a full professor since
2007) in the Department of Composition and
Music Theory. He became the head of the department in 2000. He also leads the Studio of

Electronic Music. He played with his own jazz
group “Opus X” as a keyboardist during the
1970s and 1980s, as well as with the ACEZANTEZ ensemble of contemporary music. He also
had a successful career as a soloist on synthesizer, recorded abroad (in London, Los Angeles,
Paris) and played with renowned orchestras
(the Zagreb Philharmonics, the Croatian Radio
Television Symphony Orchestra, the Südwestrundfunk Sinfonieorchester). As a composer,
he works in a broad range of genres and styles,
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from classical (orchestral, concert, chamber, vocal-instrumental, electro-acoustic), applied (stage,
film, and radio music) to jazz and pop music (numerous awards in Croatian light music festivals,
especially for arrangements). Some of his most
notable works include the Black Queen rock-opera/
musical (1995), Margine for symphony orchestra
and big band (2000), Piano Etudes, 1-4 (2002) and
The Fairytale for instrumental septet (premiered
at the 2013 Zagreb Music Biennale). His oeuvre in
electro-acoustic music should also be noted, and includes Air (Respiration, Preparation, Aria and Gone
with the Wind) for bass-clarinet and a sound recording (1997), Anima-Animus for soprano and Kyma
(2001), Drava for alto-saxophone and Kyma (2002),
mo-RE for string quartet and Kyma (2003), Play of
16 sinuses (2004), Requiem for soprano and Kyma
(2007) and Bionic soundscape (2009). His electronic
scores reflect a special form of interactive music,
i.e. the basic content does not use only musicians,
but also various electronic devices that further create and modify the sound. “I believe that this gives
this oeuvre a unique place in contemporary Croatian
music because new, electronic technologies mercilessly surrender to the composer’s ideas instead of
controlling them à la mode” (Nikša Gligo).

MLADEN TARBUK (Sarajevo, 1962). He is one
of the most versatile Croatian music artists. He
studied physics in Zagreb (graduated in 1989).
He also graduated from the conducting class of
Igor Gjadrov (1987) and the composition class of
Stanko Horvat (1995) at the Music Academy. He

continued his studies in conducting in Graz
under Milan Horvat (graduated in 1988), and
then further studied in Vienna in 1991/92
(conducting with Uroš Lajovic and composition with Friedrich Cerha). He was the first
chief-conductor of the Croatian Army Wind
Symphony Orchestra from 1993 to 2000. In
2000 he became the permanent conductor
of the Croatian National Television Symphony Orchestra and served as the permanent
visiting conductor of the Deutsche Oper am
Rhein in Düsseldorf from 2004 to 2009. Between 2002 and 2005 he was the artistic
director of the Croatian National Theatre in
Zagreb. He became an assistant professor at
the Music Academy in Zagreb in 2000, an associate professor in 2005 and full professor
in 2007 at the Department of Composition
and Music Theory. He also leads the Academy’s orchestra. As award-winning opera and
symphony conductor, he has appeared with
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renowned ensembles in many European countries. He has written more than 75 solo, chamber, concert, orchestra and vocal-instrumental
compositions. His award-winning compositions
include Passacaglia for strings (1988), Concerto
grosso for trumpet, horn, trombone and strings
(1997), Dreamers for soprano and chamber ensemble (2001), Kate’s Kiss, a collection of kisses for solo piano (2007) and Quattro Estancias
for accordion and chamber orchestra (2011).
In 1993 he won an award for his string trio A
tre in Stockerau and Discusiones amorosas for
mixed choir in Tolosa. His other notable compositions include The Zildjian Concerto for percus-

sion and string orchestra (1995), Sebastian in
a dream for strings (1999; the piece was performed by the Wiener Concert-Verein in Vienna
in 2008, conducted by the author), Concerto for
flute and orchestra (2001), ballet A Streetcar
Named Desire (premiered at the 2005 Zagreb
Music Biennale) and Zagreb Concerto No. 1 for
string orchestra (2011). His works have been
performed in renowned international contemporary music festivals. He is also a dedicated
editor and re-constructor of some neglected
works of Croatian music heritage. He became
the artistic director of the Dubrovnik Summer
Festival in 2015.

GORDAN TUDOR (Split, 1982). He graduated
from Dragan Sremec’s saxophone class at the
Music Academy in Zagreb in 2004, and then
obtained his Master’s Degree in 2006 from
the Amsterdam Conservatory, where he studied under Arn Bornkamp. He further studied at
the Salzburg Mozarteum in 2002 (with Eugene
Rousseau) and the Paris Conservatory in 2005
(with Claude Delangle). He teaches saxophone
in the Josip Hatze Music School in Split, he is an
assistant professor of saxophone and chamber
music at the Academy of Arts in Split, and a
visiting assistant professor at the Music Academy in Novi Sad. He also plays alto saxophone
in the Popandopulo Quartet (since 2000) and
the Gig Trio (since 2006). He has appeared as
a soloist with numerous orchestras and various
chamber ensembles around Europe and the US,
premiering about thirty pieces written by Croatian and foreign composers. He has won numerous national and international competitions for
saxophonists and received several awards as a
composer (International Composition Competition Mare Nostrum in Berlin, 2nd prize, 2010).
He has written about forty compositions, mostly
chamber music for various combinations of instruments. He has also written a considerable
amount of theatre music. His compositions
Quarter Tone Waltz for alto-saxophone (2013)
and Several Miniatures for saxophone quartet
(2014) received the Porin award. Other notable pieces include It’s not OK computer for alto-saxophone, analogue synth and pitch to midi

converter (2010) Kindwarrior, electronic music
(2011), Hearing voices, for saxophone and piano (2012), Arp Quintet for alto-saxophone and
string quartet (2014) and Croqui for woodwind
quintet (2014). The Plumber. Ballet Noir (2009),
his black humor chamber ballet, was performed
at the Zagreb Music Biennale. He also composed Episode 5 for the Soap Opera project of
the 2015 edition of the same festival. In 2011
he was the resident composer of the Bang on a
Can summer festival in North Adams, Massachusetts. He and Mirel Ivičević started the international festival Days of New Music in Split in
2010. Tudor is the artistic director of the festival. His web site is at www.gordantudor.com
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TOMISLAV UHLIK (Zagreb, 1956). He
graduated from the Music Academy in
Zagreb from the teaching and music theory
department in 1981 and the conducting
class of Igor Gjadrov in 1989. He also studied
composition under Stanko Horvat from 1983.
He further studied in 1990 in a seminar for
choirmasters held in Gwatt, Switzerland.
He was employed by the Lado National
Folk Dance Ensemble from 1983 to 1985
where he worked as the music director to
improve the ensemble’s choir. He worked as
the accompanist in the Zagreb Ballet School
from 1985 to 1987, and as an accompanist
(from 1992) and conductor (from 2002) at
the Komedija Theatre. In 2002 he became
the assistant professor and in 2007 the
associate professor of music theory at the
Department of Music Teaching at the Music
Academy. As the conductor of the Komedija
Theatre, he premiered several operettas and
musicals as well as his own Christmas scene
for soloists, folklore choir and orchestra
Narodil se mladi Kralj (2000). He has worked
with several renowned ensembles (Croatian
Army Wind Symphony Orchestra, Croatian
Radio Television Tamburitza Orchestra) as
conductor and composer. His composing
oeuvre is equally oriented towards original
music and music influenced by elements of
Croatian traditional music, as well as pop and
jazz music. His clear tendency for choirs and
vocal-instrumental ensembles has resulted
in a large oeuvre that contains about 250
titles that also include orchestral, concert,

2 . Jazz

and chamber music. Some of his awardwinning compositions include The Wizard of
Oz, miniatures for symphony orchestra (1985),
Sorrowful Variations for harp (1991), Four
Bagatelles for small clarinet in Re and guitar
(1991), Concertino in a Summer Evening for
saxophone quartet (1997), for mixed choir
(Gypsy Music, 1980; Nocturne, 1987; Dešpet,
1989; Munida, 2000), Small Prince, suite for
accordion orchestra (1980) and works for wind
orchestras (Satyricon, 1998; Scherzo 2001) and
tamburitza orchestra (Sorrowful Rondo, 1998;
Merry Wedding Party, 2000; Quintriade, 2001).

Georgie Fame and Boško Petrović Trio © Davor Hrvoj

2 . 1 . Introduction
D H

Jazz in Croatia
ver since jazz appeared, Croatian musicians
have not fallen behind the rest of the world.
The interest in jazz was first incited by American soldier musicians who stayed in Europe after World War I and then arrived to the Music
Hall in Zagreb (now ZeKaeM). In mid 1920s famous filmmaker Oktavijan Miletić brought the
first saxophone to Zagreb from Vienna, ordered
some sheet music and started playing. He established the Jazz Sinchopaters, an ensemble
formed of English musicians. They played American music, most oﬅen for parties in the Miletić
mansion in Jurjevska 29, and on the Zagreb Radio Station on Mark’s Square from the moment
the network was established in 1926. In 1930,
Miletić founded the Toranj Quartet. The first
Dixieland ensemble was active in Zagreb in the
1920s, and a 1924 poster with the word “jazz”
highlighted on it serves as clear proof that jazz
was played in the city at the time.

E

Jazz music was also played on the radio, and
jazz players performed in concert halls, movie
theatres, hotels, summer resorts and camping
sites, as well as on ships that sailed the Mediterranean. One of the first jazz players in Croatia was Zvonimi Bradić. In the early 1930s he
led the Bongo Boys Dixieland ensemble, and
then the New Dance Orchestra. The bands
played in parties, dance-parties, and in dance
schools where both easy music and jazz music
were performed, as well as on the Zagreb Radio. The first professional orchestra was established soon aﬅer. The orchestra played mostly
dance music, which at the time was associated with jazz, and the hall of the Croatian Music

Institute became the main gathering point for
jazzers. There were many bands and orchestras in the 1930s that were active in Zagreb, as
well as in other cities around Croatia. The Swing
Trio that was founded in mid 30s based on the
Benny Goodman Trio recorded an album in Zagreb in 1938, which was the first jazz album to
be recorded in Yugoslavia. Before World War II,
there were seven jazz orchestras active in Zagreb, which was a true jazz hub in the country.
One of the biggest jazz promoters at the time
was drummer Marjan “Moša” Marjanović, who
headed the Gong Jazz and Devils ensembles,
established the first jazz club called “Devils”,
started the first magazine dedicated to jazz
(called “Ritam”), and aﬅerwards a publishing
house called “Krug”.
The very lively jazz scene in Zagreb came to
an abrupt stop with World War II, when playing “black music” was forbidden in Zagreb, and
the radio was not allowed to air jazz songs. But
there is evidence that suggests that the music
was kept alive even during that time. There are
some recordings of the National Radio Zagreb
Dance Orchestra that were made in that time,
and the information that Zlatko Černjul’s Big
Band held a secret concert in 1942. The concert
took place in the Grič movie theatre and was
advertised only my word of mouth.
Near the end of the War, new military orchestras were formed in Zagreb, but all of them were
disbanded in 1945 when the war ended. New
orchestras were, however, established soon after, including the Zagreb Radio Station Dance
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Orchestra led by trumpeter, composer, and arranger Zlatko Černjul. During that period it was
strictly forbidden to play anything even slightly reminiscent of jazz, and jazz musicians were
submitted to beatings, having their hair cut oﬀ,
and their pants and ties shredded. Also, a large
portion of audio recordings were destroyed for
unsubstantiated reasons, in particular the records from the Zagreb Radio Station’s archive.
In the late 1950s, vibraphonist and composer
Boško Petrović founded the Zagreb Jazz Quartet, which remained the most important jazz
ensemble in Croatia to this day. The quartet
in which pianist Davor Kajfeš, double bassists
Krešimir Remeta or Miljenko Prohaska, and
drummers Ivica Gereg or Silvije Glojnarić played
with Boško Petrović has performed around the
world, recorded a number of albums and collaborated with the world’s top jazz musicians, such
as Joe Turner, Buck Clayton or John Lewis. Aﬅer
the Zagreb Jazz Quartet ceased its activities,
Petrović led his own jazz ensembles and worked
with other renowned Croatian and international
jazz musicians, including John Lewis, Art Farmer, Stan Getz, Clark Terry and Gerry Mulligan.
Another individual who has done a lot to promote Croatian jazz in the world was double
bassist Miljenko Prohaska, who was a member of the Zagreb Jazz Quartet, a long-standing head of the Zagreb Radio Television Dance
Orchestra, and a versatile composer whose

composition “Intima” has been played by the
world’s famous musicians and orchestras. Famous American jazz critic and writer Leonard
Feather was enchanted by Prohaska’s composition and wrote the lyrics for it. It was under Prohaska that the Zagreb Radio Television Dance
Orchestra achieved international success. The
Orchestra was also important in that it raised
some of the best jazz musicians in the country,
who subsequently established their own bands.
The success was also due to its former conductors: Zlatko Černjul, Miroslav Killer, Milivoj
Koerbler and Nikica Kalogjera. It is now called
the Croatian Radio Television Jazz Orchestra
and the leadership over it was taken over from
Silvije Glojnarić by Saša Nestorović in 2007.
In that same year, the Orchestra marked its
60th anniversary as one of the world’s oldest
active jazz orchestras. Apart from unavoidable jazz standards, their repertoire has always
contained compositions and arrangements by
Croatian authors, and not exclusively the Orchestra’s leader.
From the late 20th century onwards there
are numerous jazz ensembles active in Croatia
with excellent musicians playing in them. Some
of them were trained in jazz departments of
Europe’s high schools of music and in the US.
Some jazz bands in Croatia follow the global
trend and push the borders of traditional jazz,
basing their idiom on Croatian folk and classical
music.

2 . 2 . Artists
D H

Singer JELENA BALENT (Krapina, 1973) graduated from the Music Academy in Zagreb. She
has been singing all styles of music ever since
her childhood, and in 1995 started collaborating with jazz bands and many renowned Croatian jazz musicians (Miljenko Prohaska, Silvije Glojnarić, Dražen Boić, Krunoslav Levačić,
Mladen Baraković, Miroslav Kadoić, Saša Borovec, Hrvoje Galler, Ivan Kapec...). Between
1995 and 2000 she sang with the ensemble
called Cute, which was focused on jazz music
from the first half of the 20th century. The collaboration resulted in two albums (The Cute and
The Cute Play Gershwin). In 2001 she sang in
concert with the Time Crew at the 10th Biennial
of Young Artists from Europe and the Mediterranean – CHAOS&COMMUNICATION – Sarajevo
2001. In 2003 she recorded an album with Novi
staromodni orkestar (The New Old-Fashioned
Orchestra). She has also collaborated with the
Croatian Radio Television Jazz Orchestra, with
which she recorded eight jazz standards for
the Croatian Radio, as well as with the Croa-

tian Army Big Band and the Čakovec Big Band.
In 2006 she started performing her newer jazz
repertoire with Saša Borovec’s trio. In 2007 she
sang with the Trio in a feature concert during
the Spring Jazz Festival in the Vatroslav Lisinski Concert Hall and in 2007 and 2008 at the
Siscia Jazz & Blues Festival in Sisak. Her album
Avanturo, još nas ima, recorded with the Croatian Radio Television Big Band conducted by
Saša Nestorović, was released in 2011.

Singer JASNA BILUŠIĆ (Zagreb, 1967) has
university degrees in acting and dramaturgy. In
1990 she became a member of the Komedija
theatre, with which she has performed in numerous national and international plays. She
became a professional musician in 1988. She
is very active on Croatian music scene and
shows propensity towards various musical
styles (blues, funk, rock and roll, reggae, bossa
nova etc). Traditional and modern jazz are two

more styles that she is very good in. She is an
emotional singer of ballads, who is also very
convincing in vocalises and scat singing. She
has been collaborating with the Croatian Radio
Television Jazz Orchestra for years. Her singing
career is closely connected with B.P. Club, where
she first performed. Aﬅer her first LP Lady Be
Good was released, where she showed her inclination for Brazilian music, she recorded a CD
called Pais Tropical. The CD was recorded in B.P.
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Club with Brazilian singer and guitarist Mario Lima, and it contains Jobim’s
songs and compositions written by other Brazilian authors. Her next album
Jasna Bilušić Sings For You oﬀers an
overview of her stylistic preferences
and musical experiences – she sings
jazz standards, songs closely related
to pop, but also canzoni and chansons,
as well as a song written by Croatian
composer Arsen Dedić. The album
called Fiﬅy Ways... is her most personal escapade in discography. Apart from
jazz standards, for this album she also
prepared jazzy arrangements of songs
written by composers working in diﬀerent genres.

MATIJA DEDIĆ (Zagreb, 1973) is one of the best
known Croatian jazz musicians of the younger
generation. He played in Tamara Obrovac and
Ladislav Fidri’s bands as well as a guest with
the Zagreb Jazz Portrait. He has also been a
member of the Boilers Quartet since the very
beginning, with which he performed in Croatia
and abroad, including a joint tour with the Benny Golson/Kenny Burrell All Stars Band. He has
simultaneously been leading his own bands,
too. Throughout his career, he has worked with
famous jazz musicians like Boško Petrović,

http://jasnabilusic.net/hr/

Guitarist and composer SPARTACO
ČRNJARIĆ (Rijeka, 1949) was first
engaged as a performer on hotel
terraces in Opatija. He was a member of the Bonaca band that started
spreading the ČA-wave in the early
70s and in 2008 received Opatija’s
annual award for culture. He has
been working with jazz musicians
from the Kvarner area for many
years and in various ensembles. He
played with the Black River Quartet, Liburnia Jazz Union, Denis Razz
Quartet, Passion Play Group and the
TT Swingers. He is a regular at the
Liburnia Jazz Festival. In 2009 he
received the Fender award for jazzrock guitarists. He leads the Spart
Jazz band that frequently works with
singer Astrid Kuljanić for jazz duets.
Other renowned musicians from the
Kvarner area join them when necessary, so that the form of the Spart
Jazz project spans from duos to
quintets. The Spart Jazz recorded an
album called Nekoliko riječi.

Pianist and composer NEVEN FRANGEŠ (Zagreb, 1951) attended the Vatroslav Lisinski Music School in his home town, and then studied
organ, piano, and music theory at the Music
Academy. He has played with local and international jazz musicians, including Boško Petrović, Damir Dičić, Miljenko Prohaska, Art Farmer, N.H.O. Pedersen, Martin Drew, Ernie Wilkins,
Toots Thielemans, Lou Donaldson, Clark Terry,
Chet Baker and Bob Mover. The collaborations
have resulted in a number of albums, the most
notable of which are his duets with Boško Petrović: Sarabanda, From Moscow to L. A. and Un
chien Andalou. His album Zvira voda, which he
recorded with Petrović and the opera diva Ruža
Pospiš-Baldani, contains Međimurje folk songs
in his and Petrović’s arrangements, and it has
received the Josip Slavenski Award. He has performed in almost all European countries, as well
as in the United States and the former USSR. He
composes music for film, and has received numerous awards for his work He is an assistant
professor at the Academy of Dramatic Art in
Zagreb. He also works as an event manager for
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Darko Jurković, Buster Williams, Jeﬀ Ballard,
Lenny White, Larry Grenadier, Antonio Sanchez,
Scott Colley, Kendrick Scott, Vicent Archer, Mark
Murphy and Ingacio Berroa. Apart from jazzers,
he also occasionally plays with some of the top
Croatian musicians from other genres, such as
Massimo, Gibboni, Oliver Dragojević, Gabi Novak, Arsen Dedić, Lidija Bajuk, Ivana Husar. He
has played in Italy, Slovenia, Germany, Slovakia, Great Britain, Brazil, Turkey, Spain, Austria,
France, Denmark, Sweden, Switzerland, Hungary, and Greece. He composes for his own bands
as well as for TV and theatre. He was awarded
the best jazz musician by the Croatian Composers’ Society and received multiple Status
awards for the best jazz pianist, as well as Porins for jazz albums. In 2002 he was a finalist
at the competition of young jazz pianists of the
famous Montreux Jazz Festival.
http://www.matijadedic.com/

cultural projects. Frangeš is one of the founders
of the Amadeo Scene in Zagreb and a former
member of the councils of music of the City of
Zagreb and the Croatian Ministry of Culture. He
has served as the music program director for
the Dubrovnik Summer Festival. Since 2011, he
has been leading the Summer School of Jazz in
Grožnjan and has served as the director of the
Jazz is Back! festival in the same town.
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Virtuoso pianist DAVID GAZAROV (Baku, Azerbaijan, 1965) comes from a family of musicians. He was introduced to jazz by his father,
who was a conductor and a big band leader. He
received his first lessons in piano when he was
four. Aﬅer graduating from the conservatory
in Baku, he obtained a degree from the Music
Academy in Moscow. He lived in Germany for
many years, and has now settled in Zagreb. He
also learned how to play jazz music by performing in various clubs and concert halls with musicians practicing diﬀerent styles of music, but
oﬅen on his own, too. He is known for giving
concerts that feature classical music, as well as
jazz and crossover. Gazarov has a successful international career, but also appears regularly in
Zagreb and other Croatian cities, working with
local jazz musicians. His performances in Croatia also include charity concerts, even during
the war when foreign musicians mostly avoided
visiting Croatia. Apart from famous symphony
orchestras, he has also collaborated with renowned jazz musicians, including Johnny Griﬃn,

James Morrison, Bobby Durham, Robert Gambarini, Martin Drew and Buddy De Franco. He
has played on albums released by many artists,
including a series of albums recorded with famous jazz musicians, such as Chuck Israels, Bill
Goodwin, N.H.O. Pedersen, Alvin Queen, Steve
Brown, Keith Copeland and Jimmy Woode.
http://www.davidgazarov.de/Welcome.html

Drummer BRANIMIR GAZDIK (Rijeka, 1974) is a
permanent member of the Elvis Stanić Group and
the Fingersnap Trio (with Zvjezdan Ružić and Henri
Radanović). He also plays with other jazz musicians,
such as Darko Jurković Charlie, Henry Radanović,
Denis Razumović, Spartaco Črnjarić, Astrid Kuljanić
and others. His long-term collaboration with Croatian top jazz musicians in time inspired him to
express himself independently. This resulted in an
album called Friendly, for which Gazdik gathered a
team of excellent musicians and friends, such as
Maasej Kovačević, Elvis Stanić, Henry Radanović,
Ivo Popeskić, Goran Rukavina, Vladimir Samardžić,
Joe Kaplowitz, Branko Sterpin, Saša Nestorović
and Denis Razumović. With their help, he created
original fusion music connecting elements of Latino music, funk, jazz and pop. Friendly was nominated for the Porin award as the best jazz album.
In 2009, at the 13th Status Award, Branimir Gazdik
was voted by his peers as the instrumentalist of
the year. He thus became the second musician, after guitarist Elvis Penava in 2007, to be chosen as
the best instrumentalist by his fellow musicians.

Guitarist, composers and arranger ANTE GELO
(Zagreb, 1974) graduated from the jazz guitar
program at the University of Music and Performing Arts in Graz. He enrolled to the Master’s program at the same school in 2001 to
pursue degrees in composition and arrangement. During his career, he has visited numerous jazz festival in Croatia, and performed in
concerts in Austria, Germany, France, Hungary,
Slovenia, Italy, South America and elsewhere.
He has played in famous concert halls, including: L’Olympia in Paris, Royal Albert Hall in London, Wiener Konzerthaus in Vienna, and Carn-

Saxophonist IGOR GERŽINA
(Zagreb, 1970) graduated from
the saxophone program of the
Music Academy in Zagreb. As
one of the best students, he
was oﬀered to perform as a
soloist with the Zagreb Philharmonics in a production of Pavle
Dešpalj’s Saxophone Concerto.
The performance in the Croatian Music Institute in 1993 was
conducted by maestro Dešpalj
himself. Aﬅer receiving his degree, he won a scholarship from
Berklee College Of Music in
Boston, where he studied with
Bill Pierce and Frank Tiberi. He
has won numerous awards, including two Porins, two Status
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egie Hall in New York. He leads his own Geloland ensemble, but also plays with the Amorosi
Flashophone Band as a permanent member, as
well as with jazz fusion bands Combinate and
Boilers All Stars. He has also collaborated with
Tamara Obrovac, Leeo Harper, Albert Marsico,
Matija Dedić, Gabi Novak, David Gazarov, and
many other artists. His composition Tea For
Three was awarded the best jazz composition
of the year by the Croatian Composers’ Society, and Gelo also received the Status Award of
the Croatian Musicians Union. He also teaches
in various jazz workshops of the Croatian Musical Youth, at the University of Rijeka, Jazzinzy
Festival in Novo Mesto and the Makarska Jazz
Festival. Gelo is also an active studio producer
and arranger. He has composed for numerous
orchestras, including the Zagreb Philharmonics,
Croatian Radio Television Symphony Orchestra,
Zagreb Soloists, Croatian Radio Television Jazz
Orchestra, Croatian Music Institute Jazz Orchestra, Ljubljana Symphony Orchestra, etc. He
has received several Porin awards: for the best
arrangement, composition, production…., as
well as the Croatian Composers’ Society award
for the best jazz composition, the Status Award
of the Croatian Musicians Union, and more.
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Awards, Crni mačak and many other nominations, as well as several student awards from
national competitions. His recordings have won
Porin awards, and he himself received the Status Award as the instrumentalist of the year. He
has worked with virtually all top Croatian musicians: Boško Petrović, Miljenko Prohaska, Elvis
Stanić, Silvije Glojnarić, etc. As the producer of
Croatian Radio Television Jazz Orchestra, he
has worked with Lasse Lindgren, Lars Moeller,
Deborah Carter etc. By playing with numerous

Danice Hrvatske s likom Marka
Marulića SILVIJE GLOJNARIĆ
(Ladislavec near Zlatar Bistrica,
1936) graduated from the Music Academy in Zagreb where
he studied composition and
music theory. As a self-taught
drummer, he has played with
the RTZ Dance Orchestra (as it
was then called), with the most
famous Croatian jazz ensemble
– the Zagreb Jazz Quartet – as
well as with the Zagreb Jazz
Quintet. He has appeared with
the greatest Croatian jazz musicians, but also with famous
international jazzers including
Johhny Griﬃn, Art Farmer, Slide
Hampton, Stan Getz, John Lewis, and many others. He was a
permanent member of the SFB
Big Band in Berlin. Glojnarić
composes music for Croatian
and well-known foreign jazz orchestras, such as the NDR Big
Band, SFB Big Band, RTV Slovenia Big Band, etc. His works
have been performed by famous jazz artists: Johny Griﬃn,
Slide Hampton, Leo Wright and
Stan Getz. Apart from jazz music, he also composes contemporary serious music for various
ensembles, such as saxophone

ensembles, from small bands to orchestras, he
has tried his hand in various styles: classical
and popular music, jazz, soul, and funk. Geržina has participated in almost eighty albums;
he composes film music, compositions for pop
artists and TV and radio jingles. He has also released four solo albums: Sax Album, nominated
for Porin in two categories, Dalmatian Sax, Metropolis and One Click World.
http://www.igorgerzina.com/

quartets or brass quintets, as well
as for tamburitza orchestras. As an
arranger, he has worked on drama
and entertainment programs for radio and TV shows. For years, he was
the chief conductor of the Croatian
Radio Television Jazz Orchestra, for
which he still occasionally composes
and writes arrangements even aﬅer
he has retired. He has won numerous
recognitions and awards, including
Porin, Miroslav Sedak Benčić Award
for original composition and the Order of Danica with the eﬃgy of Marko
Marulić decoration awarded by the
President of Croatia for extraordinary
contribution to Croatian culture.

Double bassist and bass guitarist DAMJAN GRBAC
(Rijeka, 1979) entered the world of music as a twelveyear-old when he started playing the clarinet in the
Spinčići Music Group. At the age of sixteen, he started playing the bass guitar. He became a professional
musician in 2000, and in 2005 started learning the
double bass. He graduated from the three-year jazz
program of the Giuseppe Tartini Academy in Trieste as
an excellent student, and then went on to and completed the higher five-year program of the Conservatory. He has worked with numerous jazz musicians
from Croatia and the region, including Tonči Grabušić,
Spartaco Črnjarić, Darko Jurković Charlie, Ivan Kapec,
Bruno Mičetić, Zoran Majstorović, Zvjezdan Ružić, Alba
Nacinovich, Astrid Kuljanić, Jelena Balent, Denis Razumović, Joe Kaplowitz, Lela Kaplowitz, Elvis Penava,
Klemens Marktl, Ratko Zjača, etc. He is a member of
the LeKap Quartet, Denis Razz Quartet and of the Passion Play project led by Spartaco Črnjarić. Grbac heads
the Giipuja world music project that creates a fusion
of traditional music of Istria and Primorje with jazz elements. The band has recorded two CDs: Giipuja and

Saxophonist and composer ZDENKO IVANUŠIĆ
(Zagreb, 1967) graduated from the saxophone
program of the Music Academy in Zagreb. He has
been active on the Croatian music scene since
1990, leading his own bands and as a sought for
guest of various bands and ensembles. His rich
experience in classical music, jazz, fusion and
funk has helped him achieve a unique approach
to various performance circumstances – from
symphony orchestras or chamber ensembles to
big bands, saxophone quartets or small bands.
Although he is distinguished by his original and
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Gerbaz giipuja. His OP Damjan Group is
dedicated to the musical legacy of jazz
legend Oscar Pettiford, playing his music as well as original pieces inspired by
his oeuvre. Grbac teaches and leads numerous music courses. He has been the
director of the international Jazz Time
Rijeka festival since 2012.

energetic style, modern fusions and harmonic
idiom, his approach is deeply rooted in tradition.
As a leader of the Donna Lee Saxophone Quartet and a combo ensemble, he plays the jazz
standards and promotes his own compositions
and arrangements. He collaborates with the
Zagreb Philharmonics, the Croatian Radio Television Symphony Orchestra, Croatian National
Theatre in Zagreb, and the Komedija theatre. He
was the soloist and the lead alto of the HGM
Jazz Orchestra Zagreb. He collaborates with
well-known Croatian jazz artists, such as Zvonimir Bučević - Buč, Dudo Vorih, Ladislav Fidri,
Miro Kadoić, as well as with pop bands: Brain
Holidays, Flyer, Soul Train. He has played with
many international musicians, such as Randy
Brecker, Bob Mintzer, Don Menza, Bobby Shew,
John Riley, Earl Gardner, Peter Herbolzheimer,
Kevin Mahogany, Barbara Denerlein, etc. and
has released three albums with his own songs:
Four Odd i Mellow with the Donna Lee Saxophone Quartet and Lost in HTML with his sextet.
http://www.zdenkoivanusic.com/
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DARKO JURKOVIĆ (Rijeka, 1965) learned violin in the Ivan Matetić Ronjgov Music School
and at fiﬅeen started teaching himself guitar.
He got interested in jazz when he was seventeen, and several years later switched to two
hands tapping technique. In 1990 he enrolled
to the jazz program of the Music Academy in
Graz. He graduated in 1997 with a degree of
Mater of Arts. He gave some important performances while still a student. He has collaborat-

Multi-instrumentalist MIRO KADOIĆ (Zagreb,
1962) graduated from the Music Academy in
Zagreb where he studied clarinet. He further
studied in New York at Manhattan School of
Music mentored by Reggie Workman and Blue
Lou Marini. He was a member of the Zagreb Radio Dance Orchestra and the Slovenian Radio
Television Big Band. He currently plays with the
Croatian Radio Television Jazz Orchestra. As a
soloist in the above orchestras, he has worked
with renowned artists such as Johnny Griﬃn,
Clark Terry, Ernie Wilkins, N.H.O. Pedersen, Herb
Pomeroy, Maria Schneider, Diane Shure, Michael
Abene, David Murray, Ernie Watts, Christian
McBride etc. He is active on Slovenian and Croatian music scenes and collaborates with prominent artists, such as Petar Ugrin, Primož Grašič,
Ratko Divjak, Kruno Levačić, Saša Nestorović,
Davor Križić, Boško Petrović and others. He is
a member of the Boilers All Stars jazz band,
working with it as a composer, instrumentalist and arranger. He also leads his own bands
that mostly play his original music. Some of the
music was inspired by the traditional music of
the Balkans, as well as of other corners of the
world (Japan, Arabic Peninsula, Africa). He leads
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ed with Croatian artists such as: Matija Dedić,
Kruno Levačić, Tonči Grabušić, Henry Radanović, Saša Nestorović and others, as well as with
foreign jazzers, including: Gene Jackson, Mario
Fragiacomo, Angelo Comisso, Roberto Magris,
Bobby Watson, Herb Geller, Duško Gojković,
František Uhlir, Jaromir Helesic, Michel Hauser
and many more. For years he was a member
of the Central European Small Big Band Europlane Orchestra, with which he recorded three
albums. The most recent of the three was with
legendary American saxophonist Herb Geller.
His long lasting collaboration with Czech musicians František Uhlir and Jaromir Helesic resulted in performances around Europe and three
albums. He has won Status and Porin awards
and is currently presenting his new project in
which he plays two guitars at the same time
using the two hands tapping technique.

the international quintet Ten Directions and the
Mirokado Orchestra, both of which play original and modern compositions of world-famous
authors. He has played on albums recorded by
many other artists, and as band leader released
albums Dry, Monster in the Garden, Free Point
and Human Link, as well as Vitro with the Ten
Directions. He won the Status award of the Croatian Composers’ Society for the best jazz composition of the year.
http://www.music.com.hr/

DAVOR KAJFEŠ (Zagreb, 1934) was a member
of the Zagreb Radio Television Dance Orchestra
from 1958 to 1967. In that same period he was
a member and the artistic leader of the Zagreb
Jazz Quartet. He recorded a number of albums
with this most significant jazz band in Croatian
history and played around Europe, in the former
USSR and in the US. Famous American pianist
and composer John Lewis, leader of the Modern
Jazz Quartet, was his close friend and brotherin-law. Kajfeš’s top performances include those
at the Monterey Jazz festival with a trio, the
BP Convention, and with Boško Petrović’s band.
Apart from performing extensively, he has also
recorded many albums and collaborated with
world-famous jazz and blues soloists, including John Lewis, Art Farmer, Buck Clayton, Albert Mangelsdorf, Red Mitchell, Helen Humes,
Big Joe Turner and T-Bone Walker. He has been
living in Sweden since 1967, where he collaborates with Scandinavian artists. He taught music at the High School of Dance and Choreography in Stockholm. Kajfeš is not known only as
an excellent pianist and improviser, but also as
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a composer of jazz music, as well as modern
dance and jazz dance music. His most important
works include: Davor’s Blues, Digression, Mrtve
magle, Eﬅertanke, Arnold’s Orbit, Arabesque,
Ornaments and Boogie Balkanique as well as
Collision, for which he received an award in Monaco in the category of the best jazz theme.
Kajfeš’s jazz works oﬅen show his inclination to
authors of classical music. Arnold’s Orbit was
inspired by Arnold Schönberg’s music, while his
CD Dialogues with Scriabin contains improvisations based on Alexander Scriabin’s works.

Trumpeter and composer GORAN KAJFEŠ is son of the famous Croatian pianist Davor Kajfeš. Born in 1970 in Stockholm,
he grew up surrounded by music. He inherited his father’s talent, and from the region where he lives, he inherited his view
on jazz music. He is open to various styles and collaborates
with some of the top Scandinavian artists, such as Nils Petter
Molvaer and Bugge Wesseltoﬅ , as well as artists from other
parts of the world, including Sting, Lester Bowie, Janet Jackson
and Jimmy Cobb. Goran Kajfeš is one of the most prominent
Scandinavian musicians, not limited only to jazz, and winner
of numerous awards and decorations. His project Headspin received the Swedish Grammy for jazz production. He won the
Nordic Music Prize ahead of other distinguished Nordic musicians, including the famous singer Bjork. One of the reasons he
earned the prize was his very successful double CD called XY,
and not only for the music it contained, but also for the design
of the booklet that contains premium art. Goran Kajfeš is a permanent member of the Oddjob band, and a leader of several
other bands with which he releases albums that sparked EMI’s
interest. He regularly plays in prestigious international festivals. His music is an opulent blend of diﬀerent elements, a mix
of electronics and acoustics, various rhythmic patterns, jazz,

fusion, classical music, progressive rock, pop, and club music.
Apart from playing the trumpet,
Goran Kajfeš is an equally talented composer and writes jazz
music, as well as music for films,
TV and dance projects.
http://gorankajfes.com/
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Guitarist and composer IVAN KAPEC
(Zagreb, 1970) has been an active
jazz and electronic musician since the
1990s. He played with numerous Croatian jazz ensembles, and in 2001 put
together his own trio with which he recorded two albums: Lancun and Bava.
He also founded a multimedia group
called Trianguli Zone, with which he
has played in numerous festivals in the
country and abroad. Since 2009 he has
been leading the Capisconne, a space
jazz band. He and DJ Labosh co-authored the Loop Chamber Music project,
and he partners with Borko Rupena for
an electro-acoustic improvisation duo
called Sonic Diptych. Capisconne’s EP
called Activity was released for Mexican
label Breathe Compilation. The album
was named one of the top five Creative
Commons albums of 2009. In 2011, the
band released an album called Emerging Landscapes that was the result of
their collaboration with the Anton Pann
Band, a Romanian world music group.

Pianist, organist, composer and
arranger JOE KAPLOWITZ (Plymouth, US, 1973) started a professional career in music in Washington when he was fiﬅeen. He has
worked with famous American
blues and jazz musicians, including Eddie Daniels, James Moody,
Greg Bandy, Randy Jonston, Wycliﬀ Gordan, David “Fathead” Newman, Abraham Burton, Wess An-

In 2014 the Capisconne released Time Traveling, a very
successful album for which John Kelman, writer for the
All About Jazz portal, wrote a long introductory note
for the CD booklet. The Dubmission label from London included three of Kapec’s electronic compositions
in the Next Dubmission compilation. His compositions
have been performed by the Croatian Radio Television
Big Band, multi-instrumentalist Ratko Vojtek and the
Varaždin Chamber Orchestra, as well as others. He has
performed in Croatia, Slovenia, Germany, Switzerland,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, the US, the Czech Republic,
Turkey, and Italy. He leads electro-jazz sessions called
Sunrise Sessions as a new platform for improvisation
music development in Croatia.

Jazz vocalist with international experience
LELA KAPLOWITZ (Sisak, 1977) was introduced to vocal improvisation by Sheila Jordan
at the Jazz Conservatory in Graz. She attended the Berklee Summer Music Workshop in
Perugga and The Vocal Performance and Jazz
Improvisation at the New School in New York,
where she was taught by Jay Clayton, Mark
Murphy, Donn McElroy, Barry Harris and Kate
McGary. She won the first prizes awarded by
professional judges and the audience as well as
the Lady Summertime title at the international

http://ivankapec.com/

dreson, Koko Taylor and Lucky Peterson. He headed bands
that played in the White House, as well as in clubs such as
Blues Alley, The Knitting Factory and The House of Blues.
Between 2002 and 2004 he lived in New York, where he led
the Joe Kap Organ Trio. He moved to Croatia in 2006. Here
he plays with famous Croatian musicians and spends a lot
of time in studios. He is a permanent member of the Davor
Križić Experiment, one of the Bruno Mičetić Guitar Trio, and
a member of the classical Simply Brass Quintet, in which
he plays the trumpet. In 2012 he played with the Quintet at
Julliard in New York, and in 2013 at the University of Quebec
in Canada. He has been a regular member of the Croatian
Radio Television Jazz Orchestra since 20014, and he also
writes and arranges music for the Orchestra. He oﬅen works
with his wife Lela Kaplowitz – they lead the LeKap Quartet together. The Quartet recorded two albums: Love Me Or
Leave Me and Kvarnerska rapsodija. They also recorded a CD
called With Every Breath with the Croatian Radio Television
Jazz Orchestra, as well as Little Boy With a Big Heart – Music
of Boško Petrović with various artists. Joe Kaplowitz won the
Status award for his contribution to music.
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competition of female jazz vocalists in Finland
in 2009. Lela has sung in Madison Square Garden, Birdland and Blue Note in New York as well
as in many prestigious jazz festivals around
the world. She has worked with top jazz artists, such as Arturo “Chico” O’Farrill, Doug Carn,
Miles Griﬃth, Bill Saxton, Harry Whittaker, Dick
Griﬃn, Charles Tolliver, Craig Handy, Gary Fritz,
Bob Alberti and Ben Tucker. At the Vatroslav Lisinski Concert Hall in Zagreb she sang with Duke
Ellington Orchestra from New York during their
European tour. She released albums Love Me
Or Leave Me and Kvarnerska rapsodija with the
LeKap Quartet, With Every Breath with the Croatian Radio Television Jazz Orchestra and Little
Boy With a Big Heart – music of Boško Petrović
with various artists. She heads the ATOM Association that holds Jazz on Wheels workshops
for children and youth. She teaches singing and
jazz improvisation, and holds seminars in jazz
singing. In 2010 she was awarded by the Primorje-Gorski Kotar County for her contribution
to culture.
http://www.lelakaplowitz.com/

Clarinetist, saxophonist and composer ŽELJKO
KOVAČEVIĆ (Zagreb, 1954) graduated from
the clarinet program of the Music Academy in
Zagreb and the geography program of the University of Zagreb Faculty of Natural Sciences.
He actively leads ensembles that practice different musical styles: Toranj 77 and Kova & Co
(fusion), Modo novo in a duo with pianist Igor
Savin (sacral, classical and world music), Croatian Saxex (Croatian composers), Cute (swing)
and the Zagreb Dixieland Ensemble. He works
with the ensembles as a composer, clarinetist,
and saxophonist. Aﬅer receiving a scholarship
from the Goethe Institute, he participated in the
first jazz workshop in Zagreb and in Burghausen,
where he collaborated with European musical
youth. He is one of the founders of the Croatian
Musical Institute Social Orchestra. He has appeared in many international jazz festivals. As a
soloist, he has played in the Caribbean, in Brazil,
Togo, and around Europe. He spent many years

playing with the Croatian Radio Television Jazz
Orchestra. He has composed numerous instrumental pieces, including Nemir me nosi, Stop,
Zaborav, Ispod plave krošnje, Pre shave, Prvom
gradu, Uspomena, Pjevaj mi sokole, Blues za
tebe, Kad se svjetlo gasi and Miriam. His most
important fusion compositions include Hanuma,
Wo ist Hausmeister”, Miš, Imitacija, Mitting 77,
Alem, Majka Ljerki kose plete, Dim, Surprise, Huhu, Aladin, Factory. His most important classical
works are 4za3 and Suitacroatica, and his most
important popular melodies Babby Sitter, Studentica, Gospa, Betula, Petrica etc.
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Singer ZDENKA KOVAČIČEK (Zagreb, 1944)
started acting, singing and dancing in ZeKaEm
when she was five. Her singing career started
when she was thirteen when she became a teen
star of the Duo Hani. The Duo toured Europe,
performing with famous artists such as Peter
Kraus, Lou Van Burg and Bill Haley. Later she
sang with her band around Europe, mostly in
American clubs where she discovered her talent
for jazz, soul and blues. Upon her return from
tour, she started collaborating with top jazz art-
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ists in Zagreb: Boško Petrović, Miljenko Prohaska, Damir Dičić and others. Her regular Tuesday sessions in the legendary club Kulušić with
Boško Petrović’s band are simply unforgettable.
Although she became a rock and blues star, her
alter ego – that of a communicative jazz singer
and excellent improviser – surfaced in the late
1980s. At that time she started working with
pianist Vanja Lisak, releasing Happy Jazz 1 &
2 albums of classical and adapted jazz songs
with eminent guests such as Georgij Garanjan
and Peppino Principe. The album was followed
by a number of performances in top jazz clubs
of Austria, Germany, Italy, Slovenia, and Croatia.
She has worked with some of our best composers, including Igor Savin and Miljenko Prohaska, while one of her favorite albums in English
Love Is a Game was recorded in collaboration
with Dalibor Paulik and David Stopper. She promoted the album in festivals in Los Angeles,
Finland, and at the Middem in Cannes. She has
won numerous awards, including a Porin for
discography.

Composer and flutist DAMJAN KRAJAČIĆ (Zagreb,
1977) is an artist of profound sound that brings together many diﬀerent styles into a naturally rhythmic, but
also lyrical approach to composing. He holds a Master’s
Degree in music from the California State University Los
Angeles, where he graduated in 2004 on Afro-Latin Music. He studied charanga, jazz, Brazilian and classical
music, and flute with leading American Latin-jazz and
charanga flutist Danilo Lozano. His mentor in jazz flute
was one of the world’s top jazz flutists and composers
James Newton. Danilo Lozano’s influence on him dates
from much earlier, more spacifically from 1995 when
he became his musical mentor and one of his greatest
musical influences for the following years. Damjan has
always been drawn to Latino music, primarily due to his
father who was a classical guitarist with great love for
Spanish and Latin American guitar music, but he never broke the bond with the great classical tradition of
flute playing. Throughout his career, he has worked with
artists such as Claudia Acuña, Poncho Sanchez, Coky
Garcia, Joey De Leon, Serge Kasimoﬀ, Rigoberto Lopez,
Robert Thies, Matija Dedić, Paul De Castro, John Hollen-

beck, Tony Shogren, Derf Reklaw and
Eldad Tarmu. Through six albums containing his original music he built a career of an eclectic artist with visionary
approach to composing and style that
puts together numerous musical influences into a recognizable sound.
http://www.damjanmusic.com/

Trumpeter, flugelhornist and composer DAVOR
KRIŽIĆ (Zagreb, 1966) graduated from high
school and music school in his home town. He
then moved to Graz to study jazz at the Music
Academy. At the 1990 Jazz Fair in Zagreb he
won the best young jazz artist award. He has
played in concert with numerous small bands
and as a soloist in large orchestras. He is a permanent member of the Croatian Radio Television Jazz Orchestra. He has played with numerous Croatian and foreign artists, such as Ernie
Wilkins, Boško Petrović, Johnny Griﬃn, Lena
Conquest, Ed Thighpen, Art Farmer, Alvin Queen,
Martin Drew, Ron Ringwood, Greentown Jazz
Band, Slovenian Radio Television Big Banda and
many others. He is an esteemed studio artist
and a permanent member of the Latino music
band Cubismo. He has recorded several albums
in the country and abroad. Križić founded and
leads the Boilers Quartet. He writes music for
the Quartet and has recorded albums Some
Blues, Abstract Lights and St. Miles Infirmary in

Guitarist DAMIR KUKURUZOVIĆ (Sisak 1975)
is dedicated to playing Django Reinhardt and
Stephane Grappelli’s music – the two musicians
who marked 20th century music. He and his band
have played in all major festivals in the country
and abroad, promoting the tradition of Romani
music and American jazz. He has collaborated with important jazz artists, such as Wawau
Adler, Raphael Fays, Yorgui Loeﬄer, Angelo Debarre, Vlatko Stefanovski, Ludovic Beier, Boško
Petrović, Adrian B. Burns and others. Some of
them also played on his albums: Green Hill Gipsy Swing, Manouche and My Django Family. In
2005 he decided to start the international Siscia Jazz Club as well as the Siscia Open Jazz &
Blues Festival, an international jazz and blues
festival that has been visited by many jazz artists: trombonist and shell player Steve Turre,
the world’s best jazz instrumentalist for seven
years in a row in the category Miscellaneous
Instruments, as well as the Mississippi Heat,
Sugar Blue, Peaches Steaten, Yorgui Loeﬄer,
Sherman Irby, Gianni Cazzola, Carl Weathersby,
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collaboration with Boško Petrović and the Boilers All Stars, with which he recorded That’s It.
With the Davor Križić Experiment he recorded
an album of the same name. As the leader of
the trumpet section, he represented Croatian
Radio in the EBU Big Band in concerts held in
the Netherlands in 2001. He won the Status
Award of the Croatian Composers’ Society as
the best jazz trumpeter and flugelhornist.

Inetta Visor, Bob Brozman, Wes Mackey, Norman Beaker, Vincenzo Maurogiovanni... Apart
from the jazz festival in Sisak, which is one of
the largest summer jazz festivals in Croatia,
he also organizes jazz festivals in Petrinja and
Labin (Labin Jazz Republic).
http://www.damirkukuruzovic.com/
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Drummer and composer KRUNO LEVAČIĆ (Zagreb
1957) is a self-taught drummer, an excellent teacher
and author of drumming tuition books. As a versatile musician, he is a frequent guest of the European
international jazz scene. He has played with artists
such as Ladislav Fidri, Damir Dičić, Matija Dedić, Renato Rožić, Lee Konitz, Sam Rivers, Michael Haupol,
Allan Praskin, Peter Herbert, David Friedman, Kenny Garrett, Charlie Mariano, Duško Gojković, Gainni Basso, Ferenz Snatberger, Mulgrew Miller, Ron
Ringwood and others. He is also a sought for studio
musician, both in the country and abroad. He spent
many years working in Cologne, and is now a permanent member of Tamar Obrovac’s band, as well as
of the Boilers Quartet, with which he released CDs
Some Blues, Abstract Lights and St. Miles Infirmary
in collaboration with Boško Petrović and the Boilers
All Stars (with which he recorded That’s It). He won
the 1997 Status Award of the Croatian Composers’

Union as the jazz drummer of the year,
and the 1998 award as the jazz and rock
drummer of the year. He is also an active
teacher who is working on transferring his
rich experiences to new generations of Croatian drummers.

ŠIMUN MATIŠIĆ (Zagreb 1996) first appeared on stage when he was four. He played
drums in Branko Kralj’s quartet. His formal
training in percussion started with Prof.
Božidar Rebić and continued with Tomi Spasevski and Goran Gorše. He simultaneously
learned piano under Sretna Meštrović and
music theory in the Elly Bašić Music School.
In 2014 he completed the percussion and
music theory programs of the Elly Bašić Music School. He is currently a student at the
Music Academy in Zagreb, studying percussion under Igor Lešnik. When he was four-

teen, he released his first CD called Jazz
nocturno, in which he played vibraphone
and marimba with his trio. He has worked
with numerous foreign and local jazz artists and classical musicians, such as Boško
Petrović, Miljenko Prohaska, Mario Mavrin,
Primož Grašić, Florin Nicoulescu, Stochelo and Moses Rosenberg, Fiona Monbet,
Christian Escoude, Costel Nitescu, Matija
Dedić, the Zagreb Philharmonics, the Croatian Radio Television Symphony Orchestra,
the Croatian Radio Television Tamburitza
Orchestra, Simply Brass Quintet, HGM Jazz
Orchestra Zagreb and many more. He further studied under numerous teachers,
such as Igor Lešnik, Ivana Bilić, Svet Stoyanov, Ludwig Albert, Lin Chin Cheng, Ney
Rosauro, Xi Zhang, Nancy Zeltsman, Marta
Klimasara and Emanuel Sejourne. He performs regularly with his trio and with the
Simply Brass Quintet, in which he plays all
percussion instruments. In 2014 he started
a new duo project with pianist Matija Dedić.
At the 57th Split Summer Festival in 2001
he received the Judita Award for his performance with guitarist Christian Escoude.

Bass guitarist and double bassist MARIO
MAVRIN (Zagreb 1949) started practicing music at an early age. He played
the violin in elementary and secondary
programs of the Vatroslav Lisinski Music
School. Aﬅer that, he started learning to
play drums, double bass and bass guitar.
He soon became a member of Sjepan Mihaljinec’s orchestra. In 1969, aﬅer returning from Africa where he played in Karlo
Metikoš’s orchestra, he became a perma-
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nent associate to the Croatian Radio Television Big
Band led by Miljenko Prohaska. He also played bass in
the legendary rock band Time. He spent many years
playing with Boško Petrović in numerous gigs and
for a number of albums. Through Boško Petrović’s
bands he collaborated with the Zagreb Soloists, the
Rucner Quartet, Peter Soave, the Zagreb Philharmonics and Michel Legrand. He played in renowned jazz
festivals in Europe and around the world, sharing the
stage with famous jazzers, such as Ernie Wilkins, Art
Farmer, Clark Terry, Sala Nistica, Gianni Bass, Toots
Thielemans, Philip Catherine, N.H.O. Pedersen, Alvin
Queen, Martin Drew, Duško Gojković, Lew Soloﬀ, Albert Mangelsdorﬀ, Johnny Griﬃn, Helen Merrill, Kristian Schultze, Carlos Werneck, Gary Burton and many
others. In 1995 he played in famous American pianist
John Lewis’s trio. He was a member of Igor Lešnik’s
band Jazzbina. He has won multiple Status Awards
of the Croatian Composers’ Society as the best bass
guitarist. Apart from performing, he is also an active
sound director and has been working as an associate sound engineer with the Vatroslav Lisinski Concert
Hall, Komedija Theatre and elsewhere.

Composer and saxophonist MAK MARKO MURTIĆ (Zagreb, 1988) lives and works in London. He got interested
in jazz, contemporary, and classical music while in high
school, when he started learning tenor saxophone. Aﬅer
graduating, he enrolled in the Faculty of Architecture in
Zagreb and actively started composing, all the while leading a ten-member band. Although self-taught, he learned
a lot working in soﬅ ware applications such as Finale,
practicing with his own band and analyzing various pieces of music, including Duke Ellington’s suites. He explored
the capabilities of mixing jazz with musicians playing in
tamburitza orchestras and analyzed Croatian and other
folk music. Aﬅer successful performances with his own
band and working on several multi-style music suites (Svijet oko nas, From Scratch to Structure about the evolution
of men, and A Place Glowing a Brilliant Red about gradual
human inhabitation of the Red Planet) and various other
compositions, Mak Murtić enrolled to the Music Academy
in London, which opened up many opportunities for him
to compose and learn. He founded a new band in London, with which he performs and promotes music. He is

currently working on stage music and
on many other music projects (Grand
Union Orchestra, Grand Union Band,
GUYO, LCCM Big Band, People’s Palladium Youth Theatre, Protein Dance
and various other smaller bands).
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SAŠA NESTOROVIĆ (Zagreb,
1964) plays the tenor and soprano saxophone as well as
clarinet. In 1989 he graduated from the Music Academy
in his home town. He taught
saxophone in the Pavao Markovac Music School from 1991
to 1998, as well as jazz saxophone and elementary jazz
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improvisation in the School of Music and Ballet in Ljubljana. In
1989 he became a permanent member of the Zagreb Saxophone Quartet, with which he performed around Europe and the
US. His first performance with Acezanteza, a contemporary music ensemble with which he plays to this day, was in 1999. He
also plays jazz music. In 1999 he played with the EBU Big Band
in Montreal as a representative of Croatia. He is a member of a
number of recognized Croatian jazz bands: Zagreb Jazz Portrait,
the Boilers All Stars, etc. As a band leader, he released an album
caller 12 Duets. He and pianist Veljko Glodić make the Cool Jazz
Duo, which recorded an album of the same name. For many
years, he served as the chief-conductor of the Croatian Radio
Television Jazz Orchestra, in which he previously played a saxophone. While working with the orchestra, he collaborated with
renowned musicians such as Charles Tolliver, Ernie Watts, Christian McBride, Alexei Sipiagin, Boris Kozlov, Deborah Carter, Rex
Richardson, David Gazarov, Georgie Fame and others. He is an
assistant professor at the Music Academy in Zagreb. Nestorović
has won numerous awards, including Darko Lukić, Milka Trnina
(shared with the Zagreb Saxophone Quartet), Judita, and more.
He also received thirteen Status Awards of the Croatian Composers’ Society for the best tenor and soprano saxophone.

Singer, composer, and text writer TAMARA
OBROVAC (Pula, 1962) is one of the most
prominent and versatile artists on Croatian music scene. Her original musical idiom, inspired by
Istrian folk music and dialect, has earner her
great popularity and international reputation.
Through alchemy with excellent musicians of
her international Transhistria ensemble, which
blends the elements of Istrian and Mediterranean music and jazz with elements of contemporary music, she achieves a seemingly incredibly
easy expression characteristic only of the greatest of artists. Their performances are infused
with spontaneity, innovative improvisations,
freedom, humor, and powerful communication,
while her voice is equally eﬀective in singing lyrics and vocalises when she becomes and extra
instrument in the band. This natural coexistence of various musical forms and improvisations is what established Tamara Obrovac as an
extraordinary artist who uses elements of her
own tradition to create a distinct musical idiom, becoming more and more recognized and
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Aﬅer completing elementary music training, bass
guitarist and double bassist HENRY RADANOVIĆ
(Rijeka, 1966) played in pop rock bands in Rijeka.
In 1990 he joined the Elvis Stanić Group, winning
several Porin awards. He played with the group
around Croatia, Slovenia and Italy. He also played
with other Croatian jazz bands and artists, including the Quartet Sensitive, Goran Končar - Darko
Jurković Quartet, Kruno Levačić, Tamara Obrovac,
Ante Gelo, and Marija Dedić. He plays in the Fingersnap Trio with pianist Zvjezdan Ružić and drummer Branimir Gazdik. As the band leader, he recorded two albums: Long Distance, for which he
received a Porin award, and Ozone Contnuum. He
is a recording artist and member of new orchestras organized for Porin, Zadarfest, Radio Festival
and other music events. More recently, he has also
been playing the double bass and teaching. He received eleven Status Awards as the bass guitarist
and double bassist of the year in urban and jazz
music category.

present on the global musical scene. Her launch
to the international scene came with the nomination for BBC Radio 3 World music Awards
2004 in the category of European Music and
Audience Choice and through many positive reviews from critics and audiences. She has made
a number of albums with her own songs, performed on stages around the world, but she is
also award-winning composer of music for theatre and film.
http://www.tamaraobrovac.com/en/

Saxophonist DENIS RAZUMOVIĆ RAZZ (Rijeka,
1964) bought his first guitar when he was thirteen and has been an active musician ever since.
Fascinated by the sound of wind instruments, he
soon bought his first alto saxophone and started exploring the playing techniques of the two
instruments (guitar and saxophone). He passed
the entrance exam for the jazz department of

the Music Academy in Graz as a self-taught
saxophonist, and started studying with
Karlheinz Miklin. As a bebopper by temperament, he likes quick tempos, but his repertoire also includes lyrical ballads that he
performs in traditional ways. He has played
with numerous ensembles, including the
Black River Quartet, No Name Band, Doctor
Doctor, Think Positive and many others. He
has also collaborated in studio with artists
such as Denis&Denis, Dado Topić, Putokazi,
Hrvoje Hodak etc. Together with Elvis Stanić,
Darko Jurković, Dorian Hatta and Vladimir
Gašparović, he is one of the founders of the
Jazz Time festival in Rijeka. He also heads
two of his own projects: the Montegrappa
Jazz Trio and Denis Razz Quartet. He and
singer Maja Savić lead the Savić & Razz
Working Unit. As the band leader, he recorded two albums: In umbra and For Believers
Only. He was awarded by the City of Rijeka
Department of Culture for his 20+ years in
music and received the Status award as the
jazz alto saxophonist of the year.
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Guitarist, composer, and music teacher RENATO ROŽIĆ
(Zagreb, 1958) lives and works in Cologne, Germany. In
his early years, he composed music based on jazz and
classical music with atonal tendencies, and founded the
“structural” trio with which he, Saša Nestorović and Kruno Levačić followed the avant-garde road. He studied
jazz guitar, improvisation and classical music and composition at the music academy in Cologne. He was honored as a student to see his 12-tone modal technique
taught to students on a par with the serial technique
and other systems developed by great names of the
avant-garde. Although his early work was mostly atonal,
his interest in music changed aﬅer he was introduced
to the geniuses of tonal organization that were Bach
and Mozart. In early 1990s, he abandoned atonal music
altogether and switched exclusively to tonal music. His
study of Mozart and his original vision resulted in his
first CD called Mozart for which the music was played on
a special guitar built following Rožić’s ideas of making
the guitar closer to piano. The album Bach was released
soon aﬅer, and contained the adaptations of the master’s works from a jazz perspective. He simultaneously
released a CD called Jazz, with jazz music performed

Guitarist, accordionist and
composer ELVIS STANIĆ (Rijeka, 1963) started his career
in music in his home town.
Aﬅer completing classical
music training, he turned to
jazz, blues, and rock guitar.
He has led a number of rock
and pop music bands, but also
worked as a recording artist
and music producer in numerous pop projects by Croatia’s

from the perspective of a classical musician. Aﬅer that, he started exploring
modern African American music and
playing music that represents a mix of
African American and European philosophy of music. This exploration resulted in a CD called Black & White. He is
currently working on several new projects, such as a CD World Music that
synthesizes Indian and European music, as well as Webern, which oﬀers a
new view on this master of atonality.
http://www.renatorozic.com/de/

greatest stars. In 1994 he earned the title of the most talented
new student and a scholarship from Berklee College of Music in
Boston, where he studied jazz composition and jazz guitar. During his days in Boston, he worked with great jazz artists such as
Jim Kelly, Dennis Montgomery, John Thomas, Bob Harrigan and
Frank Williams. Aﬅer returning to Croatia, he founded his fusion
band called Elvis Stanić Group. They have recorded a number of
albums containing original pieces and won almost all national
awards for music and discography. Either independently or with
the Elvis Stanić Group, he has played in numerous jazz festivals
in the country and abroad (U.S.A., Italy, Slovenia, Turkey, Germany, Norway, Greece and France), including two performances at
the Montreux jazz festival. He has worked with numerous Croatian and foreign artists, including Boško Petrović, the Croatian
Radio Television Big Band, Neven Frangeš, Mario Mavrin, Tamara
Obrovac, Matija Dedić, Gilberto Gil, Django Bates, Martin Drew,
Alwin Queen, Tony Osanah, Marc Abrams, George Makinto and
Scott Latzky. Apart from the Status Award for the guitarist and
accordionist of the year, he also won four Porin awards. He was
decorated with the Order of Danica with the eﬃgy of Marko
Marulić for contribution to culture.
http://www.elvis-stanic.hr/

Versatile composer ANTUN TOMISLAV ŠABAN
(Zagreb, 1971) is a classically educated composer
with special aﬃnity towards jazz music. He earned
his Bachelor’s and Master’s Degrees in composition
from the Viennese University of Music. He spent
eight years in Vienna as a student and independent artist – musician, composer and music manager – and studied jazz in the US. He was the manager to the Austrian Jazz Composers Orchestra. He
composes and arranges music for jazz ensembles,
chamber, solo and orchestral pieces, and a special
series of compositions written for jazz orchestras.
These works have been performed around Europe
and in the US by a number of professional and student jazz orchestras conducted by him, and have
been recorded for Croatian, Slovenian and Austrian
radio networks. Some of them are also documented on his album Swing Analysis. He recorded a CD
Za jednom kapi čistoga života containing his own
works with the Croatian Radio Television Jazz Orchestra and Croatia’s top female pop singers. He
has conducted various orchestras that also per-

BORNA ŠERCAR (Zagreb, 1972), Status Award
winner, drummer and percussionist, graduated
from Igor Lešnik’s percussion class at the Music
Academy in Zagreb. His very fruitful and versatile
career was largely influenced by eight years spent
with the Croatian Radio Television Jazz Orchestra,
writing music for cartoons and collaborating with
theatres (Croatian National Theatre, Mala Scena).
As an independent artist he plays with the Croatian
Radio Television Symphony Orchestra, the Zagreb
Philharmonics, Croatian Military Wind Symphony
Orchestra, Croatian National Theatre Orchestra
and more. He is a permanent member of the Croatian Baroque Ensemble and works with several
jazz ensembles: Matija Dedić Trio, Spike Quartet,
Dona Lee Quartet, Ivan Kapec Trio and the Zagreb
Jazz Portrait. He has shared the stage with Michel
Legrand, Miljenko Prohaska, Boško Petrović, Josipa Lisac and many more. He plays in the percussion trio Boob-n-yar with Ivana Bilić and Božidar
Rebić, performing original and classical works for
percussion instruments. He is also a very successful glass bottle (or flashophone) musician, playing
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formed his works. On such occasions, he collaborated with renowned jazz artists, such
as Jon Faddis and Ignacio Berroa. Apart from
composing, Šaban is also the secretary general of the Croatian Composers’ Society, and
the artistic director of the Society’s jazz projects (International Jazz Days, Spring Jazz
Festival, Jazz Series). In this function, he has
designed and managed about a hundred
jazz music concerts in Zagreb and elsewhere
since 2000. He has won several awards for
his classical and jazz music as well as the
Porin award for jazz production.

with guitarist Anto Gelo around Europe and
South America. He leads the Borna Šercar’s
Jazziana Croatica quintet that performs his
own pieces inspired by Croatian classical and
traditional music. The quintet has released
three albums: A Little Book Of Notes, Nehaj and Jazziana Croatica Big Band. During
their first year they successfully performed
around Croatia and abroad, and their CD A
Little Book Of Notes received a Porin award.
For their 2011 concert in the Očić Salon, the
quintet won the Franjo Dugan Award.
http://www.bornasercar.com/
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Bass guitarist and composer
RENATO ŠVORINIĆ (Zadar,
1965) completed the secondary level of music training in
the Blagoje Bersa Music School
in Zagreb, and graduated from
the Faculty of Economics University of Split. He is the director of the Croatian National
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Theatre in Zadar. He has been actively involved in music since
1982 as a bass player, arranger, and producer who has worked
with many Croatian pop artists, such as Gibonni, Oliver Dragojević, Vanna, Meri Cetinić etc. He has performed in numerous
jazz festivals in Croatia and Italy. He and drummer Jadran Dučić
– Čić founded the Black Coﬀee jazz band which has released
eleven albums, the two most recent with the renowned Italian
keyboardist, accordionist and bandoneonist Daniele di Bonaventura. Švornić and Dučić have been the core of the band from
the very beginning, and the rest of the members and guests
who played with them have included various renowned artists,
including singer Tonči Kesić, pianists Duško Ivelić and Ivan Ivić
and saxophonist Dražen Bogdanović. Black Coﬀee received three
Porin awards and has played in all relevant jazz festivals around
Croatia, as well as in many festivals in Italy, Austria, and Slovenia. Renato Švorinić has worked with many local and international jazz artists, including Boško Petrović, Matija Dedić, Daniele di
Bonaventura, Tammy Mc Cann, Catia Weneck, Nelson Latiﬀ, Miles
Grifih and others. He worked with the Mendula klapa group for
the first ever arrangement of traditional Dalmatian songs for a
jazz trio and a female klapa. Black Coﬀe worked with the group
to record two albums: Krijanca and Pirija.

Pianist and composer KRISTIAN TERZIĆ (Pula,
1979) discovered jazz when he was fiﬅeen, and
started practicing music professionally when he
was sixteen. He and some musician friends in
1997 established the Combinate, a jazz fusion
band that plays original songs. They have played
in jazz festivals around Croatia and abroad (Croatian Jazz Assembly Zagreb, Sarajevo Jazz Festival, Jazz Spring Festival Osijek, R.m.f., Oﬀ Blues &
Jazz Festival Šibenik, Priština Jazz Festival, Pécs
Jazz Festival...). Terzić is a recording and performing artist who works with many diﬀerent pop/rock/
world-music performers (Gibonni, Massimo Savić,
Nina Badrić, Tereza Kesovija, Soul Fingers...). In
2010, he played in the Middle East at the closing
ceremony of the 2nd Asian Beach Games – Muscat,
Oman as a member of the orchestra led by conductor Alan Bjelinski. In jazz music, he has worked
with the Marko Ramljak Band on their album Rebaltadura, played on the first album recorded by
the Labyrinth, with which he also worked on the
project called Respect - Tribute To Damir Dičić, as
well as with guitarist Nino Nimac from Šibenik

LUKA UDJBINAC (Zagreb, 1978) received elementary music training at the Blagoje Bersa
Music School, secondary level education at the
Vatroslav Lisinski Music School under Mario Igrec, and then enrolled in the Jazz Music Conservatory (jazz guitar and jazz IGP) in Klagenfurt, Austria, where he studied under Guido Jeszenszky and from 2004 under Thomas
Wallisch. He graduated from both programs in
2004. He has received multiple awards for his
work as an instrumentalist, composer, and arranger. These include: Marjan Marjanović Award
for the most promising young artist in Croatian
jazz, Ivo Vuljević Award as a member of the
HGM Jazz Orchestra Zagreb, Zlatna Koogla as
the instrumentalist of the year and the Status
Award Damir Dičić in the jazz guitar category.
He recorded two solo albums: Now & Beyond
and Goin’ My Way, but he also played the guitar for many other albums. He arranges music for various ensembles, the Croatian Radio
Television Jazz Orchestra and other orchestras,
as well. He leads the Luka Udjbinac Band with
which he plays in concerts and in many festivals

Double bassist, bass guitarist,
and composer DUBRAVKO
VORIH (Zagreb, 1960) started his career with bands Pro
Futuro and keyboardist Stanko

on his album Dalmojazz and with Tamara
Obrovac. He plays with the Combinate, as
well as with his trio, quintet, and sextet. He
made a solo jazz fusion album with his own
songs called Kristian Terzić featuring many
well-known jazz artists as guest musicians.
He has won several Status awards as the
best instrumentalist in easy, pop-rock and
urban music categories.
http://www.kristianterzic.com/
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around Croatia and Europe. He has worked with
famous artists such as Lee Harper, Bobby Shew,
Bob Mintzer, Philippe Catherine, John Thomas,
Barbara Dennerlein, Denis Irwin, Michael Erian, Tom Kofler, Ewald Oberleitner, Guido Jeszenszky, Krunoslav Levačić, Mladen Baraković,
Matija Dedić, Saša Nestorović, Boris Beštak,
Nenad Jura Vrandečić, Andy Mittermayer, Erich
Bachträgel, Jurica Ugrinović, Lino Dević, Berislav Puhlovski, Steﬀan Gfrerrer, Goran Delač,
Klemens Marktl, Dalibor Dado Marinković and
more.

Juzbašić’s Obećanje proljeća. Apart from playing with famous
Croatian musicians and bands, he also shared the stage in Zagreb with legendary Stanley Clarke, who invited bass guitarists
to join him. He then moved to Germany, where he played with
the Nick Steven Clan, and collaborated with Paul Lowe, Florian
Ctu, Flavius Theodosi, Boby Stern, Johannes Schenk, Marco Losso, Norwood Young, Walerie Scott, Ron White, Ron Talton, Frank
Reudenbach, Anita Davis, Dirk Sengott, Alex Wesper, Andrew
Marconi and many others. He also played in jam sessions with
legendary musicians such as Joe Sample, Ronny Lawson, Joe
McBride. Upon his return to Croatia, he established the Dubravko
Vorih & New Tribe, a band consisting of Saša Nestorović, Matija
Dedić, Zoran Jager and Kruno Levačić. The band released several
albums (Mr. Clean, Catwalk and Two Faces of Jazz and Soul). Vorih also recorded Live in Sax playing the jazz standards with the
Dubravko Vorih Quintet, and Blues De Ville with his Vorih Blues
Band. Later on, he revived the New Tribe with keyboardist Jurica
Leikauﬀ and drummer Marko Rabatić, who were joined by tenor
saxophonist Mario Bočić and guitarists Davor Čivrak. He forms
the New Jazz Trio with guitarist Josip Pandur and drummer Boris
Beštak, and they play together in clubs around Croatia. He holds
bass guitar courses at the Open University in Zagreb.
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RATKO ZJAČA is an innovative
musician, who is widely recognized
as a technically advanced guitarist
and composer. He is known for being a relentless individualist, which
is evidenced in his improvisational
style. Ratko has had a prolific and
extensive session history as a recording guitarist having played on
many released recordings. He is
a highly versatile player covering
many areas of music but is best
known for his work in the modern
jazz and improvisation idiom. He
has released a number of albums
as leader. In his early days he was
attracted by the sound of the guitar, both subversive sounds like
those produced by Jimi Hendrix
and from the classics like Bach
and van Beethoven. Whilst improving his performance to create
his typical own sound and style,
Ratko as a giﬅed teacher with a
loaded teaching schedule, is capable of transposing most advanced
phrases and concepts into structures, suitable for every musician.

3. Etno Music
Folklore
Klapa Music
Tamburitza Music
He gives master classes all around the world for guitar and
fretless guitar, in countries like Slovenia, the Netherlands,
France, Croatia and the United States. Aﬅer completing his
study at the Rotterdam Conservatory, he studied at New
York University School of Music. He started to work with own
group and with American trumpet veteran Benny Bailey. He
was performing and recording with Randy Brecker, Gary Peacock, Reggie Workman, John Pattituci, Al Foster, Steve Gadd,
Miroslav Vitous, Ron Carter, Jimmy Cobb, Jeﬀ Tain Watts,
Alvin Queen, Adam Nussbaum, Shawnn Monteiro etc.
http://www.ratkozjaca.com/

3. 1 . Etno Music - Introduction
I M

WORLD MUSIC – music inspired by
tradition
raditional music oﬅen serves as an inspiration for musicians practicing diﬀerent styles
of music. Some use only short musical themes
that are then expanded within the composition in many diﬀerent ways, some adapt entire
songs, and occasionally, the inspiration is just
felt within the music, be there are no specific
templates present. All of them, however, have
a common starting point in Croatian traditional
music, especially vocal music. Most musicians/
composers/artists turn to tradition in a particular moment of their careers or just for a
shorter period, and then present their work in
theme albums or festivals, such as the Etnofest
Neum that oﬅen feature writers and performers of many diﬀerent genres and popular music
styles. When it comes to categorizations, musicians who are close to tradition in the way they
perform music (e.g. tamburitza players or klapa
singers) are oﬅen labeled as world musicians,
while real world musicians are frequently associated with folklore music. Rock and alternative
musicians have, especially in the past, successfully used traditional music patterns (such as
Azra, Haustor, Vještice, and Gustafi, the band
that still flirts with local idioms), but these were
just musical “excursions” from their usual practices. Many musicians from those bands, however, still use traditional songs for their inspiration and have become recognized by them.

T

There are, however, a few musicians in this
multitude that use traditional music as a constant source of inspiration from which they draw
ideas for their own musical creations. Although

their interpretations are sometimes very diﬀerent and they oﬅen express themselves through
a fusion of various styles, they are connected by
their bond to tradition and their constant search
for new, or rather, old songs. The search usually starts by leafing through and singing various
records on traditional songs published in folk
song collections, such as those that Vinko Žganec (1890 – 1976) published back in the 1920s.
The songs that he recorded in his native region
of Međimurje are a rich source of inspiration
for many musicians due to their melodic nature and fascinating lyrics. His work was continued on the Institute of Ethnology and Folklore
Research (once The Institute of Folk Art) that
Žganec founded in 1948. The Institute and the
Croatian Academy of Science and Arts contain
rich archives of texts and sheet music, as well
as video and audio materials, and they are all
open to public. The records are results of field
research conducted around Croatia by various
enthusiasts, melographers, folklorists and ethno-musicologists. The material is a huge source
of inspiration to musicians gathered under the
umbrella term world or “ethno” musicians. But
they do not stop at inspiration alone. They often invite traditional musicians to join them
on stage (e.g. Elizabeta Toplek (1926), a singer from Međimurje, but also an inexhaustible
source for many ethno-musicologists, or cimbalom player Andrija Maronić, and others). Artists
from LADO, the National Folk Dance Ensemble,
also made an excursion into world music. They
recorded an album LADO Electro in collaboration with Hrvoje Crnić Boxer adding electronic
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sound to the traditional repertoire. Some artists from the ensemble are actually constantly
present on the world music scene. One of them
is Stjepan Večković, who plays traditional instruments, collaborates with musicians of all
genres, but always leans on tradition.
The modern world music scene in Croatia was
born in October 1995 at a concert in Zagreb in
the Gjuro II club, when Legen, Dunja Knebl and
Lidija Bajuk presented their work. Aﬅer a successful common start on the scene, the members of Legen each went their own separate
way, but they all kept their bond with tradition
and actively work on their own projects. Mojmir
Novaković put together a team and founded
Kries, a band that recorded Ivo i Mara, which
they promoted in many festivals abroad. Their
inspiration comes from the traditional music
of the Dinarides region and Southern Dalmatia, especially the traditional instrument lijerica.
Mojmir Novaković and some of his associates
decided on a daring move and founded the Ethnoambient Salona festival in the luring site of
Salona. The festival has successfully continued
to this day (although not always with much media coverage).

Festivals are always a great occasion to present many musicians, but those dedicated to
world music oﬅen do not have enough media
coverage (e.g. Nebo festival that used to take
place in Zagreb). That is why the audiences
still remember Lidja Bajuk’s appearance on the
1997 Dora festival (Croatian Eurosong selection
festival), when she sang Zora djevojka. Although
the song is her own original composition, Bajuk’s style and bond to tradition were very clear,
and world-music thus appeared in the media.
The style is much better recognized outside of
Croatia. Thus the 1999 Rough Guide to World
Music featured Dunja Knebl’s style and album.
World music in Croatia received some recognition in 2000 when a separate world music category for the Porin awards was added.
Occasionally, new and young musicians appear on the scene, such as the Afion band (which
is no longer active), various vocal groups, such
as Singrlice, and currently active versatile musicians in Istria, such as the Veja group.

3. 2 . Etno Music - Artists
I M

LIDIJA BAJUK (Čakovec, 1965) is a poet and musician with a
teaching degree, degrees in librarianship, ethnology, and anthropology. She worked as a teacher and librarian until 1998,
and then as a music editor at the Školska knjiga publishing
house until 2006/2007. She earned her degrees in ethnology
and anthropology in 2009 and then started pursuing the Doctoral degree in Croatian culture at the Faculty of Philosophy in
Zagreb. She has received a number of awards as a writer and
musician (FAMUS 1988, Radio Donat FM 1997, POP Media
Festival 1998, Kaštela 1999, Večernjakova ruža 2001, Porin
2006, MEF 2010, 2nd prize at the Kosiv International Folklore
Festival 2011, Porin 2015). She has worked on literary publications, publications for children and on Internet portals. She
has also published seven collections of poems and several
professional papers. Her two loves came together through
numerous musical works, in collaboration with top musicians
and interpreters of various musical styles, with whom she
worked together to form her ideas about certain songs. That
is why each of her seven albums is special, personal, and
with a new musical hue. An important element in her rich
musical life is the region of Međimurje, where she was born,
and which she explores, sings about and interprets time and
time again. She oﬅen includes people from Međimurje in her
projects, for example in her release called Matapur, which
includes two CDs and a book about the cultural and natural
heritage of Međimurje. Apart from performing and recording,
she also writes music for films and theatres, and oﬅen holds
workshops and lectures for children and adults.

DUNJA KNEBL (Zagreb, 1946) did not start a
performing career until 1993, when she also
recorded some of the less-known traditional
songs. As a translator and teacher of English
and Russian, she spent many years living in the

US, Russia, and Indonesia, and has therefore
also included traditional songs of those countries into her repertoire. Her expression is somewhat etheric, and her minimalistic approach to
adaptation is best seen in live performances
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which are dominated by song lyrics and her
voice while she accompanies herself on the guitar. She presented her work in this way on many
stages, including the International Folklore Festival in Zagreb on which she and Lidija bajuk
paved the road for world music to be included
in the annual event. She regularly performs at
the festival of traditional songs of Međimurje
in Nedelišće and in numerous other festivals
in the country and abroad. She also holds solo
concerts, plays in clubs and performs in various
events. Ms. Knebl holds workshops teaching old
traditional songs to young audiences, motivating them to look for inspiration in tradition. She
oﬅen works with those young people to form
new musical ideas. She has recorded 12 albums
and participated in many compilation releases.
She has won numerous awards, including a Porin for her album Kite i kitice in 2008.

© Antonia Kavaš

The CINKUŠI band, made of
Tihomir Kruhonja – bass, Mirko
Radušić – acoustic guitar, Igor
Barić – violin; Nebojša Stijčić
– electric guitar, Natalia B.
Radušić – mandolin and Marko
Meštrović – drums, is a distinct
group whose music presents a
blend of new, original view on
the traditional music of central and northern Croatia. They
use the local idiom of the kajkavian dialect. Their concerts
are a fusion of dramatic narration, strong and characteristic vocals, and an ensemble
of stringed instruments that
come together into a theatric
presentation of common music. They have worked with
Elizabeta Toplek (Auntie Liza),

© Višnja Serdar

The group KRIES (2002) was
founded by Mojmir Novaković.
He was a member of the Legen
group and continued working on
the world music scene. He likes
pointing out that kries is ritual
bonfire, a symbol of community, warmth, and light. The group
draws inspiration from the tradition of the Dinarides region
and combines Slavic mythology,

rhythms of the hinterland and the
sounds of lijerica and other traditional instruments. The members
are: Mojmir Novaković – vocals;
Ivo Letunić – lijerica, vocals; Andor Vegh – bagpipes, diple, kaval,
flutes; Krešimir Oreški – percussion;
Erol Zejnilović – guitar, šargija; Konrad Lovrenčić – bass; Ivan Levačić
– drums. They are very successful
in creating a blend of the old and
the new, which they present in
festivals and concerts around the
country and abroad. Most of the
songs that they adapt come from
field recordings or were heard from
traditional music performers directly. They try to interpret these
songs in their own characteristic
way, adding their own perceptions
of the messages that the songs
carry through a style they call ethno-alternative. The group recorded
two albums: Ivo i Mara in 2004 and
Kocijani in 2008. They also made
music for the movie Horseman.
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the legendary singer of Međimurje, made an album together and
played in many concerts. They like pointing out that, in the kajkavian tradition, cinkuš is a bell that follows people from birth
to the moment of their death. Their songs also follow ordinary
men throughout their lives. The group has recorded several albums: Zeleni kader 1999; Špiritus Sanctus 2009 – for which they
received the 2010 Porin award for the best world music album;
Domesticus vulgaris 2005 and an album containing 2 CDs and
a DVD of their concert Cinkuši Uživancija Live 2010 (2011). Their
energy, sincerity and directness, which have been present ever
since the band came together in mid 90s, make the Cinkuši last
regardless of changing trends.

Husband and wife MIROSLAV AND GORDANA
EVAČIĆ are very active on the world music scene.
Gordana is always present as an artist on her husband Miroslav Evačić’s albums. She has received
several professional awards as a cimbalom player. (She is the only woman to receive an award
in the category of traditional instruments!) The
albums are primarily characterized by the beauty
and the distinct sound of the cimbalom, as well
as her voice. Miroslav Evačić is a music producer
and a multi-instrumentalist. He draws his inspiration from a fusion of the Mississippi blues and the
melancholy found in the songs from the area on
the Drava River, his home region of Podravina. This
fusion creates a distinctive sound that he calls the
czardas blues. His album of the same name contains a mix that eliminates borders and reduces
distances – the fusion of a Podravina/Hungarian
czardas and the sounds of American blues. On
the second album – Blues Reke Drave – he added
the sound of pop music, which resulted in great
success in the country and the 2007 Porin award
for the best world music album. Miroslav and Gordana have been featured in respectful magazines
fROOTS and SingOut!, and their songs can oﬅen

© Mario Grobenski

be found on the fROOTS playlist. Fulmination is the result of their collaboration with
multi-instrumentalist Brian Ritchie of the
Violent Femmes, while the album Portret
oﬀers an overview of their careers (2011).
This was followed by N.E.W.S. Blues containing some songs recorded live with John
Kruth and Marina Hraščanec. This album
also received a Porin (in 2013) as the best
world music album. Miroslav’s career, filled
with awards and praises, especially outside
of Croatia, goes on with the next album:
Memphis-Koprivnica-Puttaparthi.
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The complex musical phenomenon that is TAMARA
OBROVAC and her skillful fusion of modern jazz and
the elements of Istrian and Mediterranean music have
penetrated the world music scene, as well. Her collaboration with premium musicians has helped her express
herself with incredible ease even in diﬃcult-to-understand local Istrian idioms, which never presented a
communication barrier between her and her audiences.
Diﬀerent musical forms enriched with improvisation
seem very natural in her interpretation, which makes
her very recognizable even globally. She was nomi-

nated for the BBC Radio 3 World music
Awards 2004 in the category of European Music and Audience Award, which
only stands to show that she managed
to reach even the most demanding audiences. She has released several albums, of which Sve Pasiva and Daleko
won Porin awards (in 2004 and 2006).
On her 2011 album Madirosa, which
also received a Porin award (in 2012),
she expanded her composing skills to a
string quartet and researched the border areas of jazz, classical music, and
various ethnical traditions of the Mediterranean. On Ulika Revival, however,
she revived the music released on her
1998 album Ulika. Her adaptations of
traditional music are not limited to her
native Istria and the Mediterranean. On
her album Črni kos/Das Lead der Amsel
she also adapted the traditional songs
of the Burgenland Croats in Austria. Her
vocal skills have earned her awards in
various musical styles (Porin for vocal
performance, best vocal collaboration,
etc.), but she was also awarded for the
music she creates for theatre and films.

3. 3. Folklore Amaterism - Introduction
T Z | Institute of Ethnology and Folklore Research
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SAMUEL SRĐAN SACHER (Zagreb, 1955) studied archeology and ethnology in his home town, but became a professional musician before obtaining his degrees. As a musician,
composer and poet, he has worked with several bands that
included tradition-inspired songs on their repertoire: Haustor,
Dee Dee Mellow, Vještice. He also writes and occasionally performs music for multimedia projects, such as background music for exhibitions and marketing materials. He was a music
associate and wrote music for Mario Salletto’s documentary
series (such as Sailing Around the World; Following the Seljan
Brothers, etc.), as well as for documentary features, primarily
those directed by Ivica Kuzmanić on traditional culture, such
as Žetva u Crvkarima – slikopismo potomcima, Vuzem i kubure,
Položeji, betlemaši, kralji etc. He also writes music for theatre,
cartoons, and feature films. As a fervent researcher of traditional music, he is always on the lookout for fresh examples of
any records that he could include into his original works, more
or less noticeably, but always with due care for the authenticity of the sample, site, and theme he is working on.

olklore amateurism is the largest amateurism movement in Croatia. The tradition
started back in the 19th century with the intellectual elite’s idea about creating national
music based on peasant tradition. The first
amateur groups to be formed in Croatia were
choirs and tamburitza ensembles. Early in the
20th century, and particularly between the
two World Wars, the Peasant Union developed
– a cultural association of the Croatian Peasant Party that followed the ideas of brothers
Antun and Stjepan Radić and worked on raising
national awareness and encouraging stronger
inclusion of peasants in social and political
life. The village of Buševec in Turopolje was
the first to form the Peasant Union in 1920.
As a cultural, educational, and charity association, the Peasant Union organized educational
and health courses as well as exhibitions of
traditional handicraﬅ s. With the headquarters
in Zagreb and numerous branches all over Croatia in the 1930s, the Peasant Union encompassed most Croatian villages where amateur
groups, libraries, choirs, and tamburitza ensembles still exist. The branches would present their own traditions, customs, costumes,
songs, and circle dances in local, regional, and
national festivals which have remained the
model of public presentation of folklore to this
day. Croatia’s oldest folklore festival has been
held in the island of Krk since 1935. The Association of Croatian Theatre Artists was also
formed in Zagreb, gathering theatre artists,
musicians, directors, dancers and choreographers who appeared at the 11th Olympics in
Berlin in 1936.
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Following European trends, amateur folklore
groups and ensembles started forming in cities
aﬅer World War II. These groups have appeared
in festivals around the country and abroad with
their original folklore choreographies ever since.
In 1948 Zvonimir Ljevaković also established
the professional National Folk Dance Ensemble
Lado in Zagreb. Ivan Ivančan continued Ljevaković’s idea of presenting folklore dances and
songs on stage with as little stylization as possible. The approach developed into the internationally recognizable “Zagreb folklore school” to
which most of the city’s amateur folklore ensembles also belonged.
The major festivals in which peasant folklore
groups and urban amateur ensembles appear
include the Zagreb International Folklore Festival, Autumns in Vinkovci, Đakovo Embroideries,
Slavonski Brod Kolo, Dalmatian Folklore Festival “Na Neretvu misečina pala”, and the Istrian
Folk Music and Dance Festival. There are also
numerous local and regional folklore festivals,
Dalmatian klapa festivals, specialized festivals
for singers such as Songs of Međimurje in Nedelišće or instrumentalists specializing in traditional instruments, such as meetings of lijerica
players and toast givers in the Dubrovnik area,
a festival of small string ensembles – gunjci in
Istria and guci in Karlovac – a festival of accordion players Z armoniku v Roč in Istria, etc.
A special segment of Croatian dance tradition and customs that is still alive among amateur folklore groups in the island of Korčula,
the Pelješac peninsula, as well as among the
“queens” in Slavonia, is that of sword dances. More on these dances is available at:
http://macevni-plesovi.org

3. 4. Folklore Amaterism - Artists
T Z

LADO NATIONAL FOLK DANCE ENSEMBLE, ZAGREB
Source: http://www.lado.hr
LADO, the National Folk Dance Ensemble of Croatia, was
founded in 1949 in Zagreb as a professional national
ensemble, with the aim of researching, artistically interpreting and presenting the most beautiful examples of
the rich traditions of Croatian music and dance on stage.
The ensemble’s 37 brilliant dancers, who are also excellent singers, easily transform the folk dance ensemble
into an impressive folk choir, while its 15 superb musicians play around fiﬅ y diﬀerent traditional and classical instruments. LADO’s repertoire, which consists of
more than a hundred diﬀerent choreographies and several hundred vocal, instrumental and vocal-instrumental
pieces, represents the rich and diverse regional musical
and choreographic traditions of Croatia – geographically
situated at a crossroads of Europe with Mediterranean,
Balkan, Pannonian and Alpine influences in its dances,
music and costumes. LADO is oﬅen called a “Dancing
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Museum” due to their priceless and
beautiful authentic national costumes
(more than 1,200 costumes), some of
which are 100 years old. The ensemble also presents new, contemporary
musical and choreographic works with
traditional motifs and elements.

BUŠEVEC PEASANT UNION BRANCH
Source: http://oss-busevec.hr
The Branch developed from the Voluntary Fire Brigade founded in 1900
with a primary goal of opening an elementary school in Buševec. With good
internal organization, the Branch has
remained active to this day, in spite of
numerous political and social changes,
and the village of Buševec has become
a role model for its broad range of activities. Apart from a tamburitza sec-
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tion, there is also a choir that sings both sacral,
as well as secular traditional songs. The Branch
also has a theatre section. The group has maintained contacts with Croatians in Austria, Hungary, Romania, as well as Canada and the US

for many decades. Every five years, the Branch
stages a Turopolje wedding in the village and
holds a number of other educational and cultural activities. They also organize an international
festival of traditional instruments.

“SV. JURAJ” FOLKLORE GROUP, DRAGANIĆ
Source: http://www.kudsvetijuraj-draganic.hr

the Group continued the work of the local Peasant Union dating back from 1934. In 1991, the
group took the name Sv Juraj (St. George), aﬅer
the patron saint of the Draganić parish whose
church overlooks the 14 villages of today’s Municipality of Draganić. The Group safeguards
the original customs, dances and songs of
Draganić, researches, collects and renews the
wealth of their traditional costumes (that are
very diﬀerent from the costumes in the surrounding area since the Noble Municipality of
Draganić was an independent union with rights
granted to it by Bela IV in the 14th century).
Apart from performing, the group also explores
the rich traditional heritage of the Draganić
area, organizes theme exhibitions of traditional
culture and old traditional costumes shows. The
Draganić art of making the “puranac” (branches
taken to church on Palm Sunday) has been included in the Register of Cultural Goods of the
Republic of Croatia. The group is also working
on putting together a dictionary of Draganić
speech to protect the local vernacular.

The “Sv. Juraj” folklore group from Draganić is
the bearer of cultural work in the municipality
of Draganić. According to historic documents,

“NOVA ZORA” FOLKLORE GROUP, DONJA LOMNICA
Source: http://www.kulturavg.hr/?page_id=45
The “Nova zora” folklore group from Donja Lomnica is
considered a model folklore group when it comes to
performing the traditional folklore of the Turopolje region. Some of the older members were once mentors to
the singers of the LADO National Ensemble. The group
from Lomnica is known for their performances of archaic
songs that accompany annual customs, as well as the
work done in fields and vineyards. They participate in city
and county festivals every year. The group has also per-

formed abroad: in Slovakia, Germany,
Hungary, Slovenia, Austria, Turkey.
They safeguard the songs and customs of Lomnica and the heritage of
Turopolje, but also perform songs and
dances from other Croatian regions.
They have released an album with
songs from Lomnica, and have also
recorded the customs of St George’s
Feast and harvest customs for the
Croatian Television. The group from
Lomnica is a regular participant of
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the Passion Heritage festival in which the oldest
Lent songs are performed. From 1996 onwards,
the group has been organizing a three-day cultural event called “Vojko’s Days” in Donja Lomnica. The event is dedicated to the first artistic
director of the “Nova Zora” folklore group. Apart
from safeguarding songs, dances, and customs
of the Turopolje region, the group has also initiated a project that works on preserving the
famous old wooden manor houses of Turopolje.
They turned one of those manors into an ethno
museum in Donja Lomnica. In February 2012
the “Bedeković Villa” was placed under preventive protection by the Croatian Ministry of Culture, following the decision of the conservation
institute in Zagreb.

“VELIKO TROJSTVO” FOLKLORE GROUP, VELIKO TROJSTVO
Source: http://www.veliko-trojstvo.hr/trojstvo/defaultcont.asp?id=38&n=3
The group was formed in 1924. They are dedicated to recording and performing the traditional narrations and songs, traditional work, lullabies and lamentations, boys’ and girls’ songs,
children’s counting songs and jokes for adults
and children. They sing folk songs, lead circle
dances, play traditional instruments – guda violins, dudle (a type of bagpipe), pick the thin and

thick strings of tamburitzas: samica, bisernica
and bass, and jangle the rattles. The group is
particularly devoted to working with young people and children in their village, transferring the
tradition onto new generations. They also explore their own tradition and publish collections
of traditional songs, books on customs and children’s games.
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“IVAN GORAN KOVAČIĆ” FOLKLORE ENSEMBLE, ZAGREB
Source: http://www.igk.hr/index.php?option=com_content&view=section&id=14&Itemid=533&lang=hr
The “Ivan Goran Kovačić” Folk Ensemble was established in 1948
as one of the first sections of the
Student Cultural and Artistic Association of the same name that
was formed in the University of
Zagreb. The Ensemble’s objective
is to preserve the abundant cultural diversity of Croatian folklore tradition. Generations of Ensemble members have gradually
formed the group’s identity in the
vast field of Croatian cultural activities, maintaining at the same
time the joy of playing tamburitza
and other traditional instruments,
dancing, singing and presenting
traditional costumes. The identity of the Ensemble has merged
with the identity of the city of Zagreb, since its members (or “Gorans”) have become an unavoidable component of various events
in the city. Devoted to traditional
music, songs, and dances from the
very first day, the Ensemble has
created an entire oeuvre of choreographed dances based on the
research conducted by folklore re-

searchers around Croatia. Thus the ensemble now performs
folk dances and songs from various Croatian regions, as well
as the traditional music of Croats from Austrian Burgenland,
the Hungarian Podravina and the Bunjevci Croats in Bačka.
The Ensemble has participated in numerous folklore festivals in Croatia, and performed to Croats and other audiences in most European countries, the US, Canada, China, Brazil,
Venezuela, Peru, Mexico, New Zealand, Australia, and Israel.

DR. IVAN IVANČAN’S ZAGREB FOLKLORE ENSEMBLE
Source: http://www.zfa.hr/index.php?id=2#.VbvfE1rldSV
The Zagreb Folklore Ensemble was formed
in 1945 as the Joža Vlahović Youth Folklore
Group. From the very beginning, the Ensemble
has been dedicated to performing artistically formed folklore of specific villages or areas.
They avoid any kind of spectacular elements or
stylized performances. This approach was established by the Ensemble’s first artistic leader
and choreographer Prof. Zvonimir Ljevaković,
who founded the Lado National Folk Dance En-

semble (under the initial name Folk Song and
Dance Choir) in 1945 exclusively from dancers
and players of the Zagreb Folklore Ensemble.
Dr. Ivan Ivančan, one of Prof. Zvonimir Ljevaković’s successors in the position of the artistic
leader and choreographer, continued on his path
and developed the principles of staged folklore,
which he also substantiated through science.
A good choreographer needs to have previous
experience in indigenous dances, music, and
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areas. Choreographers choose
their themes from traditional
folklore sources by attending
village festivities and recording
parts of folk heritage. The Ensemble’s program has always
contained a selection of various and always authentic national costumes, paying special
attention to the selection of
the appropriate costume, ornaments and headpiece for the
occasion. Their use of musical
instruments follows the same
principle. Apart from tamburitzas, these include: ljerice, gajde, dude, sopile, mišnice, šurle,
vidalice, dvojnice, samice, dangubice, diple and a drum.

ZAGREBMARKOVAC FOLKLORE ENSEMBLE
Source: http://www.zagrebmarkovac.com/index.php/o-nama/o-ansamblu
Zagreb-Markovac Folklore Ensemble was founded in 1945.
The ensemble draws strength and quality from its members’ great love of folklore, dancing, singing, and art. They
work with numerous distinguished ethnologists, choreologists, and choreographers to substantiate their staged
performances of folklore with science and make them as
true to traditional dances, music, and customs as possible.

The most eminent associates that
the ensemble has worked with include Dr. Ivan Ivančan, best known
and the most fruitful ethnologist
and choreographer in Croatia, who
was the mentor to the ensemble for
many years, as well as Prof. Andrija Ivančan, Miroslav Šilić, Zvonimir
Ljevaković, Gordana and Zlatko Potočnik, Ivan Ivančan Jr., Marijan Makar, Vladimir Kuraja, Božo Potočnik,
Branko Šegović, Siniša Leopold,
Mojmir Golemac. The Ensemble has
been presenting Croatian folklore
art in numerous festivals and solo
concerts around the world, where
they have appeared with much success. They also do a lot of charity
work and oﬅen organize and perform in charity events.
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“TUROPOLJE” FOLKLORE ENSEMBLE, VELIKA GORICA
Source: http://www.hrvatskifolklor.net/php/fa/faturopolje.php

The “Turopolje” Folklore Ensemble from Velika
Gorica consists of two dance groups and two
tamburitza groups. They have been safeguarding the cultural and artistic heritage of the region and of entire Croatia for many years. The
Ensemble has presented Croatian tradition in
festivals around the world: Germany, Belgium,
Italy, Spain, Poland, France, Turkey, England,
Sardinia, Canada (Vancouver), the US, Egypt,
Ireland, Sarajevo (Bosnia and Herzegovina),
Portugal, and Australia. In a festival in Llangollen, UK, the ensemble has won the silver
medal in a competition that included 52 en-

sembles, as well as numerous other awards
and prizes from other festivals. They have a
large collection of traditional costumes from
around Croatia. Turopolje is also the only ensemble in Croatia with its own workshop for
creating and maintaining traditional costumes,
led by Tomislav Miličević. They have appeared
on Croatian Television multiple times, and
have also recorded a 45-minute show for BBC.
Their choreographies have been created by famous Croatian choreographers (B. Potočnik, A.
Potočnik, D. Križanec, I. Andrijanić, N. Breka, Z.
Žerjav, T. Miličević etc.).

“LINĐO” FOLKLORE ENSEMBLE, DUBROVNIK
Source: http://www.lindjo.hr/povijest/
The Linđo Folklore Ensemble has become an
institution of the city of Dubrovnik. The Ensemble was founded in 1964 on Sulejman Muratović’s initiative, who was their artistic director until 2010. Nowadays, Linđo is one of the
greatest promoters of Croatian folk dances

and songs with great successes and a brand
name status in Dubrovnik’s tourism. The Ensemble’s primary objective is to maintain and
safeguard the local tradition as the foundation
for the survival of Croatian and local cultural
identity. They have been promoting this identi-

ty through performances in Dubrovnik and the
surrounding areas, most notably, as regular
participants of the Dubrovnik Summer Festival, which is a world-known cultural event, as
well as in concerts around Croatia and abroad,
where they have received numerous awards.
The folklore group that was formed in 1964 in
the Teaching School of Dubrovnik grew into a
folklore ensemble under the Tourism Society in
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1965 and gave its first public performance in
that same year. At the incentive of Atlas Travel
Agency and the Tourism Society, aﬅer realizing that the Ensemble could be self-financed,
Linđo became an independent association in
1966, and in 1998 grew into a cultural institution of the City of Dubrovnik. Their choreographies have been created by Croatia’s famous
choreographers.

3. 5. Klapa Music - Introduction
M R

lapa music is the traditional and popular
style of multipart, primarily male singing
that appeared in 19th-century Dalmatia on the
eastern Adriatic coast. Nowadays, the type of
singing has spread throughout Croatia, to the
neighboring countries and around the world,
mostly among Croatian diaspora. Klapa music
is performed by klapas – these are primarily
male groups of no more than ten singers, but
female and mixed groups have been increasingly appearing in recent years. The root of the
word klapa (capulata) comes from the vernacular of Trieste, from which it spread across the
Adriatic. It translates as “company”, “group” or
“clique”, oﬅen connected by a common interest
(in this case multipart singing), regardless of
their occupation or social origins.

K

The phenomenon of klapas is quite old. They
started forming in the 19th century throughout Dalmatian cities and towns influenced by
organized music life within the first choirs and
orchestras, increasing trade and overall economic development. The concept was founded,
however, on much older sacral Glagolitic singing, while the melodies contain many elements
of Gregorian chants. It seems that groups of
church singers gradually took on new musical
forms, broadened their repertoire and enriched
it with secular themes, new musical influences from neighboring Mediterranean countries
and the Adriatic hinterland as far as their trade
routes reached. The venue shiﬅed from sacral
spaces into narrow alleys, taverns, and inns.
Klapas were looking for the best acoustics and
the best sounding chords.

The oldest model of klapas, traditional or folk
klapas, exist to this day and work in a similar
way. Groups of talented individuals with no formal musical training and no expert leadership
gather in Dalmatian cities around churches or
independently of them. They choose their repertoire spontaneously, using various musical
genres as their source, and transform it into
their local folklore expression. The process can
turn any song into klapa music. The inherited
repertoire is transferred to the younger generations of singers orally, oﬅen within families,
from father to son. As a rule, the groups consist
of men only and the songs are always sung in
the major key. The main theme is sung by one
singer – the first tenor – with the leading voice
role. This particular characteristic has been
transferred to contemporary festival klapas,
too. He is usually accompanied by several second tenors who sing the lower third. Bassi are
a mandatory part of a klapa, and they sing the
fundamental tonic, dominant and subdominant harmonies. There is oﬅen a baritone as
a central voice who fills in the gaps within the
harmony, although this is a newer addition to
the tradition stemming from organized choir
singing. The klapas sing primarily for themselves, for their own enjoyment, but the more
successful traditional klapas, however, oﬅen
perform on stages as well. The best example
is the Faroski kantaduri klapa from Stari Grad
in the Island of Hvar – they have performed in
Western Europe and in North America and have
recorded albums abroad. The tradition of these
informal groups of singers has been renewed in
recent times, and the groups are now filled with
younger members, even in locations where the
tradition had previously fallen into oblivion and
especially in villages where local sacral folklore
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is being revived, but they are also taking on
some characteristics of the so-called festival
klapas.
Festival klapas are basically founded on tradition, but the model was expanded and formalized. The formalization took place when the
Festival of Dalmatian Klapas was established
in Omiš in 1967. These klapas are groups of (up
to eight, more recently up to nine or ten) singers gathered with an aim of performing in the
Festival, and later on in other similar festivals
and events, which ultimately led to feature concerts. Their primary motive is to perform in public, they rehearse regularly and are guided by
an expert. The expert leader is always a talented individual, most oﬅen with formal training in
music, but that is no guarantee for the leader’s
success. A good leader needs to be a successful
teacher, psychologist and motivator who knows
how to transfer a musical idea and bring out
the best from individual singers and the entire
group. Most klapa leaders are usually also collectors and arrangers of traditional songs, and
sometimes even successful composers of new
songs based on tradition. Festival klapas oﬅen
broaden their repertoires with songs from other
genres, work on their vocal techniques, perform
in stylized traditional costumes and stand in a
semi-circle that helps with their vocal communication … They use the awards of the Festival
of Dalmatian Klapas in Omiš as the measure of
success.
During the first years of the Festival of Klapas,
the most successful groups were male klapas
with clearly recognizable local style of singing.
Thus the klapa Maestral represented the Dubrovnik style, the klapa Šibenik represented the
style of Šibenik, Ošjak from Vela Luka represented the style of Korčula (island style), klapa Trogir that of Trogir, of course, klapa Lučica
the urban serenade style of Split and the klapa
DC Vranjic the style from the rural surroundings of Split. During the years, festival klapas
have developed and changed, and the first successful female klapas appeared – Zadranke
and Brodosplit. During the 80s klapa singing
started spreading its roots outside of its traditional centers and expanded to the Dalmatian hinterland with the success of klapa Sinj,
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moved to Zagreb (klapas Dalmati, Nostalgija…),
to Hrvatsko Primorje (klapas Fortunal from Rijeka, Crikvenica…). Excellent mixed groups with
leading female voices started appearing (klapa
Puntari from Omiš, klapa Versi from Split…). The
increasing number of female klapas and mixed
klapas resulted in the organization of separate
competing categories. In female klapa singing,
the most successful were Luka from Rijeka and
klapa Cesarice from Zagreb… The popularity
of klapa singing was additionally enhanced by
anthological songs composed to texts written
by chakavian poets. These songs, composed by
Ljubo Stipišić, Duško Tambača, Dinko Fio, Krešimir Magdić, Rajimir Kraljević, Mojmir Čačija and
others, have been promoted through the Festival of Dalmatian Klapas. Klapas also joined the
recording industry, while sheet music publications have largely remained under the Festival’s
domain. The success of festival klapas and the
reputation of a capella singing based on tradition contributed to the inclusion of this type of
music to the UNESCO representative list of intangible cultural heritage of humanity in 2012.
The so-called modern klapas developed from
festival klapas. Back in the 1970s klapas appeared as accompaniment in light music festivals, especially at the Split Festival. Festival
klapas have also conquered large stages, such
as the one in the Vatroslav Lisinski Concert Hall
in Zagreb. First signs of (semi)professionalization and commercialization appeared. Aﬅer
mastering a capella singing and appearing at
the Festival of Dalmatian Klapas, these singing groups increasingly started including discreet instrumental accompaniment consisting
of Mediterranean string instruments (guitars,
mandolins, double bass…) in their performances. This enabled them to enter other concert
venues, tourism fairs, city streets and squares,
community and private parties, and later on –
with increased popularity – sports arenas, even
stadiums. The most successful group within
that Mediterranean genre in the early days of
organized klapa music were the afore mentioned klapas Maestral and Šibenik, while nowadays the most popular klapas practicing this
style are the Intrade from Zadar and Maslina
from Šibenik. The modern klapa, however, is
oﬅen prone to experimenting and flirting with

other genres that do not use the typical Mediterranean melodic elements. Back in the late
seventies, klapa Trogir dissolved the classical
Dalmatian vocal style by performing popular
tunes composed by Zdenko Runjić in excellent a
capella arrangements made by their leader Nikola Buble. A much larger move was that of the
Cambi klapa from Kaštel Kambelovac and their
masterly a capella adaptations of Zlatan Stipišić Gibonni’s songs made by Rajimir Kraljević.
That was the first time that a klapa abandoned
the natural rhythmical pulse of folk melodies
and local language and adopted the characteristic beats from popular music of Anglo-Saxon
and African American roots. The result was a
significant increase in klapa music popularity,
but at the same time a blurring of its roots,
sources, and the very term klapa music, espe-
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cially among the general public. It did not take
long before klapas took the next step and introduced electronic rhythms and synthetic sounds,
thus completely blending in to the popular music scene in Croatia and leaving the recognizable multipart vocal timbre as the only remnant
of tradition. Such groups started appearing in
festivals, discography, on albums, videos and
national top charts. It should be noted, however, that the top modern klapas are mainly also
excellent singers of traditional klapa music, recognized by the Festival of Dalmatian Klapas in
Omiš. Apart from the aforementioned Cambi,
other notable modern klapas include Iskon and
Šufit from Split, klapa Kampanel from Zagreb,
etc. The most radical and the most experimental
groups, such as the Libar from Split, broke all ties
with tradition and abandoned the name “klapa”.

3. 6. Klapa Music - Artists
M R

KLAPA MASLINA was formed more than 25 years ago in
Šibenik. The klapa inherited the typical characteristic of singing techniques present in the city of Šibenik, which were defined by once famous Klapa Šibenik. These include dense harmonies, dark timbre, vocal impostation similar to that present
in classical music and the pronounced role of the second tenor.
Klapa Maslina continued where Klapa Šibenik stopped aﬅer
their breakup – they initially sang Klapa Šibenik’s repertoire
based on Arsen Dedić and Dušan Šarac’s masterly works. The
two klapas also shared a lot of members, most notably the instrumentalists (on Mediterranean string instruments), and the
recognizable and excellent soloist Branko Bubica. A change of

VOKALISTI SALONE is not a typical klapa group. The members came from the Klapa Solin, formed back in 1974, but decided to
change the group’s name and paradigm in the
early 1990s. The group’s leader at the time –
charismatic maestro Ljubo Stipišić – decided to
increase the number of singers to up to 14, correctly assuming that the larger ensemble would

repertoire (although not in style)
was the result of one of their
songs – the song Da te mogu
pismom zvati by Ivica Badurina and Frane Bilić – becoming
one of the greatest light music
hits in independent Croatia. The
song turned Klapa Maslina into
a household name in the country and the entire region, while
their album of the same name
went diamond and set the record
across all genres of Croatian
music. The song incited a concert
euphoria that gathered previously unimaginable numbers of people in klapa music concerts. Klapa Maslina set the path for klapa
music in other ways, too. They
were the first klapa to appear
independently in Split Festival,
Dalmatian Chanson Evenings in
Šibenik and in Dora contest for
the Croatian representative in
the Eurovision Song Contest.

be closer to the traditional Glagolitic singing
groups of the Split area. He also decided to use
the form consisting of two first tenors whose
voices interchange as the leading vocal during
multi-verse songs, thus adding dynamics to
the performance. As his first tenors, he chose
the best traditional singers of the Solin-Vranjic Basin, and these were Joško Prijić and Špiro
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Jurić. Vokalisti Salone’s repertoire is not limited to Glagolitic
sacral songs. The group has
not forgotten its origins in klapa singing, and they also sing
contemporary sacral and secular songs written primarily by
their founder, maestro Stipišić,
as well as others. The Vokalisti have performed throughout
Croatia, around Europe, as well
as in the United States and
Canada.

KLAPA VINČACE was formed
in Novi Vinodolski in 1999.
The group’s name signifies a
wreath that girls used to wear
on their heads before their
wedding. They first appeared
in the Festival of Dalmatian
Klapas in Omiš in 2000, when
thy won the main prize of the
debutant evening. In 2015 the
group won the Festival as by
the expert judge choice award.
They are currently the best and
the most typical representatives of klapa singing of the
Rijeka area. Klapa singing in Rijeka and the surrounding areas
used the Dalmatian style of
singing as its role model. This
type of singing developed in
events such as the Klapa Festival and the Festival of Northern Adriatic Klapas in Senj, The
Heritage Voices in Rijeka and
the Klapa Festival in Crikvenica.
Organizers of these events always invited the best Croatian
klapas that the groups from
Rijeka and the surrounding
area could look up to and learn
from. Gradually, this approach
resulted in klapas from the

Rijeka area winning in the Festival in Omiš.
Thus Fortunal from Rijeka won the audience
choice award in 1995 and the judges and audience choice awards in 1994, klapa Crikvenica won the first prize awarded by the expert
judges in 2004 and 2005. For a while, the
first tenor of the Klapa Fortunal was Radovan Baričević, the first tenor of Klapa Vinčace
who initially became recognizable by its dedication to klapa singing, and later on by the
crystal and bright voice as well as calm and
extremely long phrases. Although these are
not typical of Dalmatian klapa singing, Radovan and his klapas elevated these elements
to the level of “northern klapa singing style”.

The mixed KLAPA VERSI was formed in 1996
in Split as a male klapa, but in 2003 reformed to
an ensemble similar to its current formation –
i.e. an unusual combination of male and female
voices. The unusual element is that the klapa
leader Ivana Šutić sings the leading first soprano voice, and Sanja Pleić with a characteristic
alto infuses the baritone part with a distinctive
timbre. Their intonation, of course, is somewhat
higher than in the standard male formation, but
the repertoire is basically that of male klapas,
based on serenade urban singing from Split and
the surrounding area, enriched with somewhat
more rustic sound of Middle Dalmatian islands
of Brač, Hvar and Šolta. The klapa is somewhat
indolent when it comes to discography and has
released only individual songs in festival compilations. On the other hand, they are very ambitious in interpretative details and the formation of their sound – they sound like a single
multi-voice body, enjoying their singing tremendously, just like the old klapas that used to be

Tomislav Veršić, choir and klapa singing bard
from Split, formed the KLAPA ŠUFIT in 1992
from his students of Split’s high-schools. In the
1994 Festival of Dalmatian Klapas in Omiš,
these sixteen-year-olds sang as the youngest
klapa ever to appear in the Festival. During
the next decade, the klapa was led by maestro Duško Tambača, who transferred onto the
group his particular sense of serenade singing
from peasants’ suburbs of Split of the late 19th
and early 20th centuries. In 2003 the leadership
of the klapa was taken over by Jasminko Šetka,
who added a new dimension of discipline to the
existing sound and has helped klapa achieve
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formed not only by excellent singers, but also
great friends. The klapa’s work has also been
awarded: they received prizes from the Festival
of Dalmatian Klapas in Omiš in the mixed klapa
category and during the evening of new original songs (they readily accept original pieces,
either, and composers are happy to write songs
for them), at the Klapas for Our Lady of Sinj
festival and the Evenings of Dalmatian Songs
in Kaštela.

its greatest successes – the first prize from the
jury and the audience in the Festival in Omiš
for three years in a row (2006 – 2008), and
the 2011 Porin award for the best performance
of a klapa song. In 2010 the klapa joined the
“klapa pop” movement, but unlike some, has
maintained its Mediterranean sensibility and
the typical singing in thirds. Vinko Barčot’s song
Ne diraj moju ljubav performed by klapa Šufit
received the 1st prize awarded by the expert
judges in the 2012 Light Music Festival in Split.
In September 2014 Vinko Didović became the
klapa’s new leader. The Šufit klapa today successfully combines traditional a capella singing
(traditional klapa songs, original pieces written
for klapas, adaptations of popular standards,
etc.) and “klapa pop”, which is evident from the
first prize awarded by the judges during the
evenings of original new songs of the 2015
Festival of Dalmatian Klapas in Omiš as well as
the audience choice award and the second prize
awarded by the judges of the 17th Evenings of
Dalmatian Songs in Kaštela in the same year.

© Igor Jelaska
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KLAPA SUBRENUM was formed in 1992 in
Župa Dubrovačka. The klapa nurtures the typical sound of the Dubrovnik area – soﬅ , gentle,
serenade-like and warm with some archaic elements that reflect the city’s tradition of music
dating back to Renaissance and even earlier.
The tradition was best presented at the Festival of Dalmatian Klapas in Omiš by groups such
as Maestral and mixed klapa Linđo-N. The key
artist of this singing style is maestro Krešimir
Magdić, leader, arranger, and one of the most

successful composers of original klapa songs,
with whom the Klapa Subrenum has worked
for many years. The Klapa Subrenum received
awards from the Festival in Omiš in 2003 and
2004, before it abandoned the festival (also
typical of klapas of the Dubrovnik area) and
turned towards performances accompanied by
stringed instruments – mandolin, guitar, and
double bass. In the tourism destination of Dubrovnik, there are far more opportunities for
this type of performance, which is also better
received abroad: in Slovenia (where the klapa
performs oﬅen), in Italy, Belgium, Austria, the
Czech Republic, Germany, and in the United
States. Nowadays, Subrenum is probably the
best acoustic vocal-instrumental klapa in Croatia. They were the absolute winner of the klapa
festival “With Mandolins and Guitars” in Makarska 2014. Their discography is abundant and
very diverse, and it includes a capella albums,
albums accompanied by mandolin and guitar,
and recordings of their concerts – accompanied
even by the Dubrovnik Symphony Orchestra.

KLAPA PINGUENTUM was formed
in 1994 within the Sokol Music Society of Buzet, in the heart of Istria.
The group worked for only three
years before they broke up. They
were formed again in 2005, with
maestro Sanjin Radović as the leader and the moving spirit behind both
the initial and the current ensemble.
The reformed klapa performed in
festivals across Istria and Primorje. In 2008 they were the absolute
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winners of the Istrian Klapas Festival in Buzet: Pinguentum
won the first prize awarded by the expert jury, as well as
the audience award for the best interpretation of a song
with music elements traditional to Istria and Primorje. That
same year, the klapa also appeared at the debutant evening of the Festival of Klapas in Omiš, won the competition and went on to the main round, in which they won
the third prize awarded by the expert judges and the third
prize awarded by the audience. Since then, the Pinguentum
has become one of the most successful male klapas at the
Omiš Festival (e.g. first and second prizes awarded by the
judges in 2O13 and 2014, respectively). In any case, this is
the most successful klapa that has ever come from Istria.
They are characterized by the crystal clear and powerful
voice of their first tenor Aleksandar Pavletić and the harmonious accompaniment of other vocal parts. Their interpretations are carefully polished and convincing, but not
exactly within the main stream of Dalmatian klapa style,
which comes as no surprise considering the klapa’s origins.
Still, considering their success in Omiš and several audience
choice awards, it seems that the Pinguentum has managed
to impose itself as one of the major klapas and bring a
breath of novelty into the klapa singing tradition.

© Saša Soldatić

KLAPA SINJ was formed in 1982
as the first organized klapa from
the Dalmatian Hinterland to appear at the Festival of Dalmatian
Klapas in Omiš. They immediately
won the debutant award, in 1992
and 1996 won the first prize from
expert judges, as well as the audience award in 1992, 1993 and
1994. The klapa attracted the
audiences with the commitment
and discipline of its members, its
bright sound in high intonations
and elements of Dinaric folklore
using narrow, minor or major second-based intervals in a combination with Mediterranean thirds.
Klapa’s additional bonus were the
musical tenor voices of the Breko
brothers – Stipe in forte and Ivo in
piano – who skillfully and unnoticeably overlapped and switched

positions as the lead voice. Their costumes were no less attractive – these are typical traditional ceremonial uniforms
of Alkar’s boys who served the horsed warriors of the Cetina
region during the Ottoman wars. The main artist of the Klapa
Sinj is their leader, maestro Mojmir Čačija, recognizable by his
original interpretations of standard klapa songs, as well as
of original, traditionally styled Dalmatian songs. Due to their
complexity, the songs rarely catch on the first time they are
heard, but their profound beauty and a dose of thoughtfulness permanently win over the hearts of singers, make the
songs a part of the repertoire of many klapas and gradually a
part of folk tradition. The klapa has released six albums, performed around Croatia and Europe, and represented Croatian
folklore in South Africa and in the United States.

KLAPA NOSTALGIJA was formed in 1983 in Zagreb by a
group of Dalmatians (either by birth or by ancestry), all excellent choir singers of classical or folklore repertoire. This is
the first klapa formed in the nation’s capital to win an award
at the Festival of Dalmatian Klapas in Omiš (1998). The klapa won the first prize awarded by the judges in 1994 and
1995. The most notable were their performances in the Festival’s evening of new original songs, where they won four
best interpretation awards and – due to the great confidence
shown to them by contemporary composers – performed
11 award winning songs. Although the klapa does not come
from Dalmatia, their best performances include the specific style of Mid Dalmatian islands of Korčula and Hvar due
to the masterly skills of their founder and the first and only
leader maestro Dinko Fio. Fio built the klapa’s sound by juxtaposing and complementing Ante Krolo’s characteristically
high, sometimes even falsetto, but rustic tenor with Ivo Raič’s
deep and powerful bass. The two singers have been with the
klapa from the very beginning. The klapa worked without a
permanent leader in the early 1990s and collaborated with
all of the greatest klapa singing masters – Tambača, Stipišić, Šarac, Ćaleta and others – as well as with numerous
composers, pop and rock artists of Croatia. They represented

© Marija Pecotić

Croatian folklore during the Croatian music overview at the 2005
Expo in Aichi, Japan. The klapa’s
quality and the vantage position
of the capital might be merited
for Nostalgija’s rich and diverse
discography (perhaps the richest
of all klapas), but their four Porin
awards were for a capella performances of traditional and original
Dalmatian klapa songs, to which
they always return.
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The female klapa NEVERIN from
Kaštel Sućurac was formed in
2004. Just like many other female
klapas, Neverin also has problems
with fluctuating membership, but
is lucky enough to have Antonela
Pilić Burić, the klapa’s 1st soprano
and klapa leader, who is persistent
enough to keep the rehearsals and
performances going, and to populate the emptied spots with singers
from the Split area. During the last
few decades, the leading female
klapas have all come from Zagreb
or Rijeka, especially aﬅer female
klapas were given their own separate category at the Festival of Dalmatian Klapas in Omiš. Klapa Neverin is one of the few to resist such
a trend. They have been preserving
the tradition of older female klapas
of the Split area, such as the excellent Brodosplit, Filip Dević or Dalmatinke, as well as the female repertoire created by Duško Tambača,
Vinko Lesić and other successful
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klapa leaders and composers from Split. The main characteristics of this style of singing is the serenade-like sound
that imitates male seranade klapas, but is at the same time
much more sensitive to even the slightest impurities in intonation or vocal slipping, in comparison to its male counterpart. Klapa Neverin oﬅen displays immaculate singing
technique and some of the most convincing interpretations
of today’s klapa singing, which are obviously the results of
extreme dedication (and talent, of course). At the Festival
of Dalmatian Klapas Neverin won the first prize awarded by
expert judges in 2007, 2010, 2011 and 2013, as well as the
audience choice award in 2013. So far, they have released
two albums.

KLAPA KAMPANEL was formed in 1996 in Zagreb by a group
of students from Primošten. Kampanel was less ambitious
than other student klapas and it took them a while before
their membership stabilized enough for them to oﬀer serious
performances. It was not before 2006 that they started navigating the waters of “klapa pop” in their own distinctive way.
This klapa, dedicated to multipart singing, usually chooses
older, cheerful hits that it skillfully reinterprets through tenor Tomislav Prcela and bass Miro Trgo’s solo parts, doo-wop
vocal accompaniment, classic klapa arrangements and Mediterranean string instruments in very unusual combinations
that put smiles on their listeners’ faces. They occasionally
include original songs on their repertoire, like their unique hit
song Aj ća, volin te written by Hari Rončević. The klapa oﬅen
performs in Zagreb, throughout Croatia and Slovenia, either
independently or in festivals (klapa festivals with mandolin
and guitar in Opatija and the festival in Makarska, where
they usually take the first prize). They are also very active in
the studio, oﬅen climb to the top of national charts, and have
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The female klapa LUKA was formed in Rijeka in 1985.
This is probably the oldest active female klapa, as well
as the first female klapa of the Northern Adriatic region to appear in the national klapa competition. They
participated in the Festival of Dalmatian Klapas in between 1990 and 2002 and received five first prizes
awarded by expert judges (1994 and 1995, as well
as consecutively from 2000 to 2002, inclusive), which
is a record among klapas. In 2002 Luka also received
the audience choice award. So far, they have recorded
six albums. Early on, the klapa was characterized by

uniquely fresh interpretations and playful repertoire that distinguished them
from rather monotonous performances
of other female klapas of the period. In
time and due to rare changes in membership (with the exception of the lead
vocal), the klapa developed tranquility
and interpretative maturity. Their broad
vocal range with deep altos, especially
of the group’s most notable member
Jagoda Lesica Ježina, help them oﬀer
convincing performances of “parade”
songs of the Dalmatian klapa repertoire
for male singers. They are also the first
among female klapas and one of the
most successful of all in performing a
capella arrangements of popular music
hits made for the female klapa, with
much attention paid to čakavian lyrics
of the Northern Adriatic area.

KLAPA INTRADE from Zadar was formed in
1985. They started appearing in the Festival of
Dalmatian Klapas in Omiš in 1987 and entered
the final round several times. Although the klapa has never won a prize in the main competition round, they have been noticed as the best
Zadar based klapa of the time and became
recognizable by the special timbre of their lower baritone and bass parts. The klapa’s current
frontman Tomislav Bralić particularly stood
out with his great talent and somewhat raspy,
“earthy” baritone. The breaking point of Intrade’s
career was in 1997 when Tomislav Bralić sang
with the Klapa Bibinje in the “Croatian Interlace” festival in Jastrebarsko, performing Ante
Sikirić’s song Croatijo iz duše te ljubim. The
song gradually became a major hit, so Tomislav
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also won a Porin award. Their essence, however, remains a capella
klapa singing. Aware of the fact
that they had not been legitimized
by the Festival of Dalmatian
Klapas in Omiš, the group joined
the festival in their “mature” years
– from 2013 to 2015. They gave
successful performances during
the Festival’s final evening, and in
2013 won the third prize awarded
by the judges and the audience.

Bralić continued performing it with the Klapa
Intrade. The song’s success changed the orientation in which their leader Davor Petrović took
the klapa from then on. They turned towards
performing Mediterranean melodies with full
instrumental accompaniment, i.e. light music of
Dalmatian provenance that has been vanishing
from the Croatian pop scene since mid-1980s.
This formula where a soloist is accompanied by
a klapa was applied back in the 70s by other
klapas that accompanied singers such as Oliver
Dragojević, Mišo Kovač, Meri Cetinić and others. In Intrade’s case, the soloist role is played
by Bralić, who is a member of the klapa and
whose characteristic voice attracted the public.
Most of their songs are of high quality and have
reached the top of Croatian charts, as well as
penetrated the repertoires of other klapas. Thus
the Intrade klapa became the main “stadium
klapa” that performs either with other artists or
independently and is one of the major players
in the field of discography. The formula of their
success is revealed in the name they now use
to announce their concerts: ”Tomislav Bralić and
Klapa Intrade”. They do not revert back to the
traditional a capella singing as oﬅen as other
klapas that turned to pop music.
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KLAPA CAMBI from Kaštel Kambelovac was
formed in 1986. They started participating in
the Festival of Dalmatian Klapas in Omiš in
1991, entering the category of award-winning
klapas in 1996. From 1998 to 2000, as well as
in 2009 and 2010 the klapa won the first prize
awarded by expert judges, as well as the audience choice awards from 1999 to 2001, and in
2009 and 2010. This makes them one of the
klapas to receive the most awards in the entire history of the Festival. Their standard klapa
repertoire was primarily based on the folklore
from the Split area, i.e. the Solin-Vranjic and
the Split-Kaštela Basins. The big step in Cambi’s career, as well as in the klapa movement
in general, happened in 1998 when mestro Rajmir Kraljević, their leader at the time, arranged
Zlatan Stipišić Gibbonni’s song Projdi vilo for a
male klapa, which became a real hit when sung
by Cambi. This was soon followed by other hits
that helped Cambi and other klapas penetrate
the general public, a trend that culminated in
numerous stadium concerts in Croatia and Slovenia during the latter half of the 2000s. Cambi
was the first “modern” klapa whose a capella
performance is dominated by a beat, and that
abandoned the third as the basic element of
performance. The same idea was also the basis
for the Evenings of Dalmatian Songs in Kašte-

returned with awards every time, including four
Grands Prix. Dišpet has recorded three albums
and several compilations. The klapa had numerous nominations and won one Porin award.
They are also dedicated to music publishing –
in 2014 the members of the klapa edited and
released a sheet music collection Za Dišpet
containing Joško Ćaleta and Marko Rogošić’s
arrangements of traditional songs for female
klapas – thus consistently promoting their own
ideas about female a capella singing.

© Vedran Kocelj

Female klapa CESARICE was
formed in 1993 by a group of
students, mostly of Dalmatian origins. In collaboration
with their first maestro Bojan
Pogrmilović, the Cesarice klapa made great progress and
regularly won awards at the
Festival of Dalmatan Klapas in
Omiš between 1994 and 1998
(for three years in a row, from
1996 to 1998, winning both

the judges and the audience choice awards). The frequency of
their participation in the Festival reduced aﬅer 1998 and the
klapa turned to recording and concerts, winning a total of four
Porin awards for their first three albums. They have also participated in numerous international competitions, from which they
always returned with gold medals. Members of Cesarice are
prone to experimenting with their repertoire. Led by Ani Vuletić’s
shining first soprano, they always walk the line between folklore
and classical sound and are capable of excellent performances
of classical repertoire and the folklore tradition of other nations
as well due to the excellent voices of the remaining members,
who are all soloists. Their fascination with Croatian folklore
and the folklore of other nations peaked on their fourth CD, in
which they worked with Edin Karamazov, lutist and guitarist of
international reputation. The album contains a selection of live
recordings from concerts held in 2009 celebrating their 15th
anniversary. According to maestro Ljubo Stipišić, Cesarice “sing
the quiet and objective perception, the unprejudiced, but infused
with spirituality presented through the unrecognizable ethical
and esthetical, because their vocal prayer is up there in the mystery that extends above the limits of song: in the anticipation of
the unspoken meanings of the traditional and the composed …“

la, which became the main festival for this new
subcategory of klapas. Other changes followed
soon, because Cambi became a “full-rights”
member of the Croatian pop scene, oﬅen deviating from the Mediterranean style in their
melodies and mostly abandoning the a capella
performance. Cambi thus reached actual “stardom”. All the popularity and the eﬀorts required
by the pop scene, which are not compatible with
true amateurism, resulted in frequent and even
drastic changes in the group’s membership. It
should, however, be noted that these changes never influenced the klapa’s vocal quality,
which they have maintained at the highest level
both with legendary tenors Špiro Jurić and Edi
Šegota, as well as with new members Božidar
Klišmanić and Duje Stanišić.

© Igor Kelčec

Female klapa DIŠPET was formed in Zagreb
in 1998 as a typical klapa of students. Their
founder and first leader was maestro Jurica
Bošković. In collaboration with Dinko Fio, Joško
Ćaleta and Marko Rogošić, the klapa soon developed their idea to transform and refresh the
female klapa scene with a clearer diﬀerentiation from male klapas in repertoire, arrangements and performance. The main idea was
not to imitate male style of singing in female
intonation, but to use narrower harmonies, often reduced to three or two parts, or a larger number of soloists. Herzegovinian origins of
lead vocals – sisters Maja and Vlatka Ljuban
– further oriented the klapa’s sound towards
Dinaric folklore that is both firm and harsh in
its sound, but unusually mellow and warm in interpretation. Klapa Dišpet’s recognition came at
the Festival of Dalmatian Klapas in Omiš in the
female klapa category, where Dišpet won ten
prizes, three of which were the main audience
choice awards. They have also competed in international choir competitions, from which they
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KLAPA BUNARI was formed in 2003
within the Vodički Žudiji association.
The Vodički Žudiji are the traditional
guardians of Christ’s grave from Good
Friday to Easter, masked as Roman
soldiers. Interpretation-wise, they are
currently the most persuasive klapa
of the Šibenik area, although Bunari
is not a typical group. Namely, the
klapa singing present in the city of
Šibenik is diﬀerent from other local
styles in that it sounds similar to a
choir – probably due to the long and
strong influence of the top city choir
Kolo – with a pronounced second
tenor part. On the other hand, the
© Dario Godič
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Mediterranean folklore in the Šibenik surroundings (including Vodice) mostly gave way to the
folklore dominated by Dinaric elements due to
population migrations. This style is dominated
by strong and rustic singing with frequent use
of the second as the basic interval. The Klapa
Bunari successfully combines both styles and
is also actively involved in religious ceremonies within their parish – thus revisiting another
source of modern klapas – Glagolitic singing.
In 2012 at the Festival of Dalmatian Klapas in

Omiš Bunari won the superfinale in which the
winner was chosen by televoting, and in 2010
and 2015 they won the second and first prize,
respectively, awarded by the audience. Due to
their vivid costumes and attractive stage appearance, the Croatian Postal Service chose
them as models for the 2015 stamp presenting
klapa singing – the stamp is a part of a series
presenting Croatian elements included in UNESCO’s Representative List of Intangible Cultural
Heritage of Humanity.

3. 7. Tamburitza music - Introduction
M F

amburitza or tamboura is a plucked chordophone instrument with an oval (elliptic)
pear-, gore-, or guitar-shaped body (or violin-shaped in bass tumbouras) with a short or
long neck and with a tailpiece. It resembles the
Italian mandolin, Russian balalaika and domra,
Ukrainian bandura, Spanish guitar and other
similar instruments from the lute family. All of
those instruments originated from Iran (Persia),
where an instrument similar to tamburitza existed more than five thousand years ago. Arabs
adopted the long necked and pear-shaped instrument from the old Persians and Egyptians,
which was then transferred to the Turks, who
brought it to the Balkans in the 14th and 15th
centuries during their invasions.

T

FAROSKI KANTADURI from
Stari Grad on the island of
Hvar is a group of fiﬅeen
singers who are the inheritors and revivers of the old
tradition of Glagolitic church
singing during live liturgy and
in para-liturgic events of the
local parish. The group has
been active since the 1990s
with an aim of saving numerous original sacral and secular songs from oblivion in
the tradition of spontaneous
multi-part singing as a klapa.
In 2000 the group recorded a
CD called “Za križem” containing lenten songs of Stari Grad
and Vrbanj in the island of
Hvar, which was re-released in
2002 by Arcana, a renowned
record company from Paris
that specializes in early music.
This is one of few examples of
klapa and similar music being
released outside of Croatia.

© Marko Vodanović

Their CD Starogrojčica is a source of forgotten, local Dalmatian
songs in their original and traditional form, and their 2008 CD
Kad se Bog čovik učini a selection of Christmas carols from Stari
Grad. Their original, natural and powerful performance of lenten
songs in concerts attracted the attention of the leading early
and sacral music festivals in 20 countries of Europe and North
America, including the Sacred Voices festival in London in 2000.
They are definitely one of the best Croatian musical products for
the global market.

Tamburitza was first used in Bosnia, from
where it was transferred with the migrations of
Šokci and Bunjevci to Slavonia, Srijem, and Bačka, and then to other parts of Croatia, neighboring countries and, with emigrants, all over
the world. Tamburitza was most oﬅen played
in Slavonia, Srijem, and Bačka, where it has become the music idiom.
The oldest tamburitza is a solo traditional instrument known as samica. It has four strings
tuned in pairs to two tones, and is used as an
accompaniment to songs and dances. The players hammer on or pluck all the wires, while different grasps of the leﬅ hand enable them to
play two-, three- and four-part music.
There are not enough reliable records about
the long five centuries in which tamburitza was
a solo traditional instrument. The first records
date to the time when tamburitza chapels in

Bačka appeared and the time of the fiery Ilyrian Pajo Kolarić who formed the first tamburitza society in Osijek in 1847 consisting of six
tamburitza players, and laid the foundations for
joint tamburitza music playing.
Mijo Majer, originally also from Osijek, founded the Croatian Lyre University Tamburitza Society in Zagreb during the 1882/83 academic
year. The society consisted of twelve tamburitza players and a conductor.
By then, tamburitza was also adopted among
urban population and became an important part
of amateur music societies. Tamburitza choirs
started forming around Croatia, initially within singing societies, but soon tamburitza societies and tamburitza choirs of libraries, sports
associations, volunteer fire brigades, Peasant
Concord branches, professional associations,
unions and industrial associations appeared.
From the late 19th century onwards tamburitza became an important part of Croatian culture, and tamburitza music an asset of Croatian
intangible cultural heritage. Both became vital
elements of Croatian cultural identity. Tamburitza and music for tamburitzas are exceptional phenomena of Croatian music and culture,
which is evident from:
 the large number of instruments under
the umbrella term tamburitza, as well as
under individual names (bisernica, brač,
čelović, bugarija, čelo, berde…) categorized
in multiple systems of tamburitzas of different shape, size, tuning, and function in
ensembles. These are all instruments of the
same family which evolved in Croatia, Sri-
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jem, Bačka, and the parts of North America
inhabited by Croats;
 the impressive number of tamburitza
choirs, orchestras, and small ensembles
in which thousands of musicians from different professions, classes and of diﬀerent
ages played, learned music and enjoyed the
thrill of music making;
 tamburitza has played a vital role in Croatian traditional music, orchestral and chamber music, had some impact on salon and
cafe music, and lately even on the commercial popular music scene
 the rich collection of original compositions
for tamburitza written by Croatian and other composers is an important part of cultural and artistic heritage that contains an
amazing number of high quality pieces
 tamburitza has immensely contributed to
the preservation of Croatian identity, roots,
and national culture among emigrants living in all parts of the world;
 tamburitza was oﬅen the only instrument
on which students in elementary education, and in general and vocational secondary education (especially teacher training)
played and learned notation and general
music education;
 with the penetration of tamburitza into
lesson plans and programs of elementary
and secondary music schools, tertiary education organizations, regional and national music and dance student competitions,
the instrument’s status has elevated and
equalized with all other instruments. This
was also the ultimate recognition of tamburitzas performing possibilities from the
musical profession that has high standards.
Tamburitzas have been used in small ensembles, tamburitza choirs with up to 15 players
led by prim player accompany songs and playing dance music, as well as in tamburitza orchestras headed by a conductor playing concert
music.
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There have been several tamburitza choirs
and orchestras with cult status that should be
noted as important contributors to the history
of tamburitza music or that carry names that
faithfully represent all the social structures that
have adopted tamburitza as their instrument of
choice.
In Osijek, the homeland of tamburitza, these
were the Zvonimir Croatian Tamburitza
Society (1924 – 1941) and the Pajo Kolarić
Slavornian Tamburitza Society (founded in
1954, and one of the founders of the Festival
of Yugoslav Tamburitza Music and the Festival
of Croatian Tamburitza Music) and the current
Batorek Tamburitza School Orchestra.
In Slavonski Brod: Tamburitza Choir of the
Davor Croatian Singing Society, Tamburitza
Orchestra of the Đuro Salaj Worker’s Folklore
Society (1972 – 1992) and the current Brod
Tamburitza Orchestra.
Croatian Academic Choir Croatian Lyre
performed in Prague in 1884 at the opening of
the Czech National Theatre, and the tamburitza
choirs Kolo and Merkur from Zagreb played at
the opening of the Eiﬀel Tower in Paris in 1889.
The Ilok Tamburitza Players from Ilok also
played in Paris, which earned the group the
nickname Parizeri.
The Zajc Tamburitza Orchestra was founded in Zagreb in 1922. It was the leading orchestra of its time, and also published the Hrvatska
tamburica magazine (1936 – 1943). The groups
active between the two World Wars in Zagreb
included: the Bakers’ Tamburitza Choir Bratstvo,
Penkala Factory Tamburitza Choir Oganj, Croatian Volunteer Theatre Association’s Tamburitza
Choir, Vrapče Hospital Employees’ Tamburitza
Choir, Croatian Peasant Party Kanal Sigečica
Tamburitza Choir. Tamburitza was also played
in the Vijenac Theological Society as well as in
the Croatian Housekeepers Union in Zagreb.
The Radio Zagreb Tamburitza Orchestra, recently known as the Croatian Radio Television Tamburitza Orchestra was founded in
1941. Along with the Lado Ensemble’s Tamburitza Orchestra, this is the only professional
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tamburitza orchestra in the country. Amateur
orchestras of the Trešnjevka Youth Folklore Association and of the Gaj Tamburitza and Singing
Society have also been very successful.

The discography (records, tapes, CDs, DVDs)
related to tamburitza music is abundant, and
even borders on hyper-production on the popular tamburitza music scene.

Several prominent tamburitza choirs (workers’, library and town choirs) come from Samobor. The most notable of these is the Ferdo
Livadić Tamburitza Society (established in
1971) and its numerous awards winning tamburitza orchestra.

The manufacture of tamburitzas was taken
over from self-taught builders from the Sisak
area by Terezija Kovačić Tamburitza Factory in
Zagreb and Janko Stjepušin’s Tamburitza Factory in Sisak and ultimately by other master instrument builders. The first factories produced
around 3000 to 4000 tamburitzas a year,
which they shipped across Croatia, the neighboring countries and to Croatian emigrants all
over the world.

Tamburitza was the favorite instrument of
school children – initially in high schools and
vocational schools in Osijek, but soon spread
to the schools in Zagreb, Požega and Karlovac.
Aﬅer World War II all ambitious schools had excellent tamburitza orchestras, but recently the
number has reduced significantly and now only
some of the most persistent schools still have
tamburitza orchestras.
Since tamburitza became a part of the curriculum in elementary and secondary music
schools, tamburitza orchestras from Našice,
Požega, Samobor and Križevci have achieved
great success.
Local, county, regional, and national tamburitza events greatly contributed to the promotion of tamburitza music: these were reviews,
encounters, and festivals. It all started with the
First Croatian tamburitza Review in Osijek in
1937 and continued with the Festival of Yugoslav Tamburitza Music (1961 – 1989) and the
Festival of Croatian Tamburitza Music in Osijek
(from 1992 onwards), all of which immensely
contributed to the development of tamburitza music . There was also a separate category for tamburitza at the Croatian Children and
Youth Music Festivals in Zagreb and Varaždin,
as well as in the Children and Youth Tamburitza Orchestras Festival. The program of regional music festivals in Krapina and Požega also
included tamburitza orchestras and ensembles
that either performed on their own or together with the festival orchestra. The spectacular
event held in Zagreb, Vienna and Budapest –
The Rhapsody of the Land of the Šokci – 100
tamburitza players has also drawn a lot of publicity towards tamburitza.

The oeuvre of tamburitza compositions written by Croatian authors is immense, and the
compositions span over all musical forms and
include concert orchestral music, vocal instrumental music, and some chamber music and
music for the stage. Many of the works were
inspired by folklore, while virtually the entire
corpus of traditional musical heritage has been
preserved in various adaptations.
From the first composers of medleys, waltzes,
polkas, fast polkas, mazurkas, idylls, and musical images up to suites, rhapsodies, sinfoniettas, concertinas, concertos, overtures, cantatas,
operettas, concert pieces with tamburitzas and
classical instruments in the solo role, all the
way to modern music, the tamburitza scene
has seen a number of composers, some of
which stand out with the size of their oeuvres,
innovations and quality that elevated tamburitza music to a higher artistic level.
One of the greatest authors in the period
before World War I was Josip Canić (1879 –
1933), who wrote the first overture for tamburitzas (Moja domovina (My Homeland)) and the
first cyclical composition with four movements,
the San seljačke djevojke (The Dream of a Peasant Girl) suite.
Josip Andrić (1894 – 1967) was the most
fruitful composer for tamburitza in his time. He
wrote about 100 folk-style songs, 150 composed circle dances, concert dances, idylls,
overtures, sinfoniettas, suites, concertos, the
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first Bunjevac opera Dužijance, and ballet music
Jurjaši.
Boris Krnic (1900 – 1979) wrote Predigre
(Prelude) and the Prigorska svadba (Prigorje
Wedding) suite for a combination of symphony
and tamburitza orchestras, as well as two Concertos for piano and tamburitza orchestra.

Božo Potočnik (1932) is a promoter of Croatian folk music tradition, a premium tamburitza artist, composer, arranger and TV editor. His
oeuvre, consisting of more than 500 arrangements of older and more recent folklore heritage songs, popular and light music and more
than 150 original pieces, preserves and complements the essential values of traditional music.

Tihomil Vidošić (1902 – 1973) composed
discreet concert dances with folk themes and
motifs, overtures, rhapsodies, scherzos, Oj more
duboko fantasy overture, a rhapsody Oj Dunave
plavi for combined symphony and tamburitza
orchestras and some of the best transcriptions
of classical music for a tamburitza orchestra.

Since the 1990s, when small tamburitza
bands started forming en masse, tamburitza
has occupied the popular music scene. The result is a hyper-production of popular songs accompanied by tamburitzas and the appearance
of excellent performers, but also of music of
questionable value.

Josip Kaplan (1910 – 1996) wrote a series
of compositions called Pjesma i ples (Song and
Dance), inspired by traditional music ranging
from Istria and Primorje to Slavonia, suites,
rhapsodies, concertos, fantasies, and larger vocal instrumental pieces.

Tamburitza music has been present in the
electronic media ever since the Zagreb Radio
Station opened in 1926 and broadcast the performance of the Grič Tamburitza Society of City
Clerks two weeks aﬅer the opening, followed by
performances of other tamburitza choirs. Aﬅer
World War II, the music started broadcasting on
Radio Osijek as well.

Julije Njikoš (1924 – 2010) was a versatile
tamburitza artist, melographer, folklore music arranger, and composer with a large oeuvre consisting of traditional-styled and popular
songs, organizer and promoter of tamburitza
music and a radio editor for many years.
Adalbert Marković (1929 – 2010) was the
most fruitful composer of contemporary and all
other tamburitza music when it comes to the
number and quality of compositions, innovations, and diversity of oeuvre. He was a laureate with the greatest number of awards, a master of orchestration whose works also included
concertante music for solo tamburitzas, classical and popular instruments, as well as for the
tamburitza orchestra.

Aﬅer the Folk Music and Customs Desk was
formed at the Zagreb TV, the network started
broadcasting shows and pieces containing tamburitza music, airing live feeds from festivals
and concerts, thus greatly contributing to the
promotion of the true value of diverse tamburitza music.

3. 8. Tamburitza music - Orchestras
A V

Members of EX PANONIA started playing together in 1978, while
they were still in the Markuševec
Elementary School. Five years later, the band recorded their first
album and in 1985 travelled to
the US to perform with Đuka Čaić.
They subsequently recorded more
albums and worked with renowned
artists, such as Vice Vukov, Vera
Svoboda, Krunoslav Kićo Slabinac,
Rajko Dujmić. The band has performed in Croatia and abroad, as
well as in the front lines during the
1990s war and in charity concerts.
The current members have been in
the band since 1996, and they are:
Josip Jordanić, Željko Miloš, Miroslav Kozina, Mario Belan and Darko
Petrović.

A tamburitza museum opened early in 2013
in Slavonski Brod, several months before a violin museum opened in Cremona, Italy.

Members of the SLAVONSKE LOLE tamburitza
band signed their first professional engagement
contract in 1981 when they also took their current name. They played in weddings and various
parties in Đakovo and the surrounding area and
then recorded their first album in 1992, which
led to their own concerts. So far, they have
made eleven albums and performed in concerts
around Croatia and Europe, as well as in Canada and the US. The band’s current members are
Darko Ergotić, Marko Živković, Goran Živković,
Saša Ivić and Mario Zbiljski. In 2007 Slavonske
lole received the Plaque of Merit from the Đakovo City Council.
© Sanja i Mario Krištofić
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Golden Strings, The Songs of Podravina and Podravlje, Brodfest, Šokci Songs). They have also
toured Canada and the US. Their first album
came out in 2010, aﬅer which they released a
number of hits that will be presented together
in their new album scheduled for release in late

The DŽENTLEMENI tamburitza band from
Osijek has been active since 1997. They
were initially called Zlatna grupa, and then
changed their name in 2001. They have built
a unique style, which they presented in numerous guest appearances and concerts
around Croatia and abroad, as well as in
major Croatian tamburitza music festivals
in which they received awards (Slavonian

2015. In 2013 the band started a new wave of
collaboration between klapas and tamburitza
bands when they appeared in the CMC festival
in Vodice with the Godimenti klapa. More recently, the have been introducing electric tamburitza to their music.

LAMPAŠI tamburitza band has
been active since 1987. Their style
is characterized by a salon approach
to new tamburitza music. With their
sophisticated performances, characteristic arrangements and pure
interpretations, the Lampaši aim to
at least partially revive the glory of
chamber music of aristocratic salons using tamburitzas as a distinctive part of Croatian culture. Their
recordings are a combination of evergreen songs selected from Croatian musical heritage (from Zagorje,
Međimurje, Slavonia, Dalmatia, Podravina and Istria) with more modern musical atmosphere. The band
has had two Porin nominations.

© Art Studio Oliver

The DYACO tamburitza band has been active for almost three decades. The seven-man
band was formed in Đakovo, and the current
seven are: Damir Ergotić, Mislav Živković, Ivan
Vujnović, Josip Seiter, Slaven Crnojević, Danijel
Car and Tomislav Štimac. They play traditional tamburitza music with modern sounds, thus
developing their own style that earned them
the title of the world’s best tamburitza players
from the international Tamburitza Gathering in
Deronje, Serbia. The band has recorded several
albums and performed around Croatia and the
entire region. They also went on tour to the US
and Canada. The band is unique in combining
classical instruments with electric tamburitzas
of their own invention in their concerts.
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The BERDE BAND was formed
in Slavonski Brod in early 1992.
Initially, the band consisted
of eight instrumentalists who
came together in order to play
“anything that sounds good
on tamburitzas”, which included traditional and original
folk songs, church (sacral) folk
songs, Croatian and foreign light
and pop music hits, as well as
evergreens from English, Spanish, French, and Italian speaking countries, Latin American
and other dance music. During
more than two decades, the
Band has worked with numerous artists from the local and
international scenes, including

© Produkcija Nova 2012.

The ŠIROK ŠOR tamburitza band was formed
in 1998 by a group of young enthusiasts with
an aim of preserving traditional tamburitza music. They soon started receiving invitations for
major Croatian tamburitza festivals (Slavonian
Golden Strings, The Songs of Podravina and Podravlje, Brodfest...), radio and television shows
as well as concerts around the country and
abroad. In 2001 Croatia Records released their
first album featuring renowned tamburitza artists. Their second album came out two years
later under HIT Records, which was followed by
a tour of Canada and the US. In 2006 the band
released two albums, then went on a short tour
of Germany and released another album. The
members are: Danijel Matanović, Željko Benakić,
Tomislav Mulc, Tihomir Babić, Mladen Rakić and
Dominik Botica.
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Zvonko Bogdan, Krunoslav Kićo Slabinac, Miroslav Škoro, Đani
Stipaničev, Željko Bebek, Ljiljana Boljkovac, Maja Šuput, Vokalisti Salone, Klapa KUD Cambi, Klapa Kampanel, Hanka Paldum,
Halid Bešlić, Kemal Monteno and Turkish clarinet virtuoso Hüsnü
Şenlendirici. The Berde Band has performed around Croatia and
Europe, as well as in the US and Canada.
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SLAVONIA BAND was formed
in 2001, although its members had active careers on the
tamburitza music scene before
that. So far, the band has performed around Croatia and Europe, while all of its members
previously toured Canada and
the US. Slavonia Band is invited
to play in all major tamburitza
music festivals (Požega Festival, Brodfest, Pitomača Festival). They had very successful
appearances in Croatian Radio
Television’s shows Hit do hita
and Domovnica, in which they
collaborated with famous tamburitza and pop-rock music performers. Their first CD Idu kiše
was released in 2002 by Orfej.
Slavonia Band finds inspiration
for their music in tamburitza
music standards of Slavonian
mood, but they also experiment
with modern elements. Their album Zbogom noći was released
in 2007 by Menart.

SLAVONSKI DUKATI is one of the most
sought for tamburitza bands. The band
was formed by Ivica Grujo - Ićo in 1996.
They were initially called Mladi 6, but
changed their name to Slavonski dukati
aﬅer eleven years. This is the only tamburitza band with a female vocal – Marija Pavković Snaša. Other band members,
apart from her and Ivica Grujo - Ićo, are
currently Mato Grujo, Tomislav Papac and
Dario Papac. The band members stay
true to Slavonian music elements and use
four-part harmony in all their songs, thus
making their sound recognizable and the
band itself one of the most interesting
tamburitza groups in Croatia. They have
given numerous performances and won
many prizes in festivals. The band has
also recorded 10 studio albums.

Members of the female tamburitza band GARAVUŠE first
started playing music in their school tamburitza orchestra
in Kutjevo. Their idea about forming a female tamburitza
band came true in 2001 with help from their teacher Robert Vojvodić – Bekrija. The band’s initial name was Cure iz
provincije. Members of the band changed with time, so the
group now consists of Lara Kelemen, Ana Mitrović, Ivana Ketović, Iva Galić, Ana Galić and Anamarija Jurić. They have performed in numerous concerts in Croatia and around Europe,

The PRIJATELJI TAMBURITZA BAND
was formed in 2006 in Đakovo. Its four
members – Jasenko Ivanetić, Krunoslav Horjan, Dubravko Miholjek and
Jadranko Tomljanović – played together for many years. When joined by Kruno Dražić, they formed the band Prijatelji, which was subsequently joined
by Josip Dražić as well. Aﬅer the tragic
death of bass player Jadranko Tomljanović in 2008, he was replaced by
Dario Hleb and in 2014 Ivan Ljepotić
also joined. They have given numerous performances in weddings, radio
and TV shows, concerts and various
parties. Their rich repertoire consists
of original songs, tamburitza music
hits, traditional Slavonian songs, pop
and rock hits, sevdah songs, urban folk
songs, classical music, and instrumental pieces. They include other instruments in the ensemble when needed.
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and also went on a large tour of
the US and Canada organized
by the Croatian Fraternal Union.
The band has appeared in top
Croatian and international tamburitza music festivals as well as
in numerous radio and television
broadcasts. Croatian Radio Television made a documentary called
Garavuše about them. They play
traditional and popular music
from all parts of Croatia, as well
as classical and instrumental
pieces. Their first album called
Uspomena came out in 2009, and
their second album Dame biraju
in 2013. They received the Plaque
of Merit from the city of Kutjevo
for their promotion of Kutjevo in
Croatia and the world.
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The KRISTALI tamburitza band was
formed in 1990 by several young
instrumentalists from the Kristal
Folklore Group of Županja. Their first
public appearance was the same
year in the Slavonian Golden Strings
festival in Požega. The members
of the band changed throughout
the years, and the band is currently formed by: Franjo Juzbašić,
Dražen Đaković, Hrvoje Juzbašić,
Marko Sesar, Goran Filipović and
Damir Naglić. They have released
more than ten original albums and
have worked with most of the local
composers and other Croatian music writers, most importantly with
songwriters Hrvoje Zovko and Marijo Mihaljević. The band regularly appears in tamburitza music festivals
such as Slavonian Golden Strings,

The SLAVONSKI BEĆARI tamburitza group was formed in
1971 by Antun Nikolić Tuca, who led the band for many
years. Antun Nikolić Tuca, arranger, producer, and music editor dedicated to the preservation of Slavonian traditional
values, formed the band from members of the Radio Osijek
Tamburitza Orchestra. The band gained popularity early on
thanks to their collaboration with Krunoslav Kićo Slabinac

Brodfest and Šokci Songs. They have also participated in
numerous charity concerts and spent two months playing
in Canada in 1992 to raise money for war-stricken Croatia.
They have received numerous recognitions and awards for
their work and are particularly proud of the number of performances they have given around Croatia, Europe, Canada
and the US.

© Igor Kelčec

ZLATNI DUKATI, and more recently NAJBOLJI
HRVATSKI TAMBURAŠI, is a tamburitza band
that has been active since 1983, when they released their first album Ni sokaci nisu što su nekad
bili under Jugoton. Due to various circumstances
and disputes, the band’s membership changed
on several occasions, which subsequently resulted in name change from Zlatni dukati to Najbolji
hrvatski tamburaši in 1997. In the meantime, the
band’s career gained momentum and resulted in
numerous engagements and concerts around Croatia, their 1988 album Nek zvone tambure, a tour
of the US organized by the Croatian Fraternal Union, an album with patriotic songs Hrvatska pjesmarica, and their war-time album U meni Hrvatska. Even aﬅer the name change, the group continued to perform, release albums, go on tours and
appear in tamburitza festivals with great success.
The current members, since 2006, include: Stanko
Šarić, Denis Špegelj, Mirko Gašparović, Krunoslav
Golubičić, Mato Miličić (Pišta), Mato Lukačević. On
the band’s 20th anniversary Croatia Records released two gold collections, while the band celebrated their 25th anniversary with a concert in the
Vatroslav Lisinski Concert Hall. Najbolji hrvatski
tamburaši received a Porin award.

The RAVNICA tamburitza group is formed of
some of the best tamburitza players in Osijek. The band was established in 1993, and its
members so far have included some of the top
singers and instrumentalists, such as Miroslav
Škoro, Željko Barba, Željko Lončarić - Žec and
currently Željko Witowsky and Željko Ergotić.
They have appeared in numerous events and
festivals, including Brodfest, Pitomača, and
Slavonian Golden Strings. They have also participated in the large tamburitza project The
Rhapsody of the Land of the Šokci – 100 Tamburitza Players as well as in the Osijek-Baranja
County Orchestra. The band has collaborated
with numerous renowned music artists: Miroslav Škoro, Vera Svoboda, Krunoslav Kićo Slabinac, Boris Ćiro Gašparac, Šima Jovanovac,
Stjepan Jeršek Štef, Alen Nižetić, Marta Nikolin,
Željko Lončarić Žec, Vlatka Kopić Tena, Viktorija
Kulišić Đenka, Igor Delač...
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on Slavonian songs. They also
gave numerous concerts with Kićo
around Croatia, Europe, as well as in
Canada, the US and Australia. Many
renowned tamburitza players had
been the group’s members through
time, and the current members
include Antun Nikolić Tuca, Mario
Nikolić, Dario Zetović, Ivan Bobinac,
Denis Pendić – Penda, Ivan Ličanin
and Damir Čorković. During more
than four decades on the scene,
the group has released a number
of albums (Hej bećari, Zaplešimo uz
tambure, Hrvatske narodne božićne
pjesme, Slavonski motivi, to name
but a few), appeared in numerou
TV and radio shows and gave very
successful concerts in the country
and abroad.
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The TAMBURICA folklore group of Staro Petrovo Selo was formed in 1971 by Ivan Lekić. During the past 45 years, the group has become
famous for its tamburitza ensemble, vocal soloists and a large tamburitza orchestra. From
1993 to 2008, the group’s Children’s Tamburitza Orchestra that worked in collaboration
with the Ivan Goran Kovačić Elementary School
and a dance group was the most prominent
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section of the group, while their vocal ensemble
Lira and the revived Tamburitza Orchestra took
on the lead in 2000. The (junior) tamburitza orchestra has given numerous successful performances and won awards in many competitions,
either independently of in collaboration with the
Ivan Goran Kovačić Elementary School Tamburitza Orchestra. The folklore group has given
more than 700 performances in festivals and
competitions around the country and elsewhere
in the world. They have released six LPs and
three CDs and appeared in around fiﬅeen radio and TV shows. The group has trained more
than 2,600 tamburitza players and around 200
dancers and singers. Due to their great work, the
board of the International Festival of Croatian
Tamburitza Music and the Tamburitza Union
of Osijek have organized the Festival’s concert
in Staro Petrovo Selo. The current Orchestra,
which was reformed in 2010, gathers around
20 instrumentalists of various ages. They, too,
win awards and prizes from festivals and competitions. The orchestra’s conductor and leader
is Ivan Lekić.

GAZDE is a tamburitza band that uses rock music elements in their performances, and are therefore also
known as “leather-clad tamburitza players”, or “Zagreb’s Beatles with tamburitzas”, as they were dubbed
by the press. Some of their best known hits are Ja pijem da zaboravim, Još i danas zamiriši trešnja, Ružo
moja crvena, Ostarit ću ja, ostarit ćeš ti and Neće snaša
tamburaša. The band was formed in the Markuševec
neighborhood of Zagreb by Marko Bujanović, Silvio
Šimunković, Vladimir Kota, Mario Kršić, Damir Popović and Robert Šerić, led by Damir Miki Mihovec. This
neighborhood band soon became a media attraction.
Their first appearance in a festival was in the Slavonian
Golden Strings festival in Požega, when they dazzled
the audience as the best and the most promising tamburitza band with their song Zbog tebe sam to što jesam, but their stage appearance and performance that
completely disregarded the boundaries of tradition split
the public opinion. They soon justified their approach
with a number of awards in festival as well as the 1994
Porin award. Gazde is one of few tamburitza bands that
gave concerts in the Home of Sports Arena in Zagreb
four years in a row, and that managed to fill the Va-

troslav Lisinski Concert Hall twice. The
band has received numerous awards
and recognitions and appeared in dozens of concerts around Europe, North
America and Australia. They have also
released ten albums and had several hit
songs. Still, they like to point out that
their greatest success is in the fact that
they introduced tamburitza to younger
generations.

THE CROATIAN RADIO TELEVISION TAMBURITZA ORCHESTRA
was founded in 1941 as a professional ensemble of the Zagreb Radio. The Orchestra today consists of sixteen permanent musicians,
and their primary task is to record folk music for radio and TV
broadcasts. In the past two decades, the Orchestra has largely expanded its program, and they now perform serious music, popular
and light orchestral music, as well as many concerto works written
for tamburitzas. They also give many concerts, appear in festival
around Croatia, hold their own concert cycle U ozračju tambure,
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and go on tours around the
country and abroad. They
oﬅen collaborate with vocal
and instrumental soloists of
all music genres. The Croatian Radio Television Tamburitza Orchestra has been
conducted by renowned
conductors and composers,
such as Lovro Matačić, Boris Papandopulo, Miljenko
Prohaska, Igor Gjadrov, Zlatko Černjul, Igor Kuljerić and
others. Since 1985 the orchestra has been led by conductor Siniša Leopold. They
have played one of the major roles in the promotion of
tamburitzas and tamburitza
music and have been recognized for their cultural value
both in Croatia and abroad.
The Orchestra has received
numerous awards, including
a Porin award.

3.9. Tamburitza music - Artists
M F

U

ntil the 1990s, tamburitza music in Croatia
was dominated by tamburitza orchestras
and occasional tamburitza bands, not counting
folklore tamburitza ensembles and less know or
anonymous bands.
The first tamburitza band to become popular
was the Slavonski bećari band led by excellent
prim player Antun Tuca Nikolić. At the same
time during the seventies the TS Tamburica
from Staro Petrovo Selo was founded and in
1989 the first professional band Ex Panonija
was established in the Markuševac neighborhood of Zagreb.
Zlatni dukati appeared on the scene in 1983
and soon became the most popular tamburitza band in the country, releasing numerous
hit songs written by Josip Ivanković. Their song
were very patriotic, they recorded intensively
and became role models for many other bands
that started forming in large numbers from the
nineties onwards. All of their followers adopted
their initial ensemble consisting of one bisernica
(prim), two bračs (bass-prims), bugarija (kontra)
and the tamburitza bass (berda). Their repertoire mostly consisted of original songs composed using the elements of old urban melodies. In 1996 the band was renamed to Najbolji
hrvatski tamburaši.
The tamburitza band Dike was established
in 1986 in Vinkovci and soon became one of
the leading bands of Slavonia and Croatia. The
band has a distinguished and sophisticated
style of cultivated sound and plays new songs
that contain elements of traditional music of
Srijem and Bačka.

The tamburitza band Slavonske lole from
Đakovo first appeared on the scene in 1981.
They were initially led by prim player Ivica Grujo-Ićo, followed by Mario Zbiljski. Their albums
containing songs based on Slavonian traditional music and with lyrics close to folk songs
are very popular among their fan base. The
band from Đakovo, along with Tuca’s Slavonski bećari, has been the most convincing creator
and promoter of new popular melodies similar
to traditional rural and urban songs, shrouded
in usual harmonic patterns but with occasional
richer sounds. The repertoire they choose and
their frequent appearances in various stages
helped them penetrate the media, and they are
also oﬅen invited to folklore and popular music
events.
The Kristali tamburitza band was started in
Županja in the early nineties as a sextet with
one prim, two bass-prims, a čelo, kontra, and
the tamburitza bass. Their repertoire is also
focused on new songs based on Slavonian
tradition.
There had been several excellent tamburitza
bands active in the source and center of Croatian tamburitza music, including Ravnica and
the Džentlmeni from Osijek and Valpovo.
The Berde band from Slavonski Brod was
founded in 1992 as a chamber tamburitza
orchestra with eight instruments (2 prims, 2
A bass prims, E bass prim, čelo, E kontra and
berde). Due to their sound and tone range with
no gaps, as well as the broadness of their repertoire, this band was superior to all others. They
were characterized by very convincing inter-
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pretations of traditional songs – ranging from
Slavonia, Srijem, Bačka all the way to Bosnian
Sevdah music, as well as original songs based
on the folklore of various regions. A lot of their
repertoire consisted of folk and original sacral
music, classical music transcripts, local and
international light and dance music, attractive
Latin American dance pieces, and evergreens
from English, French, and Italian speaking regions. They did not, however, give much heed to
making new songs.
In Đakovo there are well-known bands called
Dyaco, Mladi šest, Slavonia bend, Prijatelji and
Slavonski dukati; in Slavonski Brod the best
known bands are Zdenac and Širok šor; in Požega the Slavonski biseri; and in Kutjevo the female tamburitza band Garavuše…

According to maestro Siniša Leopold, members
of the Gazde tamburitza band from Markuševec
near Zagreb gained popularity “through their
firm and macho playing and penetrating songs.
They are the children of the nineties: a folk ensemble with a pop band image, and their concerts are more like pop and rock gigs, and less
like gatherings with tamburitza music.”

4. Alternative Music
Popular Music
Rock

The Lampaši tamburitza band from Zagreb is
a typical Slavonian ensemble, refined, with distinct arrangements and a repertoire containing
songs from all Croatian regions, but also with a
fine selection of dance music typical for salon
ensembles.

Culture Factory in Zagreb

4. 1 . Alternative Music - Introduction
V S

Development of the alternative scene in
Croatia
his overview of the alternative scene is limited only to the most significant events and
locations. Aﬅer the dissolution of Yugoslavia
in the early 90s, the alternative scene, mostly bands and independent culture associations,
started squatting in abandoned spaces. In the
most recent decade, however, there has been
noticeable progress in the quality and the organization of the independent scene, which has
become the strongest in the region and comparable even to those in the developed countries
of the European Union.

During the recent years, there has been so
much going on every day that the events are
impossible to follow all, and many of them belong to the alternative music scene.

There are many city spaces that have been
given to culture workers to use, and associations
have been organized to work together through
platforms in order to advocate, educate, and
apply programs for tenders. Public media have
opened to the scene that has been hidden and
insuﬃciently present on air, thus developing a
new type of audience that has been growing in
numbers and interest every day.

In the last decade, enthusiastic individuals,
associations, platforms and related clubs and
festivals have been the major factors driving
the cultural scene. Apart from inviting foreign
performers, they have also been working on developing the local scene. Clubs that oﬀer rich
and diverse programs include Mochvara, Attack, Pogon, Medika, KSET, Palach, Orlando, Lazareti, Kocka, Molekula, Rojc, Azimut, Polanović,
Lamparna, Mala scena Karlovac, Booksa, Zelena dvorana, A3, Prostor CeZam, Križevci Culture
Club, Kuglana, Sisak Skwhat...

T

2000 – The Mochvara club opens, Attack
2001 – The Kocka club in Split opens
2003 – Culture Club Križevci, Youth Center
Čakovec, Youth Center Gaza in Karlovac,
Galerija Nova are established
2004 – Booksa, Molekula
2006 – Barutana club in Osijek and Youth
Club in Kutina
2008 – Rojc Pula is established, Attack squats
in the Medika space
2009 – Pogon center moves into the former
Jedinstvo plant

Other cities, apart from Zagreb, with a rich offer of events include Split, Rijeka, Šibenik, Pula,
Varaždin, while the oﬀer is somewhat poorer
in Osijek, Dubrovnik, Karlovac and Zadar. The
goal is to find a balance in these oﬀers through
tenders that encourage the development of remote centers in Croatia.

There are also web portals that have played a
big role, such as Muzika.hr, Terapija.net, Ravno
do dna.hr, Potlista.com, Ziher.hr, Perun.hr and
festivals such as Ferragosto, Panonian, Špancir
fest, Seasplash, Monte Paradiso, Sick as we are,
UFO, Buka i otpor, Pickup Festival...
As far as the media is concerned, Radio Student has been the biggest contributor to the
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scene, supporting all music genres, hosting
artists and promoting their work for 18 years.
Croatian Radio, Internet Radio 808, Radio 101
follow.
Since 2013, project MIMO (Media Inventory of
Musical Originals) has been promoting and “archiving” the under-represented contemporary
music scene.
Although excellent performers have surfaced
on the scene since the 1990s, most of them
have not been promoted elsewhere in Europe
due to the slower development of management
compared to the cultural projects themselves.
Ever since Croatian accession to the EU, there
has been an air of greater awareness and interest in that direction and some projects appeared, such as EMI (European Music Incubator), Waves festival in Vienna (the focus of the
2014 edition was on Croatia), Croatian performers appeared at the MENT Showcase in
Ljubljana, and the term music export has been
used increasingly ever since Croatia began the
harmonization process with European cultural
tendencies.

More than 40 members of the Clubture platform are active in cultural politics, advocating
for and educating the alternative scene, as well
as in collaboration with government institutions that regularly open tenders and contribute (within their means) to the preservation of
the independent scene together with the Kultura Nova Foundation that supports new movements in culture.
Aﬅer years of cultural “lagging” during the
Homeland War, it is now obvious that Croatia
managed to empower the alternative scene,
primarily through non-profit eﬀorts of individuals and associations, and that it is now ready to
oﬀer dozens of quality, innovative, and authentic performers to the EU. The period ahead of us
should be focused on presentation through existing platforms for collaboration and exchange,
such as ETEP, EBBA or Minstrel, which was the
driver behind this project: Music in Croatia.
We tried to introduce some criteria to narrow
the selection due to so many excellent musicians. We chose instrumental, innovative live
performers and those whose works do not rely
on Croatian language to make an impression on
primarily English-speaking audiences. Another
condition was that they have a convincing video
of their live performance.

4. 2 . Alternative Music - Artists
V S

ABOP (Electronica live)
 : https://www.facebook.com/abop.zg
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3uUiSEqh6lM
The center of the stage is occupied by two drummers and
a single bass drum. The rare
phenomenon is surrounded by
some of the top musicians and
producers who are, otherwise,
leaders of the hip-hop, rock
and world music scenes in
Croatia. This is an opportunity
for the musicians to let go of
their brakes and indulge in an
uncompromising dance groove

that instantly turns a concert
hall into a “steaming madhouse”. Drum’n’Bass in their
version, strictly defined by
select instruments and gear,
liﬅ s up the audience so much
that their feet hardly touch the
ground. The name ABOP is an
acronym for Where Party Ends,
Aﬅer Begins (Croatian: Aﬅer je
Bolji Od Partija), and it carries
a hidden message that the

 : Terraneo, Super uho and Hartera
 : Sonar, Glastonbury, Fusion

band comes up on the scene
at the very end of a party and
extends it to the border of exhaustion. The band has been
performing for years with the
same members (which is almost unbelievable within the
context of Croatian alternative
scene) in small and remote
clubs, as well as in large halls
and major festivals.
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ANALENA (Post Punk)

BEBE NA VOLE

 : http://analena.bandcamp.com/
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kpo2GR1Skbs

 : http://bebenavole.bandcamp.com/
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yf4rKaW743U

Two pioneers of rock publishing and production are in this
Slovenian and Croatian post
punk / screamo / emo band
gathered around vocalist Ana,
whose scandalous screams
break the noisy guitar background and a singable melody.
The four have a lot of mileage
and great experience in the
music industry, so they produce their own albums, which
they also release through their
own label called Moonlee records, the leading label of that
kind in Slovenia. You can totally give in to a concert like this
and relax in their safe hands
while soaking in the uncompromising and dreamy atmosphere with chaotic, precise,
playful and tendentious, complex and harmonious music.

Initially, he was one of the
fastest and superior instrumentalists, but aﬅer suﬀering
a hand injury and finding a
unique minimalistic expression, he has become a complete musician with a very rich
repertoire he wrote himself.

CHUI (Fusion)
 : http://www.beat-busters.com/chui
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E_ie3_e0gMA#t=332
A trio exploring the jazz idiom through a prism of dance
groove rhythms and creating
a fusion of modern production elements with classical
playing techniques, which is
a mere child’s play to these
highly trained musicians. The

BEAT BUSTERS CREW (Electronica, Performance)
 : http://www.beat-busters.com/artists/beat-busters-crew
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oUH1Ry9BFl4#t=103
A number of experimental projects of this collective represent a blend of musicians and
the
electronic-experimental
music. By using almost anything to make music, as well
as the latest music equipment, and due to their extensive knowledge in the fields of
performance and production,
the group entertains audienc-
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es, both young and old. In their
latest Beatbusting Sensors
program they play on themselves using sensors built into
their suits, then come down
into the audience and let them
play them, until they finally retire in their white suits, wearing
glasses and red headphones
and leaving everyone around
them absolutely delighted.

 : Terraneo, Breakthrough, Springfestival 2012
 : Sonar, TodaysArt, Berlin Atonal

concert actually does seem
like a play in its base sense,
in which the atmosphere and
the mantric nature are more
important than arrangements
or an individual’s domination.
Their sound is characterized
by distorted roads piano pass-

ing through two Kaoss Pads
and a modulated alto saxophone. The band is up to any
challenge – from serious jazz
festivals to boutique festivals
in squares or small clubs. Just
give them time to warm up...

 : Vip Zagreb Jazz Festival; opening of St. Michael’s Fort in Šibenik and album
The second arrival
 : Umbria jazz festival, Montreaux jazz festival, Sziget festival
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DEAFNESS BY NOISE (HC)

DUBRAVKO LAPAINE (World)

 : https://www.facebook.com/deafnessbynoise
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8Oype2dvFA

 : www.lapaine.com
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qhaKPzs7Jsw
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Deafness By Noise is a band
from the small town of Samobor near Zagreb. They are
the biggest hard core band in
the region. They have played
in 500 sweat-soaked gigs,
which include supporting band
gigs for Slayer, Biohazard, Sick
Of It All, Rise Against, Suicidal Tendencies, Madball, Terror,
Dog Eat Dog, Discipline, H2O,
Pro-Pain.

For world music festivals, he is advertised
as the best didgeridoo player in the world.
The performance is all about this amazing
instrument, and when held by Dubravko Lapaine, it has a very unusual sound – like percussion and bass playing at the same time or
like a modern-day electronic oscillator that
achieves a transcendental peak through circular breathing. “Du” lives in the woods and
builds original and valuable instruments. He
performs alone or in the Druyd trio with guitarist Ur and Singer BlackMary.

 : MY FEST, album Noize Deaf Forever / Roots baby roots, interview on the band’s 20th
anniversary published as a double-page article in Rock Hard Magazine, Germany 2013
 : With Full Force Festival, Brutal Assault, Groez rock festival

 : Neuchâtel Buskers Festival 2013, Neuchâtel, Switzerland, Journées des 5 Continents
2013
 : Fusion, Ozorafestival, New Healing Festival

DIYALA (Progresive Hip Hop)

E.N.D. (Thrash metal)

 : https://www.facebook.com/diyala.music
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nk2_lN3Aul4

 : www.facebook.com/endband
 : http://music.geengerrecords.com/album/illustrating-evil

Engaged, one might even say angry and rebellious on stage, but smiling, pleasant and super
positive back stage, Diyala is a born singer and
MC who can do anything with her voice – from
accurate rapping to incredible vocal escapades,
and all this in perfect English. She is occasionally accompanied by a band of musicians with
a modern outlook on life, and sometimes performs with DJ Yesh, musician and electronic
music promoter in Croatia. Ever since she appeared on the scene, she has remained an underground performer, either due to the linguistic barrier or because of her music that is “too
progressive” for radio and TV networks, but she
is always one of the first names that come to
mind when it comes to cross-border promotion.

 : Brutal Assault festival, album Illustrating Evil (2013), album sold through all major
music services.
 : Waken for sure, then Exit and anywhere in Sweden...

 : Sage Francis show, Zlatna koogla award, song featured at rinse.fm UK by Distance
 : EXIT festival, Sziget festival, Four Elements festival

E.N.D. is a trash metal band
from the sunny city of Zadar.
They have been growing and
experimenting with extreme
styles for more than 20 years,
but always with strong drumming beats, low tuned guitars
and thrashy riﬀs with polymetric sections and screaming
vocals.
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EAST RODEO (Avant Rock Electronica Noise)

FJODOR

  : https://www.facebook.com/pages/East-Rodeo/267172961276
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UxdGWgjUSTY

 : http://odor.bandcamp.com/
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wa-MpylZhbg

Any modern music, film or theatre event in Pula
or Zagreb always includes at least one of the
Sinkauz brothers, and the East Rodeo is a project in which they are always together, complemented by musicians from Italy or famous
names such as Marc Ribot, Greg Cohen and
Warren Ellis. It is equally diﬃcult to categorize
this band as a specific genre as it is to find the
line between improvisation and very accurately
written lines that spring out from engagement
in the fields of musicology, humanities, and sociology. In their opinion, their “music leans on firm
structures within which they create space for
improvisation”. Their performances are mostly
instrumental with vocal parts serving only to
create looped motifs carrying messages that
gain on depth only in the listener’s imagination.
Classical instruments are passed through sound
modulators that make them interesting and

 : Bedem Fest in Nikšić, a gig in the Thessaloniki University courtyard, vinyl edition of their
album St. Anthony’s Fire for Greek label Cosmic Eye Records
 : Primavera Sound Festival, OFF Festival in Katowice, Liverpool International Festival
of Psychedelia
These musical psychonauts
will take you to a two-hour
journey that will make you forget where you are and where
you are headed. The full sound
of this well-rehearsed band
will fill up any space, even
stadiums.
modern. East Rodeo prefer underground clubs
where they can transfer their creative core onto
the audience through image and sound details,
although they have performed in renowned jazz
festivals, rock festivals, for movies and theatre
productions.

 : performance in Žedno uho festival (2009), album Morning Cluster, a gig in a squatted
Agraria building in Arezzo
 : Saalfelden festival, Heart of Noise, Cafe Oto.
JONATHAN (Rock)
 : http://www.jonathanband.com/
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z78XdlIgi1I

F5 (Neo-Soul, Funk)
 : https://www.facebook.com/pages/F5/147959252048998?sk=info&tab=page_info
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iliuf1CB0Eg
 : winning the cost2cost competition, LP OrganiK, interview for Glorija magazine
 : Montreux Jazz festival, Glastonbury and Roskilde festival
The members of this Croatian funk and soul
veteran band from the Mediterranean city of
Šibenik have changed many times throughout
the years, but in the last three years they have
been moving and shaking with their work in
English containing recognizable local tonal elements they have used before. Experienced musicians surround a female singer with a unique
voice and they sometimes even sound like a
band that should not be categorized as alternative, but rather as the most expensive pop.

Accolades from music professionals and audience were
only confirmed upon release
of their debut album Bliss. Not
keen to confine their music to
a single genre, they are quick
to point out their past in alternative and punk rock scene.
Jonathan prefers to define
themselves against other indie
bands of today with a sound
raw with primal energy and
sarcastic lyrics delivered with
genuine feeling.
 : Tvornica, interview for the SCUZZ blog, album Bliss
 : Glastonbury, Lollapalooza Berlin, Way Out West
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LUKA BELANI

 : www.beat-busters.com/kozmodrum
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elSd80afq80

 : https://lukabelani.bandcamp.com/album/changin-chapter
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d-pc714aEq0

© Vanja Vučinić

KOZMODRUM

Where the capabilities of technology
end, return to human power begins,
the power that gives new meaning to
the very technology it uses. The blend
of natural and artificial, organized
and improvised, loud and quiet, soﬅ
and hard – you will experience all that
while listening to the mantric performance of the ensemble and the firm
rhythmic background coming from
one of the oldest instruments on the
planet. And it is from this planet that
we will take oﬀ on a journey to new
cosmic spaces where only one experience remains - Kozmodrum.

  | 

 : Zur Glühlampe, Berlin, What The Ghosts Want Us To Do EP, Rivmixx.com
 : Melkweg, Amsterdam / café de la danse paris / Primavera, Barcelona
If he sang in Croatian, he would
be the biggest pop star in the
country. This way, he is better
known outside of his country,
form which he oﬅen goes on
tours. He performs solo, but records in various combinations.
He occasionally uses loopers
and other interesting stomp
boxes.

 : Confusion Party w Dorian Concept Live, Terraneo Festival, Incognito Summer Festival
 : Sonar Barcelona, Elevate Graz, and Berghain club in Berlin.

LOVELY QUINCES (Singer-Songwriter)
 : http://www.lovelyquinces.com/
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hVTQBQcUdsI
Her sudden success on the international scene
proved the extraordinary talent of this girl
coming from the warm Mediterranean city of
Split. Her lyrics mostly revolve around unfaithful men, but with no negative emotions, rather
through humor and irony. She also uses occasional elements of Dalmatian folklore that spice
up this singer-songwriting form, give it originality and regional foundations, without which it
would be diﬃcult to stand out from the enormous competition. Her elegant and functional
use of loopers for back vocal chorales enriches
the performance making it passionate, full of
Mediterranean warmth, determined musicianship and vocal expressions.
 : sold-out big hall in the Culture Factory, Rolling Stone cover, Sxsw
 : GLASTONBURY, Primavera, Porgy and Bess

MARSHMALLOW NOTEBOOKS (Indie Rock)
 : http://themarshmallownotebooks.com/
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HQ4VgMYyO9c
This singer-songwriter from Krapina has been
maintaining the same high level of quality both
in the studio and during live concerts for many
years. He is always accompanied by interesting
and original musicians, and brings freshness to
the scene with his new releases, some of which
have even penetrated Croatian media. His language of choice is English, which formed a barrier between him and the local audiences, but
when it comes to opening up to Europe, it finally
became an advantage which could make this
artist’s future very interesting. Totally relaxed
on scene and in interviews, he is not interested in stardom and gives oﬀ friendly vibes when
you find yourself in his company.
 : tape from the first Marshmallow concert (1997), The Marshmallow Notebooks album
in vinyl edition (2014)
 : Primavera, Lexington and the Festival Hall in Krapina.
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NT WAVE (Techno Guitar)

PETAR DUNDOV (Techno)

 : http://beat-busters.com/nt-wave
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TmIMYJE7aCs

 : https://dundov.bandpage.com/
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ad756Entgk

This guitarist and producer
chose a project that seems to
be unique in the entire world.
He uses his own tuning, devices placed in his shoes and guitar eﬀects to create a minimal
techno sound that will make
the listener dance and fall into
a trance. Nothing is pre-recorded. Every sound he uses
is created in that very moment
and becomes a part of music
that astounds with its fullness.
His concerts turn into parties,
and his guitar into an organically controlled oscillator.

  | 

The artist with the most foreign releases, DJ
and electronic music producer is well known
among techno music audience from around
the world. He was formerly known to prefer rare analogue oscillators and sequencers that he used in making his music, but
is recently oﬅen seen in festivals arranging
music at the spot with a small keyboard and
mini controllers. Analogue devices are diﬃcult to transport, and that was probably the
last straw that made him turn towards soﬅware. But as he stated in interviews, if you
want to know what to do with a plug-in, you
should first hold the original in your hands
and feel it under your fingertips.

 : Izlog suvremenog zvuka festival, Lefkosia Loop festival, FREE STAGE
 : Urban Urtyp, Ozora, Brut

© Sanja Bistričić

ROLLIN HUMES (Rock)
OHNOKONO

 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZtR3Znq8d0k

 : https://www.facebook.com/pages/Ohnokono/174046759416906
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zvqRfv9w2bc
Ohnokono is the bass player
from the band Overflow that
had spent years playing in
the US and thus became one
of the rare examples of intercontinental success. Ohnokono
continued his solo career with
an excellent combination of
electronic devices and vocals
that make up a demanding
and interesting concept of live
performance. The music he
makes has roots in punk-rock,
but is presented as an electronic-electric-acoustic dance
mix. His music videos are animated and as imaginative as
his music.

Rollin Humes is made up of
four energetic members who
have constantly been on the
road in this last year, checking in from unbelievable corners of the Earth. The band’s
repertoire with very attractive
live performances includes
everything from rock songs to
mini 15-minute symphonies.
Their excellent technique, arrangement and unified sound
are the results of playing together almost every day. The
name Rolin Humes has no special meaning, apart from being
the band’s name.
 : winning the 2012 Ballantines Music Creation 2012 in Zagreb, winning the 2014 Royal
Music Festival in Cetinje, mini tour around the US in January 2015
 :Glastonbury Festival, Exit Festival, Montreux Jazz Festival
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SEVEN THAT SPELLS (Alternative Rock)

SURKA (Beat Box)

 : http://www.7thatspells.com/
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6aFoEvJN0mY&index=2&list=PL4F1009883E578266

 : https://www.facebook.com/pages/SURKA-BEATBOX/106899209420444
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v-8W6kH5Xz0
Surka is a multi-instrumentalist, singer and producer who
puts all his knowledge together into beat boxing. He is also a
master of great fun, so that no
one will be bored at his concert.
He has gone through a whole
range of looping devices and
combinations, but lately can be
seen with just an RC 505 and a
trumpet.

Seven That Spells is a trio led by guitarist Niko
Potočnjak, who is also the author of polymetric passages that characterize the sound of this
psycho-polymetric-romantic band. The melodic
lines coming from the guitar are mathematically
complex, while their constant iterations attract
both listeners and fellow musicians who try to
count the rhythm that seems to come so easy
to the trio. Consciously or not, the melodies often contain elements of traditional music from
the Balkans that are important enough to differentiate them from other bands of the same
or similar genre from the rest of the world.

STONEBRIDE (Stoner Rock)
 : http://stonebride.bandcamp.com/
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iz9hvBVbE_w

THE BONEBOMB (Jazz Funk)
Anything we said trying
to describe a good stoner
rock band would simply
be too soﬅ !

© Danijela Radojković

 : https://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Bonebomb/169586433125091
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l8wAPOkGPCA#t=202

This funk music sounds like a 1960s celluloid
tape which had been modernized and remastered at home (although sounding as if it were
a million-dollar production), and it is played by
the top funk musicians in Croatia. These professional musicians who have everything they need
under their fingertips play the music that moves
them inside, which the audience feels in their
needs as soon as they start. In concert, they
intertwine unstoppable and seductive groove
with instrumental passages and excellent solos,
setting the crowd on fire. An amazing DJ, also
one of the two producers, brings us back to the
present with his scrubbing and introduces the
new chorus of this action movie.

© Antonio Jerković

 : Album What Do You Think This Is? (2012), MIMO (2013), album We Are Still Here (2015)
 : Montreux Jazz Festival, Blue Note Festival Ghent, Ljubljana Jazz festival
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THE ORANGE STRIPS (Indie Rock)

YULA (Beatbox)

 : https://hr-hr.facebook.com/theorangestrips
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpl4rPtEnK8

 : http://brlogpredstavlja.com/info/ekipa/yulabox-info
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q3A9XMSD-us

 : Guests for Kosheen at Urban Fest, support band for Maximo Park in Ljubljana, album
Deadlines (2014)
 : Glastonbury, T in the Park, Isle Of Wight Festival.

 : Croatian’s best beatboxer @ Battle Dan D and instrumentalist of the year @Zlatna
Koogla.
 :

Bands like The Orange Strips have turned the
once mining town of Labin in Istria into a modern-day culture hub. The band has been recording, expanding their repertoire and the list of
concert venues in Croatia and abroad they have
played in since 2002.

Yula is and original beat boxer from Slavonia. He uses no
equipment to produce drum
& bass, jungle, and dub step
productions that leave anyone
who listens breathless. He also
works with Sinestet and Brlog
predstavlja.

TOBOGAN (Electronica live)
 : http://www.beat-busters.com/tobogan
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_Zj_Ua4BRY
 : Album It wasn’t me (????), Gričevanje, MSU Opening Party
 : Elevate, Mutek, Eurosonic
The four members of this band
explore the limits of electronic genres on classical instrument. Their ambiental sounds
lure the listener into a mantra,
and their dance groove won’t
let them stand still.

ŽEN (Indie Rock)
 : http://xzen.bandcamp.com/
 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NCDxes0Q0xk
These are four women (three on stage + one invisible to the eye, but present in canvas – VJ-ing)
whose activism, opinions and genre stand up to
the traditional divisions within the society. They
have their own little space in the Medika center,
where one can see them every day making new
songs or just mantrically repeating certain elements. The carefully selected analogue synths
and guitar pedals make their music sound like
easy, electronic music, but when they turn on
the distortion, it also becomes heavy. Their honesty and dedication is felt throughout their concerts, and now that they have their own van,
they constantly tour various European cities.
 : InMusic 2014, album I onda je sve počelo, Special Case Tour 2013
 : Sonar, Resonate, Roskilde

4. 3. Popular Music - Introduction
I M

here is no denying that popular music has
a long tradition in Croatia, but it is rather
diﬃcult to pinpoint its beginnings. There are
some suggestions that popular music started
developing in the late 19th century through the
works of composers such as Đuro Eisenhuth or
Antun Stöhr, but the real onset of this genre was
not visible before the 20th century. There had
been eﬀorts by local musicians to satisfy the
general musical climate and reduce the intense
penetration of foreign music. The beginning of
the production of local popular and dance melodies came in the 1930s, more specifically with
a concert organized by the Sklad cooperative in
1933, at which time Rudolf Matz, Nikola Toth,
Vladimir Košćica, Zvonimir Bradić and others
made their names in “the genre”. A number of
events influenced the beginnings of popular
music, including the 1936 hit song Marijana,
composed by Vlaho Paljetak to Svetozar Šišić’s
lyrics, that is oﬅen heard and performed to this
day. Still, there are a number of people who believe that the real beginning of popular music in
Croatia came in the 1950s, particularly with the
event now known as Zagrebfest. When it was
established in 1953, the festival in Zagreb became a springboard for Croatian popular music.
Initially, the music consisted of schlagers and
chansons, easy orchestral music and local musicals, which subsequently spread out to diﬀerent directions. There are lots of composers who
presented themselves to the public through the
festival from its beginning to this day. These
include Ljubo Kuntarić, Nenad Grčević, Miroslav Biro, Mario Nardelli, Milivoj Koerbler, Mario
Bogliuni, Alfons Vučer, Vilibald Čaklec, Milutin
Vandekar, Stipica i Nikica Kalogjera, Mario Kinel, Ivica Krajač, Drago Diklić, Zvonko Špišić,

T

Pero Gotovac, Karlo Metikoš, Arsen Dedić and
many others, and some of them even served as
directors of the festival. The festival also presented many singers. Initially, these were Ivo
Robić, Rajka Vali, Ana Štefok, and later Tereza
Kesovija, Zdenka Vučković, Višnja Korbar, Stjepan Stanić, etc. Apart from performances of
soloists accompanied by an orchestra, vocal
and instrumental ensembles, considered to be
avant-garde at the time, have also become
recognized thanks to the festival. In 1954 the
success of the festival resulted in the organization of composers into an Association of Easy
Music Composers under the Croatian Composers Association. Their objective was to protect
the interests of their members and to discuss
issues related to “easy music”, which included
operettas, popular, dance, and jazz music, according to the Association’s statute. Although
the Association was successful in its operations
and in public appearances, at a joint meeting
in 1963 it became merged with the Croatian
Composers Association into a single body with
several sections. One of the explanations for
the merger was the aim to unite all the fields of
musical creativity.
As the importance of festivals as the only
systematic promotion of easy music became
increasingly recognized, a number of regional festivals emerged aﬅer Zagrebfest. These
included the festival in Opatija (established
in 1958), the Split Festival (1961) which best
served as the promotion medium to Zdenko
Runjić, but to other authors as well, and later
on to prominent interpreters such as Vice Vukov, Mišo Kovač, Oliver Dragojević and a whole
myriad of male and female singers. The objec-
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tive of the Melodies of Istria and Kvarner (1964)
was to encourage composers to use traditional
peculiarities of Istria and the čakavian dialect in
creating modern songs, an idea that the festival
upholds to this day. This festival is special in
that the location changes every year. The Festival of Kajkavian Songs in Krapina (1965) had
several founders, including Stjepan Mihaljinec
and Drago Britvić. Apart from the requirement
to use the kajkavian dialect and the musical idiom of the kajkavian-speaking region, the festival was also special for the concert songs that
had for a number of years been performed by
opera champions. The common ground and the
foundation for all these festivals, and all the
others that came to being at that time, was that
the focus was on the competition of composers and the promotion of their work, and not
the competition of vocal soloists. But with the
rise in standards during the 60s, the number
of households with a television set increased,
which enabled the fans to finally see their singing stars, and not only hear them. Fascinated by
them, the public started copying their clothes,
their hair styles and their postures. The focus
increasingly turned towards the singers, and
away from the composers. There were more
and more influences coming from the UK and
the US, and the stationary singing behind a microphone gave way to stage movements and
dancing. And when the sounds of the electric
guitar appeared early in the 60s, the perception of sound changed completely. The soﬅ
sounds of ideologically unburdened melodies
of the post-war generation were replaced by
new aesthetics of the “three-chord pop” – the
music of teenagers who became independent

from adults and their values for the first time
in history.
Rock and roll was considered to be the “elimination” of good taste, but it was nevertheless
played. A deeper analysis would lead us to the
conclusion that any performer of any significance in the 1960s Croatia passed through the
prism of pop music by using elements of rock
and roll to some extent – e.g. Krunoslav Kićo
Slabinac or Mišo Kovač. Croatian rockers, just
like the “easy music” singers before them, started adapting foreign hits into Croatian. The performers took on the central stage, while the authors started moving to the background in line
with the general phenomenon that has nested
into the popular music discourse. The practice
has continued to this day, and it is now diﬃcult
to discuss separate categories of light, popular
or rock music. In the constant blend of styles
and genres, composers and performers coming
and going, a large number of them have leﬅ
a significant mark on the popular music scene
– regardless of the genre they are tried to be
categorized in. Therefore the festivals that have
survived and the new ones that have appeared
in the meantime (like DORA in 1993 for the selection of Croatian representative for the Eurosong contest, or the Croatian Radio Festival
in 1997 etc.), which were once the exclusive
events for promotion, have now become only a
supplement to the rich media production that
includes audio and video releases, music videos and concerts. All this makes for a mixture
of very diﬀerent musical idioms that still have
the primary objective to move the public, make
them dance and entertain them.

4. 4. Popular Music - Artists
I M

NINA BADRIĆ (Zagreb, 1972) is one of the top award winning
pop singers in Croatia. Her singing career started when she
was nine in the Zvjezdice children’s choir. Aﬅer seven years
with the choir, Nina ventured into a career of becoming a backing vocal for bands like Parni valjak, Prljavo kazalište and others. She released her debut album called Godine nestvarne in
1995 for Croatia Records, but success on the scene did not
come until a year later and her duet song with Emilija Kokić Ja
sam vlak. With her song I’m so excited (cover version of a song
originally performed by the American R&B group The Pointer
Sisters), which she released on her second album Personality
(1997), Nina Badrić became popular even outside of Croatia.
The album Personality earned her two Porin awards in 1998,
for the best female vocal performance and for the pop and
light music album of the year. Aﬅer taking her career outside
of Croatian borders, in 2002 she won an Oscar award in Bosnia
and Herzegovina as the best foreign performer. The highlight
of her career was a large solo concert in 2005 in the large
Home of Sports Arena in Zagreb. Aﬅer four appearances at
the Dora festival (for the selection of Croatian representative
in the Eurovision Song Contest), in 2012 Nina was elected to
present Croatia in Azerbaijan. She sang the song called Nebo

from her 2011 album of the
same name. With eight Porin
awards, including the 2008
female vocal of the year,
Nina has also won numerous
awards from the Croatian
Radio Festival and the Indexi
award (in Bosnia and Herzegovina) for the best female
vocal performance.
NENO BELAN (Split, 1962)
started his musical career
in the Đavoli band based in
Split. In a very short period,
the band made hit songs
such as Pričaj mi o ljubavi,
Stojin na kantunu, Bambina, Dani ljubavi, Dugo toplo
ljeto and many more. After the band’s breakup, he
moved to Rijeka in 1995 and
started a solo career. He released his first solo album
Dolazi ljubav that year, while
Južnjačka utjeha followed
two years later. During the
90s, he released hit songs
such as Sunčan dan, Dotakni me usnama and Ponoćna
zvona. Since the 2000s, he
has been playing with an
accompanying band called
Fiumens, with which he has
released three albums: Luna
i Stelle in 2002, Rijeka snova
in 2008 and Oceani ljuba-
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vi in 2012. His album Rijeka
snova earned him the 2008
Porin award for the pop album of the year, and his song
Zar više nema nas (in collaboration with Massimo) received
the 2009 Porin award for the
best duet and the song of the
year. The success continued in
2010 with his live album Tvornica snova that received three
Porin awards and the Croatian
Composers’ Society award in
the pop music category. During the 2010s he released hit
singles Kiša, Oceani ljubavi
and Anđela, Anđela (2014).
At the 2015 Zagreb Festival
he presented his song Jer je
pjesma dio nas, and in February started an interesting collaboration with Slovenian pop
singer Alya on a song called
Misunderstanding.
MAJA BLAGDAN (Split, 1968) started her career as the lead singer of a rock band called
Stijene. In 1992, she signed a contract with the
famous lyrics writer and producer Zrinko Tutić,
and in the same year won the first prize at the
Zagrebfest with the song Santa Maria. A year
later, Maja continued to achieve success, released her first album Vino i gitare, won the Porin award as the debutant of the year, and once
again won the first prize at Zagrebfest with Ti
si čovjek moj. Her second studio album Bijele
ruže was released in 1994, and two years later
she won the Dora festival with the song Sveta
ljubav. As the representative of Croatia, Maja
won the fourth place at the European Song
Contest in Norway. Her album with the same
name came out that same year. In 1997 she
won the Porin for best female performance and
released her fourth album Ljubavi moja jedina.
She subsequently released three more albums:
Ti (2000), Ljubavi, ljubavi (2001) and Moje ime
je ljubav (2003). Apart from Zrinko Tutić, she
has also worked with Arsen Dedić, Miro Buljan,
Gibonni, Nenad Ninčević, Miroslav Škoro, and

others. She has been singing in the Komedija
theatre’s production of sacral rock musical Resurrected since 2014 and in 2015 released her
new single Više od najviše.

  | 

MERI CETINIĆ’s (Split, 1953) distinct vocal talent was first
noticed in the late 60s when she sang with the legendary
Che band in clubs around Split. At seventeen, she went on
her first tour as the singer of the Delfini group. Her career
in music continued in 1973 with the group More, with which
she recorded an LP album More containing hit songs such
as Ja ću plakat sama and Gdje god da pođeš. Aﬅer their final hit Samo simpatija from 1978, Meri turned to a solo career. She went to the Netherlands to work on her first solo
album called Meri that was released in 1979. A year later
she released the album Ja sam žena, her first album containing her own original songs, which went diamond. While
continuing to make new albums year aﬅer year, she also
sang in the Split Festival and achieved great success with
songs Četri staðuna, U prolazu, Lastavica, Konoba, Zemlja
dide mog and many others. During the war, she helped organize numerous charity concerts and worked with the Croatia Band Aid. Her album Malo mora na mom dlanu won the
2002 Porin for best light music album. In 2005 she once
again sang at the Split Festival with a jazz song Sjena tvoga tila accompanied by Black Coﬀee and released a double
CD called Meri Cetinić - Zlatna kolekcija under Croatia Records. Her album Tiramola, on which she
collaborated with Black Coﬀee, was released in 2006. Apart from many awards and festival prizes,
she also received the Zlatna ptica award for selling a million records. She is a regular member of
the Croatian Composers’ Society. In 2014 she released an album called Dozvoli mi, which is the
result of her collaboration with her daughter Ivana Burić.
According to ZAMP’s oﬃcial statistics, in 2009
TONI CETINSKI (Pula, 1969) was the most
played artist in Croatia. His career started in
the 90s, when he worked with manager Zoran
Škugor to create hits such as Tvoje tijelo, Ja
sam zaljubljen, 23. prosinac and many others.
Aﬅer his 1993 hit song Nek te zagrli netko sretniji, Cetinski represented Croatia at the 1994
Eurosong Contest with Nek ti bude ljubav sva.
He has received multiple Porin awards as well
as numerous other professional and audience
choice awards. In 2007 he changed the orientation of his career and recorded a duet with famous Jose Carreras. They promoted their song
Dolce suono in concert in Zagreb that same
year, and two years later, Cetinski sang as a
guest in Carreras’s concert in the Zagreb Arena. He also sang as a guest in Michael Bolton
‘s concert in the Royal Albert Hall in London. In
2009 he wrote the history of Croatian music
by selling out the Zagreb Arena two days in a
row. A year later, he released a crossover album
Da Capo with international classics: E lucevan le

stelle, Torna a Surriento, Parla mi d’amore Mariu,
Chitarra Romana, Non ti scordar di me, Nessun
dorma, but also some new crossover songs. The
album was recorded in collaboration with the
Slovenian Symphony Orchestra and the Zagreb
Philharmonics He has collaborated with numerous artists in concerts and on albums, and sat
as one of the judges for The Voice Croatia competition in 2015.
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OLIVER DRAGOJEVIĆ’s (Split, 1947) first public appearance was in 1961 when he sang Baloni at the Children’s Festival in Split. In 1963 he started singing with
the Batali band from Split and won the first prize at a
competition of amateur singers with the song Yesterday. Aﬅer a less successful festival debut in 1967 with
Zdenko Runjić’s song Picaferajem, Dragojević moved
abroad. Upon his return to Croatia, he shortly sang with
the Dubrovački trubaduri group, and then in 1974 sang
Ća će mi Copacabana at the Split Festival, winning the
GIULIANO ĐANIĆ (Split, 1973) started practicing music in the 1980s, first in his own band
called Kleopatra, which he founded in 1988,
and then in Apokalipsa, with which he released
his first album called Ljubav za ljubav, bol za
bol, and in Feeling. During the nineties, he embarked on a solo career and started a long-term
successful collaboration with producer Tomislav
Mrduljaš. He became known for hit songs like
Tama, Dobro mi došla ljubavi, Srna i vuk, Gori
more, Sjaj u očima otkriva te, Ne misli na mene,
Život si moj potrošila, Zovem prijatelje svoje,
Snagom ljubavi, Evo noć. His 1998 song Jugo,
which he sang in a duet with Marijan Ban at the
Melodies of Croatian Adriatic festival, received
the 1999 Porin award as the best song and
greatest hit of the year. He gave a solo concert
in the Vatroslav Lisinski Concert Hall in Zagreb
accompanied by the Croatian Radio Television
Symphony Orchestra conducted by maestro Nikica Kalogjera that same year. Aﬅer the concert,
he released a live album Giuliano u Lisinskom.
In 1999 the Komedija theatre staged the spectacular rock opera Jesus Christ Superstar com-

Audience Choice award. He continued
his collaboration with Zdenko Runjić a
year later and sang Galeb i ja at the
festival. Although he did not receive
any awards, the song Galeb i ja nevertheless became a great milestone of
Oliver’s career. He signed his first record contract and continued working
with Runjić, and this collaboration resulted in hits such as Skalinada, Oprosti
mi pape, Vjeruj u ljubav, Nadalina and
many others during the seventies and
eighties. At the first Porin award ceremony, Oliver received awards for best
song and hit song of the year with Cesarica. By releasing new songs year after year, he has so far recorded a rich
collection, and his latest studio album
Tišina mora was in 2013, released by
Aquaris Records. He has sung in many
concerts outside of Croatia, the most
notable of which were concerts in Carnegie Hall in New York, in the Royal
Albert Hall in London, the Olympia in
Paris and the Sydney Opera.

© Vojan Koceić

posed by Andrew Lloyd Webber and written by
Tim Rice, and Giuliano sang the lead role. Apart
from recording solo albums, he also participated in a number of compilation, anniversary and
other special occasion releases, and performs
in numerous festivals.

PETAR GRAŠO’s (Split, 1976) successful career in music started when he was sixteen. He
wrote the song Boginja that Oliver Dragojević
sang in the 1995 Dora competition and came
second. A year later he decided to sing himself
at the competition. The song was Otkad nije mi
tu and he came eighth. His song Trebam nekoga
won the award for best arrangement and the
Audience Choice award at Zadarfest that same
year. In 1997 he came second at the Dora contest with Idi, and won the first prize at the Melodies of the Adriatic with Vjekoslava and Tonči
Huljić’s song Ne boli me. His song Ljubav sve
pozlati was on the soundtrack for the movie
Lapitch the Little Shoemaker that same year. Although he never managed to represent Croatia
at the Eurovision Song Contest as a singer, his
song Neka mi ne svane sung by Danijela Martinović did win the Dora contest and achieved
great success at the Eurovision Contest. He released his second album called Utorak in 1999,
and his songs Nevista, Utorak, Ko nam brani
and Ljubav jedne žene reached number one top
charts in Croatia and Slovenia. His third studio
album Šporke riči was released four years later,
containing songs Jedina, Sad te se samo rijet-
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ko sjetim (collaboration with Arsen Dedić) and
Vera od suvog zlata, which won the Split Festival Grand Prix. In 2011 he sang as a guest on
Tonči Huljić and Madre Badessa Bend’s project
and recorded the album called Ka kashish. Aﬅer
a longer break in his singing career, in 2014 he
released a single Uvik isti and started working
on a new studio album.

Aﬅer piano training and secondary education in solo singing, JACQUES HOUDEK (Zagreb, 1981) started his professional career in music in 2000 with eight seasons of music
sessions in the legendary Sax club. As the backing vocal to
famous colleagues, Houdek gradually built his solo career.
In 2001 he enrolled in the solo voice program of the prestigious Berklee College of Music. He presented his first single Čarolija at the 2002 Dora competition and then started his collaboration with conductor Zdravko Šljivac. Only a
month aﬅer his appearance at Dora, he signed a contract
with Croatia Records, for which he continues to record. He
released four studio albums: Čarolija in 2004, Živim za to in
2006, Crno i bijelo in 2008, and Meni za ljubav in 2012. He
also made two albums containing songs for children, the
second of which (Idemo u zoološki vrt) received the 2009
Porin award for the best children’s album. Apart from four
Porin awards, Jacques has also won numerous awards in
festivals, the latest being the 2011 CMC Festival award
for the most played song. Aﬅer ten intensive years on the
stage, Jacques decided to take a break from the industry,
but returned in 2015 as one of the mentors in The Voice
talent show. During the final concert of the X Factor Adria
talent show he presented his new song Nov čovjek.
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Although she has been singing since an early
age, LANA JURČEVIĆ (Zagreb, 1984) did not
start a career in music until 2003, when she
released an album called Lana containing ten
songs written by Milana Vlaović. She competed
in Dora in 2004 with Prava istina and in 2006
with Najbolja glumica. In 2006 she released her
second studio album called 1 razlog, containing songs Najbolja glumica, Odlaziš and a duet
with Luka Nižetić Prava ljubav (the song won
the first prize at the 10th Croatian Radio Festival). Song Volim biti zaljubljena from her 2008
album of the same name became the unoﬃcial
anthem of the campaign Strike out Uterine and
Breast Cancer. Four years aﬅer Volim bit zaljubljena, Lana released Pobjede i porazi, her first
album containing her own songs, and in 2013
released a single called Noć bez granica in collaboration with the Connect band. In 2014 her
songs Duša Hrvatske, Majica and Hollywood in
2014 achieved record numbers of plays, and
in 2015 she presented Croatia at the Handball
World Championship with her song Live It, Win
It. That same year she released a duet with
Luka Nižetić Od najgorih najbolji and a summer
hit called Ludo ljeto.
GORAN KARAN (Belgrade, 1964) started a career in music in the
1980s with bands Epicentar, Zippo, Big Blue and Crna udovica. In
1997 he embarked on a solo career, and the very next year won
the Zadarfest competition with Kazna mi je što te ljubim. His collaboration with Zdenko Runjić resulted in his first album called Kao
da te ne volim. The album was released in 1999 and achieved
incredible success. In 2000 he won the Dora competition with the
song Kada zaspu anđeli (Ostani) and represented Croatia at the
Eurovision Song Contest in Stockholm. He won three Porin awards
that same year: for best light music album, best male vocal performance and best vocal collaboration (duet with Oliver Dragojević).
Aﬅer releasing his second solo album Vagabundo, Karan started
expanding his career outside of Croatia. The English language version of the song with which he won the Dora competition (Stay
With Me) became number one in Turkey and has been covered by
other artists from around the world (South Korea, Germany). During the 2000s he released three more studio albums, won prizes
from numerous festivals and toured abroad. More recently, he has
been working as a very successful singer songwriter. He wrote the
song All the Colours of the Rainbow, selected as the theme song
for the 2011 World Culture Festival, the anthem for the European
Championship Do zadnjeg daha and the song Uvijek vjerni that
became the oﬃcial anthem of the Croatian Soccer Team.

© Igor Kelčec

During forty years of his career, MIŠO KOVAČ (Tribunj,
1941) has sold twenty million records. His first contact
with the world of music was in 1961, when he sang an
Elvis Presley song at the First Voice of Šibenik competition. Aﬅer serving the army, he applied for a talent show
in Karlovac and sang Ray Charles’s song I Can´t Stop Loving You. The song became a turning point in his career,
because he recorded his first single in 1964 that was
a Croatian language adaptation of Charles’s song: Ne
mogu prestati da te volim. Aﬅer several adaptations, he
achieved great success in 1969 with a song called Više
se nećeš vratiti written by (then young) music and lyrics
writer Đorđe Novković. Novković was an important figure
throughout Mišo’s career. His following success came in
1971 at the Split Festival with a song called Proplakat
će zora, which sold more than 300 thousand copies. The
pinnacle of his career was in the seventies and eighties,
when he won numerous awards from festivals and produced hits such as Drugi joj raspliće kosu and Ostala si
uvijek ista, but also made a single with the Maslina klapa
and an album called Dalmacija u mom oku. He retired
from the scene during the 1990s for private reasons, but
returned in 1999 with an album Budi čovjek dobre volje,
a concert in the House of Sports Arena, and by winning

© Filip Dizdar
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the Split Festival. Seven years later he
released a new album called Ja sam
kovač svoje sreće in collaboration with
his daughter Ivana and held a concert in the Zagreb Arena. In 2012 he
received the Porin award for lifetime
achievement.

IVANA KOVAČ (Zagreb, 1977) is a daughter of famous
Croatian singer Mate Mišo Kovač. She was very young when
she started following her father’s footsteps. Aﬅer short musical training, she embarked on a career in music in 2005
when she recorded a duet with her father Nema mi do tebe
nikoga for his new album Ja sam kovač svoje sreće. She was
also featured on the album with a solo song Ti si mi sve,
aﬅer which she signed a contract with Croatia Records. The
very next year she became the lead singer of the Magazin
group, with which she recorded an album called Dama i
Car. Aﬅer four years with Magazin, she embarked on a solo
career and appeared at the Split Festival with Tonči Huljić’s
song Ulice života that earned her the award for the debutant of the year. Soon aﬅer the festival in Split, she won
the Grand Prix, the Audience Choice, and the Jury’s Choice
awards for her performance of Šibenska grandeca with the
Neverin klapa at the Šibenik Chanson festival. Her next success was with the song Ulice života – second prize from the
jury at the Ohrid Festival in Macedonia. This was followed
by the success at the 2010 Zadarfest and the award for her
interpretation of Dražen Zečić’s song Moj dragi ima ljubav
novu. In 2012 she released a single called Dalmacijo, zemljo
oca moga, and a year later her first album Crno vino, crne
oči. In 2015 she recorded a duet with Mladen Grović called
Dva goluba for the CMC Festival in Vodice.
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JOSIPA LISAC (Zagreb, 1950) is a Croatian
singer of unique stage style and extraordinary vocal talent. She received her first music training at the age of ten when she sang
in the Zagreb Radio Television Children’s Choir.
Aﬅerwards she became the lead singer of the
O’Hara rock band, and then of Zlatni akordi. Her
friendship and romantic relationship with singer
and song writer Karlo Metikoš resulted in several albums, the most prominent of which was

the 1973 album called Dnevnik jedne ljubavi.
Two years later Josipa displayed her versatile
talent by playing Jana in Croatia’s first rock
opera Gubec-beg, and the aria Ave Maria from
that show has remained an unavoidable part
of her concert repertoire. In 1976 Josipa made
a jazz album with great artists such as Ernie
Wilkins, Clark Terry, Albert Mangelsdorﬀ,
Johnny Basso and producers Boško Petrović
and Karlo Metikoš. During the latter half of the
seventies she spent three years in the US, and
her stay resulted in an album called Made in
USA that was released in 1979. Upon her return to Croatia, Josipa remained very active in
the studio and on stage, and closed the decade
with an album Boginja released in 1987. That
same year Josipa competed at the Yugovision
contest with the now very popular song Gdje
Dunav ljubi nebo from the Boginja album. Apart
from her own singles and albums, she is also
known for numerous collaborations with other pop, funk, rock, and Latino artists. Some of
the best known are perhaps her collaborations
with Dino Dvornik on the song called Rušila sam
mostove od sna and with the Cubismo band on
Na, na, na. In 2014 she recorded a song called
Ljubav with the Quasarr band, which received
the Porin award for best vocal collaboration.

DANIJELA MARTINOVIĆ (Split, 1971) first appeared on the Croatian
scene in 1989, when she sang a song called Zumbuli at the Split Festival. Aﬅer Ljiljana Nikolovska leﬅ Magazin in 1991, Danijela became
the band’s lead singer and recorded three studio albums with Magazin. She won the Dora contest in 1995 with Magazin and singer Lidija
Horvat Dunjko, and soon aﬅer decided to pursue a solo career. Her first
two albums Zovem te ja and To malo ljubavi made her one of the most
popular performers in the country. In 1998 she represented Croatia at
the Eurovision Song Contest again, this time with a song called Neka
mi ne svane which won the fiﬅh place. Aﬅer receiving the female singer
of the year award, Večernjakova ruža and giving five concerts in a row
in Skopje, she released her third solo album I po svjetlu i po mraku in
1999, which sold in more than 45 000 copies. Her fourth album Pleši
samnom, released in 2001, contains a duet with Kemal Monteno Ovako
ne mogu dalje, which became one of the most oﬅen played singles from
the album. She released several albums between 2003 and 2010: Božić
s Danijelom, Oaza, Canta y baila con Danijela te Nek živi ljubav - Danijela pjeva hitove Đorđa Novkovića. Her latest album Unikat, released in
2011, contains a duet with Halid Bešlić Zarobljenik uspomena and soon
became one of the top selling albums in Croatia. Danijela Martinović
also has a line of perfumes and writes books for children.

GABI NOVAK (Berlin, 1936) spent her childhood on the island of Hvar, and then moved to
Zagreb in 1946, where she attended the School
of Applied Art. Aﬅer working in Vjesnik and in
Zagreb film as cartoonist and scenographer, she
attracted the attention of conductor Bojan Adamič by lending her voice to cartoon characters,
and he subsequently invited her to appear in
concert with him in Ljubljana (1957). In 1958
she sang Ljubo Kuntarić’s song Sretan put for
the movie H-8 directed by Nikola Tanhofer, and
in 1959 performed at the Zagrebfest singing
Milutin Vandekar’s song Ljubav ili šala. Both
songs found their way on her first EP release.
Her first album Pjeva Gabi Novak was released
in 1961, and it was followed by a number of well
received performances in numerous light music
festivals in Zagreb and Opatija where she sang:
Oči (1961), Krovovi (1962), Upali cigaretu (1963),
Još uvijek, Prvi snijeg (1965), Adrese moje mladosti, Za našu ljubav to je kraj (1966.), Vino i
gitare, Bit ćeš uvijek moj (1967), Život to smo mi
(1968), Vjeruj mi (1969). In the late fiﬅies, she
worked with Louis Armstrong, Boško Petrović,
Herb Geller and others. She started the seventies with a hit song Gazi dragi, srce moje, and
ended them with Pamtim samo sretne dane, a
song that has remained on her repertoire to this
day. In 2002 she released a CD called Pjesma
je moj život and won four Porin awards in the
following year. She also received Vjesnik’s Josip
Slavenski award, the Vlaho Paljetak award and
many prizes in festivals.
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BORIS NOVKOVIĆ (Sarajevo, 1967) is a singer and song writer from a musical family. His
father Đorđe Novković was one of the top light
music composers in Croatia, and his mother
Ozana a music teacher. He recorded his first
album Kuda idu izgubljene djevojke in 1986,
and his second album Jači od sudbine the following year, produced by Nikša Bratoš. In the
following three years he released three more
albums, and in 1995 a Best Of album with one
new song – Mašta moja that became number
one practically on all charts in Croatia. His album U dobru i zlu came out the same year, and
the eponymous song is now considered an evergreen. The album Sve gubi sjaj followed two
years later, and his song Daleko featuring Kemal Monteno became a real hit. In 2005 Novković released a new album called Ostvareni san
and represented Croatia at the Eurovision Song
Contest in Ukraine with Vukovi umiru sami. A
year later he co-authored the Dora contest winning song Moja štikla with Severina and Goran
Bregovć. As a rule, all of his albums have been
very successful, and Via ljubav, recorded in collaboration with producer Nikša Bratoš, was no
diﬀerent. In 2011 he went on a large tour in the
region with his band Noćna straža celebrating
25 years of his career and presenting the latest
album. He has also won numerous prizes in festival and many discography awards.
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JELENA ROZGA’s (Split, 1977) career in music started in 1996
when she appeared and won the second place at the Dora Contest with a song called Aha. Soon aﬅerwards, she started working
with Tonči Huljić and became the lead singer of Magazin before
she was eighteen. Aﬅer ten successful years with the group, in
2006 she decided to pursue her solo career, but continued her
collaboration with Tonči Huljić. Her first solo album Oprosti mala
came out that year, and a year later she won the Grand Prix at the
Split Festival with Gospe moja. In the two subsequent editions of
the festival she won the award for the most played song with hits
Daj šta daš and Rodit ću ti kćer i sina. The turning point in Rozga’s
career happened in 2010 with her hit song Bižuterija (which she
also sang at the Split Festival), aﬅer which she recorded an album
of the same name in 2011. Aﬅer the album achieved great success, she went on tour and gave a large concert at the Spaladium
Arena in Split. The song Bižuterija won the Porin award as the hit
of the year. In 2011 she also released an album called Best of Jelena Rozga containing Magazin’s songs as well. She subsequently
made more hit songs, such as Razmažena, Dobitna kombinacija,
Solo igračica, Dalmatinka in collaboration with the Connect group,
Tsunami, Nirvana, Cirkus etc. Her latest single called Kraljica was
presented in the X Factor Adria talent show.

© Max Walter

Aﬅer completing his secondary education, MASSIMO
SAVIĆ (Pula, 1962) moved to Zagreb and embarked
on a career in music. As the front man of the Dorian
Gray band, he released his first album Sjaj u tami in
1983, and two years later the second album called Za
tvoje oči. Aﬅer the band broke up in 1986, Massimo
started working with Zrinko Tutić and released four
studio albums that included songs such as Stranac u
noći and Samo jedan dan. During the war, he record-

ed an album in English called Elements
and joined the Labin Art Express association with which he founded a band called
Metal Guru. With the band he represented Croatia at the 1998 EXPO in Lisbon,
and in the meantime released an album
called Benzina in 1996, recorded in collaboration with Zrinko Tutić. Aﬅer taking
a shorter break, he returned to the scene
in 2004 and released two albums: Vještina I and Vještina II. He also recorded a
song called Odjednom ti with the Meritas
band, which they successfully presented
at the Dora contest. In September 2008
Massimo released a new album called
Sunce se ponovno rađa, and a hit song
Zar više nema nas (which was a joint
project with Neno Belan). Three years
later his new album Dodirni me slučajno
came out, announced by the critically acclaimed single Iz jednog pogleda. He has
won five Porin awards for best male vocal
performance. Early in 2015 he released
the long-awaited album 1 dan ljubavi
and accepted the role of a judge at the X
Factor Adria talent show.

KRUNOSLAV SLABINAC (Osijek, 1944),
better known as Kićo Slabinac, learned
classical guitar in a music school. In early
1960s he and Antun Nikolić Tuce, Albert
Krasnić, Vladimir Lazić and Miroslav Šaranović started a rock band called Tornado,
aﬅerwards Kon Tiki and finally Dinamit.
Aﬅer serving in the military, he started a
solo career in Zagreb singing Tom Jones’s
and Elvis Presley’s songs. At the 1969
Split Festival he sang Samo zbog ljubavi, and a year later took the first prize in
Opatija with a song called Više nećeš biti
moja. New success soon followed when
he represented Yugoslavia at the Eurovision Song Contest with a song called Tvoj
dječak je tužan a year later. He spent the
mid-seventies in the US, and upon his return to Croatia turned to tamburitza music. Throughout his career, he has worked
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with many music writers, including Dorđe Novković,
Arsen Dedić, Hrvoje Hegedušić and Zdenko Runjić, and
has achieved great success with songs such as Pokloni mi jedan dan, Zbog jedne divne crne žene and Tri
slatke riječi. In 2006 Croatia Records released a double album called Zlatna kolekcija that included songs
like Otiš´o je s mirisima jutra and Kad čujem tambure.

TEDI SPALATO (Split) was born as Tadija Bajić to a family
that valued music, so he received his first musical training at home. His first professional engagement was as a
child in a musical by Ljubo Stipišić called Evil Cliﬀ. By the
time he was eighteen, he sang in local klapa groups, and
then joined a vocal-instrumental group called Anima Singer, with which he recorded his first album in 1974. Aﬅer
three years with the Anima Singers, he was invited by Slobodan Kovačević in 1982 to join the band More and record
Hajde da se mazimo. His solo career started in 1986 at
the Split Festival, when he sang a song called Konoba with

Meri Cetinić. This was followed by
numerous appearances in festivals
and a performance at the 1991
Yugovision contest with a song
Gospode moj that was the result
of his collaboration with Ivo Lesić.
He has also sung in productions of
operettas Little Floramye and The
Split Aquarelle. His album Dalmatinska pismo moja was released in
1998, and Kao da se vrime zaplelo
u švere three years later. Both albums contained hits, including Dalmatino povišću pritrujena and More
snova. He has received several Porin awards: his 1999 album Live in
Lisinski was voted best light music
album, he was awarded for vocal
collaboration with Josipa Lisac on
the song called Dalmatino povišću
pritrujena, and in 2006 for his collaboration with Tamara Obrovac on
the song Ti i ja (which was included
on his album Lipote gladan, ljubavi
žedan). In recent years, he has been
singing in the Dalmatian Chanson
Festival in Šibenik and in 2009 released an album called Kadenca.
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IVANA “VANNA” VRDOLJAK
(born Ranilović) (Koprivnica,
1970) completed general and
musical education in her home
town. Her first public performance was in 1980 at a festival for young talents. Soon
aﬅer she dazzled the audience and the jury at the First
Applause competition in Koprivnica, as well as in Zagreb
three years later. She moved
to Zagreb in 1989 to study
French and English. Her 1990
performance at the Zagrebfest in a duet with Ilan Kabiljo marked the oﬃcial start of
her career. The two recorded

about a dozen songs together, most notably the
song Zlatna noć, which they sang at the festival
and with which they won the first prize from
the jury during the debutant evening. Ilan and
Ivana soon became back vocals for the band
Boa, which played as the opening act for David Bowie. In 1990 Vanna agreed to sing back
vocals for the group Elektro Team consisting of
Boytronic, Da’Real and DJ Fresh Jay, which was
unknown at the time. She soon became a full
member of the band. ET’s first success came
with a song called Molitva za mir that became
one of the most popular war-time songs, but
huge success came in 1993 with Tek je 12 sati.
That same year ET won two Porin awards: for
best vocal band performance and for the video
of the year. The pinnacle of their success was

the 2013 album Ora et labora became the top selling album in the
country as well as one of the top
selling albums on iTunes. The song
Samo je ljubav tajna dvaju svjetova received the Porin award as the
2014 hit of the year. Thompson is
accompanied by a band consisting of Tiho Orlić (bass and vocals), Ivica Ike Bilić (drums), Duje
Ivić (keyboard) and Ivan Ivanković
(guitar). The themes that he uses
in his songs are mostly related to
patriotism, faith and family, expressed through a pop-rock style
with occasional excursions to hard
rock sounds. His visual style flirts
with historic motifs and the fantastic elements of the distant
past. Although there is a lot of
controversy revolving around his
concerts and songs, most of his
concerts still attract large crowds
and he plays in packed halls and
arenas in the country and abroad,
while traditionally on August 5
every year he holds a concert for
the Victory Day and Homeland
Thanksgiving Day in his home
village of Čavoglave in front of
100,000 people or more.

© Matea Smolčić

MARKO PERKOVIĆ THOMPSON (Čavoglave, 1966) joined
the Croatian National Guard in 1991 and actively served during the Homeland War. It was at that time that he wrote his
first song Bojna Čavoglave, a patriotic song that soon became popular across Croatia as one of the symbols of the
War. In 1992 he appeared at the Light Music Festival in Split
with Zmija me za srce ugrizla (Ž. Dundić, K. Crnogorac) and
then released 10 album between 1992 and 2014 (Moli mala,
1992; Vrijeme škorpiona, 1995; Geni kameni, 1996; Vjetar s
Dinare, 1998, E, moj narode, 2002; Sve najbolje (compilation),
2003; Bilo jednom u Hrvatskoj, 2006; Bilo jednom u Hrvatskoj
- Split, Stari plac (live album), 2007; Druga strana (new arrangements of old hit songs), 2008; Ora et labora, 2013). Almost all of his albums achieved excellent results in sales, but
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on January 8, 1994, when they gave a spectacular concert at the Home of Sports Arena. That
year the band released their most successful
album called Second to None, which launched
eight hit singles, won numerous Porin awards,
and gave Vanna the title of the best Croatian
singer. In 1995 their song Da ti nisam bila dovoljna was named the hit song of the year. Aﬅer
the band broke up in 1998, Vanna turned to her
solo career and released an album Ispod istog
neba containing hits songs Ja ću budna sanjati
(duet with Gibonni), Ja imam snage za to and Ispod istog neba. She continued appearing in festivals, and represented Croatia at the Eurovision
Song Contest in 2001 with Tonči Huljić’s song
Strings of my Heart. She still sings in festivals
and records albums. (2022)

SEVERINA VUČKOVIĆ’s (Split, 1972) career started in the early
nineties when she won Radio Zagreb’s DemoX competition and a
chance to record her first LP album. Soon aﬅer that she started
working with song writer Zrinko Tutić and in 1992 released an album called Severina containing hits such as Tvoja prva djevojka
and Kad si sam. Her third album Dalmatinka, released in 1993, was
a great success and contained hit songs Dalmatinka and Paloma
Nera. She presented it on tour around Croatia and Slovenia that
same year. Her following three albums Trava zelena, Moja stvar and
Djevojka sa sela contained hit songs Trava zelena, Od rođendana
do rođendana and Djevojka sa sela (which became an unoﬃcial
anthem of the Croatian Soccer Team in 1998). More recently, she

recorded an album called
Ja samo pjevam with songs
Ante, Ja samo pjevam and
Daj da biram that put her
back on top of the charts.
The song Virujen u te from
her eighth album Pogled ispod obrva won the first prize
at the Melodies of the Croatian Adriatic festival, and
the album became her bestselling album ever. In 2006
she represented Croatia at
the Eurovision Song Contest
in Greece with a song called
Moja štikla. In 2007 she accepted the role of Baroness Castelli in the play The
Glembays, and in 2008 released her new album called
Zdravo, Marijo, which she recorded in collaboration with
Goran Bregović. Her latest
album Dobrodošao u klub
was announced in 2011 with
singles Brad Pitt and Grad
bez ljudi, and was released
in 2012. Late in 2014 she
released a duet with Saša
Matić More tuge received
a record number of hits on
YouTube within 24 hours.
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ALKA VUICA (Pula, 1961) has been
dividing her time between Zagreb and
Umag since 1979. She worked as a
journalist for Polet, Globus, Gloria and
Nacional, wrote plays, organized poetry evenings and performances. She
writes lyrics for many famous pop and
rock artists, and her poetry is very popular among broader audiences. Her lyrics Hajde da ludujemo, put to music by
Zrinko Tutić, were sung by Tajči at the
1990 Eurovision Song Contest. She occasionally writes music, too. Her song
Laži me, that she sung herself, became
a major hit in 1994 both in Croatia, as
well as in other countries in the region.
She has also received awards as singer
song-writer. Apart from writing songs
that she sings herself, she still writes
lyrics for many of her colleagues, such
as Oliver Dragojević, Tony Cetinski, Sandi Cenov and others.

© Zlatko Sunko

The group MAGAZIN was founded by Željko Baričić, Zoran Marinković, Miro Crnko, Igor Biočić and singer Majda Šoletić in 1979 as
Mlada batala. Aﬅer making several singles for Jugoton, the group
changed its name to Dalmatinski magazin, and was soon joined
by Tonči Huljić and Nenad Vesanović Keka. The group became
very successful aﬅer Ljiljana Nikolovska joined as the lead singer,
and they performed Kokolo at the 1983 Split Festival. The album
Kokolo turned platinum, and their album Piši mi, that was released
two years later, turned diamond. Early in the 1990s, Danijela Martinović became the group’s lead singer. In 1995 they entered and
won the Dora contest with a song called Nostalgija (a duet with
Lidija Horvat Dunjko) and won the 6th place in the Eurovision Song
Contest. They continued on their path of success with Jelena Rozga, who joined the band as the lead singer in 1996 and first appeared at the Melodies of the Croatia Adriatic festival with a song
called Suze biserne, which was awarded as the most played song.
Apart from appearing in festivals, the group continues to record
high selling albums. Aﬅer Jelena, Ivana Kovač became the group’s
lead singer. She added some fresh color to the group and they recorded an album called Dama i car, which was quite diﬀerent from
the work that Magazin did in the previous 10 years. The following
year they released an album containing the adaptations of their
famous songs in a bossa nova style. With the new vocalist Andrea
Šušnjara, who joined the band in 2010, the group returned to their
old familiar sound. Magazin has won numerous awards and current members include Željko Baričić, Nenad Vesanović - Keko, Ante
Miletić, Ivan Huljić and Andrea Šušnjara.

© Croatia Records Archives
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LETEĆI ODRED is a band started
in 1991 in Osijek by front man and
singer Denis Dumančić, who also
writes the majority of the band’s
songs and lyrics. Their first album
Među zvijezdama was released
in 1992. It contained songs Neka
Neveni ne venu and Kao stari moj
that were very well received by
the public and the media. In 1993
Leteći odred performed in the first
Croatian selection for the Eurovision Song Contest with a song Cijeli je svijet zaljubljen. Their third
album Od Prevlake do Dunava
was released in 1996. Songs such
as Od Prevlake do Dunava, Kao
ja ne kužim, Teta, Večeras je dušo
rođendan tvoj, Uzalud je mjesečina,
A bez vina became major hits. The
album sold more than 20 000 copies and the band went on a large
promotional tour around Croatia,
Slovenia, Germany, Switzerland and
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Austria giving more than a hundred concerts within a year.
The grand finale of the tour was in the sold-out Home of
Sports Arena in Zagreb, which was also recorded on video as Zagrebu za Valentinovo. Until 2004, the members
were: Denis Dumančić – vocal, Alen Vekić – guitar, Hrvoje
Hum – bass guitar, Marijan Kiš – keyboard and Damir Gleković-Taban – drums. The members changed in 2007, but
they are still led by Denis Dumančić as the vocalist and
song writer.

4. 5. Popular Music - Composers
I M

ANDREJ BAŠA (Ljubljana, 1950) received
music training in Ljubljana. He has written
a number of popular songs, including Ne idi
Gorane, Tko te voli više o mene, Ljubav je moj
grijeh, etc., performed by numerous famous
names of Croatian popular and easy music
scene. He has won a number of awards in
festivals. He founded the 777 group from
Rijeka, wrote the group’s top songs and
achieved a lot of success with them during
the 1970s and 1980s. He was the artistic
director of the Melodies of Istria and Kvarner festival for a number of years. Between
2000 and 2005, he was the director of the
Croatian Children Festival in New York. Apart
from easy melodies, he has also written
stage and instrumental music, he owns a recording studio and Melody record company.
Singer and songwriter NENO BELAN (Split, 1962)
studied computer engineering. His debut as a musician was in Split with the Narodno blago band. Afterwards, in mid-1980s, he founded the Đavoli band,
in which he was the front man and the band’s song
writer. He found his distinct style of music very early in his career – it was a mixture of American 50s
rock, English 60s pop and traditional Italian canzonas. He enriched the blend with the sounds of his
native Mediterranean, creating a unique sound that
many call “Belan’s pop”. He has maintained a constant presence on the scene as a singer-songwriter, performer and producer, and the number of his
hits keeps growing. Since the 1990s he has primarily been working solo and recording solo albums. He
has released many albums with the Đavoli and as a
solo artist, and has written a number of songs performed by others. Neno Belan has also won numerous awards.
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FEDOR BOIĆ (Zagreb, 1968) is a versatile
artist – composer, keyboardist and music
producer. Aﬅer completing secondary music
training, he went on to study at the Music
Academy in Zagreb. As a keyboardist, he
has accompanied many singers, collaborated with numerous bands, and played as a
member of the rock band ITD-band. Between
1991 and 2001 he was a member of the Prljavo kazalište rock band He later played in
Severina’s accompanying band, as well as
in larger concerts by Tereza Kesovija, Petar
Grašo, Hrvoje Hegedušić, etc. Since the beginning of this century, he has been a regular
member of Croatian Radio Television’s music
ensemble. He was a producer for numerous
albums released by Magazin, Novi Fosili, Prljavo kazalište, as well as by solo artists, such
as Danijela Martinović, Giulliano, Jasmin
Stavros, etc. He has authored many songs
and received a number of awards.
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NIKŠA BRATOŠ (Travnik, 1959) completed elementary and secondary education in his home
town. At the time, he played violin and clarinet
in the city chamber and wind orchestras. In
1983 he graduated from the Faculty of Electrical Engineering in Sarajevo. Although he became active in music production in 1980, it was
not before 1985 that he decided for a career in
music and started working as a recording artist,
arranger, and music producer. He has worked on
more than 200 discography releases as a musician, composer, arranger or music producer.
He also made music for films, wrote a number
of songs for charity, music for theatre, opening
music for Croatian Radio and Croatian Television shows. He was also the music producer on
the first DVD to be released in Croatia (Gibonni
– “Milennium koncert”), as well as on many other live DVDs aﬅerwards. With an aim of improving production quality of Croatian artists’ live
performances on Croatian Television, he formed
an orchestra and a production team in 2004,
which have worked on numerous TV shows
(Studio 10, Dancing with the Stars, Evergreen)
and festivals (Split, Zagrebfest, The Songs of
the Mediterranean). He was the chief music
producer for the Porin awards ceremony 1998 –
2002 and the music producer of final shows for
many charity actions (“Let Them Hear”, “A Babies”, “Vukovar”, etc...). His arrangements, light
music productions, classical music productions,
recordings and albums have received multiple
Porin awards.
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MIRO BULJAN (Zagreb, ?) is a composer
and producer. He has been playing guitar
ever since childhood, and was a young teenager when he started playing in bands and
writing songs. He started working in sound
studios in his early twenties, and soon found
his calling in that work. He has worked with
many famous names on the Croatian music
scene, including: Boris Novković, ET, Divas,
Emilija Kokić, Nina Badrić, Sandi, Giuliano,
Vlado Kalember, Ivan Mikulić, Mišo Kovač,
Doris Dragović, Maja Šuput, Tony Cetinski,
Toše Proeski as well as individual artists
from other countries. Adaptations of his
songs have been featured on music charts
in Russia, Romania, and in Benelux countries.
He is one of the most productive and most
successful Croatian light music composers.
RAJKO DUJMIĆ (Zagreb, 1954) attended music school and the teaching academy in his home town of
Zagreb. He joined the Novi Fosili in
1978. They were the leading pop
band in Yugoslavia, released many
albums and played in numerous
concerts, in which Dujmić participated as music writer, keyboardist and
singer. He simultaneously worked
with two other bands (Srebrna krila
and Riva) and collaborated with numerous solo vocal artists, such as
Jasna Zlokić, Jasmin Stavros, Goran
Karan. His songs give out an air of
ease with which Dujmić hits the
bull’s-eye when it comes to current
trends. Whether dramatic or clever,
his songs always find their way to
the audiences, remain in their ear
and leave them humming for years.
His persistence and the catchiness of
his songs have earned him a number
of awards in the country and abroad,
while his song Rock me (performed
by Riva) won the 1989 European
Song Contest, bringing the following
competition to Zagreb. As a fruitful
composer, he has also completed
several projects in which he was the
singer-songwriter.
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DENIS DUMANČIĆ (Vienna, 1969) was trained to be an engineer, but
he showed talent for music and performing at a very early age, which
he presented in local music events and festivals. He founded his first
band when he was 15. The band won the Audience Choice award from
a rock guitar competition in Osijek. His next band was Nove igre, and in
1991, he put together Leteći odred. He wrote almost all of the songs
on the band’s first album, and continued writing songs for most of the
albums that followed. The band’s records sold in tens of thousands,
and they play extensively in concerts and tours in Croatia and abroad.
Dumančić is a sought-for versatile author who has written children’s
songs, pop and rock songs, but also writes tamburitza music, Dalmatian, and light music. His songs are sung by numerous popular singers
and bands, such as Massimo, Željko Bebek, Boris Novković, Hari Mata
Hari, Danijela Martinović, Ivana Banfić, Jasmin Stavros, Alka Vujica,
Jole, Gazde, Crvena jabuka, Prva liga, Maja Šuput, Leo, Kemal Monteno, Vinko Coce, Zlatko Peajković, and many others. He has also been
playing with the Mejaši band since 2011 and writes all their music.

TONI ETEROVIĆ (Split, 1967) writes
ambient and scene music, popular
chansons with Dalmatian elements,
sacral music for which he has received
Porin awards, as well as light/popular
music and children’s music. As a music writer, he participates in almost all
festivals in the country. He works as a
studio producer, arranger, and musician, plays in various festival orchestras and writes music for theatre.

Guitarist, composers and arranger ANTE GELO graduated
from the jazz guitar program
at the University of Music
and Performing Arts in Graz.
He enrolled to the Master’s
program at the same school
in 2001 to pursue degrees
in composition and arrangement. During his career, he has
played in numerous jazz festivals in Croatia, and performed
in concerts in Austria, Germany, France, Hungary, Slovenia,
Italy, South America and elsewhere. He leads his own Geloland ensemble, but also plays

with the Amorosi Flashophone
Band as a permanent member, as well as with jazz fusion
bands Combinate and Boilers
All Stars. He has also collaborated with Tamara Obrovac,
Leo Harper, Albert Marsico,
Matija Dedić, Gabi Novak, David Gazarov, an many other
artists. His composition Tea
For Three was awarded the
best jazz composition of the
year by the Croatian Composers’ Society, and Gelo received
the Status Award of the Croatian Musicians Union. He also
teaches jazz music.

TONČI HULJIĆ (Split, 1961) is a musician, composer, lyrics writer, and producer. Aﬅer graduating from law school, he chose a career in
music. He was a member of the Magazin band
for many years, and wrote some of the band’s
greatest hits that have earned them numerous awards. He writes songs for, produces music and supports many solo vocal artists, such
as Danijela Martinović and Jelena Rozga (former lead singers of Magazin), as well as Petar
Grašo, Doris Dragović, Petar Dragojević, Zlatko
Pejaković, etc. Several of his songs had been
chosen to represent Croatia for the European
Song Contest. There are numerous albums and
compilation releases that contain his songs.
As a composer and producer, he has also tried
his hand in other styles of music, thus helping
advance the careers of pianist Maksim Mrvica,
the female string quartet Bond and the band
Wild. His songs, which he oﬅen writes with his
wife Vjekoslava, show great skill and an experienced ear in following current trends, as well
as the nerve to introduce new ideas and shiﬅ
boundaries. He is an excellent hit maker, and

ĐELO JUSIĆ (Dubrovnik, 1939) is a composer, guitarist, arranger, and conductor.
He started writing music in the 1960s,
when he founded the Dubrovački trubaduri ensemble that had gained great popularity. His songs are sung by many stars
of Croatian light music, such as Tereza
Kesovija, Oliver Dragojević, Ibrica Jusić,
etc. The songs were also very successful in
festivals, especially in Zagreb, Split, Opatija, etc. They are Mediterranean in style,
but incorporated in Croatian light music
tradition. He also writes orchestral, vocal
and instrumental music, as well as music
for theatre, film and TV. He founded the
Mali raspjevani Dubrovnik children’s choir
and served as a selector for the International Children’s Festival in Dubrovnik. As
a conductor, he has performed on many
diﬀerent stages and serves as the permanent conductor of the Dubrovnik Symphony Orchestra. He has recorded numerous
albums containing various compositions
from his rich and comprehensive oeuvre.
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has received numerous festival prizes and other awards. He is also one of the top selling song
writers. Aﬅer Magazin and some solo work, in
2011 he focused on writing for and playing with
Madre badessa, putting together diﬀerent traditions from the Balkans region into one hit after another.
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PREDRAG MARTINJAK (Zagreb,1973) completed elementary and secondary education
in Zagreb, and then studied piano at the Music
Academy. He entered the music scene in the early 1990s as an instrumentalist, performer and
producer. He also made a solo album “Wuk” in
2001 under the name P’eggy. He has shown to
be a very skillful and fruitful writer of numerous
hits performed by other artists. He has worked
with some of the most popular artists in Croatia, including Cubismo, Ritmo Loco, Songkillers,
Dino Dvornik, Vanna, Nina Badrić etc. He also
collaborates closely with Massimo who sings
Predrag’s songs with impressive energy that
makes them very close to both the critics and
the audiences. The collaboration has resulted in
numerous awards, e.g. for the song Suze nam
stale na put. His songs Iz jednog pogleda and
Krug u žitu also became hits. As the author of
both music and lyrics, Martinjak always emphasizes the importance of good collaboration and
positive energy between anyone involved in the
creative process for making a hit song.
ANTE
PECOTIĆ (Zagreb,
1970) fell in love with writing
songs and playing music when
he was still a child. He started by playing bass guitar in
various demo bands, and later
with bands such as Zvijezda,
Film, with Dino Dvornik and
the Songkillers. Aﬅer years of
playing music, he decided he
would focus more on writing.
He initially wrote lyrics, and
subsequently started writing music, too, for performers
such as the Songkillers, Nina
Badrić, Vanna, Ivana Banfić,
Toni Cetinski, Oliver, Tereza,
Jacques Houdek, Maja Blagdan, Severina, Dado Topić, Kim
Verson, Bojan Jambrosić, Feminnem etc. He also arranges
and produces music in his own
studio. He is a member of numerous professional associations and the current director
of the Zagrebfest.

For ZLATAN STIPIŠIĆ GIBONNI (Split, 1968)
music has always been an integral part of his
life. While growing up with his father, Ljubo
Stipišić, who was a relentless collector of traditional songs and a versatile musician, he was
introduced to all types of music. It was, therefore, not surprising that he played guitar (which
he bought from his allowance) in a band called
Prva stanica when he was only fiﬅeen. He later
on founded the band Osmi putnik, and sang in
Divlje jagode. In a search for his own music, he
tried his hand in diﬀerent styles of rock and pop
music. His song Cesarica (sung by Oliver Dragojević) became a major hit. The success was a
major stepping stone that turned him into a
sought for song writer. He released very well received albums Noina arka (1993), Kruna od perja (1994) and Ruža vjetrova, but achieved ultimate success with Judi, zviri i beštimije (1999).
The album was the top seller in both Croatia
and Slovenia and earned him numerous awards,
including 7 Porin awards. His very next album
Mirakul, however, exceeded Judi, zviri i beštimije both in sales and the number of awards. His
collaboration with other artists featured on the
album set new standards in playing and arranging music. His subsequent releases were
Unca fibre (2006), a double live album Acoustic
Electric recorded during the Unca fibre Tour, as
well as Žeđam and Toleranca, again one of the
best-selling and award-winning records. He has
also released several compilation albums. His
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music is a unique fusion of pop, ethno and world
music characterized by a melancholic Mediterranean atmosphere and intimate lyrics. Gibonni
set up a foundation for talented children without parents, published a song book in Braille
called “Two Souls” (the proceeds of which were
used to help blind people from the community),
and participated in numerous charity auctions.
In 2003 he was appointed UNICEF’s Goodwill
Ambassador. In that capacity he made a video
in 2010 for the children of Haiti and performed
“Činim pravu stvar” and “Žeđam” in a major
charity concert in the Spaladium Arena Split.

ALJOŠA ŠERIĆ (Split, 1976) completed his secondary education in Zagreb, finished law school in 2001,
worked as a trainee for attorney Nikolina Golubić
(mostly on company and commercial law cases), then
moved on to work under his father, attorney Branko
Šerić. He passed the bar exam and became an attorney in 2004. Since then, he has mostly been practicing criminal law. He is also a successful composer
and musician. In 2012, he became a full member of
the Croatian Composers’ Society. He also serves as
the General Secretary of the Institute of Croatian Music. Due to his close involvement with Croatian music
industry, he has also widened his legal field to copyright law issues in Croatia. As the former lead singer
of Ramirez and currently the front man of Pavel, he
keeps spreading the horizons of song writing and interpretation as well.
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MIROSLAV ŠKORO (Osijek, 1962) completed elementary and secondary education in his home
town, obtained a degree in civil engineering, and
went on to study marketing at the Faculty of Economy. He also studied in the US. He was a first generation student of the Croatian Ministry of Foreign
Aﬀairs’ Diplomatic Academy, an advisor at the Ministry of Foreign Aﬀairs and the Consul General of
Croatia to Hungary. He also worked as an editor
on radio stations in Đakovo and Osijek, he was the
director of Orfej record company, president and
the executive director of management repartition
for Croatia Records, and the chairman of the Croatian Discography Association. He has written many
songs that he performs himself, but he also writes
for other singers. He has an important role in the
new tamburitza music, and had many hits in that
sector, including songs Ne dirajte mi ravnicu, Garavušo garava, Kuća na kraju sela etc. He has won
numerous awards.

MARKO TOMASOVIĆ (Zagreb, 1976)
completed elementary and secondary education, and received his BA in Croatology
from the Centre for Croatian Studies in
his home town. He has been a professional musician since 1998. He writes songs
of very diﬀerent styles and works with
numerous vocal soloists, such as Zdenka
Kovačićek, Oliver Dragojević, Vanda Winter, Lidija Bačić, Emilija Kokić, Tomislav
Bralić, Ivana Kindl, Mladen Grdović, Maja
Šuput etc. He also writes music for tamburitza ensembles, such as Posegana,
Najbolji hrvatski tamburaši, Čežnja and
others, as well as for klapas and for children. He has won numerous awards. He is
well-known for his work with young singers: out of his 85 award winning songs,
21 were sung by debutants. In 2012 he
released his first solo album “Napokon
sam zaljubljen”. The eponymous single
from the album reached first place on
radio charts. The album also contains
his song “Svako jutro još po tebi miriše”
which came first in Zagrebfest. In late
2013, he released his second solo album
called “Jedino si moje samo ti”, containing
emotional ballads.

ZRINKO TUTIĆ (Banja Luka, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, 1955) debuted on the scene at
the 1977 Zagrebfest as a singer song-writer.
As a composer and producer, he has worked
on numerous albums released by famous
Croatian vocal soloists, many of whom he
also helped with their careers. The artists
he has worked with include Željko Bebek,
Davor Radolfi, Doris Dragović, Ivana Mikulić,
Maja Blagdan, Massimo, Mišo Kovač, Sanja
Doležal, Severina, Miroslav Škoro, Tatjana
Matejaš Tajči and others. He owns and acts
as the chief producer of the Tutico production company established in 1992. He is also
one of the founders of Porin and a member
of the award organization’s management
board, as well as a member of professional
associations. He has recorded numerous albums, and his songs can be found on albums
released by various artists. He has also coauthored many songs, either as music or lyrics writer. He writes music for theatre, television and music for children as well.
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4. 6. Rock Music - Introduction
H H

ock music in Croatia started developing in the
1960s when the local scene first responded
to the appearance of rock and roll in the US in
the 50s with a concept of “vocal-instrumental
ensembles”. Although these were reproductive
musicians, nicknamed “electricians”, the fact remains that the adaptations made by Ivo Robić,
Bijele strijele, Crveni koralji, Karlo Metikoš (Matt
Collins) laid the foundations for a new musical
scene that was well recorded through the Zagreb-based Jugoton record company.

R

This was mostly reproductive rock, but it respected the form, norms, and presentation of
the new genre. The fact that there was no original work was not seen as a handicap at the
time and was not important because what was
going on was the “initial accumulation of rock
capital.” In the time when Radio Luxemburg was
the only way to hear the sounds that had been
rocking the western hemisphere since 1956, no
one was interested in creating original collections of art, but rather in proving that similarly
“loud” music can be played even in the improvised local conditions. And in bringing a breath
of that incriminated western wind, as was obvious from one of the headlines at the time,
asking the question: “Electrical sounds: music
or noise?”. Chuck Berry and Fats Domino did not
play in Croatia before the 70s, 15 years aﬅer
Matt Collins spread word about their music. To
put the long story short: Strijele, Koralji and Metikoš were passionate about introducing local
audiences to what was happening abroad and
did not care about making their own materials.
The important thing was to master the rules
and the laws of the new genre, and only aﬅer

mastering the first and second steps was it time
for authorship. The first to start writing original
rock music was Drago Mlinarec and his Grupa 220. In 1966 they released a single called
Osmijeh and in 1968 their album Naši dani. In
the overview of the history of Croatian popular
music Naši dani is marked as the cornerstone
of original rock music that did not properly develop until later. Since this was the first album
containing only original songs, it changed the
course of history which previously consisted
only of adapting other artists’ songs for club
gigs. With the album Naši dani Drago Mlinarec
became the first, and at the time the only local
rock song writer, and the music played by Grupa 220 has remained attractive in its archival
archaic form to this day.
The historic significance of Naši dani on the
local scene is comparable only to Arsen Dedić’s first album Čovjek kao ja (1969), which announced the arrival of a key author who would
perhaps be the greatest influence on rock
musicians that would appear in the 70s, even
though he did not write rock music. The level of
Arsen Dedić’s originality did not only contribute
to the level of seriousness of pop music, but
also greatly impacted the local rock scene.
Under the influence of progressive rock, the
seventies brought along the first significant
rock bands, among which the Time from Zagreb
with its first two albums was probably the most
prominent. The rock scene in the country, as it
existed at that time, was more like a series of
individual attempts and it was not before the
appearance and the success of Bijelo Dugme
that it became a profit making pop industry
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in which Parni valjak and Prljavo kazalište became established as the longest lasting Croatian bands.
With the arrival of punk and the new wave,
and the decisive influence of Buldožer from Ljubljana, the local original rock music found new
momentum. The 1977 concert of Pankrti in SC
in Zagreb during young Mirko Ilić’s exhibition of
comic books is considered to be the beginning
of Slovenia’s punk export and the start of a new
music scene in Zagreb and other major cities of
Yugoslavia.
Prljavo kazalište released their first single
“Televizori” in 1978, and a year later the first
local punk album called “Prljavo kazalište” (illustrated by Mirko Ilić). It was around that time
that the entire scene became active: the bands
Termiti and Paraf were founded in Rijeka and
Pula respectively, Film was established aﬅer
the breakup of Azra and released its first single
Kad si mlad/Zajedno in 1979. Darko Rundek and
Srđan Sacher established Haustor that same
year, and Zoran Predin founded Lačni Franz.
Pankrti’s first album Dolgcajt was released early in 1980, while the new wave in Belgrade presented Idoli, Električni orgazam, and Šarla akrobatu on a joint album called Paket aranžman
(also released under Jugoton in Zagreb).
The time of punk music and the new wave
that immediately followed showed unexpected
consistency with what was going on in music
around the world. With the new wave, Croatian
music was aesthetically and artistically on the
same wavelength as the rest of the world for
the first time.
The information that Prljavo kazalište released its first single (1978) only a year aﬅer
Clash released its first album clearly shows that
these new music writers managed to bring Croatian music up to par. Even local hip hop needed
a whole decade to follow suit aﬅer Public Enemy or Beastie Boys first appeared in mid-80s.
Several releases of the new wave were immediately included on the list of best Croatian rock
achievements ever, where they still remain.
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During the eighties, when rock and roll started
losing the battle against the rising wave of folkpop music, the most significant bands and artists that appeared to broaden the horizons of
rock music included Đavoli, Boa, Stidljiva ljubičica, Cacadou Look, Animatori, Dino Dvornik,
Daleka obala, and others. Split, Rijeka, Osijek as
well as Vinkovci and Virovitica gave rise to a
new generation of musicians who would keep
the rock scene alive through the nineties. The
scene in those cities started functioning under completely diﬀerent principles than before.
There were two key events that formed the
picture of the new musical reality in the country: the breakup of Yugoslavia and the beginning of war. During the war, large tours were
replaced by gigs in clubs, which would highly
impact the development and the orientation of
new pop music. The new situation also resulted
in a much smaller market and a significant dip
in record sales.
Professional associations of musicians and
discographers were established, like the Croatian Musicians Union, as well as the Porin award
for discography in 1994. In the early nineties,
bands like Hladno pivo, Majke, Pips Chips & Videoclips, Laufer appeared on the scene.
The displacement of concerts into clubs and
dance clubs during the war logically resulted in
the rise of dance music, and genres like dance
and hip hop proved to be the most resistant to
the terror of turbo-folk music.
During the nineties, Dino Dvornik continued
working as a pioneer in “translating” funk music
for the local terrain and into the local language.
His unchallenged success on the local dance
scene helped pave the way for future dance
music artists.
Festivals Fiju briju and Zagreb gori as well as
the journalists’ rock award Crni mačak were the
key platforms for the promotion of new rock
artists.
The first Croatian hip hop album that was released in 1997 marked the beginning of this
new genre in the region. Aﬅer punk, hip hop was
the first systematic expression of rebellion and

an example of respecting the rhetoric and the
rules of engaged art. In discography, the genre
was established through the first hip hop CD
in 1997: Blackout Project – Project Impossible,
which included the song “Hrvatski velikani” by
Tram 11. The project was the result of Radio
101’s show of the same name, and proved that
radio was the first logical home for the new
dance genre.
The Beat Fleet, Edo Maajka and Elemental,
with their accompanying bands and live music,
showed that hip hop can be transformed into a
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style that everyone understands, that it can sell
records and penetrate the media.
Some of the trends that have kept Croatian
rock scene interesting during the 2000s include
the arrival of new young rock bands on the one
hand (Gretta, Gatuzo), lo-fi singers song-writers on the other (Luka Belani, Lovely Quinces,
Irena Žilić) as well as the commercial success
of bands such as Kawasaki 3p, Vatra, Mayales,
Pavel and others. All of them together have significantly changed the image and the sound of
the local music scene.

4. 7. Rock Music - Artists
H H

Formed in 1995 under the influence of sixties
garage and surf classics, Croatia based instrumental combo THE BAMBI MOLESTERS won
sympathies of rock critics and underground
rock audience with their first album “Dumb
Loud Hollow Twang”, released in 1997 by Dirty
Old Town, a small independent label. The whole
album, all 15 original songs were recorded during one unbelievable, only three hours long session. Produced by the legendary Californian surf
DJ, Phil Dirt, the album soon went out of print.
Since then the band has regularly been playing
all over Europe and their fiery and energetic live
performances helped to build their reputation
as one of the finest and most original contemporary surf bands. In 1999 the band signed a record deal with Dancing Bear Records to release
their second album “Intensity!”. Both, “Intensity!”
and “Dumb Loud Hollow Twang” gained positive
reviews in music press and were nominated in
various categories of Croatian national and independent music awards. During the following
couple of years they played with The Cramps,
Man or Astroman?, Chrome Cranks, Flaming
Sideburns and many more. The songs from both
albums were regularly played on American and
British radio stations. In 1999 they supported
R.E.M. for the first time in Koper, Slovenia. In
December 2001 The Bambi Molesters released
their third album “Sonic Bullets: 13 From the
Hip” (Dancing Bear, WMA, Big Beat). This album
features Peter Buck (R.E.M.), Scott McCaughey
(Minus 5, Young Fresh Fellows, R.E.M.‘s touring
band), The Walkabouts frontman Chris Eckman,
American singer/songwriter Terry Lee Hale and
Speedo Martinez. The album gained excellent
reviews in MOJO magazine, UNCUT magazine,
Pitchforkmedia etc. In February 2002 The Bam-

bi Molesters played at the New Zealand festival. One of the six shows they did in Wellington
was recorded live and broadcasted by the New
Zealand national radio. First eight months of
the year 2003 were spent mostly on the road.
They played Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Spain,
Austria, Slovenia and Croatia, one of the shows
being the Orange Blossom Special – Glitterhouse Records festival in Beverungen. In July
The Bambi Molesters supported R.E.M. on three
shows of their European tour (Locarno/CH, Wien/A, Wiesbaden/D). Immediately aﬅer the touring stopped the band went to studio to re-record their first album, rearranging some of the
songs, and adding bonus tracks. The so-called
remake of their out-of-print album titled “Dumb
Loud Hollow Twang – Deluxe” was released in
December 2003. A bonus DVD featuring documentary about the band, “The Bambi Molesters Backstage Pass,” that includes footage shot
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1999-2003 (covering band’s diﬀerent shows
as well as Bambi Molesters’ R.E.M. support act
gigs) was exclusively added to this release. In
January 2004 The Bambi Molesters joined forces with Walkabouts’ frontman Chris Eckman
and formed The Strange and recorded album
“Nights of Forgotten Films”, released in 2004.
Upon release, in summer 2004 a promo tour
took place with special guest Scott McCaughey.
Some of the recordings taken live during this
tour can be heard on the second The Strange
release, “Comin’ Undone” EP, released at the end
of the same year. In spring and autumn 2009
the band recorded new songs for the fourth
studio album, “As the Dark Wave Swells”. Highly
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acclaimed in the music press (Uncut, Q Magazine, Sunday Times, The Sun), the album reaffirmed The Bambi Molesters as one of the most
interesting modern instrumental rock combos.
Two years of live shows followed, many of them
done in the accompaniment of additional musicians (keyboards and brass section) which
instigated the idea of recording a live album
and doing a concert movie. This latest release,
a double live album “A Night in Zagreb” was released in December 2011. It consists of a double CD & DVD featuring the band’s first concert
movie, a music “film noir” account of the show
done in March the same year, directed by Marc
Littler. (source: The Bambi Molesters)

GORAN BARE I MAJKE | Majke, one of the year. Due to various disagreements, the membiggest Croatian rock bands of the nineties, bers of the band kept changing, and Plaćenici
was formed in 1984 by singer and song writ- eventually broke up. Aﬅer an 8-year-long break,
er Goran Bare. Their first major concerts were Bare re-formed Majke for a concert in Zagreb in
in Zagreb in the Lapidarij club and in Belgrade Tvornica, which was recorded and released as
in Akademija in 1986. In 1986 Majke recorded Unplugged. Aﬅer another change in membertheir first material called Majke zauvijek for leg- ship, this time with guitarist Damir Trkulja-Šiljo
endary Zdenko Franjić and his independent label from the up and coming band Gatuzo, Majke in
“Slušaj najglasnije”. In 1990 the band released 2011 released one of the band’s most successits first album called Razum i bezumlje. Due to ful albums – Teške boje, nominated for eleven
the war breaking out and Bare’s drug problems, and winning six Porin awards.
Majke stopped working, and Bare recorded some solo materials under © Croatia Records Archives
an alias Hali Gali Halid. In the early
nineties, he gathered new members
and they released the second album
Razdor. Majke’s third album Milost
came out in 1996, while their 1998
album Vrijeme je da se krene and the
collaboration with the Jabukaton label made them one of the top rock
bands in the country. Aﬅer their live
album Život uživo and another studio
album Put do srca sunca, Majke broke
up and Goran Bare continued a solo
career with an accompanying band
called Plaćenici. Bare and Plaćenici
made two albums: Izgubljen i nađen
– which received the 2001 Porin
award as the best rock album, and
the album called 7 in the following
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THE BEAT FLEET or TBF for short, was formed
in 1990 in Split. In 1992 the band recorded
three songs in a home-made production and
sent them to local radio stations. This was followed by live performances in Split and the surrounding area. They were noticed by musician
and producer Dragan Lukić-Luky from Split,
who oﬀered to produce the band’s album. The
first album Ping-pong (umjetnost zdravog đira),
released by Croatia Records, came out in 1997.
The songs spoke about drug addiction problems, corruption in politics, and the distortion
of social values, intolerance towards anything
that is diﬀerent, the extermination of urban
Mediterranean culture, and everyday life. The
music background was made of samples that
were selected and put together in the studio.
In modified concert arrangements, the songs
were given new life based on funk, soul, reggae, grunge, rock and roll, and even klapa singing. Apart from playing and making music, the
band also worked with an amateur acting group
called Odron, created and staged a play called

Baš-Concrete and Society Pillars that was produced by the Croatian National Theatre in Split
and directed by Ivica Buljan. In August 2000
TBF released their second album Uskladimo
toplomjere for Menart. The critics named this
album the album of the year, and the band
won best album, album cover, video (Genije),
production, and best hip hop album journalists’
“Crni Mačak” awards. The members of the band
changed in 2003, and the new ensemble released the band’s third album Maxon universal
in July 2004. Unlike the first two albums, this
one contained live music. The album is a humorous review on the dominance of materialistic
values of the consumer mentality. This was the
TBF’s most successful album: they made videos
for seven songs, and the album received five
Porin and five Zlatna Koogla awards. In October
2007 the band released their fourth studio album called Galerija Tutnplok. Encouraged by the
organizers of the Zlatna Koogla music award
ceremony, they also rehearsed and held their
first acoustic, unplugged concert in the KSET
club in Zagreb. In February 2009 TBF gave the
largest concert of their careers – the concert in
the House of Sports Arena in Zagreb for 8000
people was organized by Radio 101 celebrating
25 years of work. Later on, the band travelled
to New York with the ZKM theatre crew, where
they premiered Garage in the world-renowned
La Mamma theatre in Manhattan. TBF’s first
live album called Perpetuum fritule came out
as a double and single release containing the
recording of their unplugged concert held in the
Močvara club. In 2011 TBF released the album
Pistaccio Metallic and in June 2015 finished the
recording of their new studio album called Danas, sutra.

LUKA BELANI is a singer-songwriter from
Križevci, living in Zagreb. He is one of the most
talented lo-fi artists who has steadily been
building a career both in Croatia and in the EU,
where he oﬅen plays in live concerts. His two
albums B-Side Of My Mind (2009) and Changin’
Chapters (2011) (released by Aquarius Records)
attracted the attention of critics and the public. He is equally successful in the acoustic and

electric form, gives compelling concerts, and
writes inspired songs, all of which contributed
to the inclusion of his first two albums on the
top albums of the year lists in their respective
years of release. Some critics named his acoustic album B-Side Of My Mind the debut album
of the year, while the radio single Guarded By
Angels finished fiﬅh on the annual Otvoreni
Radio chart. Changin’ Chapters, recorded with

© Saša Burić
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a rock band, was even more successful. The
album was oﬅen played by radio stations, received great media attention, excellent reviews
in printed and online media, and resulted in a
concert on the main stage of the 2011 INmusic festival. The album became one of the Top5
Croatian albums of 2011 (selected by 32 music
editors and journalists for Tportal). Luka Belani
has given around 400 concerts, either as a solo
artist or accompanied by a band. Apart from
Croatia, he has also played in London, Amsterdam, Hungary, Serbia, in a tour of south-western England (February 2013), as well as in five
tours of Germany (one of which also included
Vienna and Bratislava). In April 2013 he released his experimental EP What The Ghosts
Want Us To Do, which he produced himself.
With The Basewalks, including Marko Levanić,
the bassist of Pips Chips & Videoclips, Balani
released an EP called Balconism containing five
songs that widened the borders of his style. He
is planning to release his third solo album later
this year.

The band BOA was formed in Zagreb in 1979,
influenced by art rock, funk and New Romanticism. During the period of the new wave Boa
intrigued the audiences and critics with their
specific sound and style similar to then popular
bands such as the Talking Heads, Simple Minds,
and Japan. They recorded their first demos in
Radio Zagreb’s studio. In the summer of 1981
the band signed a record contract with Suzy,
and by the end of the summer their demo song
Stol reached the top of Studio B’s chart in Belgrade. In the fall of that year the band recorded
their first album called Boa in Sweden and produced by Tinnie Varga. The album was met with
very positive reviews, and the music magazine
Džuboks voted them as the most promising
new band in 1982. Their second album Ritam
strasti was recorded in the fall, again in Sweden, but this time in producer Sjunne Fergar’s
studio. Ritam strasti confirmed the band’s status among the audience and the critics. In 1983
the band played about a hundred concerts
around Yugoslavia and worked on the songs
for their third album, which was recorded later

© D. Fabijanić

that year in the Ferger studio in Sweden and
produced by band members themselves. The
group disbanded late in 1984. They regrouped
again in 1989 with new members, and in 1990
released the album called Prvi val. In that same
year they played as the opening act for David
Bowie during his stadium concert in Zagreb in
front of over 50 thousand people. In 1991 Boa
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released a compilation album 81-92 containing
newly arranged concert and studio recordings.
It contained an additional song called Zemlja,
which the group recorded in October 1991 for
the Rock for Croatia project. In 1994 they released a new album called Kraj djetinjstva, containing a hit song Kao mir featuring Jospia Lisac
as well as other songs recorded in collaboration
with guest artists (Jasna Bilušić, Dino Dvornik,
Vanna, Drago Mlinarec and more). Aﬅer a longer
break, Boa released a compilation album Kao

nekad in 2004, which contained the instrumental piece Boa constrictor based on taped 1977
records made by band founders Puljiz and
Remenarić.
Two years later the band released their first
studio album aﬅer 12 years: Dnevnik putovanja,
skice ostanka.
Their seventh studio album called VII was released on the band’s 30th annyversary in 2012.
In 2013 they released yet another studio album
called Indigo.

Zagreb-based hip hop group ELEMENTAL has
been a key contributor to introducing hip hop
into the local commercial market. The band has
been active since 1998, but the initial membership consisting of three artists expanded
to seven by 2003, while their live gigs earned
Elemental the reputation of one of the best
concert bands in Croatia. The group recorded
its first demo album Moj, njegov i njen svijet in
2000. In March of the same year they released
the album Tempo velegrada/Demiurg featuring
Mario Igrec on guitar, Mladen Malek, the group
Cubismo, Josip Grah on trumpet, Josipa Lisac’s
band, Matija Dedić, Tihomir Novak on double
bass, the Zagreb Philharmonics, the bossa nova
band Quartet Sensitive, and hip hop artists Tram
11, Bizzo of Bolesna Braća, Špica, One II Many.
The album was a turning point that brought
the group closer to their later live band sound
consisting of vocalists Mirela Priselac Remi
and Luka Tralić Shot, guitarist Erol Zejnilović,
bassist Konrad Lovrenčić, keyboardist Davor Zanoški, drum- © Maja Bota
mer Ivan Vodopijec and back
vocalist Vida Manestar. Singer
and song writer Mirela Priselac-Remi and Luka Tralić-Shot
headed the band that made its
next album Male stvari in 2004
containing hit songs Romantika
and Iz dana u dan. The release
was the first Croatian hip hop
album recorded exclusively
with live music instead of using
the usual sampling. Their politically engaged single Zašto te

imam was banned from most TV stations due
to its explicit video and lyrics, but it got more
than 400,000 hits on YouTube. In 2005 Elemental was nominated for three Porin awards.
The same year, Remi received the Zlatna Koogla
award as the best vocalist, and their video for
the song Tako lijepa won the 2006 Magdalena award. Although the group has maintained
its basic rap/hip hop style, the influence of jazz,
soul, funk, rock and reggae was nevertheless
felt in the albums that followed (Pod pritiskom
(2008), Vertigo (2010) and U redu je (2013)),
which are comparable in style and quality to
the work done by The Roots or Erykah Badu.
The group’s album Pod pritiskom won the Porin
award as the best urban and club music album.
Throughout the years, Elemental has played in
numerous cities around Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Macedonia and has
earned the reputation of an attractive modern
band accepted by broad audiences.
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The band FILM (Jura Stublić and Mladen Max Juričić) was formed in 1979
by members of Branimir Štulić’s band
who broke oﬀ on their own before Štulić formed Azra. Their first single Kad si
mlad/Zajedno was released in 1980, and
constant concerts earned them a prestigious status on the new wave scene.
Their album Novo!Novo!Novo! Još jučer
samo na filmu a sada i u vašoj glavi was
released in the following year by the Ljubljana-based record company Helidon,
produced by Boris Bele from the Slovenian rock band Buldožer. They became
well known for their live performances,
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and released a mini album called Film u Kulušiću – Live
that year, which was recorded during their concert in
the Kulušić club in Zagreb and sold more than 60,000
copies. Due to disagreements about authorship and
Stublić’s role as the group leader, Film disbanded for
a short while, but they soon got together again to record the group’s second album called Zona sumraka
containing somewhat darker songs than their optimistic debut album. From then on, Stublić faced constant
problems with membership, but the fact that the original members leﬅ the band aﬅer releasing their very
successful album Sva čuda svijeta, did not stop him
from recording another album Signali u noći with new
members. All subsequent Film albums (Sunce sja, Zemlja sreće, Hrana za golubove) were de facto Stublić’s
solo records in which he was backed by various artists.
The 1992 album Hrana za golubove contained popular hits Bili cvitak and E moj druže beogradski, which
were also Stublić’s last songs (at the time recorded
as Jura Stublić and Film). The only time the original
members of Film gathered again was in 1998 for the
Zagreb gori festival in the Šalata stadium in Zagreb,
but this was just a one-oﬀ gig. When guitarist Mladen
Max Juričić, the other key member of the original Film,
leﬅ the band, he and Srđan Sacher of Haustor formed
a band called Vještice, which played a major role in the
development of Croatian world music scene. Juričić’s
propensity towards ethno sounds continued through
collaboration with groups Šo! Mazgoon, Gego & Picigin Band, and Kopito, until he eventually formed his
current band called Ljetno kino. Juričić and Ljetno kino
worked with another new wave contemporary, Vlado
Divljan of Idoli, on their album 4 godišnja doba and
in joint concerts, one of which was recorded for the
album Live@Tvornica kulture. Ljetno kino maintains an
active presence in clubs, which helped Juričić remain a
creative and exciting musician that he was when new
wave music first appeared.

GATUZO is a rock duo from Zagreb consisting
of Damir Trkulja Šiljo (guitar) and Goran Martinjak (drums). The two have been together since
the start of 2004. In 2005 the duo published
their first serious studio material called Temelji,
released by Spona record agency. In mid-2007
they signed a record contract with Dancing
Bear. In November 2007 Gatuzo’s album Noge/
ruke/glave was released, which earned them

the 2007 Status award of the Croatian Musicians Union as the best young rock band and
the Porin award for the best alternative rock album of the year. Late in 2009, Gatuzo released
the second album called !, which received positive reviews and established them as one of
the top young rock bands in the country. Between 2009 and 2012 Damir Trkulja-Šiljo leﬅ
the band to play with Majke and recorded the

album Teške boje, co-authoring
the eponymous song and the album’s greatest hit. In late 2012
Gatuzo switched to Croatia Records to record a new single
(Oni govore), announcing their
third studio album Gdje idemo
(2013). The album was received
as the band’s most mature and
best work to date. In the album,
Gatuzo managed to find a balance between the raw and energetic sound and Gora Mariec’s
modern production of dark and
hard songs such as Oni govore,
Gdje idemo, as well as the more
intimate ones, such as Dijete
u meni, containing blues elements. Aﬅer hundreds of gigs
in all major clubs and renowned
festivals across Croatia and
Slovenia (INmusic festival, Terraneo, Rokaj fest, Rock Otočec,
Hartera, Grand rock festival,
Marinfest, Belef fest, etc. ), Gatuzo released their most ambitious album Megalomania in
2014 that includes duets with
Goran Bare of Majke and Saša
Antić of The Beat Fleet.

© Iva Glavić Trkulja

GRETTA is a band from Zagreb formed
in 2004. Aﬅer achieving success in various demo band festivals, the band
signed a record company with Dancing
Bear in 2007 and released their first album Fanatik with well received singles
Gdje je ovdje ljubav and Kad te vidim.
In 2008 and 2009 the band played in
concerts around the region. At that time
they changed the record company and
switched to Aquarius Records to release
their second album Vidim što vidim
(2010). The album was nominated for
the best alternative music album Porin
award, received excellent reviews and
turned Gretta into one of the most compelling new rock bands on the scene.
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This increased Gretta’s presence on large stages, playing as the opening band for renowned
local and international groups, such as White
Lies during their 2010 concert in Tvornica in
Zagreb. In January 2012 Gretta started recording a new album Kreteni with producer Srđan
Sekulović–Skansi. While still in studio, they released a single called Moderna, which achieved
great radio and TV presence. Kreteni was recognized by the media and the critics as the band’s
most mature and best achievement. The suc-

cess continued with the next single Kaos, with
a video consisting of Luka Hrgović’s short sci-fi
film. Kaos was selected as the single of the year
in 2012 by Radio 101. Other singles from the
album included Kreteni and Bez Riječi. In April
2014 the band released a hit single Malena to
celebrate their tenth anniversary. The single
was the band’s first duet and featured singer
Martina Geber. The song became one of the
most played songs in Croatia and won the Porin
award as the best vocal collaboration.

Istria-based GUSTAFI, one the top Croatia rock
bands, was formed in 1980 in Vodnjan as ”Gustaph i njegovi dobri duhovi”. Their first album V
was released in 1985. They are known for their
fusion of rock and roll with Istrian traditional
music, blues, and Tex-Mex music. As key representatives of the ča-wave, they have long had
the reputation as one of the top Croatian concert bands with a series of high quality studio
albums. While they replaced their initial experimental style with the world-music influences of
traditional Istrian songs, the Gustafi turned back
to making original music in the early nineties,
performing in Istrian traditional taverns (the socalled “Oštarijada”) and holding more than 800

gigs in Istria alone. Livio Morosin, one of the
founders along with singer and song writer Edi
Morosin, leﬅ the band in 1992 and continued his
career as lyrics and music writer for Alen Vitasović. Their first three excellent albums include
Tutofato (1994) released by Adam Records in
Pula, Zarad tebe (1995) and Sentimento muto
(1997). At that time, the band played with David Byrne of Talking Heads, who joined them on
stage to perform Kega si sanjala in the Gjuro2
club in Zagreb aﬅer his photography exhibition.
Aﬅer changing labels and signing for Dancing
bear in 1999, the band released the album
Vraćamo se odmah, which music critics named
one of the top ten Croatian albums of the nineties (Sentimento muto is
another). Aﬅer recording Na
minimumu (2004), the band
released two compilations
(The Gust Of (2004), Tampon Vol. 1 (2005)) that contained an overview of “hidden” songs along with wellknown hits, while Tampon
included all their videos and
three new songs. Their 2006
album F.F. got its name from
Edi Maružin’s made-up term
freak folk that he used to describe Gustafi’s music. Their
two latest CDs Chupacabra
(2009) and Kanibalkanska
(2012) continued the successful series that has made
Gustafi one of the top Croatian rock bands.

One of the most significant rock bands in Croatia, HLADNO PIVO, was formed in the late
eighties in the Gajnice neighborhood of Zagreb.
Their first concert was on May 21, 1988 during
a boy scouts competition in Kumrovec. Serious
rehearsals started in 1990, when they created
and recorded many songs with producer Denis Mujadžić-Denyken in Sopot, which they ultimately released on their first tape. Two of their
songs were included in the T.R.I.P. zone compilation released by T.R.I.P. Records and distributed
by Croatia Records, the same record company
under which HP released their first album Džinovski in 1993, which received the Porin award
as the best alternative rock album. In late 1994
HP played in the Home of Sports small arena
as the opening act for The Ramones, and early
in 1995 recorded their second album Gad. In
March 1997 they went oﬀ to Ljubljana to record
their third album Desetka with producer Janez
Križaj, which was released under the then new
Jabukaton label. Among the many concerts they
gave in that period, the most notable were the
ones when they shared the stage with NOFX
and Therapy?, as well as their mini tour of Germany in April 1998. Their following album was
Pobjeda, which they released under their own
label called Gajba Records, coproduced with
Dancing Bear as distributer. Their first single
and video from the Pobjeda album was Politika – an escapist cabaret-styled country-boogie
song about escaping political bombs and hiding in a warm love nest. The song was released
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just before the January
elections of 2000 and
reached number one on
all Croatian charts. In
2000 Hladno pivo went
on tour that included
about 60 concerts, and
won two Porin awards
(best alternative album
and best video). In 2001
the band’s frontman
Mile Kekin made a solo
album U dva oka with an
accompanying band. After “Himna”, an anthem
for the Croatian soccer
team during the World
© Menart Archives
Cup in Japan, the band
promoted the video for their song Šamar. The
video was promoted on November 26, 2002
on the International Day for the Elimination of
Violence Against Women in collaboration with
the B.a.B.e. feminist association, and the song
was dedicated to the fight against violence
against women. Aﬅer their sixth album Šamar,
the Croatian Helsinki Committee awarded the
band with the Joško Kulušić award on December 10, 2003, on the Human Rights Day, for
the promotion of human rights in media. In the
following year, Hladno Pivo received four Porin
awards and gave their largest concert to date
in the Home of Sports arena, which was also
released on DVD. Their 2005 tour called Runda
za sve, which consisted of concerts in Croatia’s
ten largest cities, finished with a concert in the
Hall of Sports Large Arena in front of 10,000
people. Later that year, they made music for
Goran Kulenović’s movie Play Me a Love Song.
Early in 2007 Hladno pivo released the album
Knjiga žalbe under Menart, which was followed
by sold-out concerts in the Šalata stadium in
Zagreb, around 40 concerts in the region, and
at the end of the year, a concert in the Home of
Sports large arena. Their XXlive concert, which
celebrated the band’s 20th anniversary, was
held on the Youth Island of the Jarun lake in
2008. The concert sold almost 30000 tickets,
which is the venue’s record. Their DVD Knjiga
postanka also included a 350-page book. With
the single Ezoterija, released early in 2011,
the band announced their album Svijet glamu-
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ra, promoted in concert held in the ITD Theatre for about two hundred fans. The tour that
followed gathered the largest crowds to date,
and included concerts in the Zagreb Arena, the
Spaladium arena in Split, and two concerts in
the Hall of Sports in Belgrade. In March 2014
the band gave three concerts in Zagreb’s iconic
club KSET. The concerts were named Evo Vam
Džinovski!, and featured all the songs from HP’s

first album and some from other early albums.
The concerts were recorded and released on CD
and DVD. In collaboration with producers Jura
Ferina and Pavle Miholjević, the band recorded their latest album Dani zatvorenih vrata in
their Pleasentville studio, which was released in
2015 under their own label Records. The album
was announced through hit singles Messi and
Vjeruj u mene.

The group JINX was formed by guitarist and
the group’s primary song writer Gordan Muratović-Coki (Coco Mosquito), who used to host
various musicians in his demo studio. They first
appeared on the scene as High Jinx, recorded
their first album Sextasy in English in 1995, but
re-released it oﬃcially on a CD a few years later
as Jinx. Coco Mosquuito and his brother Berko
formed one of the best producing teams in their
studio Funhouse and proved with Jinx’s excellent albums that high quality and ambitious pop
music in Croatia can achieve commercial success aﬅer all. Berko and Samir joined the band in
1996 as the rhythm section, and in the following year the Jinx signed a contract with Aquarius Records to release their second album called
Second Hand, which contained their first major

hit: Smijem se. In 1998 the Jinx was awarded
by Radio France International in Bucharest as
the best newcomers. Their third album Pompei
– ljetna ploča katastrofe, released in 1999, contained hit songs such as Bye Bye Baby Bye and
Koliko suza za malo sna. Aﬅer their 2001 album
Avantura počinje, containing the major hit Tamo
gdje je sve po mom, the band broke up, although
they had just become one of the most successful pop groups in the country. Coco Mosquito, as
a complete author and one of the most creative
Croatian rock musicians, and his brother Berko
together produced Psihomodo Pop’s album Debakl (2000), Coco produced and arranged the
music for Davor Erceg’s album Rovinan (2004),
Natali Dizdar’s first album (2005), and also
worked on Gibonni’s album Unca Fibre (2006).
In 2007 the Jinx released
their comeback album
called Na zapadu, continuing Coki’s series of hit
singles with Na čemu si
ti?, Na zapadu and Pored
mene. Their latest album
Diksilend was released
in 2010 and it contained
several classics, including
a major hit called Da smo
se voljeli manje. The Jinx
are planning on releasing a new album in late
2015. It will contain some
of the material that Coco
Mosquito wrote for the
musical Lizistrata that
was premiered in Ljubljana in February 2014.
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Zagreb-based band KAWASAKI 3P was formed
in 1993. They recorded several demos in the
nineties and earned a reputation of a cult band
winning awards from several festivals as one of
the best demo bands on the scene (HURA in Zagreb, HGF in Zabok). The band has been known
for its attractive concert shows, and their 2003
appearance at the Dora contest with a song
called Antonija helped them reach a wider TV
audience. They released their first album Kawasaki 3P for Dancing Bear that same year. The
album won the Porin award for best alternative
music album and the “Crni mačak” award for
newcomers of the year. Their single Antonija became a hit and reached the top of many radio
charts. Their growing success resulted in constant gigs in various clubs, as well as in a large
concert promotion of their album in SKUC in
Zagreb, an appearance in the Fiju Briju festival,

open air performance in Zagreb’s central square
for Radio 101 and several student party shows.
It took the band six years to release the second album. The long-awaited and carefully prepared album Idu Bugari came out in 2009. The
album received the Porin award for album of
the year, seven Zlatna Koogla awards, and the
Davorin award as the best rock album. The very
first single Puta madre showed oﬀ a firm and
superior band, while the great market success
of the album and constant concerts, including
their triumphal shows in Močvara, earned Kawasaki 3p the reputation of one of the most exciting Zagreb-based rock bands. Kawasaki 3p’s
music is a distinctive blend of punk, ska, and
reggae sounds with a pronounced brass section, bar poetry in lyrics, and self-ironic humor
with an aroma of Zagreb’s streets that, when
put together on the stage, heats up to a boil in
their exciting concerts. The band has played in
more than 200 concerts and appeared in the
major festivals of the region (Exit and INmusic two years in a row, Terraneo, Špancirfest).
Their solo concerts include four sold-out nights
in Tvornica Kulture, and a sold-out concert in
Dvorište Jedinstvo (for which they sold more
than 2000 tickets, and about a thousand more
people watched the concert over the fence from
the bank of the Sava River). Early in 2015 they
released a single called 3 Problema announcing
their new album Goli Zbog Pasa, which the band
promoted through two sold-out concerts on the
small and large stages of Tvornica.

Pavle Sviličić and Frane Tomašić had an idea
to form a fun island band that would preserve
the local dialect of Vis through original songs.
In 2003 and 2004 KOPITO recorded two demo
albums Muj tovor and Srića, respectively. In
their early years, the band earned a reputation
of an entertaining melodic and dance group
that steadily pushed their way to the top of the
local rock scene by performing before Stampedo, Gego and Picigin band and other artists.
Aﬅer signing a record deal with Aquarius Records, Kopito released the album Riba in 2006
showing-oﬀ their playfulness, sense of melody,
klapa singing sounds, and elements depicting

the life on the island. They were labeled as a
world-music band, joined the Croatian Musicians Union as world-music artists, and in 2007
were included in the annual Womex compilation of the world’s top world-music fair. In that
same year, Kopito received the Zlatna Koogla
award as the newcomers of the year. In 2008
Aquarius Records released their second album
Teotar Akvarelo, which pushed the boundaries
of the local “island wave” consisting of several
new and inspired bands from Croatian islands.
In the same year Kopito was invited to the
Global World Music Orchestra in Rattkvik, Sweden and represented Croatia in two concerts. In
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they worked with non-professional Istrian musicians of the older generation and blended
traditional musical forms into modern rock music. Their 1996 double live album of provocative title Živi kurac (typical fro Let 3) confirmed
the band’s superiority on stage – the mixture
of music, theatrics, and conceptual art in their
live performances has always been excitingly
triumphant. In 1996 the band also participated in Ivica Buljan’s play Fedra, which won the
Croatian Association of Dramatic Artists Award
and the Porin award for best music for theatre. Prlja later participated in the play Pilad, and

years later with Mrle worked on Buljan’s play
Kiklop. Their 1997 CD Nečuveno was the most
drastic conceptual move that the band has ever
made – it was a blank disk with limited circulation and with serial numbers, accompanied
by a “blank” video Neviđeno. The band’s sixth
album Jedina was released in May 2000, showing oﬀ the rich blend of Let 3’s many creative
facets and winning the Porin award as the best
alternative rock music album. Aﬅer working on
it for almost three years, the group’s studio album Bombardiranje Srbije i Čačka came out in
2005 as a unique mix of rock, world music, folk

music, trash, electronic music, drum & bass and
nu metal. The album won the Porin award for
the best rock album and the best video (Ero s
onoga svijeta). In late 2008 Let 3 released their
live DVD Živa pička, which was followed by a
controversial appearance in Aleksandar Stanković’s TV show Nedjeljom u 2. In 2013 their album Kurcem do vjere/Thank You Lord came out
and in 2015 the band gave a triumphant concert in the Lauba Gallery in Zagreb, preceded
by a promotion of their sculpture Angela Merkel
sere (which is also the name of their upcoming
album).

LOVELY QUINCES is a project by young song
writer, singer, and guitarist Dunja Ercegović from
Split, who has become one of the top musicians
of the new generation. Lovely Quinces is equally
oriented towards the domestic and international markets and in has just a few years achieved
success that some find unreachable throughout
their careers – from guest appearances in Tame
Impala and Morcheeba’s concerts, sold-out club
concerts throughout Croatia to concerts in the
region and elsewhere in Europe, as well as over
the pond at the SXSW Conference in Austin, in
New York, Chicago and Toronto. She first appeared on the music scene in 2013, immediately won over audiences and critics and released
an EP album called No Room For Us, that was
met with rave reviews. Aﬅer the very successful
year, Lovely Quinces continued filling up her calendar with concerts in the country and abroad,

attracting more attention from mainstream
media in the country, and not only audiences
and critics. Aﬅer appearing at the SXSW Conference in Austin in March 2014, Dunja returned
to North America in May for a concert at the
Canadian Music Week conference in Toronto.
The year before that, she appeared six times in
three days at the Indie Week Festival in Toronto. As a guest artist, she shared the stage with
the legendary Giant Sand, both as an opening
act performing some of her songs, and as Giant
Sand’s back vocal in several concerts, including
the one at the Primavera Sound Festival in Barcelona for a crowd of five thousand. Aﬅerwards
she was a guest of the Thurston Moore Band
(legendary member of the American alter rock
band Sonic Youth) on the band’s regional tour.
In 2015 Lovely Quinces released her second EP
album Meet Me In Moscow, part one containing five songs that she wrote,
sang and played the guitar
for, while all the other instruments were played by Mark
Mrakovčić, who also recorded
and produced the entire EP.
Meet Me In Moscow, part one
was released exclusively as a
digital album, while part two
is scheduled to be released
in October 2015. Both EPs together will for the album Meet
Me In Moscow, scheduled to be
released in October on a CD
and as a vinyl LP edition.
© Sanjin Kaštelan

In the early eighties, bassist Damir
Martinović-Mrle played with the Rijeka-based punk band Termiti, whose
hit song Vjeran pas LET 3 would cover many years later. Aﬅer Termiti broke
up, Mrle continued working on a multimedia project called Strukturne ptice,
while Zoran Prodanović-Prlja (the other half of Let 3’s creative core) played
with Umjetnici ulice. In February 1986
the two artists formed Let 2, changing
their name to Let 3 in the following year
and contributing two songs for the iconic compilation release Rijeka – Pariz –
Texas. Their first album Two Dogs Fucking was
released in 1989 and it contained some of Let
3 classics – songs like Izgubljeni, Sam u vodi, U
rupi od smole etc. The second album El Desperado came out in 1991. This one contained the
cover of Vjerni pas and many of Let 3’s concert
standards (Pokvarena žena, Mona). Their frequent gigs included not only Croatia, but also
Slovenia, Austria, France, Italy, Hungary, Spain,
Greece, and Algiers. In 1994 they prepared their
album Peace at the Blue Moon estate near Hum
in Isria which, once again, contained hit songs
such as Kontinentio and Naﬅa. In this album,

© Dallas Records Archives

2008 the band participated in Joško Božanić’s CD
Terra Incognita – Hrvatska
na Atlantiku, sponsored
by the President of Croatia. In the following year
WDR Radio invited Kopito
to hold a live concert in
the Domicil Hall in Dortmund during the Balkan
Music Festival. All band
members also work on
various music, film, and
theatre projects in Croatia
and abroad. Kopito is also
visually recognizable by
traditional sailor t-shirts.
They are currently working on their third album.
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MAYALES was formed in 1993 by song writer
Petar Beluhan. The band played their first club
gig that same year. Mayales started as a cover band, but soon built their own original style
based on funk, jazz, and rock and roll, with elements of then trendy acid jazz. Years of constant gigs in clubs culminated in a studio album
Svima želim Raj za sve recorded in 1999, which
became a precursor for other projects on Croatian urban pop music (Yammat, Detour, Nipple
People, Mangroove, Headoneast). Mayales’s final appearance was at the Porin awards ceremony, in which their 1999 album was nominated in more than five categories, and their
track Vozi, vozi received the best instrumental
piece award. At that time, one of the members
of the band was singer Valerija Nikolovska. In
that same period, the band Mayales and Petar
Beluhan worked on the esteemed discography
and festival project under the title Lagano, lagano... which took place in the Aquarius club in
Zagreb and brought together artists of similar
style in music (Songkillers, Jinx, The Bastardz,
Mayales, Cubismo, Flexible Frame, Elvis Stanić
group, Boilers, ConFusion, Central Problem, Fali
V). The songs for Mayales’s second album were
written between 2003 and 2009 through intense collaboration between Petar Beluhan and
Vlado Mirčeta (guitarist of Mayales). Aﬅer two

© S. Zinaja
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failed attempts (in 2004 and 2009) to make a
comeback album, only songs written for Natali
Dizdar, Ivana Kindl, Luka Nižetić and ENI made it
to radio stations. In 2010 Coco Mosquito of Jinx
took over the role of the producer. Coki made
a selection of songs and started recording in
his own studio Funhouse. The album 2 was finished in January 2012 and was named one of
the top albums of the year by music critics. The
renewed Mayales promoted the album through
concerts and received three Porin awards for
album of the year, best alternative album and
best production.

© Dallas Records Archives

RENATO METESSI AND ZVIJEZDE
| Zagreb-based group Patrola and
their 1981 album U sredini presented one of the best local power pop
projects. Aﬅer the group broke up, the
singer and song writer Renato Metessi formed the band Zvijezde in 1982
consisting of Daska band members
from Sisak. Their debut album Imitacija života came out that year. In the
album Metessi continued chronicling
the urban life through memorable
songs such as Koji film sada vrtiš u
glavi, Grad i njegovi anđeli, Nadolaze
kiše etc. The band’s first major concert was the guest appearance in Prljavo Kazalište’s concert in the House
of Sports Arena. Their second album
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Mjesto pod Suncem contained the studio version of their old concert favorite Nikol that became one of the band’s greatest hits. Zvijezde
became one of the most successful bands in Zagreb, and Metessi one of the best song writers
of the direct, asphalt rock that was losing the
race to folk and folk-pop music in the eighties.
Their third album Pravovjerni plesači was produced by Drago Mlinarec, and it included a cover of Arsen Dedić’s song Takvim sjajem. Zvijezde
stopped working actively aﬅer the album Licem
prema nebu, produced by guitarist Marijan Brkić.
Metessi moved to Italy for a while, and in 1996
released his comeback album Sjaj i bijeda Hollywooda, and subsequently Muvanje (1998) and

Automatski piloti (2002). He revived his career
during the 2000s by signing a contract with
Dancing Bear record company as Metessi and
Zvijezde. He was also an important guest/narrator in Igor Mirković’s documentary Sretno dijete
about the age of the new wave. Albums such
as Veliki strašan film (2004), live album Strast
i znoj u Tvornici (2006), or Duh iz boce (2013) –
containing cover songs – presented Metessi as
a capable writer of asphalt, urban rock whose
commercial success could never measure up
to his creative reach. In 2015 he released a
single Plešem i pjevam under Dallas Records
and completed the recording of his new album
that is scheduled to be released in late 2015.

Young Zagreb-based artist MIKI SOLUS’s
music and messages contained in his lyrics
brought new esthetics to the local rock scene.
This up and coming singer-songwriter is accompanied by Frane Visković (acoustic bass)
and Andrej Tačigin (cajon). In live performances,
the explosive trio captivates the audience with
their energetic and quick-paced jazz/punk/rap
songs. They have played in over fiﬅ y concerts
around Croatia, Slovenia, and Serbia, including
an appearance in the 2013 Terraneo festival. In
Croatian Television’s HR demo club, they came
through to the third round. The songs Mrtav
je Johnny, Smrt je romantična and Pun kufer,
and their fun and creative approach to music
helped them create a recognizable expression
that could be described as acoustic rap with elements of energetic and fast-paced jazz and
punk elements. Miki Solus is, without too much
philosophy, a talented musician with a shiﬅed
expression that will win you over the instant
you hear him. So far, he has released two digital online albums Muzika sumnjive kvalitete
(2011) and Bojim se muzičkih kritičara (2012),
followed by an EP release Bolesni tekstovi sa
super mjuzom. Keyboard, acoustic bass and cajon in simple arrangements with inspired lyrics
helped make Miki Solus one of the leading singer-songwriters of the new generation. Hi single
Hipster came out before his debut album and
attracted a lot of attention among the public,

along with the hipster video directed by Miki
Solus and Bojan Crnić, who was in charge of the
camera and editing. All this was just an introduction to the first oﬃcial album called Muzika
za djecu i penzionere, which Miki recorded in the
Funhouse studio in Zagreb with producer Berko
Muratović, drummer of the Jinx. The 2015 jazzhip-hop-boogie woogie release with Miki Solus’s
rapping/singing introduced a new sound to the
local rock scene. The large promotion concert in
Tvornica aﬅer the release announced the arrival
of a new musical hero. Miki Solus’s record company Yammat FM included hi songs Pun kufer
and Bijela čokolada in a compilation album with
other artists (Yammat, Nipplepeople, Das Wegas, Ohnokono, PigPop).
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DRAGO MLINAREC
His career in music started in 1962
within the Jutarnje
zvijezde band. After that, he formed
the Grupa 220.
Grupa 220 recorded the song Osmijeh in December
1966 that became
the first original hit
song of the Croatian
rock music scene.
In 1968 the Group
220 recorded the
first local rock album Naši dani. In 1971 Drago
Mlinarec released his first solo album A ti se ne
daj. Later that year, he started working in theatre, including the children’s play Story About
Prince Svebor, for which he wrote the music and
played the travelling musician. He has worked
in many theatre productions as an author (Life
is a Dream, The Woman from Hvar, Merry Go
Round of Love, How Odysseus Met Cyclops, Return of the Arlequin and more). The theatre he
performed the most with was Ivica Boban’s
Pozdravi. In spring 1972 he was invited by the
rock band Time to perform in their concert in
Zagreb – Mlinarec accepted the invitation and
appeared as an acoustic musician. He spent
the summer of 1972 in the mountains, where
he wrote most of the songs for his next album
Pjesme s planine. In the period that followed, he
performed in clubs with Ivica Kiš and continued
working in theatre. In the fall of 1974 he performed with musicians Neven Frangeš, Davor

Roko and Dragan Brčić in student dorms as the
band Dijete Zvijezda. He recorded his third album
Rođenje (1975) with them and with the help of
Hus, Nenad Zubak and Jurica Pađen. Aﬅerwards
he went on a world tour with the Pozdravi theatre troupe, performing in Italy, France, Spain,
Poland, the former USSR, Venezuela, Columbia,
Panama, Guatemala, and Mexico and composed
music for children’s movies Rabbit and Telling a
Story. In April 1977 Mlinarec gave a solo concert
in the Vatroslav Lisinski Concert Hall with Arsen
Dedić as guest. That same year he released his
next album Negdje postoji netko containing the
hit song Caracas that he wrote while travelling
in Latin America. His next album was Sve je u
redu, released in 1978, followed by Tako lako,
which he recorded in Sweden with Tini Varga.
He also re-recorded his old songs with Tini Varga for a compilation album Sabrano (1980),
and stayed in Sweden for another album, called
Pomaknuto (released in 1982). Aﬅer a longer
break, he appeared in 1986 with the members
of La Cinema who re-arranged his songs. Early
in 1987 the Grupa 220 gathered again in Vrbik for a concert celebrating 20 years of their
formation, which was followed by a compilation
album called Originali 1967/68. At that time,
Mlinarec moved to the village of Bijela Gorica
in the valley of the Sutla River and retired from
public life. In 1987 he received Vjesnik’s Josip
Štolcer Slavenski award for his contribution to
music. His 1997 the compilation album Krhotine received a Porin award. In 2001 Mlinarec
received the lifetime achievement Porin award,
and in 2007 a box set called Kolekcija (Croatia Records) came out, containing all of his solo
studio albums on eight CDs.

M.O.R.T. is an uncompromising punk-blues
band from Sinj with hard rock sounds and
compelling live performances. According to the
band members, their name is not an acronym
and has no particular meaning. By late 2012
the band completed the formation process
and recorded their first demo album Vrhunsko dno, released by Zdenko Franjić’s legendary independent label Slušaj najglasnije. As a
well-known name on the local underground

rock scene, the band won the 6th edition of
the renowned Demofest in Banja Luka, which
marked the end of their demo phase. Dalmatia
created them, Zdenko Franjić recognized them,
the most prestigious demo festival in the region opened their door to broader audiences,
and the rock scene in Croatia profited from an
excellent new band. In 2004 Bore Lee warned
us with his movie Watch Out for the Hand from
Sinji, while M.O.R.T. stated: watch out for the
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noise from Sinj in 2013. The following year the
band signed a contract with Croatia Records
and released singles Tango, Pas and Meni se
skače. Their album Odjel za žešće came out in
July of the same year. Aﬅer winning the first
RockOﬀ festival in Zagreb, receiving great reviews and the inclusion of their album on all
major albums of the year lists, Odjel za žešće
became one of the key rock albums of 2014.
Aﬅer Tango, the single Nina became the band’s
greatest hit, popular among broader audiences, while their autumn concert tour in 2014 announced M.O.R.T.’s sold-out 2015 season.
© Ana Maleš

MY BUDDY MOOSE is a four-member band
from Rijeka that was formed in September 2004.
Their music is composed of a broad range of
styles, from pop to rock and roll, punk, soul and
country. While searching for their own expression within the field that Gram Parsons named
“cosmic American music”, the band draws their
inspiration from the folk emotional style of Parsons, Steve Earl or Townes Van Zandt, as well
as from the garage band energy of The Sonics or The Stooges. Aﬅer recording their second
demo material in late 2004, My Buddy Moose
started promoting their music in concerts. They
have leﬅ the audiences captivated with their
energetic live performances and shared the
stage with world famous artists, such as Steve
Wynn, The Saints and The Strange. In mid-2005
their demo recordings reached Dalibor Pavičić,
the guitarist of The Bambi Molesters and The
Strange. By the end of the year they went into
studio with Pavičić as the producer to record an
album containing only original songs. The al-

bum was well received by the critics and the
public, and My Buddy Moose continued their
concert activities, including an appearance in
the first INmusic festival. My Buddy Moose’s
first album was featured in numerous 2006 top
album lists, and the Muzika.hr portal named it
the rock album of the year. Within two years,
while maintaining the same intensity of concert activities in Croatia, Slovenia, and Austria,
the band completed a new collection of original songs and in spring 2008 started recording
with producer Edi Cukerić, best known for his
award-winning collaboration with Gustafi and
Hladno Pivo. Their album Wonderful Feeling Of
Emptiness came out in 2010 to rave reviews.
The album features a guest appearance of
Howe Gelb, a renowned singer-songwriter from
Tucson, Arizona, leader of the cult alter country
rock group Giant Sand. Chris Eckman, the frontman of The Walkabouts, also contributed to
the album and played the organ in five songs.
Aﬅer the release of their second album, the
group continued their concert activities around
Croatia, Slovenia, and Serbia, broadening their
fan base with every concert. Their third album
Shine! Shine! Shine! was produced by legendary
Chris Eckman and released in 2013. In 2012 My
Buddy Moose participated in the album Projekt
R.E.M.: Pure Energy Music, for which they covered R.E.M.’s song Drive 8 with Chris Eckman.
Soon aﬅer they covered The Jayhawks’ song
People In This Place On Every Side for the movie
You Shouldn’t Hide Your Colors (The Jayhawks
Fan Tribute Project).

© Iva Kraljević
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pearing as guests. Their ambitious project Kao
nekada: Live at S.C. was recorded in the Student
Center Hall in Zagreb with an expanded swing
big band version of the group. The concept was
aﬅerwards repeated at the Šalata stadium with
visiting musicians from the band’s history. Aﬅer
their farewell concert in Zagreb’s central square
for the 2006 New Year celebration, the band
took a temporary break. They regrouped in late
2009 for the Karlovačko live tour and recorded
two new songs: Nakon svih godina and To sam
stvarno ja. In 2009, aﬅer 22 years of absence,
Parni Valjak played in a sold-out concert in the
Belgrade Arena for 44,000 people, and later on
gave five sold-out concerts in the Sava Center.
In 2011 Parni valjak released an album called
Stvarno nestvarno, and two years later Nema
predaje. At the 2013 celebration of Croatia’s accession to the EU, the group gave a large open
air concert in Wrocław, Poland, as well as a concert in the Home of Sports Arena in Zagreb with
their Bez struje program. In 2014 the band performed in the Croatian Music Festival in Vienna
in Accent Theater and in the Vatroslav Lisinski
Hall in Zagreb two nights in a row.

The band PAVEL was formed in 2007. It was
initially planned as Aljoša Šerić’s (at the time,
the lead vocal of the band Ramirez) solo project
with an objective to present his acoustic songs
through an alter ego. Since the musicians he
started working with on his first album greatly contributed to the final sound of the songs,

Pavel was instead presented to the public as a
band with an album of the same name. Song
Morska and duet Ako si za, mogli bi jednom izaći
with Maja Posavec from Detour became major
radio hits. In 2012 the band released the second
album called Od prve zvijezde ravno. The rave
reviews were almost unanimous, and the album

was nominated for Porin award in five categories, including song of the year (hit single Zbog
tebe). The following year, the members of Pavel
started working on their third album, which was
announced in December with a song called Čuvaj me. The song also presented the vocal talent
of Antonia Matković, the band’s new member.
Early in 2014 Čuvaj me became a hit on local
radio stations and remained near the top of
the national Top 40 chart for several weeks. It
was also nominated for the 2014 Porin awards
in two categories (song of the year and best
arrangement), winning the best arrangement
award. The song was also awarded as the most
played song of the 2014 Zagreb Festival. In October 2014 Pavel released the third album I mi
smo došli na red, containing several more successful singles: Autentično osrednji, Ljubav stoljeća and Pastorala. The band promoted the album upon its release in the packed Tvornica hall
in Zagreb, when they also presented the new
members. The album I mi smo došli za red was
nominated for four Porin awards, including the
album of the year and song of the year nominations. The series of concerts that Pavel held
upon the album release culminated in summer
2015 with the excellent concert in Medvedgrad
during the Medvedgrad Music Evenings.

With their initial single Dinamo ja volim from
1992, PIPS CHIPS & VIDEOCLIPS created the
most successful sports anthem in Croatia, which
became a major hit and automatically turned
the group into a household name. Their revolt
and support for bringing back the old name of
the sports club, the sentiment they shared with
other Dinamo supporters, were felt throughout
their first album Shimpoo Pimpoo (1993) as well
as in their appearance in the Poljud stadium in
front of 40,000 people as Mišo Kovač’s opening
act for a charity concert. The Kerempuh theatre
used some of the material from Shimpoo Pimpoo in 1994 as scene music for their show Welcome to Blue Hell. In the following year PCVC’s
music was used in Zagreb Youth Theatre’s show
Mafia! In December 1995 PCVC released its
second album Dernjava, which won the Porin
award for best alternative rock album. Their fol-

© Mare Milin

PARNI VALJAK, the oldest existing Croatian
rock band, was formed in 1975 by the remaining members of Grupa 220. The members of
the group have changed during the years, but
the guitarist and song writer Husein Hasanefendić - Hus and lead singer Aki Rahimovski
have remained. The group’s first studio album
Dođite na show! (1976) and their second album
Glavom kroz zid (1977) contained several successful singles that announced a career that
would gain momentum with the third album
Gradske priče released in 1979. Early in the
1980s, the group’s members changed, and the
new members, encouraged by the active new
wave scene, released a number of excellent albums (Vruće igre and Vrijeme je da se krene),
while Hus also produced many albums and singles of other new wave bands (Azra, Haustor,
Patrola, Animatori, Stidljive ljubičice, Cacadou
Look). Members of Parni valjak have earned a
reputation of very professional stage artists
early on, so their double live album Koncert in
1982 was to be expected. The studio albums
that followed – Glavnom ulicom (1983), Uhvati
ritam (1984) and Pokreni se (1985) – ensured
their reputation as one of the most successful
rock bands in Yugoslavia. Aﬅer releasing Anđeli
se dosađuju? and Sjaj u očima in the late eighties, the band’s membership changed again and
the new musicians formed the second “classic”
membership of Parni valjak that has remained
(with minor changes) to this day. Parni valjak’s
1995 album Buđenje won seven Porin awards,
and the group released the bestselling Croatian
live album Bez struje: Live in ZeKaeM (recorded in the very popular unplugged format of the
time). In 2000, Parni valjak released one of its
key later albums Zastave and a DVD 25 godina recorded during their concert in the Home of
Sports Arena with many former members ap-
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lowing album Fred Astaire was one of the most
significant Croatian rock albums of the nineties. It won four journalists’ rock awards “Crni
mačak” and two Porin awards – as the album of
the year and for best vocal collaboration (with
Darko Rundek for Plači). In 1998 PCVC gave its
first solo concert in the Home of Sports Arena
in Zagreb. Their fourth album Bog, released late
in 1999, was also one of the top albums of the
decade, and received two Porin awards and four
“Crni mačak” awards. Aﬅer a successful concert
in the Gavella theatre in Zagreb, PCVC started
its Fenomenalan dan tour of theatre halls in
eight largest cities in Croatia. Before recording
their next album, the band placed web cameras
in their rehearsal room, organized several chat
rooms in which Ripper hosted some of the most
prominent people of the local pop and culture
scene, they organized a web contest for the re-
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mix of their song Motorcycle Boy, and a
contest for the visual design of their new
album Drveće i rijeke. The album was released in 2003, produced by Jura Ferina i
Pavle Miholjević from the Svadbas band,
and mixed in the Tarbox Road Studios in
the US under famous producer Dave Fridmann. In the following year, PCVC performed in London and Dublin. They used
their appearance in the show Izštekani
on the Slovenian Val 202 radio later that
year to make an unplugged live album
Dokument - Izštekani session 17.12.2004.
They announced their new album Pjesme
za gladijatore, released late in 2007, with
a concert in the Boogaloo club. The album was produced by Ivan Božanić and
the Ferina/Miholjević duo, while the final
mixing was once again done under Grammy winning Dave Fridmann in his studio.
Pjesme za gladijatore was the first Croa-
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tian album to be released on mobile phones before
coming out on a CD. In 2010 the band once again
pioneered new technology on the local market and
released the entire discography on a USB stick called
Diskografija. Aﬅer the 2012 concert in the Zagreb
Dance Center, Pips, Chips & Videoclips released its
first DVD called 2x2, and a year later their new studio
album Walt, followed by the acoustic version of Walt...
Early in 2015 PCVC played in a sold-out concert in the
Home of Sports Arena in Zagreb, which was the first
time they came back to the arena aﬅer 1998.

PRLJAVO KAZALIŠTE was formed in 1977
in the Dubrava neighborhood of Zagreb when
Jasenko Houra joined the band called Ciferšlus.
The band soon changed its name to Prljavo kazalište, inspired by an episode of the cult comic
book Alan Ford. The band’s first gig was in 1978
in a concert organized by Polet magazine, and
they released a single called Televizori in the
same year. Their second single, Moj je otac bio
u ratu, announced their 1979 album Prljavo Kazalište. This was the first Croatian punk album,
and it was produced by the band’s key associate Ivan Piko Stančić for Suzy. Their following album Crno bijeli svijet (released in 1980),
recorded in Milan, introduced ska music to the
local scene and sold in about 200,000 copies,
which made them the top rock band in Yugoslavia. Aﬅer that, singer Davorin Bogović leﬅ
the band, and guitarist and song writer Jasenko
Houra took the lead vocal role on the third album Heroj ulice. The album was recorded in the
Ferger Studio in Sweden and produced by Tinnie Varga, who worked with many bands from
Zagreb. Davorin Bogović rejoined the band for
their fourth album Korak od sna (released in
1983), but leﬅ again soon aﬅer. At that time

Mladen Bodalec became the band’s lead vocalist. They released an album Zlatne godine in
1985 and switched to Jugoton record company.
Soon aﬅer, however, they returned to Suzy and
in 1988 released the album Zaustavite zemlju. The album containing the song Mojoj majci
(aka Ruža hrvatska) was a turning point of the
band’s career. The band went on a long tour,
which culminated on October 17, 1909 with a
large concert in Zagreb’s central square in front

of a crowd of around 200,000. The successful
tour was accompanied by the release of the
1989 double live album called Sve je lako kad
si mlad – live. In the following year the band
released the album Devedeseta, the title song
of which oﬀered an overview of the social situation of 1990 and the impending war. The album
Lupi petama became one of the best-selling albums in Croatia, which was followed by a large
concert tour around Croatia and abroad that
culminated on December 27, 1994 in the Dolac square in Zagreb. The concert was recorded
for a live CD called Božićni koncert, released for
Prljavo Kazalište’s new label CBS. The 1996 album S vremena na vrijeme, mixed in London,

PSIHOMODO POP was formed in Zagreb in
1983 aﬅer the breakup of the legendary punk
rock band Klinska pomora. Their singer Davor
Gobac joined the underground band Neron,
which changed its name to Psihomodo Pop
aﬅer Gobac’s arrival. Their first album Godina
zmaja was not released until late 1988. The album immediately elevated them to one of the
leading rock bands of the time. Hit song Ja volim samo sebe, as well as many other songs
from this first album (Frida, Ramona, Nebo, Kad
sam imao 16) have remained on the band’s
repertoire to this day. That year, Psihomodo Pop
played at the Grote prijs of Netherland, where
they were selected as one of the top six out
of 600 other rock bands. Marcen Vanthil, one
of the most popular MTV hosts, got interested in Psihomodo Pop and included the English
version of their song Ja volim samo sebe (I’m
in Love With Gobac) in his program. The video
that they made during their Amsterdam concert
was also the first video of a Croatian band to be
aired on MTV. Aﬅer appearing in famous clubs
around the world (Paradiso, Milky Way), Psihomodo Pop released Live in Amsterdam in 1989.
In 1990 the band played as the opening act
to their greatest role models – the legendary
Ramones – during their Ljubljana and Zagreb
concerts. Psihomodo Pop’s second album Sexy
magazin was also a great success among the
audience, and in 1992 the band released the
third album Tko je ubio Mickey Mousea contain-
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featured Mel Gaynor, the drummer of Simple
Minds. In 1997 Prljavo Kazalište gave a concert
with a symphony orchestra in the Vatroslav Lisinski Concert Hall celebrating the band’s 20th
anniversary. The arrangements were made by
conductor Igor Kuljerić, who also conducted the
orchestra, and the concert was released on a CD
called XX godina. The 1998 album Dani ponosa
i slave was followed by a box set Sve je lako kad
si mlad ‘77-’99 released in 2001 and containing four CDs. From 2003 onwards, the band has
released albums Radio Dubrava and Moj dom je
Hrvatska for Dallas Records, and then returned
to Croatia Records to release Tajno ime (2008)
and Možda dogodine (2012).

© Mateja Vrcković

ing songs that they had previously played in various TV shows for children. In late 1993 Psihomodo Pop released a new album Srebrne svinje
containing hit songs Osjećam se haj, Natrag u
garažu and a Rolling Stones cover Starfucker. By
that time, one of the band founders and song
writer, guitarist Saša Radulović-Sale leﬅ Psihomodo Pop, and saxophonist and keyboardist Jurij Novoselić-Kuzma, known for his work
with Film, Haustor, and Disciplina Kičme, joined.
In late 1995 the band released the album Unpljugd, recorded with acoustic instruments, a
very popular trend in the music world at that
time. This was followed by their most successful tour with sold-out concerts, and Unpljugd
became the band’s best-selling album. In 1997
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they released a new studio album called Sextasy on an interactive CD containing info on band
members and games. The CD cover designed by
Božesačuvaj won the Porin award. Their 2000
album Debakl, which included four singles and
videos, received the Porin award as the best
rock album. The band celebrated its twentieth
anniversary with a double compilation album
Tekućih 20. CD 1 contains an overview of hit
songs, and CD 2 previously unreleased record-

ings created before the first album. In 2004
Psihomodo Pop released an album called Plastic Fantastic, followed by a celebration concert
in the Hall of Sports Arena in Zagreb. Upon the
release of their most recent album Ćiribu Ćiriba
(2014), the band held a concert in the sold-out
Home of Sports Arena, which was also the celebration of their 30th anniversary. The album
also received two Porin awards: as the album
of the year and best rock album.

SARA RENAR is a singer-songwriter from Zagreb. Her music defies the usual perception of
a “girl with a guitar” and eludes categorization
into any specific genre. Her songs have been arranged by rock bands, into blues acoustic expression, trip hop, electronic remixes and jazz.
Her 2013 debut album Djeca received positive
reviews from experts and the public, while her
2014 EP Jesen confirmed the announcements
by widening Sara Renar’s sound image. Through

suggestive performing qualities and vocal talent, Sara Renar explores new territories both
as a performer and songwriter, and creates an
eclectic mix of acoustics and electronics that
makes up a fresh, surprising, and unique genre. Some of the credit is also due to producers Edi Cukerić and Konrad Mulvaj. In 2014 she
was nominated for the Porin award as the best
newcomer of the year. That same year she won
the judges’ award from the Poezika festival in
Novi Sad, best performance award of the RockOﬀ festival in Zagreb and the judges’ award of
the Kantfest in Belgrade. In 2015 she received
the Porin award for best female vocal performance. She performs as a solo artist and with
an accompanying band. Just like the recorded
songs, her performances are gentle as well as
energetic, pragmatic and poetic, nostalgic and
optimistic. Her song Trag, the fourth single from
the EP Jesen, surprised the public with an unexpected vocal collaboration with Darko Rundek.
Just like her previous work, Trag was another
proof of the young versatile artist’s extraordinary talent that cannot be stereotyped into any
particular genre.

DARKO RUNDEK started a career in music with the band Haustor that was formed in
1979. While working on his career with Haustor,
he also worked as an assistant director in theatre, occasionally acted in plays, directed radio
plays, and in 1990 wrote the music for Zoran
Tadić’s film Eagle. During the war, Rundek held

the position of music editor at Radio Brod for a
while, and spent some time in Paris working on
music for theatre. He, Vedran Peternel and cellist Arnold Achard formed the band KAAN that
was active on the Parisian alternative scene
in the mid-nineties. At the beginning of 1997
Rundek started a solo career and released an

album called Apokalipso for the Jabukaton label. The album’s great success and Porin award,
as well as Rundek’s aﬃliation with the Fiju Briju
generation of artists and the brief comeback
of Haustor for a performance in the House of
Sports Arena turned Rundek into everyone’s
favorite veteran who was still making creative
and fresh music. He released his second album
U širokom svijetu in 2000 and then the third album Ruke in the fall of 2002. In spring 2003 he
formed a new, larger group called Rundek Cargo
Orkestar that consisted primarily of musicians
who worked with him on the album Ruke. They

QUASAAR is a band based in Rijeka that was
formed in 2000. Initially the band played both
cover and original songs, but subsequently turned towards creating only original music. They recorded a lot of demo material and
played in major Croatian clubs. The turning point
in the band’s career was their participation in
the finale of the Incubator project in the Aquarius club in Zagreb, where they came in second,
thus drawing the attention of record companies
and the media. With a change in membership in
2004, the band started making diﬀerent songs,
recorded a video for their first single Ti and
prepared for concerts that followed a diﬀerent
concept: the use of new instruments, sounds,
and a blend of electronic and acoustic music.
At the initiative of Vlado Simčić-Vava, former
guitarist of Laufer, their material reached famous producer Denis Mujadžić-Denyken, and
the band recoded their debut album Quasaar

held seven themed concerts in Zagreb during
the Blue Tour (multimedia show Pretovar in the
Croatian Glyptotheque, Umba Lumba Baa in the
Student Center Club, Blue Cabaret in the Exit
Theatre, The Best Show in Town in the Pauk hall,
Live on 101 on Radio 101, and violinist Isabel
played Bach in the Croatian National Theatre
Lobby and the Semi-Circled Hall of the ITD Theatre). The concerts were released on live album
Zagrebačka magla (2004). In that same year,
the Berlin-based record house Piranha Music,
specialized in world music, released Rundek’s
album Ruke (for the foreign market). Rundek’s
next album with the Cargo Orkestar called
Mhm A-ha Oh Yeah Da-Da came out in 2006,
and two years later he released a collection of
songs written for the play Ballads of Petrica
Kerempuh, as well as a live album called Live
u Domu omladine recorded in Belgrade. With
the two most recent works of the Rundek Cargo Trio, Plavi avion (2010) and Mostovi (2015),
Darko Rundek remained in the position of one
of the most valuable song writers and performers in Croatia whose artistic reach has been
spreading uninterrupted from the very start of
his career and who is always willing to move
forward without making any compromises.

© Goran Pleić
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released by DOP Records and Menart. The album contained successful singles Ti, Neki drugi svijet and Arpeggio/Vrati sve što mi duguješ.
In 2008 Quasar was nominated for the Porin
award for best alternative album and received
two Zlatna Koogla nominations, for best newcomers and best album cover. Through a comprehensive audio and visual experience oﬀered
in concerts, Quasaar aims to hold high composing and performing standards, compose songs

© Menart Archives

SVADBAS is a band formed by Croatian producers and musicians Pavle Miholjević and
Jura Ferina, best known for writing the music
for the movie Fine Dead Girls and a hit single
Treblebass. Svadbas started working under this
name in 1994, and were initially best known for
making film and theatre music. In 1998 they
released their first album and their first in a
series of very well received film music albums:
Puška za uspavljivanje for Hrvoje Hribar’s movie Tranquilizer Gun. Their album Svadbas easily found a label that would support it aﬅer it
was featured in compilation Freshmaker 3 by
the US-based Zark Records (Svadbas were also
the only band in the compilation with non-Eng-

that would diﬀerentiate them from the rest of
the scene with lyrics, performance, visual appearance, orchestrations, the use of classical
instruments and electronics. Their second album Propaganda came out in 2010, produced
by Srđan Sekulović-Skansi. Aﬅer signing a contract with Croatia Records in 2013, the band
recorded a song Ljubav featuring Josipa Lisac,
which earned them the Porin award for best vocal collaboration.

lish songs). The album was released by Dallas
Records. It was well received by critics and music aficionados, but did not have much success
among the broader public. Aﬅerwards Svadbas
continued working on theatre music and wrote
the themes for many popular plays, such as
Culture in Suburb, Measle and Grandma’s Heart.
In 1999 they completed the material for their
second album, and in 2000 signed a contract
with a new record company (DanMrak) to release the album Jug in June. While promoting
the album in concerts, they also wrote the music for Dalibor Matanić’s movie Cashier Wants to
Go to the Seaside which included a single Moja
draga – an adaptation of an old popular song
featuring Drago Diklić. Soon aﬅer they released
the album Sami with music for Lukas Nola’s
film, as well as f.m.d. sessions, and the Porin
award-winning soundtrack for Dalibor Matanić’s
movie Fine Dead Girls. These were followed by
further collaborations with Dalibor Matanić on
his short movie called Drought and feature film
100 Minutes of Glory (2004), accompanied by a
single called Jesenje lišće. Apart from being recording artists, Jura Ferina and Pavle Miholjević
are also known as esteemed music producers.
They received the 2004 Zlatna Koogla for their
work on Pips Chips & Videoclips’ album Drveće
i rijeke which they mixed in collaboration with
the famous American producer Dave Fridmann.
They also produced albums for the Djeca pop
rock band and the debut album of the electro
pop duo Lollobrigida Cartoon Explosion. Ferina and Miholjević also wrote music for Lukas
Nola’s experimental film Theﬅ (2004.), and for
Snježana Tribuson’s short film Under the Blue
Skies (2005). In 2005 Svadbas made another
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album la la, announced by the single Treblebass that reached the top of most charts and
won the Porin award as the song of the year.
The video for the single was directed by Dalibor
Matanić. This was followed by another hit song
Pričaj mi o ljubavi and their third single Više nije

važno tko je kriv. The album Još was released in
2012, but in the meantime Ferina and Miholjević produced new singles and albums for Vatra
and Hladno pivo, achieving great success in music charts and reviews, which confirmed their
status as sought-for and renowned producers.

DAMIR URBAN is a musician from Rijeka who
started his professional career as the lead
singer and one of the song writers in Laufer.
Laufer’s first album The best of... was released
in 1993 for the Slovenian label Corona. The
album produced a number of hit songs (Budi
moja voda, Svijet za nas and Lopov Jack), making Laufer one of the top Croatian rock bands.
Their single Budi moja voda won Radio Velika
Gorica’s hit song of the year award. Aﬅer two
more albums – Pustinje (1994) and EP (1995)
– released by Croatia Records, the band broke
up and Urban continued his solo career that
would make him one of the leading Croatian
musicians in the recent decades. His first solo
album Otrovna kiša was released in 1996 with
hit songs Astronaut and Nebo that earned him
three Porin award nominations. Aﬅer switching to Croatia Records in 1998 Urban released
his second album Žena dijete, one of the best
rock albums in Croatia, which also earned him

the Porin award for best alternative rock music album. The album also won six journalists’
awards “Crni mačak” and the critics named it
one of the top ten albums of the decade. Urban’s concerts, accompanied by his excellent
permanent band called 4 (Marko Bradaschia –
drums, Sandi Bratonja – bass, Saša Markovski
– keyboard, Tonči Radić – guitar), are some of
the best rock shows in the country. In Rijeka in
October and November 2004, he recorded his
third album Retro in the G.I.S. Studio, and in
2009 his final album for Croatia Records Hello,
followed by a live album No mix! No sex! in
the following year. His collaboration with cellist Stjepan Hauser was recorded on a 2011
CD called Hauser i Urban. In 2012 Urban & 4
released an inspired EP album Kundera containing six songs, and in 2014 a brand new
studio album Mamut, followed by the largest
concert of their careers in the sold-out House
of Sports Arena in Zagreb.

© Milica Czerny Urban
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VATRA is a band from Virovitica founded in 1999. Their first album Između nas
was released during their first year, and
immediately earned a nomination for
the journalists’ rock award “Crni mačak”
in 2000 as newcomers of the year. In
2001, the band shared the stage in
Tvornica in Zagreb with their older colleagues Darko Rundek, Urban and Massimo at concert homage to Ekatarina
Velika, the band that initially influenced
Vatra. The work ethics that they exhibited through constant gigs that year resulted in almost 100 concerts in Croatia

and Bosnia and Herzegovina, earning them very
early on a status of an excellent live band and of
thorough professionalism on the stage. In 2002
they signed a contract with Dallas Records, and
released their album Anđeo s greškom. The
following year, the band shared a stage with
Simple Minds in Zagreb. The producer of their
first four albums was Denis Mujadžić. Late in
2006, they went on the Vatra vs Ramirez tour,
which started in Zagreb in Tvornica with their
friends from Ramirez, and in 2007 started their
first sponsored tour Vatreno & Pepsi ljeto 2007.,
which spanned across the entire Adriatic coast.
Since 2008 and their fiﬅh album Sputnik, the
band has been working with producers Juro Ferina and Pavle Miholjević from the Svadbas band.
Their sixth studio album Ima li budnih (released
in 2011) produced a hit single Tremolo featuring Damir Urban, while the song Ima li budnih
featured Ljubica Gurdulić from the Svadbas. In
2013 Vatra released an EP called VT containing
diﬀerent arrangements of six songs from their
previous albums. The album received the Porin
award for best alternative music album. Hit singles Tango and Saturn turned Vatra into one of
the most successful Croatian bands on charts,
while the lead singer Ivan Dečak’s role as one of
the judges in The Voice additionally contributed
to the band’s popularity in 2015, brought them
numerous concerts, including the upcoming
concert at the Home of Sports Arena in Zagreb
on October 23.
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